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Libra Live is designed for versatile

operation in

a

broadcast production

environment.
It provides all

the advantages of digital

control and

a

digital signal path

with the ease of use of

a

conventional

analogue console.

Full processing on all channels

Soft configurations for user /application

Built -in I/O router
12 -48

faders, 12 -96 inputs

Mix -minus/IFB output, including talkback
and AFL on every fader
Full surround sound capability

Snapshot reset
Up to 16 mono or stereo auxes
Up to 8 mono or stereo sub -groups
Up to 4 mono or stereo main outputs

Redundant

PSU5

Libra Live users include:
ABC, All Mobile, Astro, CBS, Central

N, Cinetel,

France 2, King

N,

Korean Broadcasting System, MSNBC,

Nickelodeon, Nihon

TV, NTV,

Radio & TV Hong Kong, YTV
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Space at home
THE EVOLUTION OF MANKIND has also influenced the evolution of
the environment in which it lives. In the same way that our ears have
settled roughly in the same repeatable position on our heads in order
to best identify the direction of that charging mammoth or taxi, and the
placement of our eyes has happily coincided with the direction in

which we walk, so too we have happened upon a character of acceptable living space.
A house move has caused me to experience a variety of prospective
different abodes and I am convinced that the first acoustic impression
of rooms is the biggest contributing factor to making a place feel good,
followed, it has to be said, by sympathetic light and the lack of offensive smells.
For the most part these rooms have been empty and I have been surprised at just how nice perfectly plain houses can sound. Our last house
stripped to a bare shell of all furniture and fittings reminded me of why
we had liked it so much all those years ago.
The trouble is that you can't live in an empty room and a life's baggage and paraphernalia soon clamps a rooms response down to undistinguished and inflexible. Which is all the more pity given that the acoustic
demands that are about to placed upon the average living space through
the reproduction of multichannel domestic formats are orders of magnitude greater than the obstacles placed in the way of stereo reproduction.
The TV and the stereo invaded living rooms, but the progress of entertainment media has taken it to the very limit of what that space can comfortably absorb. Perhaps we are approaching a time where an entertainment zone in a house will become as much a consideration to architects
as multiple phone points, storage space and an extra downstairs cloakroom. I can't see any better evolutionary route to the problem.
Zenon Schoepe, executive editor

The price of progress
IT USED TO GIVE US PLEASURE to hear the sophistication of profes-

sional audio equipment compared to that of the space programme. After
all, we'd all rather be sporting a Purdey than a Rossi, and driving a Ferrari than a Trabant. But after a disturbing conversation with a tame
mathematician -who reluctantly concedes that he would rather work
wonder how long we can hope to hold
in applied than pure circles
on to the accolade.
His specific concern was over the commercial sector's reluctance to
recognise that commercially valuable research comes at the cost of plenty
that isn't. The incentive to those with research grants to allocate is that
someone, somewhere makes good at some time, but that it's impossible
to be sure who, where or when. To play the research game is a bit like
doing the lottery-or riding in aeroplanes. As a New Zealander currently
on his way to an academic post in Toronto via Cambridge, England, my
mathematician has some insight into the differing research climates around
the world. His experience is reflected in the research efforts of pro -audio
companies who are increasingly dependent on other areas of business
for their technological progress.
While it is fashionable to point out that the early recording studio business was driven by personal passions rather than business plans, there's
no doubt that those passions were directly responsible for much of the
progress that was made and the experience we now possess. Had the
early private studio owners taken their case to any reasonable financial
hacker, we might still be recording on metal wire in stairwells since the
acceptance of the general rules of business inevitably brings with it a
tempering of what we might achieve -technically if not artistically.
Perhaps the recent award of Fields Medals to two Cambridge mathematicians, and the return of the inspirational John Forbes Nash from the
brink of insanity will help mathematicians recover the glamourous mystique that attracts investment of all kinds. It's the same quality that once
fuelled music recording, and we could do with a fresh delivery.
Tim Goodyer, editor
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Born to Broadcast ...
and On Air Around the World.
Digital broadcasting brings many new
challenges, not least in ensuring

operational staff are trained to fully
maximise the advantages on offer.
For broadcasters seeking to ease the

transition to digital, Aysis Air offers the
:.....:

unique

SSL

combination of advanced

signal processing and

a

familiar and

intuitive cortrol surface.
Solid State Logic's Real Time Resource

Processing means that all the controls
on every channel are always available,

while superb ergonomics also provide
instant access to such broadcast essentials
as

dedicated AFL /PFL and mix -minus

systems, loudspeaker muting, red light

signalling and remote machine starts.

Multiple outputs, dedicated subgroups,
full surround sound capability, selectable

snapshot reset and integrated routeing,

for over 400 input/outputs, make Aysis

Air the only realistic choice for
broadcast production and transmission

facilities into the next millenium.

"Aysis Air looks like an
analogue console, so it's easy

for freelancers to operate."
Stig Nordahl. Sound Tech

TV2. Norway.

.c Ian.

Solid State Logic
International Headquarters
Eegbroke Oxford OX5
Tel: +44

I

RU England

(I 865) 842300

Fax: +44 (1865) 842118

Email: sales@solid -state -logic.com

http://www.soltd-state-logic.com

New York
+1

(212) 315 1111

Los Angeles
+

I

(213) 463 4444

Tokyo
+81 (3) 5474

Paris
1

144

+33

(I) 3460

4666

Milan

Toronto

Singapore

+39 (2) 2622 4956

+1 (416) 431 9131

+65 285 9300

US:A newly formed coalition

of high end, independent audio
manufacturers has banded
together to promote Excellence
in Audio at AES, San Francisco.
The so- called Audio Underground Coalition, believes in delivering custom hand -built quality products and, free from
corporate bondage, states its in-

tent to meet and exceed user
needs rather than appease a
board of directors spearheading the Coalition are Manley Laboratories, Drawmer, Brauner and SoundField USA (Transamerica
Audio Group) and API. Others included are Esoteric Audio Research , Purple Audio, Empirical Labs, D.W. Fearn , Earthworks ,
Crane Song, Ltd, Soundelux Microphones and
Proaudiosearch.com (the pro audio internet information
source).'Every one of these companies is unique,' said Brad
Lunde ofTransamerica.'The Coalition brings personally run,
customer committed companies with unusually high performance products together to help each company reach more
people than any one company could alone.' The Audio Underground Coalition can be found at AES Booths 575 and 676.
recording, equipment maintenance costs and recording hardware availability -coordinator
The forthcoming San Francisco
Bruce Borgerson being anxious
AES Convention will provide the
to draw attention to the fact that
setting for a Town Hall meeting
only one professional recorder
to discuss the future of analogue
manufacturer is still supporting
recording. The meeting is open
analogue technology. The meetto producers, engineers, studios
ing is scheduled for Monday, 28th
and suppliers, and is sponsored
September at the ANA Hotel.
by Studer, Quantegy and Enter.
Bruce Borgerson,
Discussion topics are likely to
Tel: +1 541 488 5542;
include demand for analogue
Email: bbwaveompuserve.com

Analogue
Town Hall

Al US: BASF has given its Master Award to
nortena group LosTigres del Norte for
their 1997 Billboard No.1 album,Jeffe de

Jeffes. Recorded at Menlo Park's Music
Annex, the Album was coproduced and
engineered by Jim Dean who returned to

the scene of the crime to accept the Award
from Emtec's Kim McKenzie along with
Music Annex marketing coordinator Goia
Ingram. In another incident, the BASF
DM931 loaded onto a pair of Sony PCM3324
digital multitracks survived temperatures
in excess of 95° when Florida fires burned
around the premiere of Disney's
Armageddon at the Kennedy Space Centre.
Emtec, US.TeI: + I 805 295 5551
UK: European independent postproduction operation Resolution has opened a new facility in London's Soho called Resound.
Based around an Avid AudioVision -Digidesign Pro Tools pairing,
Resound offers a wide- screen, surround -sound facility set in a
naturally -lit environment with on -line visual effects working.The
inclusion of Pro Tools allows Resound to pitch for detailed sound
work and audio restoration projects.
Resound, UK. Tel: +44

171

437 1336

UK:Along with Whistle Down the Wind, Doctor Dolittle has just
opened in London with Cadac consoles serving the front of
house.The production employs a 40 -input F -type for the band,
a 50 -input J -type console for vocals and 35 DPAType 4060
miniature mics feeding Sennheiser SK50- I046 transmitter-receiver pairings for the Doctor and male members of the cast.
Whistle Down the Wind sees Jim Steinman's lyrics set to Lloyd Webber's music, while Doctor Dolittle is notable for its use of animatronics from Jim Henson's Creature Shop.
has announced its initiative for

Training places
The world of training schools
and courses saw the launch of
Oxford Audio Training recently.
Set up by John Gallen on the
strength of some 20 years in production and engineering, OAT
also draws on the expertise of
Brian Gaylor, with his 15 years
in pro -audio, and LA -based producer- engineer Mark Dearnley
to offer training in all aspects of
sound recording.
BBC's Centre for Broadcast
Skills, meanwhile, will unveil
new courses at the forthcoming
IBC. These will include the flagship 5 -day Digital Terrestrial Television for technical staff and
broadcast engineers involving
lectures and practical demonstrations addressing all elements
of the digital broadcast chain.
In the interests of validating the
growing number of training
courses, the British -based APRS

industrial accreditation of professional audio training courses
and the first courses to carry it
-Surrey University, the Gateway
School of Audio Engineering,
Music Technology and Music
Business Studies (Kingston University), the University of Westminster, and the Liverpool Institute for the Performing Arts.
The scheme is the result of
18 months work which involved

'pilot schemes' and

a

team of

assessors that included Dave Harries (Munro Associates), Pete
Fielder (CTS -Lansdowne Stu-

dios), Simon van Swanenberg
(SSL), and Joe Hosken (Studio
.Sound/Pro Sound News Europe).
Oxford Audio Training.
Tel: +44 1491 614695. Email:

Oxfordaudio @btinternet.com
BBC CBST.Tel: +44 386 420216.
1

Email: cbst.admin @bbc.co.uk
APRS.Tel: +44 118 975 6218.
Email: info @aprs.co.uk
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Tomorrow's
TV schedule
Formalising their longstanding
relationship, Japans electronics exponent Matsushita and US
software giant Microsoft are to
jointly focus on 'devc opinent of
digital television technologies for
next-generation PCs. including
support fin- the reception and display of digital TV broadcast signals and associated interactive
programs.
In addition, Matsushita plans to
deploy analogue Web TV terminaLs in Japan targeted at the 1998

winter-selling season, and the two
companies will collaborate on the
development of digital cable advanced set -top boxes for public
network and retail customers.'
The agreement demonstrates
the companies' intention to encourage the convergence of digital AV technology and the PC and
falls into four key areas-the PC's
ability to handle digital television
broadcasts, Web television. porting Windows CE to Matsushita's
AM33 chip for forthcoming AV
equipment, and licensing \\ indows CE for Matsushita's use in
AV computer products.

Hollywood's The Post Office has

dudes

Fairlight MFX3 digital audio
workstation to pursue rts niche approach

installed

a

to postproduction services. Its brief
includes cable TV and home video post production as well as more mainstream
work for the likes ofThe Disney Channel.
Culver Citys 20th Century Fox is set to
reopen the Darryl F Zanuck dubbing
theatre complete with 2 BGW M2200
active subwoofer systems, bringing it
into line with various of the studio's
screening rooms.

20th Century Fox, US.
Tel: +I 310 369 2873.
Fairlight, US.TeI: +I 310 287 1400
BGW, US.TeI: +1 800 468 2677.
The Latvian Radio SWH Group has
purchased an Orban Audicy workstation
as part of the relaunch of its contemporary music station. One of three stations
in the group, Radio SWH is the temtorys leading commercial station reaching
around 2m people with its 24 -hour cocktail of music. news, current affairs and

r- :4,12.-e programming.
Radio SWH, Latvia.
Tel: +371 731 3286.
Orban, US.TeI: +I S01 351 3500.

Munro Associates, UK.
Tel: +44 171 403 3808.
Chinese TV station.TVB. has installed
6 Jünger d05 digital dynamics processors

with adaptive pre- emphasis for processing
of rts transmissions.Along with NewYork's
ABC Networks.TVB is the first broadcaster to employ the updated processors.Across the border in Hong Kong,
DK Audios Master Stereo Display digital
meters have found favour with a number
of broadcasters including Wharf Cable,
StarTV, Media Watcher andTVB with a
number of 8- channel surround units.

Jünger, Germany.
Tel: +49 30 677721 0.
Tel: +45 44 53 0255.
Montreal -based post facilityAstralTech
is to install a Soundtracs DPC -II digital
console in a new digital film dubbing
stage currently under construction.The
96 -fader desk will be used in conjunction
with a 48 -track Augan Master Recorder
and a 64x8 Adgil programmable
surroundmonrtor routeing system.

AstralTech, Canada.
Tel: +I 514 939 5060.
Soundtracs, UK.
??

has purchased

9 Micron UHF radio microphone systems
for its ENG teams. Each system is com-

prised of aTX501 belt transmitter and
SDR570 miniature diversity receiver
NDTV is India's largest news and current
affairs production service. broadcasting
to over SO countnes within Asia and proa ill sews programming for Star Plus.
NDTV, India.Tel: +9I 11 621 8620.
.
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Stage Accompany,The Netherlands.
Tel: +31 229 282930.
Hire companies' recent activities

i

elude Bntish -based Cinevideo's acquisition of Sennheiser EM 1046 radio me
systems which have already seen use
with OB providerTelegenic: nonlinear
hire specialist Salon's 2 PCI AudioVisions
and Pro Tools systems. Bristol PA company South West Audios inaugural use of
the Crest 8002 amplifier at the Glastonbury festival; and Yorkshire's Desirable
Sound purchasing an A&H GL3300 desk.
4 Nexo PS 15 speakers and 2 Nexo
LS 2005. Gearhouse Broadcast's preparations for the Malaysian Commonwealth
Games in Kuala Lumpur include 22 Audionics SC soundcheck monitor units
for audio monitoring in the Tech Ops
cabins at each of the event's 22 venues.
1

1

181

743 6762.

South West Audio, UK.
Tel: +44 1454 633635.

Desirable Sound, UK.
Tel: +44 1226 380817.

Audionics, UK.
Tel: +44 114 242 2333.
Lur don -based Black &White TV Mobiles is to install a second Calrec S -seres
console in its new L 13.6m OB Unrt 5.
The 48- channel desk will be used for
music productions and keeps the company of the earlier S -series which is in use
on sports and music assignments.

Black & White, UK.
Tel: +44 1222 590595

Calrec Audio, UK.
Tel: +44 1442 842159.
.. -:rr .:, r :
the School ofAucio
Engineering has equipped a new 24 -track
studio with a 32- channel Mackie desk.
Studer 827 multitrack machine.A new
6-track room houses aYamaha 02R
desk and ADAT XT20 MDM machines

while the multimedia department has
added 13 Apple Mac 7600 -200 computers and 2 Silicon Graphics Indigo systems
running Softimage software. In Auckland,
recent purchases include Fostex DS DAT.
Focusrrte Green comp -rim and a selection ofAKG microphones.

SAE,The Netherlands.
Tel: +31 20 421 7575.
i

Augan, Netherlands.Te1: +33
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1

ondon audio broadcast specialist 2nd

Sense has chosen HHB's CDR800 CD

Tel: +44 181 388 5000.

Tel: +44 181 341 3500.
Manchester is home to a new TV facility being billed as the UK's largest outside
London. Complete Television is part of
Andrew Sumner Associates recent am
expansion and includes S on -line suites
and a broadcast studio.ASA's portfolio of
clients includes the BBC. Channel 4,Yorkshire TV and Granada.

ASA, U K.Tel: +44

I5 and 4 En-

I

DK Audio, Denmark.

UK:The acoustic hood in Birmingham's prestigious
Symphony Hai has been improved in order to accommodate
the increasing demands made on it by additional audio and lighting rigging.The 35 -Lome hood that provides the principle means
of controlling the auditorium acoustic is now suspended from
28 new cable asserrb les designed by Midlands -based PCM, that
incorporate strain gauged load link transformer capable of monitoring the loaf on 'the hood and an alarm facility.
PCM, UK.Tel: +44 I i:6 864444

B

PR3. PPA 200 and

SA 600 amplifiers: and 4 SA2310 graphic
EQs. Founded in 19I 7, the theatre is Sae>
Paulo's second oldest and reopened with
a production of Rossini's La Cenerentola
earlier this year.

Tel: +44

ondon specialist recording stud u.
Bunk junk and Genius has upgraded its
DynaudioAcoustics M4M monitors with
a pair of XTA DP200 digital system
controllers.
BJG, UK.Tel: +44 171 381 6298.

.

Performer P27.8

Cinevideo, UK.

t

New Delhi Television

8

tertainer E24 cabinets:

161

228 0330.

Brazil sTeatro Sad Pedro has installed a
Stage Accompany SR system as part of a

complete restoration.The installation

in

recorder for use on its sound design fo- a
vanety ofTV and radio projects including
Top of the Pops and TOTP2 for televisor,
and a special commission for digital radio.
FlyYou to the Moon. Future digital

programming prompted the selection.
London post activities include Offline
Editing's purchase of Pro Tools and AudioVison systems, andTVl's 2 AudiOVisiOn ;.
2nd Sense, UK.Tel: +44 1923 492761.
HHB,UK.Tel:+44 181 962 5021.
Europe's cinemas have benefited from
heavyweight sound systems in recent
months. the Dutch Pathé group has chosen Stage Accompany 526.57 and 545
Screen Senes loudspeakers to be dnven
by the new model E520 amplifier. Pathé
Eindhoven joins the chain's multiplexes in
Maastncht, Groningen and Rotterdam in
this selection. Belgium's Kineopolis group,
meanwhile, has opted to install BGW
Performance Series 3 amplifiers in its cinemas in Madnd and on the island of Martinique. as well as others across Europe.

Stage Accompany,The Netherlands.
Tel: +31 229 282930.
BGW, US.Tel: +1 800 468 2677.
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PLASA 1998
Earls Court I, London, UK.
Tel: +44 171 370 8229.

i1

-15

I

RAI Exhibition and conference
centre. Amsterdam, The
Netherlands
Tel: +44 171 240 3839.
Fax: +44 171 240 3724.
Email: show@ibc.org.uk
Net: www.ibc.crg.uk/ibc/

6-19
Duplitech 98
Duplication and
Replication Equipment
&Technology for
Magnetic and
Optical Media
Begin, International Conter

ente `entre, Beijing, China.
Contact: China Exhibitions
Tel: +44 171 546 8775.
Fax: +44 171 546 8570.

Emal info@chinex.com

I9 ?I
2nd Cinec 98

Internationmal Trade
Fair for Motion Picture
Technology and

Postproduction
Munich, Germany
Contact: MesseMünchen Gmbh

el: +8994901.
+89

9 49 39

Email: info@messe-

muenchen.de

Net www.cinec.de

26 -29
105th AES Convention
Moscone Convention Centre,
San Francisco, California, US.
Tel: +

415 558 0200.
Fax: +1 415 558 0144.
Email: 05th -chairman @aes.org
Net www.aes.org
1

1

October

12

--Novembe- 6
ITU Plenipotentiary
Conference
Tel:

Hydro Hotel,Windemere, UK.
Contact: Institute of Acoustics
Tel: +44 1727 848.95.
Fax: +44 1727 850553.
Email: Acoustics@clus .ulcc.
ac.uk

IBC 1998

Fax:

Reproduced Sound 14
'Surrounded by Sound'

esota, US.
+41 22 730 5969.

Net: ioa.essex.ac.uk/ioa/

2nd Expomusica 98
tiago, Chile.
Con :act:Juan F Moreno,
Puntodiez SA.
Tel +56 2 231 6515.
Fax: +56 2 233 4981.
Ne:: www.puntodiez.cl

20-24
Tele -, Kino -, Radio
Technologies
Exhibition Centre, Sokolnik,
Moscow, Russia.
Contact: Ekaterina Zotova
Email: main@admt.ru

8

Olympia, London, UK.
Contact: Liz Scriven, Showcase
Communications
Tel: +44 171 381 2442.
Email: appledtpr@aol.com
Net: www.apple- expo.com

27 -31

Broadcast India 98
World Trade Centre,
Mumbai(Bombay), India.
Contact: Kavita Meer, Saicon
Trade Fairs & Exhibitions.
Tel: + 91 22 215 1396.
Fax: +9 22 215 1269.
1

Email: saicom@bom2.vsnl.net.in

Net: www.saicom.com /broadcastindia

31-November 2
15th International
AES Conference
'Audio, Acoustics,
and Small Spaces'
Scanticon Conference Centre,
Snekkersten, Copenhagen.
Denmark.
Contact: Jan Voetmann, Delta
Acoustics &Vibration.
Tel: +45 45 93 12 1.
Fax: +45 45 93 19 90.
Email: aes15@delta.dk
1

Net: www.aes.org

9
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5th Broadcast Cable &
Satellite India 98
6th Comms India 98
Pragati Maidan, New Delhi,
India.
Contact: Mr Bhavuk Kaul,
Exhibitions India
Tel: +91 I 463 8680.
Email: exhibind @nda.vsnl.net.in
Net: www.exhibitionsindia.com
1
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Cable &

Music

Satellite Asia 98
International Convention
& Exhibition Centre, Level 4,

YPT.

Ax"eo

Suntec City, Singapore.
Contact: Reed Exhibitions
Tel: +65 434 3675.
Email: chuilan.chia@
reedexpo.com.sg

LAND
,a Or

NCE Digideigtt,

41494010

4

-5

3

23rd Sound
Broadcasting
Equipment Show
(SBES)
Hall 19, National Exhibition
Centre, Birm ngham, UK.
Tel: +44 1491 838575.
Fax: +44 1491 832575.

MANY: INC. POLAND CZ & SLOV

-7

ÚE1'rt a diivor. of A+zfTecfrzlow

MusikMesse
Prolight & Sound
Frankfurt, Germany
Contact:Messe Frankfurt.
Tel: +49 69 7575 6130
Fax: +49 69 7575 6613
Net: www.messefrankfurt.de

811 55200
EECE

301 384 5501
ARY

l0 35 :383 2481
36í2%6.r55
36

i 2754591

Email: dmcv©pointproms.co.uk

Net: www.i- way.co.uk/ -dmcv/
sbes.htm

4 -8

News World 98
Fira Palace Hotel.
Barcelona, Spain.

Contact: News World Ltd
Tel: +44 171 491 0880.
Fax: +44 171 491 0990.
Net: www.newsworld.co.uk
3 -6
Paris -Expo, -Porte de Versailles.
Paris, France.

Contact: Alexandra Tholanc
Conseil.
Tel: +33
45 45 65 25.
Fax: +33
45 45 65 35.
1

17 -19
Digital Media World 98

Wembley Exhibition and
Conference Complex,
London, UK.
Contact: Digital Media
International
Tel: +44 181 995 3632.
Email: digmedia @atlas.co.uk

20-23
20th Tonmeister

Convention
.

.

..11,

Karlsruh,

Ger many.
Contact: Errst Rothe,
Bilungswerk des VDT
Tel: +49 2204 23595.
Email: vdt@tonme,sterde

LAND
354 525 5060

10-12

16th International
AES Conference

'Spacial Sound

Reproduction'
Arktikum, Rovaniemi, Finland.
Contact: Juha Backman, Nokia
Mobile Phones.
Tel: +358 10505 9140.
Fax: +358 10505 5738.
Email: aes 16@acoustics.hut.fi

SATIS 98

1

14-18

Apple Expo 98,
Total Design
Technology

Digidesign
Worldwide Distribution

Net www

.tes.org

13 -- 15

PLASA Light and
Sound Shanghai
Intex Shanghai. 88
Loushanguan Road.
Shanghai, China.
Contact: Marcus Bernie,
P &O

Events.

Tel: +44 171 370 8231.
Fax: +44 171 370 8143

X DagitaI Syster2; Ltd. '7723516 485I
ITALY Dig;desiga
39 257 511799
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LEBANON
Electra 96I 12C 0634

NORWAY

ditzpattick Import Group &.7221'14054
.7PORTUGAL

AudìtEro 3511353 8331
SAUDI ARABIA
Habraat Audio 966 26691252
SLOVENIA
Desktop 386 61 152 2035
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SPAIN
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06th

Varrtamattc 34 3 430 9793

AES Convention

MOL Centre, Munich

SWEDEN
Fitzpatrick Import Group 36 8 732 4995

Germany
Contact: Martin Woehr,
Bayerischer Rundfunk

SWITZERLAND
Giant Electronns 4132

Studioproduktion.
Tel: +49 89 59002434.
Email: 06th -chairman @aes.org
Net: www.aes.org
1
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TURKEY
Compd 90 212 224 3201
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It's not another mullion dollar mixing console. And

comprehensive monroring section, so it's the only

it's not the impossible dream. ProControl

mix controller you'll need in your studio.

Is,

quite

simply, the most powerful tactile control surface

for the world's leading digital audio production

environment

-

We could go on and cn about ProControl's patented

DigiFader touch -sensitive moving faders, the unique

Pro Tools.

Channel Matrix, and other powerful features,

but here's the bottom line:

Anything you can do with your Pro Tools

-

R

A

PRO

TDM system, you can do from ProControl.
Record, mix, edit, and automate everything

-

including mutes, sends, volume, panning,

and all Plug -In parameters

-

TO OLS

with instant and

total recall. Access all the tracks in your session
from the ProControl Main unit, or add Fader
Expansion Packs (in eight -channel increments)

for up to 32 faders: ProControl even has

DAT

Music Lab

0181 450 5665
0171 388 5392

www.avid.com
www.digidesign.com

a

Pro Tools/

ProControl system runs circles around
consoles and reorders costinç 5 or 10 times
more. So what are you waiting for? Put the

future of mixing in your hands today.

Ó1753 653 322 ext. 446 for a
full -color brochure or :o schedule a personal demo
with an authorised PrcControl Dealer.
Call Digidesign at

a

Syco

Tyrell

0171 625 6070
01.71 343 5500

digidesigrn'
A

division of

(Ç)1998 Digidesign, a division of Avid Technology, Inc. DigiFader, ProControl, and Pro Tools are trademarks or registered trademark of
Digidesign. All trademarks are the property of their respective holders. Studio photo courtesy of DubeyTunes Studios, San Francisco.

The Freedom principle

an attractively priced wireless mic system, there is always going to be debate
about quality versus price. At around
1800 (UK) per channel, the Pantechnicons are on their way.
Ciaran Doran, Professional Audio
Marketing Sony Broadcast &

It was good to see the excellent article

1

on the Freedom Series wireless microphones written by Neil Hillman (Studio Sound, May 1998). Its great to see
someone who is at the heart of the
sound recording profession carrying
out such rigorous tests and concluding
with such accolade.
Could I clarify a couple of points in
order to enthuse your readers even further about Freedom Series? The
ECM -77BMP is the version of lapel mic
designed for use with the Freedom
Series and the ECM -301 referred to in
your article should have read ECM 310BMP, a head -set mic also designed
specifically for these transmitters. There
is no Sony option to fit a Hirose connector to the Freedom Series transmitter WRT-805A. ( Hirose manufacture the
connector used on our professional WL-

,

Professional Europe.

Standard issue
With great pleasure and satisfaction

I

have read the comments and statements
made by David Bell and Scott Dorsey
on surround sound principles and common standards for practice (Studio
Sound, July 1998).
Allow me to give two answers:
Just this need was the reason to establish the open working group, Surround
Sound Forum (SSF), during the 1996
Tonmiestertagung in Germany. It was
recognised that the high standards of
EBU, ITU and other international broadcasting standardisation organisations
need more background and -or comments for the audio community to transform the techno -acoustical rules into the
daily practice for the reference basis.
During the last two years the (SSF) has
prepared two recommendations which
should be finalised before the next Ton meister (Karlsruhe, 20th -23rd Novemher, 1998). These are SSF -01, Listening

800 Series).
Neil Hillman mentions 'the fiddly

plastic slider switches' which operate
phase reversal and input level. These
are intentionally small to avoid accidental misoperation by the user; imagine the effect of an accidental extra
20dB during the latest conference on
'The History of the Ancient Greenfly in
Medieval Mesopotamia'
might
wake someone up!
While I can understand Neil's test suggested a reduced operating range from
Freedom Series, wireless mic operating
range can he adversely affected by anything from body absorption of RF to the
number of railway lines running nearby.
If you want greater range we will happily provide any existing user with a
new wave whip antenna if they get in
touch. Freedom products were never
meant to replace the existing, and very
successful, WL -800 Series wireless mic
systems from Sony. Freedom wireless
mics are an extension to the range
more affordable alternative for users in
environments that are not as demanding as professional broadcast.
In breaking new ground with such

-it

conditions (Requirements of sound field, monitor loudspeaker, listening
room, and so on) and SSF -02 Multichannel Sound Recording in the 3/2 format. The present interim status- unfortunately only in German language -can
he found on the internet and we are
thankful for any comment. (www.tonmeister.de/foren/surround-sound@tonmeister.de)
The SSF cannot give final answers to
any problem concerning 'surround
sound' but is on the way to support the
work and to help within the variety of
confusing formats (formats for recording,
reproduction, delivery-coding, and soon)
and recording methods (here you also can
find basic requirements for control rooms

-a

and for monitor loudspeakers).
At this time the SSF consists of more
than 60 colleagues in Germany, Switzerland, Finland, Denmark, Austria-and
the aim is to publish the documents in
English. We shall inform you on the
progress of work of the SSF at the coming Tonmeister.
I have been working in the audio field

since 1947 -sound engineer, R &D in
audio broadcasting labs (Telekom) and
now as audio consultant, working in the
international standardisation bodies
since 1955 GIRT, ITU -CCIR, AES, ISOMPEG etc). I am also engaged in multichannel stereophony. Starting in this
domain in about 1960. we developed
(in Berlin) one of the first 4-channel systems 'stereo -ambiophony' (see 100th
AES Convention, Preprint No.4286, 1996
Copenhagen: Surround Sound-The
Neu/Phase. An Overview), but there was
no recording medium for the home
application. I may say we have collected
a lot of experiences (good and had)
which we now can use in this discussion when we work with the common
3/2 standard reproduction format of
ITU -SMPTE (with or without picture,
with or without any perceptual coding
for recording.delivery). The 5.1 format
I feel is useful only for cinema productions. When we (my colleagues and
myself of the broadcasting labs) worked
with
2-channel
and 4- channel
stereophony (note: a large difference
for us to the misunderstanding of
quadraphony in the seventies) we
gained also experiences with multichannel control rooms. But we will not
forget that: such experiences were also
made by BBC Research (David Meares
and team) too. and published.
You see, your 'call for discussion in
surround sound' is falling on fertile
ground everywhere and with the help
of your readers maybe we can compile
the best ideas of all to such practice standards to he updated if recess :rn
Gerhard Steinke, Surround Sound
Forum, Berlin

TELLS A STORY...

enesis
Systems

DPM101 digital audio meter combines the clarity of a bargraph
with the detail of a numeric display to tell you the whole story.

UK

Distribution by

ASPEN MEDIA LIMITED

222 Maylands Avenue.
Hemel Hempstead

Hertfordshire.
HP2 7TD

+44 (OI 442 255405
+44 lOI 442 399944
email: aspenmedla@compuserve.com
Tel:
Fax:

IO

1

THE GENESIS PRO SYSTEMS DPM101
TELLS THE TRUTH

1
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MX50
THE MIX Alan Branch:
"Camping some backing vocals
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the computer and printing
them on to it-Lib-track, they were a little bit sibilant, so were
processed with the MX50. With a few seconds fiddling they
sounded much more natural. Its an excellent tool for recording or
mixing. This box can reduce anything that is up in the sibilant
range, from the fret string noise or twang of an acoustic guitar to
a hi -hat withii a I000. When looking for the final polish to problem
vocals this should be in your rack."
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SOUND ON SOUND Paul White:
Not only is he MX50 a very good dedicated de- esser, it is also
affordable when you look at what other manufacturers are
charging for a comparable product ... there can be few de- essers
that work as smcothly and unobtrusively as the MX50, and which
are so straightforward to operate. The floating threshold system
is also extremely clever. as the input signal can vary over a wide
range and still be treated effectively. If you suffer from sibilance
problems, this is probably the best budget solution around."
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The MX50 is ve-y simple and to the point. All you have to do is
find the frequency at which the offending ess sounds are at their
worst, and dial it the amount of reduction you require. There is a
definite neec for a standalone de- esser, and the MX50 fulfils that
need admirably. and it has two channels for when you are really
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AUDIO MEDIA David Mellor:
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The Drawmer MX50
`Vocal' De -Esser £245

_

(Ex.

VAT)

B.=

MX Series products:

le

I. :I
MX30 Gated /Comp /Limiter £225
-

(Ex. VAT)

The MX30 has blown away all competition to become the best sounding
budget- minded Gate /Compressor /Limiter available anywhere.
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MX40 Punch Gate £325

r,..
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(Ex. VAT)

4 Drawmer Gates in 1U with added Peak PunchTm for Killer drums.
Drawmer Ltd.
Wakefield

Charlotte Street Business Centre

West Yorksiire

Tel +44 (0)1924 378669
e -mail:

WF1 1UH

England

Fax +44 (0)1924 290460

sales @drawmer.co.uk

www.proaudio.co.ukldrawmer.htm
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Digigram Xtrack; PCX440np
not the high profile
of its US or UK rivals. Rob James looks at its processing card and recorder-editor software
THE FRENCH ME always had a
This was the first Type 11 PC card ( PCMAnnouncement system for airports, bus
Like many French companies, Digigram has achieved consistent success but
I

reputation for going their own
way. Their gastronomy and viniculture are legendary. as is their art and
their music, but French engineering has
always seemed, well. slightly wacky to
the rest of the world. What, you may
well ask. is the relevance of all this to
pro -audio? Simply that everything I have
ever encountered from a French
designer has the same blend of elegance
and perversity. simplicity and complexity. If the card and software under
consideration here are anything to go
by. Digigram is no exception.
The company was founded in 1985
by engineers, Phillippe Girard- Buttor
and Marian Marinescu. In 1989 they
introduced the first professional PC
audio hoard to utilise compression, the
PCX3. Later products incorporated
ISO -MPEG standard Layers I and 11.
1995 saw the introduction of a new
range of hoards which allow real -time
coding- decoding or mixing of several
tracks in MPEG audit :Ind PCM (linear)
mode,. Last year pc \ pocket arrived.

12

CIA) enabling professional sound
recording and editing on laptop PCs.
The PCXnp range is the latest introduction together with two cost- effective
LCM cards. The complete range is now
huge with around 13 audio hoards and
a couple of sync hoards. Software offerings are. thankfully, less prolific. Digigram offers Xtrack as a multipurpose
multitrack editing package with some
interesting additions. The cards have
found a considerable following in the
OEM market and Digigram supplies drivers and comprehensive software tool kits to aid system integrators.
The list of OEM partners is approaching 100 worldwide with names such as
Studer, Orhan and Siemens joined by a
host of less well known. vertical market companies. Applications are mostly
of interest to the radio fraternity. but
there are some interesting tangential
products. Gervasi Elettronica makes the
Cinetrack editor and recorder that, as
the name implies, is aimed at sound for
pictur( II)\l' offers a Digital Voice

stations and the like, and Multin has a
complete control system for sound and
light shows. Soitorasia even produces
a musak system using the Digigram
hoards. The radio applications are too
numerous to detail here. but everything
is covered from on the road' acquisition through editing, asset management,
playout and full networked news systems. One area worthy of note is ISDN,
increasingly used in radio. Maycom has
developed a PC -based ISDN codec
based on a Digigram hoard.
Despite all this Digigram is not terribly well known in the [1k. I can remember seeing a stand at trade shows and
dismissing it because of the emphasis
on compressed audio. I know I any not
the only one with this antipathy to any

form of compression for production
purposes. The reason I believe it is
imprudent to originate material in this
way is due to the probability of the
recording being passed through subsequent compression coders of unknown
type which may have unpredictable

September-1998
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effects on a previously compressed
recording. For example good -old
Nicam, familiar as the delivery format
for stereo audio in l 'K broadcast TV, can
react badly in conjunction with various
types of compression. have heard it
and it is not at all nice. However, this is
a rather unfair prejudice since Digigram's current line works with linear
PCM as well as MPEG and will export
Real Audio for Internet delivery.
The PCXnp ( new performance) series
is a family of boards with Motorola
56301 DSP chips providing the processing horsepower. The various models cover 4 to g outputs and 2 to 4 inputs
in analogue or digital flavours. If
required, and if you have the budget,
not to mention sufficient free slots, several boards can be installed and synchronised. The standard PCX440np
model has 20 -hit convertors and is analogue only. AES -E13Ú -0 is optional as
is a small daughterhoard for SMPTE LTC
time-code input and MIDI. This uses real
estate on the computer's rear panel. but
mercifully does not require a slot.
The card is a full -length PCI type with
a deep cutaway to miss the ram banks
on some motherboards. It went into my
ATX -based machine with no problems.
In fact, I really liked the 'board on both
sides' construction which keeps the card
looking clean and avoids cables snagging on components. The top board is
neatly silk screened with the pin outs
of the breakout connector. The breakout cable attaches to the card via a massive 62 -pin sub D- connector. This connector is beautifully designed with three
separate cable exits for analogue, digital and wordclock. It may well be an inhouse item since it is embossed 'Digigram'. The cables are short and
terminate in XLRs for analogue and the
optional AES -EBU -0 with a I3NC for
wordclock input.
I wish I could say driver installation
was as painless as the hardware.
Drivers are supplied t r Windows 95 and
NT4, i elected to use Windows 95. Unfortunately the install wizard is convinced
you will have the drivers on diskette.
Mine arrived on Cl) -R and, despite
repeatedly informing the wizard of this
Fact I had to manually locate the files for
it and even manually decompress the
WAVE driver with Winzip. Once all this
had been accomplished everything was
just fine. Just for once plug- and -play
actually managed to configure the card
without any conflicts and the Xtrack software installed without fuss. However,
much to my disgust, Xtrack requires a
dongle. These odious devices really do
not have any place in a professional
installation. There are other, highly effective, meth( xis of protecting intellectual
property without resorting to an (easily
stolen) hardware excrescence.
The manual for Xtrack is now only
supplied as on -line help. This is all very
well, but I really feel a professional
1

1

1
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product should come with a full printed
manual in addition to the 'help'. Some
of the nomenclature is unfamiliar, but
no more so than with sonie of the other
long established DAW manufacturers.
A project in Xtrack speak is a Title with
a .TiT file extension. A variety of other
file extensions identify the type of sound
file or waveform file. These take the
form of first letter equals type. subsequent numbers equal sampling rate.
The screen is remarkably clean and
uncluttered, and the 3D graphics on buttons and faders are sharp and elegant
in an unusually satisfying way. The main
screen follows the now familiar model
of horizontal track display with transport controls at the button) and a floating window containing meters and -0
faders. This has tabs to switch between
the various analogue and digital ins and
outs and the monitor outs when recording. Alternatively this window displays
'professional vu meters' for ins or outs.
1

TRACKS MAY be mono or stereo

and each is equipped with LEVEL.
l'AN and BALANCE controls. Buttons
select Mt 'IL SOLO, RE(.( )RI) SOURCE and PIA) BACK DESI INArl )N. The track title is used
to select the track. Multiple tracks are
selected for simultaneous attention using
the CONTROL. key. Depending on the
underlying PC system you should get
around 10 stereo tracks of linear PCM or
up to 14 MPEG encoded. Stereo and
mono material can be placed on the same
tracks as can any of the supported audio
formats. The card performs real-time for mat. and rate conversion with compression and de-compression as required.

Editing is performed by drag-anddrop, but before this is possible the
Block has to be defined with markers.
At the top of the screen. below the pull down menus are a row of time displays.
Yellow shows the position of the first
marker, red. the second marker and, if

selected. blue shows the position of the
insert marker. A further. white display
shows the difference between the first
and second markers and also gives
access to positioning the (playback)
head position. The markers are placed
by clicking with the mouse or the
values in the display can be edited. I initially found this somewhat counter -intuitive. Most PC-based DAWs allow blocks
to be highlighted by clicking and dragging. However, after a while, this way
of doing things becomes just as natural.
Similarly. it took me a while to get used
to positioning the 'play head'.
The Track display allows for fixed
head with scrolling tracks or vice- versa.
On a Pentium 233 the scrolling is commendably smooth. The usual transport
keys are supplemented by a PERFORM (. I
key. Three buttons in the toolbar determine the action of this. The options are
(:t 4 BETWEEN which plays the cue
between the yellow and red markers,
ct F of Tsu)E which skips the marked area
and cut: REVERSE. This plays a snatch of
udio up to the second nark then after
the first. Rudimentary dynamic automation is achieved by choosing Draw
mode. Once this is selected, a continuous envelope, which appears as a black
line on the track display. defines the
level at various points in time. Nodes
are added by pressing the I key or clicking with either the Head or Insert markers attached to the mouse pointer. Once
a point is defined it can be dragged up
or down to produce a change in level.
Fades, in and out are made by marking
the area of the intended fade and clicking the appropriate icon. Crossfades are
similarly achieved by defining the area
of the fade. selecting the track(s) to fade
in. and hitting the button then selecting
the track(s) to fade out and repeating
the exercise without changing the
markers. A hit cumbersome and cross fading overlapping material on the >
13

<sanie track

since audio extraction from CD -Rom
drives usually works well and is faster
than real time. If the software can read
the TOC why not the audio? Cats keeps
track of CD changes and updates the
display accordingly.
Search facilities are more than adequate to keep track of a large library.
The second applet, Purge, removes
sound files unused in the current Title.
It does this in an intelligent manner and
allows 'dry runs'. It will also generate
reports on what it has done.
Text EDL management is also dealt
with via an applet and another one, Synchro, manages synchronisation of an
Xtrack workstation when equipped
with one of the optional sync boards.
The sync board manages the synchronisation of all installed audio boards and
provides a variety of options including
RS 422 (Sony P2 protocol) 9 -pin.
HE SOFTWARE also supports
The PCX440np card is a good perActivemovie (Direct X) plug -ins.
former with all the features required to
Much to my amazement and
integrate easily in a professional envidelight all my Sonic Foundry and Waves
ronment. The rest of the Digigram range
plug -ins appeared on the menu withhas enough building blocks to produce
out any intervention from me. This
a very serious DAW
you can afford
delight turned to frustration when
it. The real caveat is that the cards look
I could see audio on the meters of the
expensive when compared with the
plug -ins, but not hear it when pre- competition and do not offer sampling
viewing effects. After ransacking the onrates beyond 48kHz. Perhaps this is not
line documentation and much head
unrelated to the emphasis on MPEG. At
scratching and playing about I tried the time Digigram started production
enabling the card as the default in the
hard disks were extremely expensive.
multimedia section of Windows Control
Now they are virtually given away with
Panel. Lo and behold- preview audio.
packets of cornflakes, and I do not
This is the fulfilment of everything
believe the complexities and risks of
Open platform plug -ins promise. Anycompression are worth the candle on a
one writing software with the right serious DAW.
hooks can take advantage of any corIn view of all this I cannot see the
rectly written plug -ins. It k just a shame
Digigram hoards appealing to a mass
the on -line manual does not tell you audience. Where the company will conhow to get the preview working. Xtrack
tinue to succeed is in the vertical marincludes a rather nice 4 -band parametket integration field. Radio, in particuric EQ, just to get you going. As with
lar. requires a range of dedicated
the other effects, the results
solutions to problems not easof any of these processes
ily addressed by general pureither replace the existing files Digigram,
pose products. The catalogue
or go to the clipboard.
of building blocks and the
Parc de Pré Milliet
various software developXtrack also includes some 38330 Mon tbonnot,
nifty applets in support of the France.
ment packages all aid in this.
main functions. Catalogue or Tel: +33 76 52 4747.
Digigram are clearly geared
CATS is a sound database that Fax: +33 7 6 52 1844.
to supporting this kind of
allows dragging and dropping Web: Digig ram.com
endeavour and do it well. The
of audio into Xtrack. It enables
relatively high cost of the
you to keep track of a vast library or
boards disappears into the overall cost
of the complete solution. In fact, the use
libraries of sounds across many local or
network devices. Sounds are playable
of 'off the shelf hoards and high level
from within Catalogue for auditioning
development tools will tend to reduce
purposes. This includes audio CDs, but costs in these applications. This is really
via the audio output of the drive. The
just an extension of the idea of using a
CATS manages to read the TOC (Table
PC for audio -why re- invent the wheel?
of Contents) and use the information in
The Xtrack software is robust and
the database. In theory it would appear obviously the product of considerable
to be possible to drag -and -drop CD
development and refinement after
tracks into the editor; although I did not
extensive experience in the field. The
manage to divine how to actually get
price is thoroughly reasonable for what
the audio from the on -line help. I have
is on offer. Once I became accustomed
a suspicion this is only possible via an
to the Xtrack way of doing things it
audio connection from the CI) drive became possible to work quickly and
since this is the way it seems to work.
accurately and it still manages to exude
I would be happy to he proved wrong
Gallic charm. I shall miss it.
is not possible. A right
mouse click over any of the virtual
faders in Xtrack restores the setting to
unity, a very nice touch.
With a Motorola 56301 on hoard the
card you would expect some timedomain effects and the Digigram does
not disappoint. Time stretch, pitch shift
and sample-rate conversion are all
offered as off-line processes. The resultant audio files either replace the existing or are put on the clipboard where
they may he inserted wherever you wish.
Other processes included are a broadband, noise print modelling, dynamic
noise reducer and a noise gate that will
break up speech into discrete blocks
without user -intervention. For each of
these processes there are enough controls to enable worthwhile results to be
achieved with a variety of material.
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From one of the world leaders in

EVERYTHING

YOU

optional 8 channel AES /EBU I/O
expansion board provides access to the 02R's
digital /O, (as you might normally do with a basic I/O
board in one of the 02R's four expansion slots). As a
result, you don't have to sacrifice your card slot or a single
input on your mixer to get these premium effects right at
your fingertips.
An

processing technology comes
UNITY, a dual engine effects plug -in card for the Yamaha
02R digital mixer. UNITY delivers the kind of high quality
effects TC Electronic is famous for - right inside the 02R.
Completely integrated. Fully automatable. The ultimate
solution for anyone who is truly serious about recording.
signal

I

ULTIMATE TECHNOLOGY

WANT

UNITY gives you a wide selection of the most dense,
natural sounding reverbs you can imagine... shimmering
plates, live y halls and ambient rooms, they're all there plus a lot of extras including TC's famous Chorus, Pitch
Shifting, Delays, Phaser and more.

At the core of every UNITY is a powerful 100 million instructions -per- second processor, making it possible to
run two full -blown 24 bit effects simultaneously, stereo or
surround - for the most pristine and transparent audio

processing you've ever heard.

Plug -in the ultimate reverb today. UNITY. It's at your local TC Electronic /Yamaha 02R dealer.

Lc. eledronic
TC
TC

ELECTRONIC

/S. SINDALSVEJ 34. DK -8240 RISSKOV, DENMARK PHONE + 45 8621 7599
FAX + 45 E621 7598
EMAIL INFO@TCELECTRONIC COM HTTP / /WWW TCELECTRONIC CoM /FIREWORX
ELECTRONIC GMBH
FLUGHAFENSTRASSE 52B
22335 HAMBURG
TEL (040) 5310 8399
FAX 10401 5310 8398
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Yamaha DSP Factory
Yamaha's conception of the future of mixing consoles is further defined with the
launch of its DSP Factory. Rob James takes a walk along the prods ct O-) line
ONCE IN A WHILE, a

captures the
product
imagination of almost
everyone who hears about it.
Yamaha's announcement, a
few months ago, of the DSP
factory concept and the initial cards was one such. Word
spread quickly-'2+ channels
of 02R on a PCI card plus hard disk recording, for how much ?'
This specification, and the
price alone, should ensure
success but there is a lot more
to it than this. The significance of the concept goes
way beyond the obvious.
Perhaps even more remarkable in a world cursed with
vapourware and late deliveries, a shipping date was
announced and Yamaha has
pretty much kept to it. and initial units are available as you
read this. Yamaha's contribution to making digital mixing
widely available is undeniable. The first affordable alternatives to analogue mixers in
1985. the DMP series, was followed by the well- regarded
professional )MC 1000. The
lineage continues through to the current 01V. 02R and 03D consoles and the
company has continued to innovate.
The current range of 'hardware' mixers
are available at price points which other
manufacturers are still striving to meet.
Yamaha has not achieved this by compromising its build quality or unnecessarily limiting the feature set. The
remarkable achievement is that the
sound is generally considered excellent,
and the few operational compromises
required are a small price to pay for
what is on offer. Some people complain
there are insufficient steps on faders,
and other controls. but every piece of
kit has its critics.
The DSP Factory takes hardware
building blocks from other Yamaha
products. specifically the LSI (Large
Scale Integrated circuit) chips and offers
them in a more affordable and potentially flexible form. Yamaha is currently
only supplying the PCI plug -in cards
and driver software for the appropriate hardware platform. (Initially Windows 9X and NT on the PC. tu be followed by Macintosh drivers All the
initial application software will be supplied by third -party vendors. This
brings me to the one warning about
I

)
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the PC -Mac way of doing
things. The reliability is
unlikely ever to be of the
same order as dedicated
hardware products. Leaving aside any Windows,
NT or Mac OS problems
this is the price paid for
the more flexible PC and
Mac -based approaches.
Having said that. I had no
problems whatsoeverduring the review period.
The first results of the
DSP -Factory concept are
the DS2416 digital mixing
card and AX-t. t Audio
Expansion Unit and the
SW 1000XG PCI Audio MIDI card that combines
an XG- series synthesiser
with a full- duplex sound card and MIDI interface.
The SW1000G will have
the option of three associated daughter boards
which will provide a DX7,
a VI. synth ora high -spec,
time -domain, effects unit.
I had one of the first
production DS2416 cards
September1998 Studio Sound

AX-1.1 interface. Installation is
completely straightforward. simply a
case of find a vacant PCI slot and plug
it in. The driver installation poses no
difficulties either. The only other software supplied with the card by Yamaha
is a diagnostic program. After running
the diagnostics as suggested, which
takes just a few seconds. I tried using it
as a simple -0 card with Sound Forge
and it worked first time.
Fitting the AX-+ -f is equally straightforward. This neat little unit attaches to
the 1)51' factory card with one ribbon
cable. A spare disk -drive connector is
used for power and the unit conveniently mounts in a half-height 5'/, -inch

and an

1

disk -drive bay. This leaves the connectors where you need them, on the front
of the PC.
The I)S2416 is a half -length PCI bus
card populated with five large, surfacemount DSP chips and an even larger gate
array. all of which are custom- designed
Yamaha devices. -Three of the DSPs are
used for mixing, one for audio streaming and one for effects while the big custom LSI handles interfacing to the host
computer's PC1 bus. Apart from socketry the rest of the hoard is remarkably
sparse compared with the majority I have

The DS24 16 is a half-length
PCI bus card populated with
five large, surface -mount
DSP chips and an even
larger gate array, all of which
are custom -designed
Yamaha devices.Three of
the DSPs are used for mix-

for audio streaming
and one for effects while the
ing, one

big custom LSI handles

interfacing to the host computer's PCI bus. Apart from
socketry the rest of the
board is remarkably sparse
encountered. This level of integration
makes for reliability and can only really
he attempted by companies with huge
resources. Onboard audio -0 consists
of stereo 20 -hit 128x oversampling A -I)
convertors and stereo 20 -bit 8x over sampling 1) -As. These terminate on
unbalanced. gold -plated phono sockets
which are accessible from the rear of the
l'C or Mac, nominal level is -10(113V.
Stereo digital IEC 60958 SP1)1F -0 is
provided on two further phono sockets. There k no external socket for
wordclock input so sync is either taken
from one of the inputs or derived from
one of the internal connections.
The i it ti lier (( )flfle(t( )rs ( )n the card >
1

1

i
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www, mytekdigital. cdm
mytek, inc. po box 1023, new York, ny 10276, usa. tel. (212) -274 9191 fax (212) -686 4948

< are all MIL types for IDC ribbon
cables. Two 20 -pin connectors are used
for I -Os A and B, each allowing 4 or
8 channels of digital I -O at a maximum
of 32 bits per channel. A 16 -pin connector designated SERIAL IN caters for 8 or
16 channels of digital input and the final
connector is a 14 -pin designated SERIAL
our which does the same for digital outputs. Both of these also have a maximum bit depth of 32. Serial in and out
are also used to cascade (add) two cards
together.
Just for openers the DS2416 is an I -O
card. 8 physical channels of audio input
and 16 channels of output to and from
the PCI bus and the outside world. With
a fast enough computer, storage subsystem and suitable application software this forms the basis of a multitrack
recorder- editor. It is also a mixer, patch hay and two effects units.

There are two common approaches
to adding audio workstation capabilities to a general purpose PC; both
involve adding a card or cards. The difference is in the function of the card(s)
In one approach the card handles getting audio signals in and out (idle computer. In this case summing signals
(mixing) or processing-such as EQ
and effects -are undertaken by the
main host computer's CPU. The alternative approach adds DSP to take some
of the load off the computer when summing signals or processing. The majority of currently available cards following this approach use general- purpose
DSP engines to provide a pool of processing able to do mixing, EQ and
effects. Whichever route is followed
the actual functions and ultimately the
way the machine sounds is defined by
mathematical algorithms. These algo-

dynaudioacaustics
Munro Custom Monitoring Systems

011,erit
Recently installed custom M4+
4 -way active monitors in Studio A and Studio 3

"If sound quality was the only factor, the Dynaudio (M4 +'s) would have
won hands down. The great support from the company makes any other decision
unthinkable!"
- Lou Gonzales (Owner), Quad Recording Studios, New York City

Munro Associates

UK Distribution by Unity Audio Ltd.

Unit 21, Riverside Studios,
28 Park Street, London. SEI 9E0 .UK
Tel +44 (0)171 403 3808
Fax +44 (01171 403 0957.
Email:"info @munro co uk"
Website: "www munro co uk"

Elms Barn, Baythorne End
Halstead, Essex. C09 4AB UK
Tel +44 (0)1440 785843
Fax +44 (011440 785845
Emaill" sales@unityaudio co uk"
Website "www.unityaudio.co uk"

There are two common
approaches to adding audio
workstation capabilities to a
general -purpose PC; both
involve adding a card or
cards.The difference is in the
function of the card(s).
In one approach the card
handles getting audio signals
in and out of the computer.
The alternative approach
adds DSP to take some of
the load off the computer
when summing signals
or processing
rithms are translated into sets of instructions to the hardware to get the required
audio, and crunch the numbers to perform the intended changes. Obviously
this works, but there is a snag. A lot of
power is required and this will vary
depending on what function(s) are
required concurrently with recording
or playback of audio. It is difficult to
guarantee a consistent level of performance using these models. Yamaha's
approach is different -by using the
same, purpose -designed, DSP engines
as the 01 V, 031) and 02R, it has provided
a kit of parts to construct a digital console with all the signal- processing algorithms and the horsepower to carry it
out built in, leaving software development to provide the user- interface.
There is a risk with this approach, if
the concept is as successful as I think
it will be, that the 'Yamaha Sound' will
become too common. However, as with
the overuse of synthesiser presets, this
does not have to be the case. It largely
depends on the indolence of users and
the laziness of programmers.
The result is 24 -input channels, the
first 20 of which are full channels with
much the same facilities found on an
02R. This means; DC cut as required,
an attenuator, 4-band parametric EQ
with 12 EQ types per hand, dynamics
in any of 6 flavours with gain reduction
metering, delay up to 2,600 samples,
mute, fader, pan, channel meter and bus
and aux sends with pre -post options.
Channels 21 -24 have everything except
the programmable delays, and Channels 19 & 20 will automatically apply
de- emphasis if required.
The 16 buses are organised as 8 bus
outs /sub groups plus a stereo master
and 6 aux sends. The bus and aux masters can have a fader, mute and meter.
The stereo output also has the same EQ
and dynamics options as the channels.
Input and output patchhays are also
built in, again only requiring a userSeptember 19% Studio Sound

interlace. On the input side Channel
-8 sources may he PCI bus playbacks
-8 or -O connector 132 -8 respectively.
9 -16 source options are PC1 bus, -O
B1, -O A2, sub, and so on. This is, perhaps, a little restrictive as physical inputs
are constrained to specific channel
strips. On the other hand, I can already
see a couple of ways around this that
could be implemented in application
software. On the output side any bus
can be patched to any destination.
When the card is used with software
that is not specifically written to support it the patching assignments are
fixed.
Two onboard effects units complete
the picture. These use identical processing to the renowned ProR3 and
Rev5OO stand -alone effects processors.
As you might anticipate, there is a vast
palette of adjustable parameters, that
again only require appropriate application software to manage them.
All processing is 32 -hit or better. EQ
uses a 44 -bit data path. Sampling rates
available internally are
i.1kHz or
48kHz (6% or externally from 32 to
48kHz plus or minus 6%.
The first multichannel interface to he
released is the AX44 expansion unit.
This connects to the l -O A socket on
the 1)S2416 card via ribbon cable. Two
1
1

1

1

1

1

i

AX-i4 units may he fitted per card to
add a total of 8 channels of analogue
I -O. Sockets are unbalanced
-inch
jacks. Nominal levels are - 1OdB\', but
inputs and 2 are each equipped with
a small sliding switch to change the gain
to a nominal -5OdBV that will facilitate

the use ul Injcrupllr,nes and Ir R\ level
instruments. A further stereo jack allows

headphone monitoring of Outputs 3
and 4. The available level is more than
adequate and a vul.t w; c:ON I«1. pot
completes the panel.
In a conventional review we would >
I

1
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world of DSP modules.
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Yamaha's approach is
different
using the
same, purpose- designed,
DSP engines as the 0 V,
O3D and 02R, it has
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provided a kit of parts to
construct a digital console
with all the signal -processing
algorithms and the power to
carry it out built in, leaving
software development to
provide the user-interface,
but there is a risk with
this approach

Much more
than I /0s and
mixing. Pulsar is
the ultimative audio
engine to drive your
audio sequencer.
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<Ilo\\ be describing and commenting

offer far too many options to the operon the functionality of the card(.) in ator. Using this card it should be possible to quickly develop software or even
combination with the manufacturer's
application software. but because
hardware front ends with a reduced feaYamaha does not otter any software
ture -set for applications where this is
beyond the low- level driver and diag- appropriate. Equally, by using two
nostics WC won't.
cards, more complex
Where most new PC One problem with using solutions can be conor Mac-hosted prodceived, designed and
ucts. beyond simple general -purpose mixers constructed. One of
-0 cards. arrive with or DAWs in broadcast or the ironies with digiv1.0 of a (hopefully
tal implementations
installation work is they of audio devices is
useful) application
either :authored by
actually offer too many you almost invariably
the hardware manupay
more
for
facturer or in co -oper- options. Using this card it machines which are
only capable of a limation with them.
should be possible to
Yamaha has 10 soft ited set of functions.
ware houses are develop software or even
All of this would be
of no consequence if
developing applications. Early choices hardware front ends with the hardware (lid not
are an updated ver- a reduced feature -set for deliver-hut it sloes.
sion of Samplitude
The audio quality is, so
from SENT) that ex- applications where this is far as I can determine,
ploits the recording
the sane as a current
appropriate. Equally, by 0-series hardware concapabilities of the
card. This works in
sole. The card works
using two cards, more
close co- operation
reliably. lx Al) as a PC
with C- Console from complex solutions can be soundcard and with
written
C -Mexx that provides
specifically
conceived, designed
a real-time screen software. I generally
based nixing consols
and constructed
distrust putting anathat allows access n)
logue audio anywhere
the nixing functions of the card. I used
near the noisy environment of a PC, but
these to explore the card's capabilitiesYamaha has managed the difficult trick
of keeping things quiet. Using the AX44
both were easily installed and proved
was achieving signal -to -noise ratios of
to be robust.
What most of the early applications
around 92dB and the onboard output
are about though. is taking advantage
managed 90(111 easily. admit my meaof the sheer power of the card to take
surements were not particularly scientific
over and augment functions previously but the card is subjectively quiet which
handled entirely by the computers CPI'.
is the real point. Other intertàce options
Steinberg will have a new version of will undoubtedly appear. Yamaha has
Cuhase and E- !Magic :I new version of already promised an ADAT interface :n d
Logic. Both of these will exploit the
lam sure if demand exists interfaces will
plower of the )S2 116. Sonic Foundry is
be prOcluced in professional formats, balintroducing v
4th 1)SP factory supanced analogue and AES-EBU.
port. Cakewalk. \lusicator, Innovative
The initial point of the 1)SP factory is
Quality Sott\w :ire. ( ;ananl
this: applications which
Computers and Minpreviously relied on a
heavyweight PC to pronetonka have all an- UK:Yamaha- Kemble Music,
vide a reasonable level of
nounced software prod- Sherbourne Drive,Tilbrook,
ucts which utilise the Milton Keynes MK7 8BL.
performance can he
Tel: +44 908 366700.
1)524 16. These early adadapted to take advantage
opters cover :l broad spec- Fax: +44 1908 368872.
of the power of the
trum of applications. but US:Yamaha Corporation,
1)52416. The implications
there is clearly a bias 6600 Orangethorpe Avenue, are that this will lead to a
raising of performance
towards music. This is to Buena Park, CA 90620.
be expected. since sales Tel: + 714 522 901
expectations at the price
volumes are greatest in this Fax: +1 714 739 2680.
point. New applications
area. but it is far from the
will be written specifically
end of the story. This card offers vert i- tailored to the capabilities of the card.
cal and niche market system integraThese will he both generally applicators a wonderful opportunity to develop
ble and highly specific. I also expect to
tools that are tightly targeted at their see further additions to the I)SP factory
intended markets. Some examples
range. The concept is clearly scalable
include developing :I hardware front
and wouldn't he surprised to see an
end to constructing a digital mixing conup- market console and-or workstation
sole with ( me -knob -per function or any
from Yamaha using the saine core techother nu)del the developer choses.
nology. \lean while. I think Yamaha has
One of the problems with using gen- done it again with concept that offers
potential tì)rgro\vth in directions which
eral- purpose mixers or I)AWs in broadcast or installation work is they actually
at this stage we can only guess at.
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Tel 0181
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Forrest Lawson: Frostbite Productions, Haskell, NJ.
Andy Hewitt: 2nd Sense, Watford, UK.

"... marvellous

"The CDR800 is superbly well- equipped
with all digital formats ..."

without it ..."

-

I

don't know how

I

ebber

got along

Dave busman: Recording Studio Manager,
Eastman School of Music, Universty of Rochester.

Brendan Capucci/Steve Tasch: The Toy Specialists, NYC.

"... the CDR800 works beautifully

"... we recommend the CDR800 without missing a beat ..."

..'

Barbara Hirsch: University of California - Santa Barbara.
"... the opportunity to do

without

a

a digital transfer from DAT to CD
computer is simply fantastic ..."

Tom Stanley: Town House Studios. London.
"... Its

a beautifully simple machine to operate
which makes it a pleasure to use ..."

John Jones: Producer / Cel ne Dion, LA.
"... just brilliant ... the CDR8C0 is the best
CD-R on the market ..."

THE HHB CDR800.
N0.1 IN CD RECORDING.
When we launched the world's first affordable pro quality CD recorder. we thought we might have

a

hit on our hancs.

But even we've been amazed at the popularity of the CDR800. Thousands of machines are now in daily use around the

world in every conceivable application (and some we could never have conceived of!). You're kind enough to tell us how
you love the way it sounds. that superior build quality makes the CDR800 exceptionally reliable. and that pro- features
like balanced analogue inputs. an AES/EBU digital in and 5 simple record modes with built -in sample rate conversion are

essential for the ways you work. So we'd like to say thanks for making the HHB CDR800 No.

1

in CD recording.

INCLUDES
came. Olons04001

HHB CDR74 GOLD DISCS
eta
PHO{fSSIOMAI

HHB Communications Ltd

73 -75 Scrubs Lane. wn(1o, NW10 60U. UK Tel 0181 962 5000 Fax 0181 962 5050 E -Mail sales° hlib.co.uk
626 Santa Monica Boulevard. Suite 110. Santa Monica. CA 90401. USA Tel: 310 319 1111 Fax: 310 319 1311 E -Mail salesghhbusa.com
HHB Communications Canada Ltd 260 King Street East. Toronto. Ontario M5A 4L5. Canada Tel: 416 867 9000 Fax. 416 867 1080 E -Mail sales @hhbcanada.com
.
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HHB Communications USA
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Visit HHB on line at http / /www.hhb.co.uk
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Lab Gruppen DSP24; dba audio View
Increasingly, audio amplifiers are becoming an integral part of a powerful
new breed of DSP -based systems incorporating EQ and control into the
amplification chain. Terry Nelson investigates the Swedish option
of sound reinforcement that has quietly been following the road to refinement
is that of loudspeaker control and
equalisation. Whatever your personal
feelings about digital systems, DSP can
endow a single box with the kind of
processing power that previously
required a whole rack. And while setting up may he just as time consuming, you can at least save the results
and protect them against unauthorised
tampering.
The Lab Gruppen DSP24 processor
with View software from dba audio
made its appearance at PLASA in 1997
and can now be considered to he
shipping. In its most basic form, the
DSP24 can he considered a stereo
2 -way or mono 4 -way crossover processor with 16 preprogrammed
setups for different loudspeaker configurations. The unit is aimed at both
the sound reinforcement and studio
monitor sectors, so it is a shame that
the unit lacks a dedicated mono sub woofer output as this would enable
its use in 5 -way surround systems.
The DSP24 is a 11' -high rack unit
with the front panel divided into 3 main
sections. The first features gain controls for Input A and Input B together
with switches for the associated Clip
Limiters: the second contains two
9- segment LED meters for the A and B
inputs and 4 further 10- segment LED
meters for the A and B low and high
frequency sections (or Sub, Low, Mid,
and High hands) together with an
alphanumeric display and 7 status LEDs
followed by two push -buttons for
Setup selection (snit and ENTER). The
third section consists of 4 sets of LEVEI.
and LIMITER
TE.R controls for the Low A and
B
igh A 8z B outputs or Sub, Low. Mid
and High outputs. Each output features
a iii Tr. switch and the front panel is
completed by a mains rocker switch at
NE AREA

I 1
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the far right. All rotary controls have a
centre detent. The review unit was also
fitted with the PCMCIA memory card
option and this is situated over the centre of the output section.
The rear panel is simplicity itself and
features PLRs for the inputs and outputs, a 9 -pin XLRs socket for external
computer control, an RS232 port and
IEC mains connector.
The processor comes loaded with
16 preset configurations, ranging from
mono 4 -way to various versions of
stereo 2 -way. and can be used as a
stand -alone unit. The different presets
are selected by pressing sv'rtu' and

View (Visual Interactive
Equalisation Workbench)
is comprehensive digital
filter design software
for Windows 95/NT4
and enables the user

to maximise existing
equipment

as

well as aiding
can be

system design

-it

regarded as the other
half of the DSP24
loaded by pressing ENTER. At this point
it will be useful to note the functions
of the 7 status i. Ens mentioned earlier.
These are arranged in a square
around the alphanumeric display and,
going anti -clockwise are labelled
MONO, tNCAL, NET, LOCK, -1,1, ,s. and
stereo. The mono LED indicates that the
DSP24 is using a mono setup and the
stereo LEO a stereo setup. Uncal indicates that the unit is under computer
control and that the front -panel controls are disabled and do not necessarily reflect current settings. The net
LED shows that the DSP24 is commu-

nicating with a computer (currently up
to 10 DSP24 units may he networked
together). The lock LED indicates a
security locked mode and this requires
a password from the computer to
unlock. Again, all controls are disabled.
The 44 and 4s LEDs show the sampling
frequency. Units using analogue inputs
will always use 48kHz.
View ( Visual Interactive Equalisation
Workbench) is comprehensive digital
filter design software for Windows
95/NT4 and enables the user to maximise existing equipment as well as aidcan he regarded
ing system design
as the other half of the DSP24. The
program is supplied on a CD -ROM and
includes both View and View Pro, the
latter being targeted at contractors.
installers and loudspeaker designers.
The disc includes both programs, a
Help file, a tutorial overview and user
manual. Loading the programs into the
computer presents no problems, however, you do need to install the supplied dongle for the computer and
DSP24 to communicate. As mentioned
earlier, there are two programs -View
and View Pro. The latter is aimed
specifically at design and installation,
and has the ability to import measurement files plus other features suited to
design work.
Upon hooting, it is a pleasant surprise to discover that the software is
really quite intuitive and user- friendly.
I did go to the trouble of printing out
the user manual and the help files as
recommended. hut found only minimal reference necessary to get into the
system. This said, I am still of the opinion that a good manual is worth its
weight in gold, and while it might look
ecologically correct to, supply everything on a CD -ROM, I am sure that
more paper will get used up in unsatisfactory printouts and lost sheets. Having consulted on and written tech- >

-it
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New delivery channels. including DVD satellit
.

cable. digita. TV and the Internet are providing an

explosive increase in the number of routes available

FIL

to deliver material to an ever -more enlightened

;

WRACK

audience. demanding complex levels of audio format
This in turn has created a requirement for

powerful audio tools capable of generating and

controlling these significantly more complex formats

.

effortlessly combining and distributing the increase in
the numbers of audio channels

Manual operation is no longer an option
Are you ready for this
People who work with Soundtracs DPC -II Digital

Production Consoles are
They re assured of 160 automated channels with
comprehensive digital audio processing controlled by
an intuitive worksurface

They're also dubbing in all current and known

future mix fcrmats in 24 bit and feeling secure with
the knowledge that future proof 96kHz resolution and
7

1

operatior is built in
And they're saving time by opening up creative

possibilities with each new project they produce
For a full colour prospectus or better still book a

personal demonstration simply call Soundtracs

160 Digital Channels

Worksurfaces from 16 to 96 motorised faders
24 hit Conversion

96kHz operation
Stereo. LCRS.

U

DT R JC S

Soun
Tel

1

cs PLC Blenheim Road
+441101181 388 5000

Fax

Longmead Business Park
i

f441 i01181 388 5050

Epsom Surrey KT19 9XN

UK

email salesOsoundtracs co uk

web httpJ

co.uk
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< nic:ll manuals, I
easy task.

know that

it is

no

There are two basic modes of Operation for the system, Control and
Design, and these are accc,,scd from
the opening page. The connection status with the I )Sí'2 -1 is shown by one of
three icons in all of the control windows and these indicate Connected,
l'nconnected and New OS (Operating
System) required. Vi'e can note that the
presence of ail icon means that communication is open as no icon will be
present should the DTE connection he
fault e. Connection to the computer is
initiated by pressing ENTER on the
processor
First- tinit. users will want to see what
is actually installed in the processor and
the computer database. and this is two
clicks away with Setup ConfigurationSetup Explorer. The left -hand column
displays the setups in the database and
the right -hand column (if the I)SP2 t is
on-line) the setups in the unit. A setup
can then he selected as required and
this can either he from the database or
the memories loaded into the DSP 2 t.
Loading a setup from the database into
the pn k essor consists of a simple click :utd -drag yeriuíon.
Once the setup is defined and
loaded. the Setup Configuration shows
a block diagram of the signal path and
the settings of the various hand -pass
filters, delay and equalisation. All set-

tings are combined in the digital
the parameters entered and required
domain and implemented with high (such as driver alignment delay)
resolution pseudo FIR filters for prethough manual adjustment is still poscise response control. The filter opersible. The program features numerous
ation niay he niininiuni, mixed or linear
possibilities but points such as the abilphase. At this point you can either use
ity to combine different crossover charthe configuration called up as it is or
acteristics or set different band -pass
edit the settings. You can also design
responses to have spaced crossover
a whole new setup if this is required.
points are particularly appealing.
'l'he Design Sequence takes you
I was able to try the DSP24 under
through the various stages and is,
fire rather than just in the workshop
again, intuitive to use. The steps
programmed four different setups
include Loudspeaker, Amplifier, Tarfor a stage monitor wedge in a festival
get Band -pass Response for each outenvironment and was able to toggle
put (all are totally independent), Limit
the settings from 'standard response'
(sets maximum SPI. for chosen comthrough the variations user settings.
ponents), Target EQ ( with an addiThe difference was quite amazing and
tional window for individual driver
shows what the system is capable of.
equalisation ), Graphic display of group
Not everyone carries a computer to
delay and physical offsets of the drishows. and the fact that you can provers. Analogue output gains for correct
gram off-line, as it were, and then select
summation at the crossover points. and
the presets on the job is very handy.
Exit ( including setup name).
Space precludes a more
There are also a number of
thorough overview of the
what dha audio calls 'curve Lab Gru ppen
DSP24-View combination,
Gullregns vagen 16,
tools'. 'These include two
but this report may
kinds of graphic equaliser. S -43444 Kungsbacka, whetted your appetite. "l'he
system finds applications in
parametric equalisers, high - Sweden.
Tel: +46 300 16823.
pass and low -pass filters and
all areas of sound reinFax: +46 300 14246.
shelving filters.
forcement and for active
When designing a setup, the
studio monitors (which
loudspeakers and amplifiers may either
I would like to investigate further) and
Ile selected from the database or
merits the attention of all who are
entered in as required. As might he surinterested in a hardware -software
mised, there is a lot of automatic calsolution for design and control of loudculation by the software depending on
speaker systems.

-I

:
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conventional user interface

1.

modular just like analog consoles
superb sonic performance. 24bit AD/DA

32bit DSP
infinite internal digital headroom
revolutionary Dynamic Range Control syt m
prevents digital peak or overload
easy installation, standard analog and AES/EBU
digital inputs with sample rate convertors

_4

future upgradeability by means of internal
modular design

6 Radio

snapshot, on air and dynamic automation
optional serial and parallel interfaces

on a

classical music and d
live theatre console

video post production

audio Editing

'AMPTEC'
DIGITAL TECHNOLOGY

24

CD

mastering

data transmission

".

HElstraat 25
HassElt (BElgium)
tEl +3211281458
fax +3211281459
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Akai Professional is the future of sampling. We established the standard for
professional digital sampling in 1986 with the S900 and every important advance in
the years since then has had our big red logo on its box. Now with the launch of
the radical S5000 and S6000, the cutting edge of progress has got even sharper.
Power, function, ease of use, incredible pricing - we've just reset the standards every
other sampler will have to be judged against.

Power. 8Mb of RAM expandable to a colossal
256Mb for over 25 minutes of CD quality stereo
sampling, 128 voice polyphony (standard on the
S6000 and upgradable from 64 on the S5000), 26

different filter types, new 20 bit multi channel
effects (optional on the S5000), stereo digital I/Os
and the capacity to handle up to 16 individual
analogue outputs which are also configurable as
stereo pairs. Two MIDI In/Out/Thru ports give 32channel multi- timbral operation and the two SCSI
ports mean flexibility in a SCSI chain. A
Wordclock connector allows the new samplers to
be

integrated into an all- digital environment and

an optional adat'" interface provides stereo

digital inputs and sixteen digital outs for direct
connection to digital mixers.
Function. Record to RAM or directly to hard disk
for seamless transparent replay. Recognising that
.wav is fast becoming the world -wide standard
for audio interchange the 55000 and 56000 use
.wav files as their native sample fo-mat allowing
files to be loaded directly for instant playback
from any PC formatted hard or removable disks
attached to the samplers. The Virtual Sampling'
function lets you assign disk recordings to
keygroups so that long recordings may be
triggered direct from disk within the context of a
program. Not only does this enable disk
recordings to be processed via the sampler's
filters, LFOs, envelopes, etc., but a program
containing 'virtual' samples appears in a Multi
just like any normal program where it may be
mixed, tuned and sent to the effects, elegantly
integrating traditional sampling and disk
recording. But we haven't forgotten our existing
customers as the new samplers will read S1000
and 53000 sound libraries as well, making the
decision to up -grade your sampler even simpler.

of use. Both models have a large 6" graphic
display with all common user -needed data such
as number of items loaded and available memory
space shown in the centre of the screen but
unique to the 56000 is the seductive removable
front panel. 16 function keys read against onscreen parameter boxes and with a large data
wheel for adjustment give a 'Touch and Tweak'
system that virtually eliminates the dreaded
cursor trawl. Extensive use of graphics, icons,
pop -up windows, progress displays, drop down
menus and the inclusion of a P52 port for ASCII
keyboard attachment for naming give a computer
like familiarity. And for more intricate operation
we added a 'Window' function to allow power
users deep level access to the sampler's heart.
Ease

Incredible pricing. Evolution has gone backwards
here. The S5000 is E1799 (inc VATI and the 56000

£2799 (inc VAT). Call for a brochure or visit your
Akai dealer (look for the store with the queue
outside).
adal

is a

registered trademark of Alees Corporation USA

AKAI
professiotal

Akai (UK) Ltd., EMI Division, Haslemere Heathrow Estate, The Parkway, Hounslow, Middlesex TVV4 6NQ Tel 0181 897 6388 Fax 0181 759 8268

http://www.akai.com/akaipro

profound phenomenon, equally enthralling and terrifying by turns.
Neil Hillman muses on his childhood and the Micron Small Diversity Receiver
Progress

is a

WERE YOU in 19 72,
when I was 12 and my birthday party became a true blue -jean rock 'n' roll event? My mates
and I played Sweet's 'Blockbuster' over
and over after Ginger Davies discovered that the turntable on my parents'
teak radiogram would repeat indefinitely if you left the magnetic auto change arm open; we ate salmon boats
and sausages on sticks. drank Dandelion & Burdock and were blissfully
unaware that there were only boys at
our house that night. It was also the
year that my Rover 1'513 car was built
in Solihull, David Bowie became Ziggy
Stardust, and Audio Engineering Ltd
launched onto an unsuspecting world
the Micron pocket radio transmitter,
packaging it in such a beautifully
rugged case design that it became the
audio equivalent to the classic Coca Cola bottle.
How many of these have stood the
test of time? Well. my l'5B has undergone extensive and expensive surgery.
while certain cherished childhood
friends were destined not to travel with
me as far as Bulging Midriff, FLA; and
sure miss them not being around.
But the Coke bottle is still with us,
and so is the Micron radio transmitter,
little changed in its appearance, but
W11ERE

1
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brought up to date by the int n )duction

of new features including what many
might feel to be essential for a UHF
radio channel

-a diversity receiver.

A UHF receiver. operating on shorter
wavelengths than its VHF counterpart,
is much more likely to he susceptible

to the signal drop -out 'dead spots' that
occur when direct and reflected signals
cancel each other out at the antenna,
an event that is possible at regular
1/2 -wave intervals, as the person wearing the transmitter moves. The advantage of a diversity receiver is two -fold
with the opportunity to process the
strongest of two -rather than -one
signals through a comparator being the
most obvious, but also where the two
signals are of a similar strength. this
Micron 570 mixes the two inputs to the
comparator to improve the signal -tonoise ratio and increase the output by
a useful 3dB.
The 570 is designed to offer the loca-

tion recordist maximum flexibility;
although for the designer we should
recognise that this can present considerable difficulties as different
sound recordists will prefer different
personal microphones, each with their
own characteristics; so while Sony or
Sennheiser, for instance, can tailor
their systems to their own types of

mic, as an independent manufacturer
a compromise must he reached
between popular makes like the Sony
ECM 77, Tram TR50, Sennheiser MKE2
or Sanken COS -11. All credit then that
the Micron test units fitted with
ECM 77s sat comfortably in a mix with
Sony 810s also using their dedicated
ECM 77 microphones.
If you have ever used a Micron in
the past, then the 570 transmitter will

feel like you have stepped hack
through time. It differs visibly only in
the improved battery compartment lid,
now hinged on the single 9V transmitter model, rather than being secured
via the reluctant 'tweaker' screwdriver
clasp of the double- battery version,
and the rotary frequency change switch
situated on the front face, while the features available are unchanged with the
proven limiter -Automatic Gain Control
option available from a recessed SET
LEVEL switch located on the top face of
the transmitter beneath the line -up
roNE button. When sE'r t.EVEL is
depressed, the AGC system is disabled
and the modulation level LEDs alongside the TONE button act as a simple volume level indicator. My starting point
with this adjustment is to light the -10
t.EO with normal speech and just cause
the 0 t.EU to blink on higher volumes; >
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The totally integrated all- digital

audio post production environment.
M2 Television, London

TSI, London
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Unit 12, Spectrum House, 32-34 Gordon House Road,
London NW5 1LP England
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Alesis Euro Distributors 1998
Austria
< adjustments to the input level being
made by a recessed pot labelled SET
LEVa coNTeot., underneath the LEDs and
calibrated 1 -7. Depressing TONE causes
the transmitter to radiate a line -up tone
at 2dB below the limiting modulation
level and like the sEr LEVEL button, it
may he latched into the down position.
The transmitter is fed with audio via
a Lemo 8 -pin connector offering the
options of a high -sensitivity input for
dynamic and condenser microphones,
a direct powering connection for all
popular electret microphones, powering for 12V T- powered condenser

microphones, powering for 12V phantom powered condenser microphones,
a dedicated low- sensitivity ( -30dB)
input, for use with high output condenser microphones, a high -pass filter-to avoid overload from wind rum ble or from vocalists' plosive poppings.
a line input and the opportunity for
external powering with a suitable input
lead; but a word of warning to existing Micron owners-the earthing of the
transmitter connector has been
changed with this model from positive
earth to a more conventional negative
earth, so take care with your older configured leads.
The overall frequency response of
the transmitter is superb to the ear and
is specified as being commendably Flat
at (2dB between 100Hz and 15kHz; a
signal -to -noise ratio in excess of 100dB
is possible given a full signal of 500pV
and a current drain to the 9V battery
of around 50mA, gives a useful operating life of about seven hours between
changes.

ries its controls on the top face of the
device. In the centre is a 6 -pin Lemo
multiway connector that provides the
audio outputs and DC input connections to the receiver, flanked on the
outer edges either side by the A and B
5052 Lemo co -axial antenna input sockets. The receiver can also be phantom
powered from a 7-15V DC supply via
these sockets. A recessed ttuai LEVEL

output volume control is screwdriver
operated and situated below a BArr TEST
push -button that when operated
changes the Leo display to register
internal battery cell voltage.
What Microns have always offered
is comprehensive feedback monitoring for both the transmitter and
receiver, albeit in a unique version of
4 -light semaphore, (see -there's -four),
which is brought up to date by the use
of 3- colour t.t ns albeit in the familiar
star configuration. The display offers
four indications: received signal
strength (in normal use the height of
the display indicates the received signal strength with the bottom pair of
t.EUS acting together): tuning ( the hot tom pair of LF.DS act as a tuning indicator and show if there is any mismatch
in the transmitter and receiver frequencies as normally both lamps
should be lit ). With the transmitter off.
the display shows the presence of an
interfering signal: transmitter battery
warning (when the battery voltage in
the transmitter falls low, a sub -audio
tone is emitted to the receiver causing
the bottoni two LEGS to flash alternately
2-3 times per second); receiver battery condition (when Karr TEST is
pushed the height of the mo column
indicates the receiver battery voltage).
Back in 1972, the Micron cornered a

THE BIGGEST differences come
with the 570 receiver and its
associated double -unit housing,
huge slice of a small market by being
the DDH2, designed in conjunction
the first and best for location filming,
with radio mie specialists Mattijsen in
particularly when tucked away in the
front pocket of a leather Nagra case.
the Netherlands, and offering the
opportunity to hold two Micron SDR
With the widespread introduction of
Small Diversity Receivers with one pair
tape in the 1980s, and the huge growth
of antennae feeding both receivers via of out-and -about, portable single -cantera shooting, other players subsethe built in Band Pass Filtering and signal splitters, with additional RF -DC outquently entered this lucrative arena and
have successfully challenged the
puts that allow multichannel operation
from a single pair of antennae. "l'he
Micron product on quality, features,
DDH2 can also power the receivers
ease of use, flexibility and price.
via die antenna sockets, obviating the
So did video kill this radio star?
need for internal batteries. With these
Nearly. very nearly, but not quite: and
this latest 2- frequency crystal version
useful facilities of separate power
embodies a purity of processing that
switching for accessories, such as a
mixer or a t)AT recorder,
none of the more flexible
synthesised systems can
and internal balanced
offer due to their fundatransformers on its line - Audio Engineering,

mentally higher inherent
level audio outputs, the 3 New London Road,
noise. But that clarity
DDH2 housing lets the London N8 8TA, UK.
side down by its agricul- Tel: +44 181 341 3500.
comes at a cost, and the
price to he paid is the secutural appearance of a black Fax: +44 181 341 5100.
steel case, unmarked conrity of multiple channels
nectors and seemingly vulnerable conavailable in hand, should the need
arise. afforded by a synthesised sysnector cables.
The pocket receiver itself, apart from
tem. However, for a purist that may
the frequency selector slider- switch on
not be considered too high a price
its front face like the transmitter. carto pay.
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Phone: +43.2234.74004
Fax: +43.2234.74074

Benelux
ELECTRIC SOUND B.V.
Phone: +31.36.536.6555
Fax: +31.36.536.8742

Bulgaria
FACTOR TC
Phone: +359.2.46.30.57
Fax: +359.2.946.12.90

CIS
A -T Trade Music
Phone: -7.095.978.2016
Fax: +7.095.956.6881

Czech Republic
INTON GMBH
Phone: +42.02.533.237
Fax: +42.02.530.644

Denmark
CMI
Phone: +45.33.14.49.10
Fax: +45.33.14.14.94

Finland
INTO OY
Phone: +358.9.755.950
Fax: + 358.9.755.3581

France
IMPORTATION MUSICALE LYONNAISE
IML
Phone: +33.1.49.38.1 7.00
Fax: +33.1.49.38.17.09

Germany
SOUNDWARE AUDIO TEAM GMBH
Phone: -49.6074.89150
Fax: +49.6074.891530

Greece
MELLON SA
Phone: +30.1.364.6501
Fax: +30.1.330.1412

Italy
M. CASALE BAUER S.PA.

Phone: +39.5.176.6648
Fax: +39.5.176.6525

Norway
NORSK MUSIKK INSTR. CO.A /S
Phone: +47.22.23.5683
Fax: +47.2.223.7593

Poland
HEXAGON
Phone: -48.22.44.6699
Fax: +48.22.44.8355

Portugal
AMERICO NOGUEIRA LDA
Phone: +351.2.2004616
Fax +351.2.2084949

Spain
LETUSA, S.A.
Phone: +34.1.641.0812
Fax: +34.1.641.4597

Sweden
MUSKANITOR & CO. A.B.
Phone: +46.3.187.8080
Fax: +46.3.1 87.9808

Switzerland
SDS MUSIC FACTORY AG

Phone: +41.1.434.2270
Fax:

+411434.2277

Turkey
YAPALI GROUP CO.
Phone: +90.212 259.8758
Fax:

+90.212.259.5882

UK
SOUND TECHNOLOGY PLC
Tel: +44 1462 480000
Fax: +44 1462 480800

Alesis M20
ADAT Type II 20 Bit
High Performance
The all new

Digital Audio Recorder
was designed from the ground up for

round -the -clock use in commercial
recording and post- production
facilities.
The M20 implements ADAT Type II,
the only MDM recording format that
writes 20 bits to tape - that's true 20
bit, no compression, no noise shaping.
Its state -of- the-art 24 -bit A/D
converters yield an astonishing 117dB of
dynamic range. So every time you hit
Record, you'll be amazed by the M20's
awesome sonic detail. Sixteen times
more detail than the 16 -bit format you
might now be using.

And while the clock on the wall is
ticking away, the M20's direct -drive,
full- servo, industrial -grade tape
transport will deliver the fastest chase
and lock-up times of any MDM. Result:
those ridiculous deadlines become a
little more manageable. Plus, its robust
ADAT Type II recording format offers
the reliability that lets your tapes play
as perfectly across town as they do in
your studio.

We didn't leave anything out of the
M20's incredible feature set. Built-in
SMPTE /EBU synchronization with a
separate time code track.A 9 -pin input
for edit control. A jog/shuttle wheel
that works with a dedicated analogue
aux track for scrubbing and cueing. All
+4dBu balanced audio connections,
plus MIDI Machine Control, video
reference and word clock. Options
including a built-in eight -channel AES /EBU
interface card, the CADI
remote/autolocator that can be used
hundreds of yards away from the
recorder and the RMD " digital remote
meter display.

s

A

TYPE H
® Alesis and A2 AT are registered trademarks. M20.
CADI and RMD are trademarks of Alesis
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As an audio professional, you can't
gamble on unproven technology or
intense learning curves while you're
up- and -running 24 hours a day, seven
days a week. Instead, look toward the
format that gives you tracking, archiving
and transferring... all in one incredibly
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And if that isn't enough, the M20 is
compatible with over 110,000ADATs in
use today. In other words, you'll have a
direct link between your facility and
thousands of project studios around
the world.

affordable tape format.
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For a free colour brochure please call
Sound Techno10 gY on 01462 480000
Sound Technology plc, Letchworth Point, Letchworth, Hertfordshire. SG6

Fax:01462 480800

WWW.soundtech.co.uk
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Crookwood Mastering Bricks
Custom and modular are terms frequently associated with desks,
Dave Foister discovers a Lego approach to the business of mastering
(AAA
to be very simple. Managing half a dozen sound sources,
routeing then to various destinations
with or without processing, and listening to the results-effortless. Yet outside
the confines of a mixing console, most
of us will have encountered all too many
lash -ups and tangles, where even a
patchhay does not seem to manage the
job of interfacing a set of disparate Ix )xes
properly. This is becoming more common with the widespread use of DAWs
with various sources, recorders and
processors vying for access. but the basic
problem has always been best demonstrated in the cutting and mastering
room. Here there is no mixer as such.
just a bank of playback machines. a
selection of EQs, compressors and limiters, and destinations ranging from a
workstation to a cutting lathe. Fast. flexible and reliable routeing and monitoring around this lot has always been vital,
yet there is almost no off-the -shelf equipment available on the market to deal
with it. Or there wasn't.
Crookwood's modular approach to,
well, anything is well known, as is its
Home Improvements nomenclature. Its
Paint Pot became better known than the
one on Phil Collins' piano, and the idea
of modular consoles assembled from
Bricks was forecast some time ago. Now
the concept has become reality in the
form of Crookwood's Mastering Bricks.
I visited London facility Tape to Tape
to see the system as installed in George
Lambert's cutting room.
It is important to make the point
straight away that the Tape to Tape
installation is just as much a one -off as
any other Mastering Bricks console
would he. The system has been
designed to he as flexible as possible,
with a wealth of configuration and operational options available. There is no
such thing as a 'standard' console.
which means by extension that there is
no premium to pay for having it just the
way you want it. Every one will he a
custom build with differences coming
down largely to software programming
and simple printed panel inserts.
The work is done in an anonymous
rack that can reside anywhere convenient to minimise cable runs. This can
accommodate a number of cards to
carry out the switching, routeing and
other processes, and is connected to
one or more control panels via serial
links. Since routeing is the primary function the cards' main job is switching.
Il
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and this can be clone in the analogue
or the digital domain. Digital crosspoint
switchers operate with AES or SPDiF
signals and can be ganged together up
to a 64x64 matrix. and for analogue signals the switching is done with relays
rather than any active electronics. Analogue outputs are, of course, buffered
to allow the system to feed multiple des tinations-a glorified distribution ampli-

fier-ancl

Crookwood's analogue
expertise entitles them to feel confident
of the signal integrity. A wide range of
cards is now available, covering options
such as microphone preamps, ADCs,
meter drivers, and monitoring for up to
H channels.
The user need never see the rack;
operation is carried out by small stylish
gold control pan-

One selects a clubbing source for
transfer. and routes it to all the available destinations with the exception of
the chosen source's own input. Obviously this avoids feedback in any situation, hut when a cutter head is on the
end the results of a mistake could he
costly. The second panel deals with
inserts in the chain, and handles both
analogue and digital devices transparently. Tape to Tape has an interesting
mixture, and the units can be inserted
in any order, the only limitation being
that the digital stuff must cone first. This
is partly because the final system output is analogue to drive the lathe. and
it makes efficient use of the available
convertors. More convertors would
increase the flexibility still further. Note

els, that cone in a
few distinct types
and can all be customised to suit the

application. Tape
to Tape has four
panels in two
basic types, with
three selection
panels. and one
handle the monitors. The button
layouts are similar, and; although
the three selector
perform
units
quite
different
functions, they are mechanically identical. Each has 16 selector buttons with
a display panel showing sources and
destinations. an :\nisi is button for safety
interlock on certain functions and a button for invoking additional functions.
Where these are fitted they are shown
on the LCD screen at the top of the module. which otherwise shows messages
chosen by the user. The obvious custom clement is the labelling panel. but
as this is printed to order in house -no
silk- screening or fancy metalwork -it's
simple and cheap to have what you
want and even to change it afterwards.
Even so it looks very slick, slipped
beneath a transparent panel and backlit to show current status.
The real customising is in the software inside, and, again, the whole
setup is designed to deliver maximum
flexibility. The Tape to Tape system
shows some of the possibilities simply
in the three different uses of the selection panels.
I

i

Every one will be
a custom build with
differences coming down
largely to software
programming and simple
printed panel inserts
that button pushes can do more than
simply switch a signal: effectively each
button runs a ni:tcro that can include
things like automatic wordclock route ing and momentary mutes to cover
resync glitches.
The third selector panel determines
what will be heard on the monitors, and
can take its feecl fromi the chosen transfer chain or any of the other machines.
If the chosen source is digital a DA convertor is automatically inserted, and
since Tape to Tape has two Prisms the
monitor selector will use whichever >
September 1998 Studio Sound
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designers are increasingly being asked for the impossible.

Thankfully, the Soundcraft Broadway delivers.

Already working hard from Seoul to Scandinavia,

ENOpDWnV

Broadway combines an advanced implementation
of digitally controlled analogue technology with a

flexible, modular system design to take the largest

and most complex productions in its stride,
effortlessly providing exceptional sound quality
and perfect repeatability, night after night.

What's more, it does it from a fast, intuitive and compact control

BROADWAY

surface that doesn't eat into valuable seating space.
Soundcraft is delivering the future of live sound mixing.
You'll find it all on Broadway.

www.soundcraft.com
Soundcraft +44 (0)1707 665000
Soundcraft

US

1-615-360-0471

Soundcraft
H A Harman International Company
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is not being used by the insert chain.
This signal then comes under the control of the monitor panel, that has buttons for selecting which set of loudspeakers or cans is to he used. and a
large black volume knob with a ring of
LEDs to show its position. Level matching between monitor outputs is preset,
and buttons are provided for ct r,
and 1.Irr functions. Dam can he set to he
absolute (always at the same level
regardless of the volume control setting)

Provided everything is
properly labelled it puts

whole room full of
equipment under the
a

fingers for fast setup
and reconfiguration
or relative. and LIFT gives a similarly preset high level tì n checking tails of fades
and other k)tv- level details.
All the panels have an t: \Altl.l? button
and its function is determined by the
software programming. For safety's
sake. the transfer source selection panel
can only have a new source selected
after the i\A1i1.E button has been
pressed. and this is also necessary to
change the insert configuration. The
two panels relating to monitoring have
no such risks attached, so their buttons
are always live. Even here, the buttons

Need

a

how Tape to Tape have them, in a 2x2
layout. and in among the other equipment it almost disappears. This, of
of arrangement. This kind of setting up course, is quite an advantage. as everything required is right under the hand
is performed quickly and easily by
without taking up large amounts of real
Crookwood to suit the individual user.
estate in the monitoring sweet spot.
Put all this together and you have a
system that is intuitive, neat and powThe possibilities of the Mastering
Bricks are seemingly endless. A simple
erful. Provided everything is properly
labelled it puts a whole room full of one -panel controller for a workstation
set -up would he very reasonably priced.
equipment under the fingers for fast
setup and reconfiguration, in a wan
and just as customisable as a larger system, while the IN er and convenience
that seems so simple you wonder why
of a big surround system would be hard
you have not seen it before. But the
to match with anything else. New applipossibilities do not end there: there are
cations and special requests are emergmodules available with faders. P&G
ing all the time, and once Crookwood
belts, meters. and controllers for mid
has done something new for one cusamps. EQ and compressors. The
whole lot is surround ready, as a con- tomer that option is available to anybody else. Tape to Tape is currently
trol panel can he linked to as many as
installing a second Mastering Bricks syseight signal paths in the rack to switch
tem in a new room. which
them and monitor them
speaks for itself. and I came
simultaneously.
Eight away wanting one of my
channel linked compres- Crookwood,The Old
own for sorting out the
sion is on the way, and Police House. Station
around my
equipment
cards are already available Hill, Cookham, Berks
SAf)iE system. as the savings
for surround downmixing. SL6 9BS, UK.
in time and frustration were
The control panels are so Tel: +44 1628 528 026.
immediately obvious. Its
small and neat that the word
aims are simple, but in terns of flexiconsole almost seems inappropriate
bility and delivering what is really
even for a .t -panel system like Tape to
needed it breaks new ground.
Tape's. They will fit four across in a -+t1
rack chassis. and also have individual
pods available for table -top use. but the
Thanks to Tape to Tape/ )r the opportunity to spcvtcl time on the spiel?: preparmost popular arrangement is flush
ing this review.
mounting in studio furniture. This k
can operate in different ways, perhaps
requiring both buttons to he pressed
together or possibly as a sticky shift type

i'

New Point of Reference?

If you've ever wondered why, for nearly

If you already

30 years, so many hits have been mixed

own

a

pair of BBSM-

l0s and want to extend the bottom

on Westlake Monitors - now is the time
to find out. Go straight to your dealer
and demand a demonstration.

end. or

if you're looking for a full

range speaker system - you have to

listen to the BBSM -10s with the

BB IO-SWP subwoofer system.

Westlake Audio Speakers are designed as
reference tools for the most demanding of audio

1111

Awesome!!!

engineers and golden -eared audiophiles. The
no- compromise manufacturing process includes

extensive internal cabinet bracing, hand built
crossovers with precision matched components,

Lc3w 10 The 10" 3 -way monitor
done the Westlake way. Perfect for
the higher end project studios that
demand a little more.

and drivers that are meticulously selected, tested, measured and matched. Cabinets, drivers

and crossovers are also thoroughly dampened
to eliminate any resonance or vibrations. You

Multifor dedicated center c
Lc265.1

have to listen for yourself. We know you'll

L /C/R or

be impressed!

tions. Dual

MANUFACTURING GROUP
2696 Livery Court, Unit

32

18,

Newbury

Park. CA

91320 USA

805 -499 -3686 F04

http://www.westtakeaudio.com

5

channel configura-

6.5 3 -way.

Westlake
Audio
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Introducing the DigEQ from LA Audio,
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of digital equalisation.
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tc electronic Gold Channel
Amplify the mic traditionally and then convert the signal for processing,
Dave Foister investigates an elaborate digital voice -channel of sorts
WIRT GOES around comes
around. For years analogue

manufacturers have had to
explore digital technology as it marches
relentlessly on. and it sometimes feels
as though before long the only analogue
gear xvc'll have left will be the old stuff.
But, of course, it becomes ever more
apparent that there is a need for both.
and occasionally we are treated to the
sight of a digital specialist walking the
scenic route -diversification works
both ways.
tc electronic is known almost exclusively for its digital expertise. From
benchmark delay lines to effects and
digital dynamics control, and even software plug -in versions of its hardware,
it has done everything the numbers
way. While its products can provide all
you need from digital conversion to
recorder and hack again, they can not
quite complete the whole chain; before
you start you need to preamplify a
microphone, which has become a specialist area all to itself. tc has decided
to fill that gap and take on the specialists. and the result is the Gold Channel,
combining te's attempt at high -spec mic

é
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pres with its established digital processing capabilities. This take on the
established voice -channel concept contradicts the usual format by having no
valves, no reliance on fancy analogue
EQ, and no opto- couplers; it goes digital at the earliest possible opportunity
and does all the hard work there. In the
process it provides all the digital advantages of program memories and compact size; although those who expect a
voice channel to he 3U -high and punctuated with black knobs may feel
slightly short- changed.
A brief run-down shows just how
much is squeezed into the 1 -U-high box,
which not surprisingly resembles the
Finalizer and the M2000. Its front panel
is silver rather than black, and its nature
demands more controls, but otherwise
it clearly carries the tc electronic hallmark. Two fully fitted mic pres are followed by 24 -bit conversion, and this
leads to a broad palette of digital processing including various flavours of
EQ. compression, limiting, expansion

34

and gating. The analogue front end has
the expected collection of discrete
knobs and switches, while the rest is
controlled with tc's familiar setup of onscreen adjustment.
The microphone preamps themselves
are straightforward yet comprehensively equipped. Microphone and
line -level inputs are provided, and the
full complement of switchable phantom, pads and polarity inversion follows. The character of the preamps is
quite anonymous; although this is
meant as a compliment and I believe tc
would take it as such. This is not a pre amp with a character to impose, rather
a clean accurate circuit that simply sets
out to deliver the microphone signals
to the convertors, and this it manages
very well with good noise, distortion
and frequency response figures. Gain
adjustment is on a single small knob,
and three different high -pass -filter frequencies are offered. A switchable soft
limiter precedes the convertors for
safety. Each channel has a MUTh switch,
and this is also operative when a digital input is selected.
Digital signal handling is equipped

'

allow either a single process on both
channels or three processes on one
channel only.
The available processing algorithms

encompass a comprehensive spectrum
of treatments, from the obvious to the
obscure. Two types of EQ are available,
described as Easy and Advanced, and
the difference is just that -Easy gives
high and low- shelving equalisers with
one swept mid and filters, while
Advanced is a 5 -hand EQ with shelf-bell
selection on the end two, and variable
slope or width on all five. Boost and
cut is a powerful 18dB.
Two dynamics blocks are available
simultaneously, one for expansion and
the other for compression -limiting:
although it should be noted that there
is no separate limiter. Like the EQ, two
Flavours are offered for each; the
expander has a choice of Easy Gate and
Advanced Expander, the latter having
variable time constants and gain reduction ratio. while the compressor can be
configured as Soft or Vintage. The first
designation is slightly misleading as it
has a hard knee available, but its point
is fully variable parameters across the
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not a preamp
with a character to
impose, rather a clean
accurate circuit that simply
sets out to deliver the
microphone signals to
the convertors, and this
it manages very well
This

is

for high -resolution recording. The
onboard convertors will only run up to
48kHz, but they are 24 bit and the digital path can handle 96kHz, albeit with
restrictions on the amount of processing that can be used. At 44.1 or 48, four
processes can he chained together on
each channel, either in stereo or as two
independent paths. High sample rates

.

board. with everything you might expect
including the possibility of using channel 2 as a side -chain input for channel
1. This allows the channel 1 input to he
split across the two paths and the channel 2 EQ used for controlling the cornpressor operation. The Vintage mode
removes the knee selection and the side
chain, and, most importantly, the
Threshold control; the threshold is fixed
at -24dB and the degree of compression
is set by the Input Drive level. This is
quick, dirty and very effective, and the
two alternatives cover just about everything you're likely to need. In this context in particular its worth noting that if
both channels have the same specific
algorithm placed at the same point in
the chain, the two can be stereo linked
for setup and proper dynamic control.
The last Klock of processing,
described as Tools, offers a more varied choice of special treatments. One is
a clever de -esser that relates its threshold setting to the average level of the
material, making it, according to the >
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Certainly its simple controls for Threshold and Frequency make it very fast to
set up, its Monitor mode helps identify
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shows what is happening in inimitable
style with clever combinations of text
and graphics. Here the overall configuration can be built up as a set of blocks,
and editing a particular block can be
invoked either from the screen's associated buttons, or from the function huttons on the channels themselves; these
use a clever idea i've not seen before
where the buttons that select or bypass
the steps in the chain can he doubleclicked to call up the relevant setup displ:n'. For such a small screen it is
remarkable how much it shows and

the problem, and the end result is effective and not obviously processed even
when a whole mix is going through it.
A dynamic equaliser is another option,
giving a much wider range of parameters than the de -esser with the sanie general set -up, allowing more flexible frequency-conscious compression. Again
a relative threshold is provided;
although there is also the choice of the
more familiar absolute setting.
The final general- purpose tool is the
have sometimes
Digital Radiance Generator familiar to
Finalizer users. This is a particularly subfound it frustrating that
tle and effective enhancer. openly
adding low -order distortion (particuthe Finalizer, for all its
larly second harmonic) to fatten and
brighten the sound without EQ. i found
range of analogue and
it a very useful and pleasant effect;
digital inputs, cannot use
although whether the manual should
use the word Tuhessence to describe it
some of them as splits or
is a matter for Aphex. The very 'last
option is, believe it or not. an RIAA
inserts.This is put right
equaliser that allows a turntable pickup
to be connected to the microphone
in the Gold Channel
inputs for properly corrected playback.
I have sometimes found it frustrating
how effortless it is to navigate it is once
that the Finalizer, for all its range of anayou know what's on offer.
logue and digital inputs, cannot use some
One hundred factory presets are proof them as splits w inserts. This is put right
vided, and the intention that the unit
in the Gold Channel: if the input and outshould be used on individual tracks as
put are digital. the analogue l-O can he
much as complete mixes is evident from
used as a stereo insert. and tc evidently
assure this will be used for sonie sort of the names, which include EQ and compression settings for a range of classic
valve Outboard. There is even the facility
named microphones. Besides this, 200
to mix the digital and analogue inputs,
user presets are available, and up to 999
and, amazingly. the 1'1)SLink optical input
more can be stored on a PC card. For
can also read channels I and 2 of an ADAT
any stored setting, any individual block
format signal.
can be recalled to have other hits added,
This is a lot to have to sort Out and
as well as full recall of everything.
contrOI, particularly when the front
The Gold Channel is not
panel is only lu high and
a souped -up Finalizer. It
a third filled with analogue
does not have the multi controls. However, to elec- tc electronic Denmark.
band dynamics that make
tronic is adept at user- inter- Tel: +45 8621 7599.
the Finalizer so powerful,
faces, and even if it takes US,Tel: +1 8 05 373 1828.
but the comprehensive müc
a while to become familiar Asia,Tel: +I 813 5456 4071
amps and bigger choice of
with it. the front end of the
proct -,es mean it is not only a superb
Gold Channel is impressively straightcomp ete microphone -to- recorder sigforward. This tinie two rotary encoders
nal pa Ii, but an intensely desirable genare fitted. one to select parameters and
eral-p irpose processor as well.
one to adjust them, and the screen
I
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Accept no substitutes
They say that imitation is the sincerest form of flattery. So, "Thanks Guys!"
Seriously though, our imitators only go skin deep - their product will not
flatter your recordings.
So before you rush off to buy the latest new offering in signal processing,
allow us to remind you why the Focusrite Red 3 Compressor and Limiter is
the choice of professionals the world over.
Class A
The heart of the Red 3 is Focusrite's proprietory

Extraordinary Build Quality

knobs are individually machined and hand polished

Class A VCA technology which delivers

Red Range build quality is the envy of the

before anodising to feel smooth as silk to the touch.

outstanding low distortion performance to both

industry. The extruded aluminium front,side and

Compression and Limiting functions, whilst

rear panels are milled, linished and anodised

increasing the compression ratio provides the

rich burgundy red whilst the legends are

punch and warmth from second order artifacts.

anoprinted into the finish so they cannot wear off.

Dual Mono or Stereo

The brushed stainless steel covers conceal glass-

Red 3 is a two channel device switchable to true

fibre circuit boards, the shielded power supply and

stereo operation under the lower set of controls,

the wealth of electronic components employed to

your next compressor ask your pro-audio dealer

so you can use it for tracking (great on vocals and

ensure reliable, outstanding performance, for life.

for a Red 3 to evaluate or ask him to set up

instruments alike) and across the mix to make it

High grade potentiometers and switches

comparative demonstration.

jump out of the speakers.

complete the bill of materials. Even the control
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1995 TEC Award for Outstanding Techrical

Achievement - many of the nominators actually

own one!
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For methodology see Studio Sound,April 1998, page 14.
See it on the Internet website:
www. prostudio.comistudiosoundlaprl981r- tannoy.html

Spendor SA300
Studio Sound's 'bench test' loudspeaker reviews continue

between 40Hz and
19kHz; a commendable
result. The low frequency
response rises by about 3dB
at 50Hz before a very steep
roll -off through -20dB at
30Hz
consequence of
the use of a ported enclosure and a high -pass protecThe acoustic
tion filter.

THE SPENI)OR SA300 is

with the SA30(

Keith Holland

-eports

+3cIB

2-way active loudspeaker with a built-in
a

amplifier and crossover
package. The low frequencies are handled by a nominally 200mm diameter cone
driver, and the high frequencies by a 25mm soft dome tweeter that fires
through a shallow horn
waveguide. The cabinet has
dimensions of -(Omni x
250nim x 340mm deep. a
slot- shaped port on the front
panel beneath the woofer,
and front panel edges that
chamfer towards the top of
the cabinet to a depth of

-a

centre result (Fig.2) confirms this rapid roll -off with
the low frequencies suffering a group delay that corresponds to a shift of about
3m relative to the high frequencies. The rise at 50Hz
may be tarried somewhat in
practice by adopting a
higher frequency setting for
The
the protection filter.
harmonic distortion results
shows levels below -10ó13
(1 %) at low frequencies but
the third harmonic rises
above this level between
20O11z and Ikllz with a further, narrow peak at 2kHz.
There is also a narrow peak
in
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Horizontal directivity

second harmonic at about

6kHz to -40d13.
The horizontal directivity
(Figs) is well controlled
with only a slight narrowing

the upper frequency
range of the woofer and
there is no evidence of side lobes in the directivity pattern at any frequency. The
vertical directivity (Fig.()) is
similar except for the
inevitable clip at the
crossover frequency due to
the physical spacing of the
drive- units.
The step response of the
loudspeaker (Fig.3) shows
g(xxf time- alignment with a
high frequency rise occurring only about 1001ís earlier
than the main response.
The power cepstrum (Fig.-+)
shows only low level and
time -smeared echos at
about 5(1Oí)s and 75Ops: cabinet edge dif-
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25mm. The rear panel has a
large heatsink with vertical
fins. an iEC -type mains
socket, an XLR -type input

socket, and controls for
gain. LF cut, LP tilt and HF
tilt. The IT cut switches the
cut -off frequency of a 'subs( nit' protection filter to
either 50Hz. 70Hz or 90Hz.
The LE tilt gives up to 3d13
lsx)st or cut to frequencies below
500Hz, and the II` Spendor Audio

fractic)n

problems
appear to he
Estate, Hai !sham. East
kept to a low
above 4kHz; I)( ,i
Sussex BN 27 2ER.
level by the
in 1óB steps. 'Ilk.
adoption of
measurements pre- Tel: +44 323 843 474.
chamfered
sented in this
edges and the short tweeter
review were carried out with
horn
result that is conthe LF cut control at 50Hz
firmed by the sni(x)th onand the tilt controls 'flat'.
axis frequency response.
The on -axis frequency
the waterfall
Fig.7 sla
response ( Fig. ) lies within
I

tilt to frequena

Systems,

Station Ro ad Industrial

k

I

I
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Fig.6:Vertical directivity

Fig.7:Waterfall chart

The
plot for the SA300.
most dominant feature of
this plot is the ringing at low
frequencies clue to the rapid
roll -off. At higher frequencies though, the plot shows
rapid decay except for some
slight ringing of two resonances at 300Hz and 400Hz.
Overall
the Spendor
SA300 is a very good perThe on-axis and
former.
off-axis frequency responses
and time response are c(nn-

niendably good, but the
harmonic
mid-frequency
distortion is higher than that
found in some similar loudspeakers. The rapid roll -off
at the low frequencies
seems to be very common
in compact monitor loudspeakers of this type; it is,
perhaps, a necessary compromise where good low
frequency extension along
with reliably high output
level is required.
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Perfect CD -R
Copies and Easy
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It's

DAT Easy!

Magellan Group plc
Coicept House, Bell RoaJ, Basingstoke, Hampshire.

IL-S24 8FB UK
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Like all of our studio products, TDK's new
CD -R

Studio is tested and optimised

especially for professional audio recording.
Incorporating our unique Reflex technology,
the newly formulated dye ensures the most
accurate pit writing possible for crystal
clear audio playback, every time. Even if it

took her fifty -eight times.

http://www.:dk-europe.com
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dbx DDP
Dolby Digital price slash
Dolly has slashed the price of Dolby Digital encoding with the release of the $5,000
(US) DP569 at the San Francisco AES, and
paved the way for entry -level multichannel
working in light of the promised explosion
in DVD and DTV. The new encoder costs
some 74% less than its PC-based predecessor. but has even more features.
Dolby, US.Te1:+I 415 558 0293.

Soundfield goes 5. I
Soundfield is to unveil a surround -sound
processor that enables the conversion of BFormat information generated by Sound Field microphones into 5.1, Pro Logic, and
other surround formats. The 1U-high
processormakes it possible to make live surround broadcasts or recordings from a single SoundField MkV System or ST250
Portable System. Four high -resolution bargraph meters display the incoming B-Format information with individual bar- graphs
showing the variable front left, front right,
centre, rear left, rear right, and sub -bass output levels. Further stereo 'front width', 'rear
width' and 'rear focus' controls are provided
to compensate for speaker positioning and
room acoustics.
Soundfield, UK.TeI: +11 1924 201 1089.

Sonifex reds
Sonifex has released a range of budget Redbox interconnection units. The range
includes the RBDA6 6-way stereo, 2 x 6-way
mono or 1 x 12 -way distribution amp; the
RBMA2 dual mic preamp; RBSM2 dual stereo

Renowned for its analogue units, dbx recently introduced its first
digital dynamics processor. George Shilling puts it through its paces
are fair
The front panel features I.Ett meters switchmore prevalent than their analogue able for Input or Output level. accompanied
by -+ stepped rotary controls for input and outforebears, yet in the area of dynamics
processing the analogue design reigns
put trimming of Ix)th channels. These controls
supreme. Only very recently have any sighave a wide range of adjustment. so no switchnificant inroads been made into this market
ing for -10d13 +4(113 operation is needed.
by digital processing. and this has mainly been
A large illuminated IS-.1) screen dominates the
front panel. This contains a huge amount of
restricted to all -digital setups. The DDP ( Digital Dynamics Processor) is the first standinformation, some of it in tiny lettering. and
alone digital processor from dbx.
not as contrasted as it might be. There are
The latest dhx Type IV 24+ -bit conversion additional meters on screen. a large program
process is included. which does away with number indicator. and a whole host of other
the OdB brick -wall concept, instead letting information. depending on the mode. When
you occasionally hit +6dB without harsh adjusting any dynamic processes a graph indinoises. Additionally, dhx include a feature cates all thresholds and ratios. Alternatively.
you can display real -titre threshold indicators
called TSE. or Tape Saturation Emulation. This
includes 5 different tonal 'colours': Dark. for all dynamics processes. A Data Wheel is
Warm, None, Light and Bright, and helps to
used for parameter adjustment and takes you
make the unit sound more 'analogue'. Unfor- through the 50 preset programs: an additional
50 are available for storage of user settings. The
tunately this function is unavailable on the
digital inputs where it would most likely he
multitudinous presets are something of a waste
needed. A digital -0 board is optionally avail- of tithe, as they always need tweaking for a
able, but was not fitted to the review model. given situation. The hank of push -buttons
Analogue inputs are on jacks and XLRs, alonginclude a PRox;RtM button. that really should
be larger or more obviously located. rhea' hutside MIDI connections for fully implemented
remote control or automation.
tons for each of the processing functions. and
The DDP's DSP operations comprise Equala sEiECr button to chox)se between up to three
visible parameters. NEXT PAGE and PREwIOI s P:1tai
isation, Gating, Compression. De- essing and
buttons take you to further parameters. The
Limiting-in that order only. Surprisingly for
whole system is simple to navigate. hut. it is
a software -based processor. the processing
chain can only be altered in a vent' limited extremely slow to use compared with any dedway. You can include external or internal ( EQ)
icated analogue unit.
side -chain processing. or exclude certain of
TCM. or Transient Capture Nlode, is a parathe above processes from the chain. You canmeter adjustment found in the Gate setup, hut
not, however, put the EQ after the compresit can affect the way the DDP processes all
sor, or the gate after the limiter. All processes
dynamic effects. This is a look -ahead feature
take their key from the initial input, rather that delays the audio signal. but uses the real than the output of the previous element in
time input as key. so you do not miss catchthe chain. so that tweaking one part does not
ing the transients with the Gate or
affect another section's key level. UnfortuCompressor. It can he set up to 3ms in 20µs
steps. This is useful and worked well. but
nately, there is no separate side -chain input.
would challenge the manual's claim that a 3ms
so the only way to use an external side -chain
delay is not enough to cause
is to sacrifice an audio input.
The two channels can he used
phasing errors. The manual is
surprisingly amateurish and
as stereo if you select a 'linked
dbx, 8760 S ouch Sandy
chain' of effects blocks. AlterParkway, San dy. Utah
it waffles-for example, it
boasts that the compressor is
natively, two completely sepa84070, US.
Tel: +1 801 568 7660.
more unique than other
rate mono chains can he used.
The EQ is a 3 -hand paraFax: +1 801 566 3565.
compressors'. and if making
metric with bell curves. A
UK: Arbiter Group
a button light up by pressing
Wilberforce Road,
graph displays the changes.
it is 'telemetry'. then I'm NttirLondon NW 9 6AX.
ray Walker.
The Gate includes a RATIO control rather than a range in (Ms.
TeI: +44 181 202 1199.
The I)I)P is a powerful
providing treatments from
Fax: +44 18 202 7076.
package. priced very competitively. However. some
gentle expansion to brick -wall
ergonomic Ieatures leave much to he desired.
gating. The Compressor is the most fully featured section. including 10 levels of Over Subjectively. the sound quality has something
of a 'closed-in' digital sound to it, compared
Easy (soft -knee) and Hold as well as Attack
and Release. the last unusually calibrated in to the warm openness of the best analogue
dBis. The De -esser and Limiter sections are units. I lowever, dhx has done its best to make
fairly simple to operate. the De -esser workit sound as good as. if not better than any
ing particularly well.
similar digital processor.
DIGITAL REVERB ANI) DELAY

1

1

to mono convertor; RBBL2 balanced to
unbalanced bidirectional convertor; and the
RBSL2 twin mono or stereo limiter. All units
are housed in aluminium boxes which can
be screw-mounted to any surface and can
be powered by 115V, 60Hz or 230V, 50Hz.
Sonifex, UK.TeI: +44 1933 650700.

Drawmer digital DC Line
Drawmer is to introduce digital products
for 24/96 processing and analogue -digital
conversion at the AES. Three products will
offer 'refined analogue' sound quality to
TDIF, ADAT, SPDIF and AES -EBU interfaces
plus a host of features. The DC2476 Digital
Mastering Processor has 24-96 inputs and
outputs, and the inclusion of S-RAM card
slot allows settings and parameter to be
memorised and recalled on any Drawmer
DC2476 or Drawmer DC2486 units. The
Drawmer DC2486 TwinScreen Processor is
a digital mastering 2U -high processor >
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Alesis LX20
Lowest of the new Type breed but better than
the old, Dave Foister goes 20 -bit again
I

I

you wait ages then three
come along at once. Alesis' jump to 20 -hit
recording on ADAT is an assured commitment. with a complete product range from
the outset. \Ve have already seen the XT20,
adding 20 -hit capability to the established Xl':
and we've looked at the M20. which takes a
leap into the major league with more facilities than ever seen before on ADAT. But it
would be a betrayal if Alesis were to neglect
the entry-level end of the market that helped
so much to establish its position. and with
that in mind there is now the LX 2t i. bringing
us affordable 20 -hit ADAT streamlined for the
application.
The LX20 could leak cheap. but it does not.
In fact it looks sleek and desirable than the
original ADAT. and: although it is lighter than
the XT20 it still seems to have a solid construction. and good-quality buttons and controls. The back panel shows the most obvious
sacrifice: for the first time an ADAT has no balanced pro -level analogue connections. The
EDAC is gone. leaving only the phonos that
LIKE BLSES.

)

the original machine. The main display window shows the familiar set of information,
with the eight big meters surmounted by the
time read -out. and flanked by status indication such as sample rate, input selection and
monitoring mode. To the right is the S-VI IS
transport slot, with a couple of rows of softfeel buttons beneath. These (leal \\ ith the setting tithe above functions as well as the basic
set of four locator positions; it comes as a surprise to find that the whole system of looping and auto punching is carried across to the
1X20 complete with rehearsal mode.
The most prominent controls are those for
the transport. which are large and responsive
with indicator Luis above. The mechanism
they control is clearly faster and smoother than
the one in the original ADAT, like that in the
XTs; although it seems to make a little more
noise. This may be because of the lighter overall construction of the machine, which is fairly
plasticky, but still apparently robust. Going
from wind to play is fast and smooth, but the
locators always overshoot several times before
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the XT substituted for the original jacks. For settling in the required place, much like many
me this places the machine in the hone or an analogue multitrack.
semipro market, as I have never been thrilled
The quality of the recorded audio is what
with phonos as professional connectors, seethis whole range depends on, and like the
ing them rather as a necessary evil on those
XT20 and M20 the LX20 uses the Type II ADAT
hits of consumer kit that are otherwise so good
format which records 20 bits on tape. Its at
that it would be silly not to use them. But then
the bottom of the tree as far as on -board conthey have now become pretty much standard venors are concerned; the M20 is 2-+ -bit both
for the -1(k113 connections on MDMs among
ends. the XT20 has 2-i -bit ADCs but 20 -bit
many other things. so it would, perhaps. be
DACs, and the 1X20 has 20 -bit conversion berth
wilful to insist on something more grown up.
in and out. The sound through these converEverything else is still there, the important
tors shares the very slight brightness of the
bits being the optical digital connections and
other machines, but overall its quite astonthe D- connectors for synchronisation. In every ishing that 8 tracks' worth of this quality can
significant respect this is a full -blown ADAT
Ix' had at this price. This is what will score
machine. just as capable as any other of being
heavily in the smaller installation, where the
slotted into an existing system
feature complement of the bigand integrating transparenth
ger ADATs will not be required.
but this level (Waikiki fidelity will
with the rest. It also makes it an
Alesis, US.
be a huge bonus. One or two of
ideal choice as a stand -alone oncTel: +1 310 558 4530.
off in conjunction with an ADAM
these hocked tip to a computer UK: Sound Technology.
based system. via one of the simcompatible computer card. or Tel: +44 14 62 480000.
any of the many peripheralsple synchronisers that use ADATs
outboard
on-board sync axle, would be a very impresand convertors. mixers, ink Ares-that
sport the little red glowing socket. In this consive set -up indeed.
Alesis is clearly out to make a clean swccp
text the lack of professional analogue interfacing. and the slightly downrated convertors,
of the market with a machine for everybody,
are no longer an issue and the machine placing 20 -bit MDM on the agenda in all areas
of the business. The new range certainly seems
remains as useable as its larger stablemates.
This is possible because the front panel also
to offer the tools for the job, and the LX20 sets
retains most of the features that have graced
the seal on a suite of machines that should
make the technology available to. and approADATs since the beginning, and the way they
are presented resembles the XT far more than
priate for. everybody.
42

< with the additional features of twin mic
preamps, frequency- conscious noise gating and more extensive metering than the
DC2476. Individual screens and operating
controls for each channel allows simultaneous access and display of parameters. An
S-RAM card slot is included. The DC2496 is
a super high resolution AD convertor with
an additional 20/16-bit `Intelligent Backup'
output for creating a simultaneous backup
copy at 48/44.1kHz, a full in-out TDIF,
ADAT, SPDIF, AES -EBU bay for transferring
between two different formats; `Multiple
Convertor Technology' for 130dB dynamic
range; four different programmable limiters;
and the ability to convert a 96/88.2kHz DVD
recording down to 24/44.1kHz.
Drawmer, UK.Tel: +44 1924 378 669.

CD dupe
Otani s CDP50 CD duplicator is aimed at
short runs, requires no external PC, and can
continuously copy 50 CDs using

pre -installed screen- operated application
software. In auto mode, master CDs and
blanks can be mixed in the copy stack, the
machine automatically detects prerecorded
material and will continue to copy blanks
until it detects a new master allowing multiple small runs to be copied in one pass.
Features include write verification, error disc
detection, and a separate reject disc magazine The machine supports CD-DA, CD-I,
CD- Video, CD -ROM, CD-ROM XA, CD Plus,
enhanced CD and Photo CD. Expanding on
the stand-alone Lightwinder LW 10 system
for PA use, the LW50 fibre-optic wiring system is intended for uses where setups have
to be changed rapidly and stored. It also
supports video camera signals. Lightwinder

uses fibre-optic cable to transmit 128 channels of up to 24 -bit, 48kHz audio gkm
between units and 16 units can be chained
together for a maximum transmission length
of 45km. LW50 includes control and off-line
editing software for PC remote control of
routeing, mic -line gain and setups. Interface
options include video, A
and DA,
AES -EBU, 4-channel intercom and control
data I -Os.
Otari, Europe. Tel: +49 21 5950861.

D

Euphonix multitrack
Euphonix will unveil the RI multitrack digital recorder at the AES that is expected to
start shipping in the first quarter of next year
for around $25,000 US for a 24 -track system
with MADI interface and remote control.
The system claims 24 -bit conversion and
storage combined with 40-point floating >
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Menus belong in restaurants
not on mixers

Spirit's unique
E-Strip avoids the
need for tedious
menus, so 328 is
easy to use as

/as
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CLM Dynamics DB200S

W

Less than four, but

better than one, Dave

Foister discovers

a dual channel version of an established product
DIFFICULT to come up with somemachines on the end the preamps' meters
thing that sets your microphone pream- are pegstopping most Of the time. renderplifier apart from the competition. but ing then less useful than they might ht.
CLM Dynamics is determined to give it a go.
All the standard switches are present: \
A while back (Studio Sound. June 1997) we
phantom p( Aver is independently switchable.
looked at the DB-íOOS, which scored extra
as are 20d13 pads. polarity reverse and a high points for putting four preamps in a 2U box.
pass filter. Rolling off 12d13 per octave below
80Hz this is not too aggressive, but just
and now here is the DB200S, essentially two
of those preamps with a few modifications.
enough to deal with the odd rumble, hum
While the attraction of the four -pack has
and close singer. Independent muting for the
gone. other details remain to mark the unit
two channels is useful in the kind of direct down as a little unusual, notably the built to- tape situation the unit is intended for.
in M -S decoding.
Purism demands the minimum possible in
Its appearance, fora start. is wilfully functhe signal path. so there is no EQ. and no
tional rather than sleek. Green panels on a
compression; what the DB200S does have
black background. simple plastic knobs and
is, perhaps. the only process allowable on
a slightly muddled screen print do not suga box like this as it can save an awful lot of
gest the employment of a style consultant.
red faces: a limiter. This is only turned off
for which these days we should perhaps he
by taking its threshold control to maximum.
grateful. Instead we have a practical design
so you're taking it on trust that it is effecthat incorporates all the standard functions
tively out of circuit, but when it's introduced
expected of a microphone preamp, but with
by reducing the threshold it does a neat and
a couple of extras. The functions and faciltidy job of keeping the lid on the levels.
ities are, by and large, self- explanatory and
There is a switch for giving it a fast attack.
straightforward.
and this provides all the flexibility it needs.
An LED at the top of
the signal meter
shows when the limiter is doing its job
and unless its horribly overdriven this is
the only way you
would know.

Irs

1

Channel 1 has a
switch for ganging
The main inputs and outputs are on rearthe limiter side-chains for stereo or M -S operpanel XLRs. The inputs are for microphone
ation. and the corresponding switch on chansignals only. which is slightly surprising in
nel 2 selects the M -S mode. This allows an
view of the M -S facilities. and the nominal
\I -S array to he converted to L -R stereo here
output level can he switched independently
within the preamps. with full control of the
between +4 and -10. A helpful extra here is
resulting stereo image. The M signal is conan insert point for the addition of external
nected to channel I and the S to 2. and
F.Q. compression. or other processing not
decoded stereo appears at the outputs-the
provided on board. This is a standard unbalright w:ty round this time, unlike its predeanced 3 -pole jack. Otherwise the hack panel
cessor. This means that the level controls on
is pretty sparsely populated. with only the
the S channel adjust the width of the stereo
mains input and a thoughtful signal ground
output. The stereo linking of the limiters works
lift switch to break up the monotony.
in this nixie as well. which is thoughtful: if it
For its operation each preamp depends
didn't, limiting of either input signal would
on three rotary controls and a bank of seven
result in a widening or narrowing of the image.
push -button switches. Two of the knobs are
I would he interested to know how many
for input gain and output level: an output
people need to convert M -S to L -R at this
fader often seems superfluous
stage. I know many classical
on a simple preamp like this
recordists use the technique,
placing an unwanted source (,1
but for location work the
Serious Au dio,
miscalibration and potential
whole point is to record the
96 Queens Road,
trouble in the signal path. hut in
raw \I -s signals ( perhaps
Watford, H errs
this case it can much more eas
with a decode matrix for
WD 2NX, UK.
ily justify its presence in the conmonitoring) and sort out the
Tel: +44 19 23 442121.
text of the M -S decoder. t.ri)
stereo hack at hase. Here.
meters show final output levels. and as
perhaps. CLM has missed :t trick by not
before only go as far as +9. This is apparallowing the unit to accept full line inputs
ently referenced to OdBm, so full scale on
for straightforward decoding. At the same
here is +13vu. but this is still some way below
time. for those who do want stereo straight
the levels one would he wanting to drive
off the mies. the DB200S is an elegant sin into the destination machine ( unless you are
gle -h(,\ solution that provides just the right
calibrated to OdBFS= +12yu). With most
combination of quality and features.
1
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< point SHARC DSP optimised for 9Gb hard
disks. Features include cut and paste editing, nondestructive recording, a modular,
scalable, and open architecture, and
FireWire, and MADI interfaces.
Euphonix, US: +1 415 85! 0400

Audix large capsule
The Audix 0X101 is a true large capsule cardioid condenser that uses a 1 -inch gold
vapour diaphragm and boasts a noise floor
of 17dBA. The housing is brass, finished in
black satin, with powering via phantom. The
more expensive 0X111 adds a -10dB pad
and a bass roll -off switch. but both mics
come with a shockmount stand adaptor and
an aluminium carrying case. A 2- channel
power supply is optionaL Also new from
Audix is the TR40, described as a test and
recording mic, that employs a'// -inch diameter prepolarised condenser capsule with
an omni pattern. Frequency response is
claimed as 20Hz-19kHz t1dB. Price in the
US is $249 complete with carrying case and
clip while stereo matched pairs are available for $559.
Audix, US.Tel: +1 503 682 6933.

Westlake monitors
The 3-way bookshelf LC3W10 monitor from
Westlake has extensive dampening, an integrated passive crossover and a claimed high

output.The speaker coruains a 10 -inch
polypropylene woofer, 5-inch midrange and

'inch tweeter with ah 80W power handling
capacity and sensitivity of 88áB®1m for
2.83V input. Frequency response is claimed
as 42Hz- 20kHz.
Westlake has also
announced the LC265.1 centre-channel
speaker driven by dual 6'/-inch woofers,
5 -inch coaxial mid and 1 -inch tweeter.
Westlake, US.Tel: +I 805 499 3686.

Digital mixers
Italian company LEM has previewed two
affordable digital mixers which are expected
to start shipping later this year. The entry
level model is the Falcon that has 6 mono
mic/line channels, 20-bit ADCs plus two
stereo line channels, and one AES -EBUSPDIF input. Eight outputs are covered by
two antes, a digital output, and main mix
analogue buses. Each channel has 3-band
fully parametric EQ with 4 -band graphic >
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Introducing the THAT 2002 Modular VCA Upgrade for SSL Consoles
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For over 10 years the engineers at THAT Corporation have been improving the sound of the world- famous
202 VCA. Each new 202 model has advanced the state of the art in sonic quality and performance...Well,

the state of the art just took

a

big leap forward!

INTRODUCING THE BEST MOUNDING VCA ON THE PLANET

-THE THAT 2002

With the lowest noise, lowest distortion and widest dynamic range of any 202 -series VCA ever made, the
THAT 2002 is not just about better technology or better specs - it's about better sound.

AVAILABLE AS AN UPGRADE FOR ALL 202 MODULAR VCA'S
Regain that industry leading audio performance with the THAT 2002. Available as pin- for-pin upgrades for
every 202 ever made. You and your clients will hear the improvement!

"THAT Corporation has outdone themselves with their new VCA module! With
lower distortion and increased transparency, it is A &M's new standard for both
the Recording and Mastering facilities."
Bob Borbonus, Asst. Studio Manager
A &M Recording and Mastering Studios

Give us a call or visit our web site

for all the details.

THAT Corporation
MAKING GOOD SOUND BETTER'
THAT Corporation, founded by senior engineers from dbx, designs and manufactures high performance
integrated circuits and products for the professional audio industry.

734 Forest Street, Marlborough, MA 01752 USA

Tel: +1(508) 229 2500

The THAT 2002 is available to owners and operators

Fax: +1(508) 229 2590

www.thatcorp.com

of consoles from SSL, Neve, Sony,

MCI,

and Harrison.
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tc electronic Unity
The concept of the plug -in extends to the Yamaha 02R mixer.
Zenon Schoepe reports on adding even more value
parameters and the simple way to access these
is to simply hold down the desk's RIP switch
with a repeat of the same manoeuvre taking
the desk hack to its previous status.
Screens represent parameters as rotaries,
adjusted by desk cursor key and dial, and
faders that are adjusted by using the desk's
faders, and predictably these parameters are
dynamically automated. One of the best inclusions, and one that demonstrates the strong
linking to v2.0, is that if the desk's Touch Sensing mode is activated you can move between
the two engine screens and the output mix
screen by touching a fader from the relevant
group of assigned controllers. A word about
the routeing possibilities with and without
the aforementioned optional extension l-Os
fitted: in both instances the sends to the two
engines are selected from the four signals sent
to the desk's card slot Buses 5-8 and
returns from the effects units arrives
at faders that are allocated according
to which slot you chose to install the
card in. The real difference resides in
the fact that external inputs can be
mixed in with the engine returns when
the I -O is included and the Unity's output can be broken out from the desk.
From here on in it is really all
down to the sound of the effects that
tc has brought to the party. There
are 50 ROM presets and 150 user locations, and within this you encounter
for the Unity can be bought as a retrofit.
Installation is. perhaps, not as straightforreverb. delay, pitch change, chorus- flanger.
ward as might be assumed as it requires the phaser and de- esser.
changing of two EPROMs in the 02R regardThere are gargantuan programming possibilities being offered here with some of the
less of what software version you are already
running. Access to the chips is gained after busier algorithms housing some 18 different
removing the desk's standard wordclock, dig- parameters. As it happens access is clear:
although the simplicity of moving a fader to
ital I -O panel and the process is simple:
change parameters is revealed as being
although fraught with the painful care that
markedly superior to the comparatively labomultilegged chip removal and insertion instils.
rious routine of cursor and dial adjustment of
Thereafter you are free to insert the Unity
the remainder.
card into one of the 02R's four slots by simThe quality is quite excellent, but then you
ply sliding in the board and locking it in. Power
up reveals a small tc electronic credit on the would expect that from a card that closely
hoot -up screen and you are then into the desk
resembles the M2000 in performance terms.
Reverhs in particular are decidedly thicker and
as normal without having to bother with the
more complex than those found in the 02R.
Unity if you don't want to. After all the tc chips
What impresses most is that it works at all
are v2.0 variants, and if you haven't got around
as I am still struggling with the concept of plugto upgrading your02R to this standard yet then
ging in third -party processing hardware into
you are likely to spend some time enjoying
some of the finer points of this substantial softanother manufacturers product and the result
functioning seamlessly. The true triumph is in
ware upgrade.
the co- operation that made
Indeed the Unity does seem
l Inity a reality and for this both
to be tied in to v2.0 quite heavmanufacturers should he
tc electronic Denmark.
ily, and the biggest relief is that
commended. It is a fabulous
the plug-in behaves remarkably Tel: +45 8621 7599.
idea, and it is a fabulous prodlike any other part of the 02R's US,TeI: +1 80 5 373 1828.
uct. Users of 02Rs may be quite
excellent operating system. The Asia,Tel: + 813 5456 4071
content with the already fairly
operation of the Unity resides
lick onboard processing of the desk, but for
in one of the v2.0 remote screens. which incith( use who want something more sophisticated
dentally also takes in a variety of control for
and different. then the Unity is the only choice.
such things as Pro Tools, other Yamaha digiAnd you won't have to compromise the funtal mixers and effects. There are three
screens-one for each engine and an output damental appeal and operation of the 02R to
page-that deal with the management of Unity do it. A masterstroke.

ONCE WOULD NOT have
believed that a time would come when
another manufacturer would he
allowed to develop and insert an effects hoard
into a Yamaha digital mixer, hut this is precisely what tc electronic has done. It says as
much about the increasing openness of the
Japanese giant as it does about the resourcefulness of the Danish processor company.
The Unity card contains two 'engines', in
tc speak, which amounts to two separate'
processors or a whole lot of power if you are
acquainted with the potential of the M2000
outboard unit on which the card's processing
is said to he based. Unity cards can he supplied with or without AES-E1W I -O. and when
supplied this comes with the same 25 -pin SubD-connector that is provided on Yamaha's
own AES -EBU card. An I -O extension card
OU

I
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< EQ for the stereo channels, and the desk
can be equipped with an optional ADAT
extension interface. Two internal effects
processors handle reverb and multi -effects
on internal aux sends while eight other types
of effect are available including dynamics,
additional EQ, and enhancers.The larger
Eagle digital mixer provides 12 mono micline channels, four aux outputs, two reverb
processors connected to two aux sends and
an additional 30 different processors. This
version also has motorised faders for inputs
and outputs.
General Music, Italy. Tel: +39

541 95951 I.

New from Brauner
Brauner is introducing two new tics at the
AES -the VM1u and the Valvet. The former
offers the same performance as the VMI,
but is restricted to omni and cardioid patterns and has no -10dB switch; although

the mic can be upgraded to full VM1 spec
as a retrofit. The Valvet uses a Lundahl transformer and is a cardioid and omni valve mic
and is cheaper than the upgradable VM1u.
Brauner, Germany.Tel: +49 2856 9270.

HHB speakers
HHB has launched its own Circle 5 studio
monitors. The active 2 -ways employ an
8-inch bass driver, the cone thickness of
which is varied across its diameter, which
is mated to an aluminium voice-coil. The
tweeter is a fluid -cooled soft dome. The
monitor is powered by an amp pack that
delivers 129W to the woofer and 60W to
the tweeter. HHB's ADAT45 tape is now
available as a boxed library cassette in 45
and 60- minute versions. HHB Bulk CD-Rs
are shrink wrapped in 100s and packed 600
to a box.
HHB, UK.TeI: +44 181 962 5000.

Location preamp
has released a low noise mic preamp
that is smaller than an XLR plug, boosts by
20dB, and is intended for location recorders.
The mono version is built into an XLR and
terminates in a 3.5mm plug to replaces the
mic lead while the stereo version is cable
mounted and terminated with a 3.5mm >
FEL
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Precision Digital Performance

SADiE ?496
Digital Audio Workstation

Sound for
Picture
to 32 inputs and outputs 30 to 120 simultaneous replay tracks up to 192kHz 24bit audio full
surround sound mixing & editing DVD compatible real time architecture professional plug ins segment based automation free software upgrades & support comprehensive PO editor
direct exchange with Lightworks /GerexíBWF 4 9 -pin ports region editing bars & beats timeline display to 768 PPON project management background autoconform /recording /archiving
Exabyte DCP 50 levels of undo sample accurate waveform display /editing integrated random
access video rack mount system hardware control surfaces with jog /shuttle, edit and moving fader mixing all timecode formats supported for all post production & CD premastering
applications and more...
8

Studia Audio & Video Ltd
The Old Sch =ol
Stretham, Ely

i
1

iambs CB6 3LD.UK
I

Tel: +44 (0)1353 648 888
Fax: +44 (0)1353 648 867

Iwww.sadie.c3m

Call UK:+44 (0)1353 648 888

Roland VS -840
Applying the principles of its up- market VS -880 to a lower level of
the DAW market has given Roland the VS -840. Rob James reports
had a Roland VS -880 for
review and found it rather hard to part
with. Since then Roland have expanded
their range of digital nwltitrackers-the
VS-880 has been joined by the upwardly
mobile VS -1680 and a more economical version, the VS -840.
Although the VS -880 is designed primarily
as a successor to the ubiquitous cassettebased personal multitrackers, the. quality of
the package and the sound it can produce
positively encourages more professional use.
I am a little more equivocal about endorsing
the VS -840 for professional use due to the
absence of any uncompressed record modes.
Like its siblings the unit is small and neat.
and contrives to feel solid and well built. Rear
panel connections are few:', cinch mono jacks
facilitate the four analogue inputs while an
LAST YEAR

I

frequent recourse to the massive 190 -page
manual. The chosen recording medium is the
lomega Zip disk. It is a good compromise.
offering limitless storage at reasonable cost
although a second drive would be a good idea
if you want to copy disks. It is possible to copy
using the internal drive, but the number of disk
swaps required may quickly send you insane.
The VS -840 has 4 recording modes, each
of which can be set at 32kHz or 44.1 kHz sampling rate; although all use data compresand
sion. The modes are: Multitrack
Multitrack 2. Live 1 and Live 2, which translate to record times of 37, 50. 60 and 75 trackminutes per 100Mb disk at 44.1 kHz sampling.
There are limitations on the number of simultaneous record tracks depending on the chosen mode and whether varipitch is used. MTl
is restricted to 2 tracks or 1 with varipitch,
The other modes to 4 and 2 respectively.
Each of the 8 tracks incorporates 8 virtual
tracks to give a total of 64 within which punchin can be manual or auto and you can set the
VS-840 to repeatedly loop over a section. rerecording on each pass, until you get it right.
The Scrub function loops a section of sound
1

25ms -1 alms ).
Internal processing is 24 bits wide facilitating 3 -band EQ on all channels with provides 12dB of boost and cut. The built in
effects are well up to Roland's usual high standard making much of the company's individual algorithms, and I was delighted to
discover the inclusion of a Vocoder and some
(

RSS (Roland Sound Space) presets. I also
additional high impedance ', ,inch jack on enjoyed the guitar patches.
Snapshot automation gives 8 scene-memInput 1 provides direct connection of a guitar,
ories. Scenes can only be recalled when audio
Inputs 3 & 4 have alternative phono connecis not playing. There is no dynamic automations and 4 further phonos take care of anation. MIDI allows the transport and record
logue master and aux- monitor outs. A-Ds are
functions to he controlled by a suitable
20-hit and D-As are 20-hit oversampling types.
sequencer using MMC commands. AlternaThere is no digital input, but there are both
tively the sequencer can simply be synchrooptical and co -axial SPDIF outputs. An
nised to MIDI clock or MTC.
optional board allows connection of external
Since Roland introduced the VS-880, other
SCSI storage devices. With a footswitch for
manufacturers have entered the same field at
punch -ins, a pair of DINS handle MIDI In and
challenging price points and with alternative
Out, and' /., -inch jacks deal with headphones.
features. But when considering the options
The headphone output level is generous-an essential feature on this type of unit. it pays to remember the practical price paid
for a big feature set is the comCompetitors please take note.
plexity of the user interface.
The mixer has 6 channel strips
Roland has made a good effort
and a master strip. Input sen- UK: Roland UK) Ltd,
Atlantic Clos e Swansea
to produce an entry-level digisitivity ranges from -50dBm to
+4 (Mm. Peak LEDs light at Enterprise Pa rk, Swansea,
tal multitracker that is not simply a cut down VS -880, and a
6dBm before clipping. Faders West Glamor gan, SA7 9FJ.
Tel: +44 1792 702701.
number of the VS -880's features
1 -4 are mono, but 5 -6 and 7 -8
help to make this unit an ideal
are only available as stereo US: Roland C orp US,
7200 Domini on Circle, Los
introduction
particularly
pairs. This pairing extends to
Angeles, CA 90040 -3639.
like the idea of having a proper
the record and virtual or -\
TeI:213 685 5141.
DI input for guitar. The bus
tracks. Some may find this a
Fax:213 722 0977.
structure and separate track
little limiting, but I feel it helps
monitor controls make the
keep things simple.
Transport controls are prominent and pos- whole business easier to understand. The
clever EZ Routeing functions accessed from
itive. Monitor levels are set by six TRACK cue
a dedicated button help set the unit up for
pots. The back -lit display is small yet effecvarious tasks and should go a long way to
tive. Grouping of other function keys is logidemystifying the process for newcomers.
cal and reasonably easy to follow without
o

-I
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< plug and socket for use with semipro
stereo mics. The amp runs on the power
available on the mic socket on the majority
of portable recorders.
FEL, UK.Tel: +44

181

286 4011.

Tascam ADAT convertor
Tascam describes the IF-TAD at $349 (US)
as the first truly affordable convertor for
translating data from DTRS and ADAT and
back again. The interface features LEDs for
TDIF activity, ADAT optical I -O, LEDs for
ADAT activity and word sync out.
Tascam, US.TeI: +1 213 726 0303.

Opal graphic
BSS has added a graphic equaliser to its Opal
series. The FCS966 is based on constant Q
technology that maintains filter width regard-

less of fader gain setting. Separate HF and
LF contours filters are provided along with
a sweepable 18dB/octave high pass filter.
Output level is monitored by LEO meter and
a clip warning LED. I-Os are electronically
balanced with transformers an option.
BSS, UK.TeI: +44

1

707 660667.

Distribution system
launch the DS800 8- input, 32-output audio distribution system. In standard
format each input is split into two transformer- isolated outputs and twoactively balanced outputs. The unit can be internally
reconfigured to give more than the standard four outputs from each input up to a
total of 32. Each input has a remote activated
pad, adjustable input gain, mic-line switch,
phantom power, 5-segment LED metering
and a listen facility. A headphones socket
and level pot are included and the listen
function can be ganged together when using
XTA is to

multiple units.
XTA, UK.Tel: +44 299 87997 7.
1

THX crossover
Lucasfilm THX has introduced the D1138
monitor -digital crossover which has an
8- channel input stage in analogue and digital and a software configurable output stage

for compatibility with all formats. Output
stages also offer adjustable delays and dig-

ital EQ for surround and subwoofer chan-

nels. For postproduction it combines
numerous functions in one product including customisable computer control for channel solo and muting, digital delays for all
channels and TIIX standardised subwoofer
monitoring of screen and surround channels for discrete and matrix sources.
>
THX, US.TeI: +I 415 492 3900.
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There are a few things you'll
miss with the Opal Series
Like noise, distortion, lack of headroom,
limited facilities, and no pedigree.....
Iis

obvious that the better you protect your sound,
the better your mix will be. When you buy an Opal
Series processor by BSS Audio you're getting not
only the best in audio quality, but a heritage and
proven track record that has benefitted artists, sound
companies, studios, broadcasters, theatres and clubs
the world over.
From this pedigree, BSS engineers have brought you
range of products designed to solve your sound

ciPa:

a

problems without adding either impurities or
complexity in operation. And by exploiting the latest
advances in component technology and
manufacturing techniques, we can now bring you this
thoroughbred processing power for less than you'd
think. Don't miss out on an Opal - call your BSS
Dealer or Distributor for more information.

Audio Processing
with things missing

BSS Audio, Linkside House, Summit Road, Potters Bar, Herts, England EN6 33B
Tel: +44 (0)1707 660667 Fax: +44 (0)1707 560755 e -mail: info @bss.co.uk Internet Site: www.bss.co.uk
BSS Audio USA, Harman Pro North America, Inc, 1449 Donelson Pike, Nashville, TN 37217 USA
Tel: (615) 360 0277 Fax: (615) 360 0480

H

A Harman International Company
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Thermionic Culture Vulture
Bringing useful valve distortion into the studio environment has
proved an entertaining chase, George Shilling is close to a kill
and outputs of each channel. their layout following the mirror imaging of the controls. On
the back of the base section are duplicate
connectors: lx)th sets of outputs can be used
simultaneously. but the front input jacks override the rear ones.
The Drive function behaves as you would
expect, working similarly to a preamp gain
control on a guitar amplifier. Bias is a little
more esoteric-as you turn it up it 'starves'
the valve, the level drops. and a brightening
tonal change takes place. depending on the
mole selected. and a gating effect starts to
occur with only the peaks getting through
and sounding fairly nasty. The meter displays
the bias current: and as you turn the BIAS knob.
the current decreases. The meter waggles
slightly. upwards if you are starving the valve.
or downwards if the valve is 'over-fed'. The
latter setting (with BIAS set how) gives a warmer.
more even distortion. In use. the
ItI
knobs have to
he
constantly
adjusted in conjunction with the
nRlyr.
and BIAS
tage -style knobs and toggle switches. The
knobs. The Triode distortion node ( even harunusually ugly meters are not vus. but ammemonics) and Pentode 1 mode (odd harmonters, measuring current flow through the
ics) can vary from gentle warming to raucous.
with the latter mode seemingly slightly richer
valves. The unit's construction is similar to the
Phoenix. with a sealed metal base- section
and creamier. P2 mode provides an even more
containing smaller components. on top of drastic distortion, with a really horrible thin
which are mounted the larger parts. These
sound at high bias settings. In any mode. Ripinclude a large old- fashioned bobbin mains
ping the ovERORIyh toggle gives a boost to the
transformer, and an array of obscure valves.
Drive and Bias for more radical distortion
almost conceivably from the designer's attic.
effects.
This top section is covered with a metal mesh
At extreme settings. there is a remarkable
casing. The unit is. surprisingly. lighter than
lack of self- induced noise. Any buzzing or
it looks. especially as this is an all -valve unit.
humming I came across was generated by
There are no ICs in sight. and not even any
the source plugged into the inputs. This is
printed circuit boards.
thanks to the use of a very high -quality milThe front panel layout is irritatingly messy.
itary-spec valve (CV-101()) that gives plenty
The two channels' controls are arranged side of gain with very low noise
hy -side, but as a mirror image of each other,
found the Culture Vulture most useful for
which can be confusing. The two meters are
distorting guitar parts that were lacking a bit
vulnerable to breakage. as their glass casing
of sparkle, and warming up plain -sounding
protrudes from the front panel. Each channel
electronic keyboard D -Is. I tried the manual's
suggestion of putting the whole mix through
has controls for BIAS and nRlye, scaled 1 -11. A
3- position switch selects Triode or one of two
it and after some experimentation it was posPentode modes. However. all these controls'
sible to add sonic subtle warmth in Triode
labels are below the large knobs. and are
mode with a low Bias setting. However, withtherefore invisible if your eye level is above
out onboard bypass switching it is difficult to
set up and assess. Also. the unusual mirror the top of the unit. At either end of the panel
are ovERURryt: toggle switches for each chanimage layout takes some getting used to. It is
nel. These appear to be something of an aftereasy to find yourself adjusting the wrong knob.
thought, mounted extremely close to them!
particular) when you cannot see its label.
knobs and without proper legThe Culture Vulture is a peculiar piece of equipment. and a
ending -justa stuck -on label.
Serious Audio
Between the meters is a large oNluxury rather than a necessity.
Tel: +44 192 3 442121.
OFF toggle with accompanying
It does what it sets out to do,
Fax: +44 192 3 442441.
but is a little awkward in operlight, which is a torch bulb
behind a green cover that takes
ation. and comes across as
slightly unrefined in terms of usability. Howa few seconds to brighten at switch -on. Below
ever. its quirks will probably endear it to Ix )ten the meters are chunky ot-n'rr level knobs,
similarly legended 1 -11. Also on the front
tial owners. and Thermionic Culture shoukl
panel are unbalanced jack sockets for inputs
be applauded for their unique approach.

AUDIO Indigo valve
distortion unit appeared, I predicted
that we would see further expansion
in this area of outboard equipment. And, perhaps belatedly, the Culture Vulture has fulfilled my prophesy. While not an essential in
every studio, a distortion box is something
for the enthusiast recording engineer to really
get his teeth into as evidenced by the hours
of frustration logged by engineers struggling
to connect guitarists' stomp -boxes with inappropriate impedances to a pro console. Realistically, few studio multi -effects boxes include
distortion effects, and those that do often possess all the character of a microwave oven.
Directly following Thermionic's remarkable Phoenix compressor (Studio Sound,
August. 1998) comes the Culture Vulture.
which looks similarly marvellous. The black
2U-high front panel includes a host of vinWHEN THE TL
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Reference cassette
The BASF Reference II Master audio cassette
is described as an innovative product in the
chrome class with outstanding output in the
high frequency range. Output levels at low
and high frequencies are around 3.5dB
above those of the IEC reference tape while
overall dynamics are 7.5dB higher. Other
features include a high-precision shell with
a separate sound head and an Anti Stick
Slip Pad.
EMTEC, Germany.Tel: +49 621 5920406.

Zone expansion
Citronic now offers

a 5 -zone

distribution

mixer, the Z -5DM, and the Z -2A5 50W power
amp. The former can be used independently
or as a zone extender for an existing system and is a two stereo line mixer with five
stereo outputs to which either of the inputs
can be mixed. Mono or mixed distribution
can be selected and while I-Os are balanced,
inputs have enough gain to handle unbalanced connection. The Z -2A5 is available in
low voltage and 100/70 Volt line 'versions
and has a protect mode indicator that shows
when the amp is shut down on switch on,
thermal overload, DC on the output or a
short circuit.
Citronic, UK.TeI: +44 1225 705600.

Monitors and sub
M -Tech has introduced four new products.
The 2 -way PM30 is designed for medium to
large rooms while the 2-way PM15 for small
to medium rooms. The PMS70 subwoofer

to integrate with the aforementioned and extends response to below 20Hz
and employs an 8-inch x 12 -inch elliptical
long -throw driver. Input to the internal 100W
amp and adjustable crossover is by phono
or XLR. Additionally a 2U -high rackmount
monitor is available in active or passive versions with an equalised frequency response
and magnetic shielding.
Musical Technology, UK.
is designed

TeI: +44 1656 842000.

MOTU
Mark of the Unicorn has launched a 24 -track
expendable hard -disk recording system for
PC or Mac, with a UK suggested price of
850 plus VAT. Model 2408 offers 24 simultaneous inputs and outputs, with the ability to expand to 72 channels and include
real-time effects. The system's PCI card connects via Firewire to an external 1U 1-O module containing six Alesis ADAT fibre -optic >
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OK... or Outstanding?
8 buss routing architecture

24 and 32 channel trames
52 and 68 inputs

to the mix

2 SVT (symmetrical valve technology)
valve preamps

Wide ranging mic preamp
In -line

twin

fader input format

4

band

2

dual stereo inputs with

EQ

with fully parametric mids

automation

as standard

6 aux sends with 2 automated master
mutes
MIDI mute automation

4 mute groups
MIDI machine control
Tape send and return on

every channel

switching

Group /direct

Oscillator for signal setup
Talkback facility
2 studio feeds

Solo in place and PFL on both fader
paths
Channel status indicator LED

Optional 21 segment input bargraph
meterbridge
Interface for

three 2 -track recorders

653000's 2 valve preamps can be patched to
individual channel
valve preamps

inserts. groups or

LR

The

incorporate Symmetrical Valve

Technology. allowing them to be used in balanced

mode for regular inputs or in single-ended 'guitar'
mode, which drives the the valve to give the type
of pleasing harmonic distortion much sought after
by guitarists. Other valve preamp features include

Most modern recordings sound OK - but few sound really

outstanding. The new GS3000 gives you truly great sounding mixes,
with all the analogue warmth, sparkle and power that set the best
apart from the rest. The new GS3000 - sounds glorious.

valve drive control. pre -valve swept Ireguency EO.
hi -cul filter and output level trim.

C
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International Company

ALEN & HEATH
Remick Industrial Estate,
Penryn. Cornwall TRIO 9LU, UK.
Tel: +44 (0)1326 372070
Fax: +44 (0)1326 377097
http://www.allen-heath.com

email: sales @ allen- heath.com
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Audio -Technica AT4060
< connectors and three Tascam TDIF con-

after the valve effect and the valve premium.
Foister reports on a less blatant implementation

Everyone

Dave

is

input for this lead. an XLR output. and IEC
mains inlet. an ovort switch and a cmorxn
urt switch. and that is it -no adjustments for
the microphone at all. Considering this it is
surprisingly big, and comes as standard with
few specialisations with as much continuity
rackmount fittings to slot into I U of space.
as microphone design, and the people who
built the classics are mostly still around to
Like the 4033 the 4060 is cardioid only.
bring them back. The rest are divided
and the simplicity of its configuration goes
even further, in that it has no pad and no filbetween those who genuinely think valves
ter. Yet the internal design is surprisingly comare a good idea. and those who just think
plex. as the capsule has two diaphragms. a
selling them is a good idea, and usually the
state of affairs normally only found in varidifference shows in the finished product.
able- pattern microphones- indeed, the need
Audio -Technica has made its name as a
studio contender very recently, and has done
for only one diaphragm in a cardioid microphone is generally the big cost
it impressively quickly and
saving that makes it wortheffectively. It has produced
while. The rationale behind
microphones that compare
this is not made clear, except
favourably with established
that it is supposed to improve
standards right from the outthe SPL handling and the
set, and at competitive prices.
evenness of the frequency
It has von the approval of
response. Like the other big
major names and major
A-T condensers, the 4060's
organisations with its first catdiaphragms are pre -aged to
alogue of serious microensure stability with time. and
phones, and continues to
the same applies to the handbuild on its strengths apparpicked miniature valves.
ently driven from within. And
The resulting specification
yet, unless I've missed somedoes not read like a typical
thing. its heritage does not go
valve
microphone.
The
hack far enough to include
printed frequency response
valves. and indeed its perplot is unusually flat, more like
ceived selling points have
been the kind of parameters done best in
a good solid -state design, and the distortion.
and SPL handling figures could leave you
solid state. Nevertheless, the latest model in
wondering why they put a valve in at all.
the all- encompassing 4000 series is a valve
Clearly the aim has been to deliver the kind
microphone whose chief claim to novelty is
of extended flat response that has made the
its valve as it has an unusually restricted set
of features. In fact it seems to set Out to be existing models so successful. with just a hint
of valve character.
a valve 4033, with the intention of combinAnd that is what the 4060 produces. Thu
ing transparency and valve character in the
simplest possible package.
initial impression is of a smooth quiet microphone with more than its fair share of HE
Putting it up consists simply of mounting
extension. coupled with the kind of clean
it on a stand and hooking the bits together.
It is a big microphone, albeit slim and modtransparency that such extension needs. It is
not a clinical microphone, but neither is it flatern in appearance -there is no attempt to
tering in the way of many valve models. I tried
make it look as though it is 35 years old.
it primarily with a jazz singer whose album
The styling is very similar to the 4033 and
we had just finished; all her vocals on that
4050, the main difference being a longer
had been recorded with another modern
body to accommodate the valve. Its mount
valve microphone, and we both felt that the
is elaborate and secure, holding the hod\
with two rings. one with
4060 had a less pronounced
signature. Its avoidance of
screw clamps and the other
overstated warmth left it
fitted with elastic bands. The
Audio -Techn ica,Technica
sounding slightly thin by
resulting mechanical isolaHouse, Royal London
comparison. but in reality this
tion is good, yet the suspenIndustrial Estat e, Old Lane,
was simply showing its flatsion is tight enough to hold
8A G, UK.
Leeds LS
ter response. In all there was
it where you put it.
Tel: +44 113 2 77 1441.
very little sonic difference.
The link between the
with the 4(60 just having the edge at the top
microphone and its power supi)l is lcnniend while retaining the slight fatness of the
nated in 5 -pin XLRs. and the supplied cable
sound. It is also quiet and clean in the best
looks to be of a good quality even if the foldAudio- Technica tradition, so could he said t
ing up to fit it in the box has been done in
be offering the hest of both worlds. \.,
such a way as to impart the maximum possible twisting effect. If the microphone were
microphones do not have to be retro and
obviously coloured; this is a microphone of
mine I'd hang the cable from a high ceiling
overnight before using it just to get the tanserious quality. and can only further A-T's
already enviable reputation.
gles and kinks out. The power supply has an
MOST PEOPLE currently making valve
microphones are recalling former
glories. The valve tradition, so enthusiastically rediscovered in recent years. has

I
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1

nectors, either of which will provide
24 tracks of digital interfacing. There is also
a bank of eight unbalanced phono outputs,
as well as one stereo SPDIF input, two stereo
SPDIF outputs, and two balanced outputs
on TRS jacks. As many as three 2408 1-0
units can be connected to a single PCI card,
giving the full 72 tracks. Macintosh versions
will be shipping with audio workstation software supporting 16-bit and 24-bit recording. The Windows version will have a driver
compatible with audio applications that support multichannel Wave drivers. The Mac

software will apparently include multichannel waveform editing, automated virtual mixing, graphical editing, real -time
effects plug-ins and support for third- party
plug -ins in MOTU Audio System and Adobe
Premiere formats. Although the PCI card
handles I-0 processing -and also acts as a
digital router-audio processing is handles
by the host computer. MOTU says that a
200MHz+ Power Mac with provide 16-24
tracks of audio, with the very fastest
machines allowing 32 tracks or more.
MOTU, UK.TeI: +44 1462 812010.

Directional mixer
Shure's Directional IntelliMix direction sensitive mic activation is used in the AMS8100
automatic mixer which activates mics only
for sounds originating within a 120' acceptance angle. Additionally the system can gate
only one mic per sound source or multiple
mics when multiple sound sources are in
use.Designed for the broadcast market, the
SM63LB is a black version of the company's
SM63L omni dynamic mic while the VP64AL
is identical to the existing VP64A except for
a longer handle.
Shure, Europe.Tel: +49 7131 7214 23.

Small hooters
Designed by Ted Fletcher of JoeMeek
processor fame, the Hooter Sound B1 is a
single -channel mie preamp with phantom
power, a volume compressor, peak limiter

3

and variable noise gate for £137 + VAT UK.
Compression can be bypassed and ratio is
variable up to 8:1, and includes automatic
gain compensation, while the gate has variable threshold. tins indicate compression,
limiting and gate status and line -level output is tracked on a un neck meter.
Hooter Sound, UK.Tel: +44 1626 333234.

Digital radio desk
The Auditronics NuStar 3001 affordable digital radio console has been redesigned following the acquisition of the company by >
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fulfilled with
TASCAM's extremely

powerful, compact
TM -D1000 - the lowest
cost digital mixer ever, at

just icravo

Inc vat.
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integral TASCAM (TDIF) digital I/O
8 ch Alesis,Oigital I/O (with optional interface unit)
8 mic /
analogue ins; inc. 4 balancec XLR

optional rack mount kit
AES / EBU and SPDIF stereo digital I/O
stereo analogue and separate monitor outs

T

í group outs
assignable on -board digital effects
optional additional FX board double
ects DSP
128 snapshot memories
MIDI sequencer automation of consol
M
/O. MMC and MTC slave and Word sync. I/O
4 configurable aux

'z

Bellari LAI 20; M P I

I

0
< Broadcast Electronics. The desk offers

Low cost no longer means no valves. George Shilling investigates
Bellari's tube compressor-limiter and direct drive tube mic preamp
compression controls are a r ikESIIOtu knob
(marked -20 to +20) and a coMP-uM push -hutton. I initially found the compression very
harsh. but then discovered that the COMP -UM
button operates the opposite way round to
my expectations. Nowhere in the manual or
on the unit is this explained, hut for the record,
gentler Compression is apparently achieved
by pushing the button in, with harder Limiting achieved when the button is out. Compressor mode enables a ratio of between 2:1
and 20:1 whereas Limiting mode varies from
20:1 to °°. A small round vu meter indicates
Gain Reduction, giving a good indication of
compression, and its illumination indicates
power on (there is no power switch). Thankfully. this unit has a (very) 'soft' knee character. unlike other Bellari compressors, which I
have criticised for their unexpectedly extreme
'hard' knee characteristics. In Compressor
node the unit worked very well on vocals and
instruments: although the time characteristics
were a hit fast for my taste. especially comsidered slightly misleading. They each conpared to what one might expect for a phototain just one valve, and much of the serious
electric compressor killed as 'tube'. Limiting
business is carried out by solid -state circuitry.
node is useful for heavy compression on
Both units require outboard power. The
drums and where extreme squashing is
review models came directly from Utah where
required.
they are made and were supplied without
For no obvious reason. the MP110 has a
adaptors. If purchased in this country one
would expect the necessary 12V AC 300mA slightly shinier front panel than the LA120. This
is no problem, but the smaller, more spidery
rated power transformers to be included. This
legending is a disadvantage. Considering that
is a fairly uncommon rating. and there is a danthis model gains just one push -button and LED
ger that someone might try plugging in a more
over the LA120 and lacks the latter's vu meter
common 9V DC transformer, as these units
there is no excuse for the inferior lettering. On
feature power sockets more commonly used
for such supplies. Also on the hack panels of the rear the XLR input is marked SRC -LINE, while
the jack input is marked 1N>IxtMENT, claiming
a different impedance. On the front panel are
push -buttons for a handy 20DB PAD, PHANTOM
POWER and useful PIIASE REVERSE. Tiny LEDs indicate Clip and Power. The two knobs are GAIN
both boxes are Input and Output sockets.
and volt lE, the latter usefully acting as a fader,
something lacking on certain outlxxard mic
mono jacks and XLRs. Oddly, for budget units,
channels. Plenty of gain is available. the legboth operate at +-4dB, but the MP110 will hapending indicating a range of +17 to +75dB. In
pily output a lower level. The LA120 will opercombination with the PAD switch this covers
ate at -10dB, but without an input gain control
everything you might want to plug into the
you will not be making use of all the availunit. In use the MP110 performed extremely
able headroom.
«(.I1 Imw ieling a full- bodied, clear tone with
The LA120 features a brushed- aluminium
low distortion and a very low
silver front -panel with clear
noise 11(x)r. In a brief comparblack legending. It sports two
ison I preferred the sound to
damped knobs of the same
Rolls Corpor ation- Bellari.
a vastly more expensive complasticky variety as those
5143 S. Main St reet, Salt Lake
petitor. Driven hard, valve
found on larger Bellaris, and
City, UT 84170 US.
overload is audible when the
two push -buttons of similar Tel: + 801 26 3 9053.
Clip LED glows, which is quite
retro style. The A(TLhE button
Fax: +1 801 2 63 9068.
fun when hooked up with a
lights an LEI), when switched
out the unit is in Bypass mode. Strangely,
guitar. However, nasty transistor overload can
when the unit is bypassed (Ac-nvt out) the
quickly take over. You must hear in mind that
signal is lxosted by a few dBs. while the (outthe Clip LED indicates tube circuit clipping
rather than output overload.
put) LEVEL control is inoperative. AnotherquibThe LA120's manual erroneously states that
hle is with the legending of the LEVEL. knob.
the unit includes side -chain connections. hut
marked from (-o1 to OdB full up. In fact, there
apart from this glaring error the manuals adeis a boost of about 18áB with the knob fully
clockwise with no compression applied. This quately explain the functions. For budget units,
audio performance is remarkably good, and
is useful, as otherwise you would have no
these Bellaris are very useful little boxes.
make-up gain after compression. The only
ArSELECTION OF smaller devices sup-

plements the Bellari range of full -size
ac kmounting'tube' studio equipment.
The two units reviewed here are each smaller
than a 1U-high half-rack box, being 194mm
wide. 40mm high and 135mm deep. Potential purchasers surely include electric and electronic musicians on the move: this must he
one of the cheapest and most portable ways
to incorporate valves into a performance setup. And any studio setup can always find
space for devices such as these: although the
lack of any feet is an oversight. as PC :Mac
users won't be happy with a scratched computer table. As with their larger cousins, these
Bellaris' description as 'tube' kit might be con-

.

output buses, 4 telephone- caller
input modules with incremental mix-minus
for each, and frame sizes ranging from 24 to
30 positions. The on -air or production 2500
console now sports an AES -EBU input module and comes with 6 to 24 inputs in a tabletop or drop-in design. Other features include
solid -state switching of signal paths and DC
control of all level functions.
Broadcast Electronics, US.
4 stereo

Tel: +1 217 224 9600.

Mastering processor
The Z-Systems Z -Q6 (-channel digital mastering processor provides 6- channels of
6-band parametric EQ, level control, dither
and digital source selection. The EQ algorithms are the same as those found in the

2-channel Z -Q1 stereo digital parametric.
Additionally the unit has three AES -EBU and
three SPDIF I -Os. For complicated processing the device can be put into a 'super'
2-channel mode for 18 -band stereo operation. The device has 24-bit resolution and
88.2/96kHz operation as an option.
Z- Systems, US.Tel: + I 352 371 0990.

Genex DSD
The HHB Genex GX8500 is described as
the world's first DSD compatible digital
audio recorder. Equipped for Super Audio
CD recording, the GX8500 also supports
UDF (Universal Disc Format) for DVD mastering and BWF (Broadcast Wave File), and
features SDIF 2 and AES -EBU I-Os. Existing
GX8000 owners can upgrade to GX8500
specification.

HHB,UK.Tel:+44

181

962 5000.

US.Tel: +1 516 784 7865.

HaflerTRM6
is introducing the TRM6 monitor
which is based on the same performance as
the TRM8,. The TRM6 2 -way biamplified
active speaker system is being offered at

Haller

$1,399 US. Frequency response is claimed

55Hz-21kHz, ±2dB and the peak acoustic
output at lm is 120dB or greater.
Hafer, US.Tel: +1 602 967 3565.
as

1
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Tascam CD -R
Tascam will introduce the CD-RW5000 Compact Disc Recorderwith the ability to read and
write to CD-R, CD -RW, CD -R-DA and CD -RWDA. Other features include XLR and phono
connectors, an AES -EBU digital input, SPDIF
coaxial and optical digital I-0, a Sync Start

function, auto or manual track increment
capability, a sample-rate convertor, an erase
function and parallel control I-0 capability.
Tascam, US.Tel: +1 213 726 0303.
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Evolution
all digital on -air

the Calrec

audio production console

Digital
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digitally controlled
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Hot pluggable cards
High level of built -in

redundancy
Proven

T

Series operating

system
Designed for live broadcast

applications
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Eelieve everything you hear.

Calrec Audio Ltd.
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Mixing with the

right company
IT IS sl

MMER, it is early morning and

after an absurdly punctuated journey
of four hours you have made it to

Audio Developments
AD -261

4 channels in, 2 out. MS / -AB
the Port of lover, or more precisely the
Arguably the most elegant <' .0 the worn
ferry departure lanes, in a vehicle heavmixers, the 261 offers the ability to stereo -gang
ing with a spouse, three children and
the XLR balanced inputs
a multitude of items
1&2 and 3 &4, decode MS
each number of the Making informed
inputs to AB or vice -versa
family has considered
and comprehensively
to he indispensable purchasing choices
monitor all stages of the
for a 2 -week camping relies most essentially
mix. Slugging it out for the
top -spot with the SQN -4S
holiday in mainland
in the over -the -shoulder
Europe. A quarter -way on being properly
stakes. the essential features
through I)ay 1 and the
informed
whatever
of a lightweight mixer are
atmosphere has beall here: mono-stereo limcome more alx)ut tense the market.
iter, 48V phantom and 12V
than tents.
T- power. 90Hz and 150Hz
surveys
Take a look at the car
high -pass filters, phase
next to you. and to the the available location
everse on Channels 2
one next to that; take
and 4. plastic -conductive
rotary faders. unbalanced
in the sight of the cars mixers and their
output feeds with main
surrounding you in a
facilities
outputs available on a
sea of shiny metal and
Hirose 10 -pin connector
notice that these peoor two balanced XLR's. switchable between
ple are just like you. They too have drimic or line level, all neatly packaged into an
ven here in a car-maybe its not the
intuitive layout.
seven- year -old model that yours is, or
maybe its a people-carrier rather than a
saloon -hut they will also be packed to
the gunwales with their essentials. In
series
essence their vehicle will have been pur6 -24 inputs. MS -AB.
chased with the same set of objectives
A range of chassa
and modules allow the
in mind as you had when you bought
purchaser to precisely define the configuration
your car, and by means of this strange
of their mixer with the legendary AD flexibility
analogy we may draw a parallel between
and audio integrity.The film- flagshipl49 offers
real -life and that time, space and dimenan adjustable limiter on all inputs, insert point
sion occupied by us. the aurally anxious.
on inputs. direct output from each mic -line
So come with me. if you will, and let
module. 3 -band EQ with a choice of four centre
us escape the squabble of siblings and
frequencies in the MF section.Two main and
two aux outputs with a limiter on Left and
stretch our weary legs in a figurative car
Right which can be linked. Comprehensive
park of audio mixers; where workhorses
MS facilities in both main and monitor paths.
flick their tails next to thoroughbreds,
The full range is AD 144, a 4 output plus
and witness how the adage of being
4 aux sends, 12 -24 input mixer :AD 146. a
'built for speed not comfort' might have
4- output. 6:12 input mixer:AD 147, a 2- output
been coined by the audio industry. In
plus 2 aux sends mixer:AD 148 4- output.
no order other than alphabetical, and
6-12 input Edit Suite mixer:AD 149 2- output plus
where size matters less than what you
2 aux sends or 4 output, 6-12 input film drama
do with it. here are the light and heavymixer and the AD 245 a 2+ output.
weight contenders. The truth is in here.
6-12 input mixer

-

Neil Hillman

Audio Developments
AD-I40

I
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Cooper Sound CS

104

out. MS-AB
Smaller brother to the highly successful CS 106
trolley -top location drama mixer:All controls are
sited on either the top or sides of this 4- channel
mixer. with channel pan -pots. high -pass filters, peak
indicators and PFL.The output section includes
slate microphone. limiter and tape -direct switches.
master level control and twin vu or peak mete -s.
The 4 XLR inputs have line and 4- position mic
gain selectors,48V phantom or I2VT--power and
phase reverse for channels 2 and 4.The outputs
are via the obligatory 10 -pin Hirose video connector, on balanced Left and Right XLR outputs or
unbalanced Left and Right outputs.A mix -bus connector is available to daisy -chain additional mixers.
4 channels in, 2

Cooper Sound CS 106
6

(+

I

)

input channels. MS -AB.

The supremely flexible 106+

I

offers

b

input

flan

-

nels plus the option of a stereo input module with
MS decoder. Each input channel offers a limiter,

pre or post fade selectable and a
mix bus that allows a channel to be used discretely
from the mixer output. EQ is provided by 2 highpass filters of 70Hz and 100Hz with high and low frequency shelving of 10KHz and 100Hz and mid frequency selectable from 500Hz to 5KHz. Bote
12V-48V phantom power and 12V T power is
available.There are 3 discrete monitor outputs
with tape returns, talkback, communications and
a remote -roll facility.
PFL. an aux feed

Filmtech LSP-4
4

channels in, 2 (+4 direct) out MS -AB.

The LSP -4 is a -4-channel portable mixer with
several features in addition to the usual facilites on
this type of mixer. Slightly larger than some of :he

other over -the- shoulder mixers on the market
because of the design philosophy to get as many
of the controls as possible onto the front panel
for ease of use and access. the unit is built into a
strong aluminium enclosure.The LSP -4 has
transformer balanced input channels with 48V
phantom or 12V T power available. rotary attenuator switches and phase reverse on Channels 2 and
4. Each channel has a 6- position switch that
routes the signal, off. left right. centre. via the MS
matrix or via the adjacent pan pot. Each channel
also has an AFL switch and LF cut filters.The
transformer balanced outputs appear on a 0 -pin
>
Hirose connector and two male XLRs with

4

I

57

< attenuation switches.There is

both channels and the first channel pan -pot acts
as a stereo balance control, Mid -Side Ganging in
which the first channel fader controls the gain of
both channels and the second channel fader acts
as an image width control, Mid -Side Matrixing in
which each channel pair has an MS matrix which
will convert an MS input into AB stereo or vice versa or finally 'Panning Mode where the Channel
3, Channel 4 pair has its output treated as MS
encoded stereo and the channel signal is panned
to move across the equivalent AB stereo image.

also a stereo
mono unbalanced mic.
level output and a cascade socket for ganging two
mixers together. Each channel on the LSP -4 also
has an electronically balanced direct channel output that appears on a 12 -pole Hirose connector.

unbalanced line output,

a

Shure FP -33
3

channels in, 2 channels out.AB stereo.

The baby of the Shure Brothers range of mixers.
the stereo FP -33 can be powered by two 9V batteries or externally via a 12V-30V DC source. Each
channel offers I2V or 48V phantom or 12V
power and pop -up pan -pots.The 3 mic or line
inputs are transformer-balanced and accept a wide
range of signal levels without the need for stepped
attenuation.A link switch couples Inputs 2 and 3 as
a stereo pair and the Left and Right outputs are on
transformer balanced XLR's, with a mix -bus available for connecting further FP -33 mixers.

TL Audio PM- 14/2
Two auxiliary sends are available.Aux being
switchable pre or post fade while aux 2 is a
switched post fade send. Inputs may be paired for
MS working and stereo placement is via rotary
pan controls. Four long -throw faders control the
Left and Right and auxes +2 output levels which
may be shown on the twin PPM or vu meters.
External talkback audio and control signals are
interfaced via 6 -pin XLR whilst DC power is pro vided by 12 D cells for the 6 or 8 channel version
and 16 D cells for the 12 channel mixer.
I

I

Shure FP -42
4

channels in, 2 channels out.AB stereo.

As the adolescent version of the baby FP -33, just
the additions of an extra XLR input and pull -pot
cueing for previewing each input are welcome
substitutes for the growth of facial hair and spots.

SQN -4S series IV

Soundcraft LM- I

._d inputs of the
a
highly popular SQN -4S use XL,R -3 type female
connectors while uniquely channels one and two
also share an XLR -5 type connector for stereo

4 channels in, 2
TI
. r ,..
.

6, 8
I,c

or

12

input channels. MS -AB.

ue cormb icc DI Inc ; ,rchaser
into a chassis designed to accommodate 6, 8 or
12 input channels of which these may be either
mono or stereo mic level or stereo line level.
Optional isolating transformers may be specified
and the switchable 3 -band EQ section is supplemented by an independent 80Hz high -pass filter.
,

Dl

,,ht

out. MS -AB.

I

microphone operations.While offering all of what
may be considered 'standard features. the mixer is
intended to work in several modes:Twin Mono in
which the channels are unganged and each input
channel can be routed or pan -potted to either or
both of the output channels, Stereo Ganging in
which the first channel fader controls the gain of

4 channels in, 2 out. MS -AB.
TL Audios objective with the PM-1 4/2 was to
produce a mixer offering features similar to those
found on models offered by the more established
manufacturers such as Audio Developments or
SQN, but at a significantly lower cost.The PMemploys an all -steel chassis, sealed plastic conductive pots and gold -plated switches. Inputs for the
four channels are via combined 3 pin XLR -jack
sockets with a 20dB pad on jack inputs. Individually
switchable 48V phantom and 12VT-power is available, as are switchable high -pass 12dB per octave
filters, selectable for roll -over frequencies of 75Hz
or 150Hz.The balanced XLR inputs are transformer isolated and the mixer also offers stereo
coupling of inputs, stereo limiting, MS decoding
and a choice of PPM or vu metering.The outputs
are electronically balanced on 2 3 -pin XLR connectors, duplicated on the Beta-Cam standard
10 -pin Hirose multiway connector that also provides a tape- return monitor path. Some mixers
are destined to lead a hard life as a means to an
end; for others they will become like one of the
family.A piece of advice, however, packing them
for the annual vacation is definitely taking things
I

too

far.

MediaFORM Introduces a New CD -R Duplicator
Designed for the "Audio Professional"

CD ?CD /PRO CD -R

Dunlicator

MediaFORM's CD2CD/POWER PRO is already the industry leader in CD -R
copiers with one button burning of 8 CD's simultaneously, expandable to
64 drives, and autoloader ready. The CD2CD /POWER PRO offers an option
bay which allows for the following: Jaz Drive, Zip Drive, Plextor CD -Rom
Drive or virtually any SCSI device. So how do we top that? DAT's easy!
MediaFORM's new Easi -DAT option allows audio users to interface their
existing DAT player with the CD2CD /POWER PRO by way of SPDIF, Optical
and AES /EBU ports. Audio professionals can also take advantage of the
CD2CD /POWER PRO's unique track extraction feature. Finally, a CD -R
copier that's flexible enough to meet all of your audio needs.

400 Eagleview Blvd Suite 104 Exton, PA 19341
Toll Free in the USA 800- 220-1215
Fax 610 -458 -9554
web: http: / /www.mediatorm.com
email: info ®mediatorm.com
.

Phone 610 -458 -9200
:

CD2CD /POWER PRO is
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trademark of MediaFORM. Inc.

All other trademarks remain the property of their respective companies.
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With Talent All Round

A Technical Achievement by

Avdio
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pmc nts Ltd.

Audio Developments Ltd, Hall Lane,Walsall Wood,Walsall,West Midlands WS9 9AU.
Telephone : 01543 375351 Fax : 01543 361051
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See all track and input parameters with the

push of one button including routing for all
12 output busses, V- tracks and El) settings.
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With up to 4 stereo FX processors onboard',

your effects are stored with each project and
everything stays in the 24 -bit digital domain.

Studio One: The VS -1680
Finally, your dream digital studio is within reach. With its 16 -track playback (8 simultaneous record) and 256 virtual
tracks, up to 4 stereo (or 8 mono) built -in effects processors *, 26- channel automated digital mixer, MT Pro 24 -bit
recording mode and direct SCSI CD -R burning capability (for audio CD's and data backup), the VS -1680 brings your
recording space right up to date.
*VS -1680P is supplied with internal 2.1 Gig H/D and one VS8F2 effect board (2 stereo /4 mono FX processors)
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VS -1680 Digital Studio
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Roland I'rr,lrr, ln

rll Ih,

Workstation

RoIand®
Roland fOoduire Hotline:

01792 515020

Roland IUKI Ltd. Atlantic Close. Swansea SA7 9FJ. UK web site: http://www.roland.co.uit

THERE'S A TENDENCY in music

to think that we're educating
people or coming up with a cure
for cancer, but we're not,' says Bruce
Swedien. The only thing you can do to
music is listen to it, and I have always
felt that the real value of what I do as
an engineer or as a producer lies not in
the technical or acoustic sense, but in
what the music signifies to the people
who listen.'
Swedien does not regard himself simply as an engineer, for as someone who
also produces, arranges and composes
he is not quite so easy to define. Indeed,
among his 13 Grammy Awards (starting with Frankie Valli and the Four Seasons' single, 'Big Girls Don't Cry', in
1962), there was one for his co- writing
of 'Jam', the opening track on Michael
Jackson's Dangerousal hum, and one of
three songs which he has thus far cornposed with the King of Pop. Swedien
also recorded and mixed 11 of the tracks
on Dangerouswhile co- producing five
of them, so there within a single project
several of his skills were put to good use.
Born in Minneapolis in 1934, he is fast
approaching his sixth decade in the
recording business, and the credits keep
rolling in -from pop to classical, jazz
to blues and almost everything else in
between, Swedien has lent his talent
and expertise to projects with Lionel
Hampton, Count Basie, Stan Kenton,
Duke Ellington, Woody Herman, Oscar
Peterson, Sarah Vaughn, Dinah Washington, John Lee Hooker, Buddy Miles,
Muddy Waters, Mick Jagger, Paul
McCartney, Nat 'King' Cole, George
Benson, Barbra Streisand, Herb Alpert.
Donna Summer, Patti Austin, Lena
Home, Natalie Cole, The Chi -Lites.
Edgar Winter and Jackie Wilson. He has
won Grammys for his engineering of
Michael Jackson's Thriller, Bad and
Dangerous albums, as well as for Back
on theBlockand Q's JookJointcourtesy
of his long -standing professional relationship with Quincy Jones, and he has
also worked on the scores of movies
such as Running Scaredand The Colour
Purple.
It has been quite a career, yet Swedien is not ready to wind it down just
yet. 'What else would I do?' he asks,
before musing, 'I guess I could drive a
tug boat. You see, I'm such a junkie. I
love this business just as much today as
I did the first day I walked into Studio
A at Universal when I was 20 years old.'
Adding to the list of legendary blues
artists with whom he has worked,Swedien is currently scheduled to record
BB King together with a large orchestra. This is the kind of music that he has
a passion for, having been instilled with
the spiritual sounds that reverberated
around a black church which he and a
friend used to sneak into as children.
When he was just 10 years old
Swedien was given a disc recording
machine by his father, and, in his own
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At 65 Bc -Jce Swedien talks about old studi
Wathincton ,d' Michael Jackson with eq
Richard Buskin meets the man who w

introduitio- of m g tape but still hasitis

s,
I

new mies,
enthusiasm

essed the

aring

words, '10 minutes later i decided on music
recording as a career'. To that end he
acquired an evening- weekend- vacation je ab
in a small basement studio at the age of 14,
and after graduating from high school he
then bought a Magnacord PT -6 pro tape
recorder. Entering the University of Minnesota, he studied electrical engineering
with a minor in music, and at the same time
worked in and around Minneapolis recording jazz groups, choirs, polka hands and
radio commercials.
A job running the Schmitt Music Company's
recording facility led to work assignments
with major artists such as Tito Gulzar and
Tommy Dorsey. and eventually Swedien
bought out the business and relocated it to
an old movie theatre, where it would evolve
into a world -class studio. In 1957 he and his
family moved themselves to Chicago, and
there for the first 11 months Swedien worked
for RCA Victor's facility and recorded the
Chicago Symphony Orchestra. Then he transferred to Bill Putnam's new Universal recording complex and he remained there for the
next nine years, working with the aforementioned luminaries in the world of jazz.
'Bill could he called the "father of recording",' he says. 'Many of the techniques that
we use today originated in his mind. He
believed in nie as a kid, and for the first few
weeks at Universal I would follow him
around, bring him his coffee, set up miss,
and generally try to learn how things were
done. I would sit down and get the song
started and Bill would finish things up. Well.
we were doing a Stan Kenton session for
Capitol and he must have arranged something with Kenton, because at one point
Bill said, "Bruce. cone on, you sit down
and do this song. I've gotta go take a leak."
I didn't see him again for five years. So that
was my baptism of fire. Evidently he thought
I was ready, and so did Stan, because I did
the rest of the record.'
That was in 1957, yet it was several years
earlier that Swedien first became truly
inspired by the thought of recording and
mixing.
'I didn't really get excited about pop music
until i discovered that it was possible to use
my imagination,' he recalls. That came with
a record which i myself didn't work on; Les
Paul and Mary Ford's 'How High The Moon'
in 1951. Up to that point, the goal of music
recording was to capture an unaltered
acoustic event, reproducing the music of big
bands as if you were in the best seat in the
house. It left no room for imagination, but
when I heard 'How High The Moon', which
did not have one natural sound in it, i
thought, "Damn, there's hope ".
You see, being a Scandinavian from Minnesota. it was okay to like your life's work.
but not to get too excited about it. Well, i was
absolutely in love with music and with what
I was doing, and when I got to Universal in
Chicago and did the first couple of albums
with Duke, and i had the chance to talk to
him and to spend a little time with him, all
of a sudden he made me realise that its perfectly all right to love what you do. So, things
evolved from there and I did some exper- >
I
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Catch the Tube
The

AT4060 combines premium
40 Series engineering and vintage tube
technology to deliver the exacting.

versatile performance
required in the
most demanding
studio
applications. With
a dynamic range
that far exceeds

that of other
tube macs, the

AT4060

Vintage Sould

AT4060 provides
the coveted
sound of value
design without

Contemporary
Performance

compromising the
specification
standards

Excellent
Dynamic

necessary to
excel in today's
diverse
recording
situations.

Range

Extended
Frequency
Response
High Max
SPL

Low Setf
Noise

High Resistance
Shock Mount

Rackmountable

PSU

To Warmth

Call, fax or

e -mail us

today for further information

audio technica
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Ths Complete Microphone Solution
Technica House. Royal London Industrial Estate, Old Lane. Leeds LS11 8AG
Tel 0113 277 1441 Fak 0113 270 4336 email sales @audio- technica cork

Bruce Swedien's favou

inventing with Basie's band, Ellington, Woody I Lerman and Quincy Jones,
and they were all very supportive of
what I was trying to do, which was to
include a hit of myself in the recordings.
That evolution took a long time, and.
as a matter of fact, it was when I started
working with Quincy again in the late
seventies that I began to realise reality
was not an important part of music

'Definitely not a live venue. will do
anything to avoid doing a live record. think
must be a control freak, but we recording is
too unpredictable and there is a part of my
psyche that hates surprises!'
'Carnegie Hall [New York]. I've never
recorded anything there but love the sound
of it.'
'Studio D at Westlake in Los Angeles. I've
used it quite a bit for choir recordings, also
for [Jackson's] 'Man in the Mirror', and love
it there. It has a little bit of resonance that
peaks around the D below middle C and
that provides a wonderful warmth on vocal
I

I

recording and probably wasn't even
desirable. I kind of see my mixes as
would like them to
sonic sculptures
be in this world, but not of this world.'
Nevertheless, having been present for
many of the revolutions that have taken
place in the studio-starting with the
switch from disc recording to tape
-Swedien feels that technological
advance hasn't necessarily played a
large part in helping him to realise this

-I

I

recordings.'

'Studio One at The Hit Factory. love that
I

big room.'

'There are

'Does digital multitrack recording
make it possible to produce material
that is devoid of musical errors?' he asks.
'Or, more importantly, does digital technology make it possible to produce a
recording that is free of technical errors?
I think the answer lies somewhere in
between, yet what is more important
than all of that stuff put together is being
able to use my imagination; to create a
sonic canvas that could not exist in reality. only in my mind.'
In that respect Swedien cites Quincy's
Back on the Block album as, perhaps his
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couple of rooms which are

gone now that used to be my favourites:
Studio A at Universal in Chicago was

goal.

IOW

I

I

incredible, and Studio Al atA &R in New
York was absolutely wonderful.'

most well -realised project, and the title
track in particular as an example of a
'sonic canvas'. What's more, he also
regards music mixing as an extension of
arranging, and as if to back up this theory he points to the arranging credit that
he once received on a Sergio Mendez
album. Indeed, it's not so much the
equipment that he uses, hut the way in
which he uses it, as well as his willingness to extend the accepted boundaries,

iï

that has placed Swedien in the esteemed
position that he finds himself today.
'I learned early on with some of the
older ribbon mics, like the RCA 44BX,
that moving them from a vertical plain
to a more horizontal plain added more
high -frequency response,' he recalls.
'Gravity put a little how in the ribbon
and brightened the sound up. This was
when we had little-and, in many cases,
no-EQ in the recording path. Well, that
was a great time to he working. We were
learning so rapidly and things were
moving so quickly.
'I remember in the late fifties, early sixties, when the moguls of the record
companies said there was no future in
stereo, and they took it to the point
where they'd refuse to pay for the tape
to record some of these incredible
bands in stereo. So, a bunch of us
guys- myself, Phil Ramone, Al Schmitt
and so on -paid for the tape ourselves.
In fact, I have a lot of stereo recordings
of Oscar Peterson, Duke Ellington and
all of those major artists that I worked
with in Chicago, and now the record
companies come to me, of course, to
see if i have a certain recording and I'm
always happy to sell it to them.'
It was in 1969 that Bruce Swedien
went independent in order to concentrate on album recordings and film
scores, and shortly after moving to
Los Angeles in the mid seventies
he encountered Michael Jackson >
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"The detail
provided by the
valve circuitry
means that the
EQ-2 only ever

seems enhance."

,
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Studio Sound

9299
In USA

he TL Audio EQ -2 equaliser is quite

EQ -2 Dual Parametric Valve Equaliser
2 channels
each with 4 bands
of fully parametric valve EO
Wide band width (better than
40kHz)
LF band variable: 30Hz to 3kHz
Lm band variable: 30Hz to 3kHz
HM band vanabl kHz to 20kHz
HF band variable kHz to 20kHz
All bands il5dB of gain and
variable O between 0.5 and 5
Channel EO bypass switches
Continuously variable high and
low cut filters (12dBcoct) with
bypass switches
-

simply the ultimate in valve equalisation.

Nothing beats the flexibility, the supreme

audio quality and valve sound of the EQ -2.
Andy Jackson - Pink Floyd
"All the lead
vocals on the "Division Bell" album
mix were run through the EQ-1
and the new EQ-2 is probably the
best all-round EQ l'e ever used."

I

PA-1 Dual

Pentode Valve Pre Amplifier

1

-

C-1 Dual Valve

Canpressr

a

E0-1 Dual valve Equaliser

Ultra low -noise
48v phantom power
Low cut filter variable horn
30Hz to kHz
High cut filter variable from
1

1

(Sound engineer)

EX VAT

L15261NC

$1775

a

!kHz to 25kHz
Output level control gmng +/15dB of trim
Peak LED indicates degree to
which valves are being driven
Balanced mic a line level inputs
with variable gain control
Balanced line outputs,
switchable -10dB or +4dB

I

Line inputs & outputs

duplicated on unbalanced
a

jacks
Front panel dual sensitivity
auxiliary inputs (for guitars i
keyboards etc)
Insert point on each channel
(between mic pre amp and EQ
section)
Status LEDs on all function
switches
Frequency response 20Hz to
40kHz +0/ -1dB
Very high quality build quality

91-18 Channel Valve ImeAace

Worldwide distribution:
Tel: +44 (0)1462 490600
Fax: +44 (0)1462 490700

Web: http:l)www.tlaudio.co.uk

SASCOM
DIRECT
Canada & USA:
Tel: +1 905 - 827 9740
Fax: +1 905 - 469 1129
Web: http: //www.sascom.com
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THE AMEK DIFFERENCE
A TOTALLY FLEXIBLE

APPROACH
TO RECORDING AND MIXING

DMS DIGITAL MIXING SYSTEM

32 OUTPUT BUSSES
-

64 FADER CHASSIS

72 SIMULTANEOUS MIX INPUTS
INTEGRAL EQ, DYNAMICS & AUXES
INM,
COMPREHENSIVE AUTOMATION

i

MULTI-FORMAT PANNING

Whether you're working in
music recording, broadcast
or post -production, the

32-BIT FLOATING POINT PARALLEL

AMEK DMS can be
customised to suit your

COMPREHENSIVE RANGE OF PRO
I/O OPTIONS INCLUDING SRC

PROCESSING ENGINE

I41=

application precisely.
is built around a
revolutionary 32 -bit floating point
DSP core, a highly flexible chassis
design and a fully modular I/O
system, which allows it be be
designed in any shape and syste
configuration.

Uniquely, the DMS

Its powerful software resource
enables the same DMS to be
reconfigured for music recording,
broadcast and post -production - all
on the same day, if that's what is
needed. For every different operato
DMS can be a differen
le

modular system, AMEK DMS can
expand as your business grows,
which means you don't have to
-.....
invest in features or hardware until
you need them.
A

-

vimmur

H
AMEK UK +44 (0) 61
1

834 6747

AMEK USA, Los ANGELES +

(B 8)
WWW.AMEK.COM
1

1

973

1
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A Harman International Company

AMEK USA, NASHVILLE

+

1
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360 0488

90 at the absolute
most. 'l'hen there
are my Auratones
which will never

while working
on the movie, The
Wiz. with Quincy
Jones. The rest. I
suppose you could

above an
of 83. I've
worked that way

be

SPL

say, is HLStorl'.
'i can't he in the
control room when
Michael listens to a
mix,' says Swedien. He
plays it so loud. Well he
in the middle of one of
our huge mixes and he'll
turn to me and say,

for 25 years.

Of course,
when
we're
doing an R&B

"Bruce, hurt nie!" So I'll
turn up the speakers and leave the
room. He'll then leave me a little laundry list, signed "Love, Michael" at the
bottom.'
Leaving the room when Jackson asks
to he hurt brings nie to another interesting point about Bruce Swedien;
namely, the fact that his hearing -even
still intact after so
at the top end
many years in the studio. Now, considering that some of those years happened to he the 1970s, when people
often monitored at outrageous levels,
his present state of well -being is all the
more remarkable.
'I have been very, very careful,' he
says, and I have very critical monitoring parameters that are set up in the
studio before I start. For near -field
speakers I use Westlake BBSM8s and
i never run them at an SPL above 87 or

-is

track or a big
kick -ass thing I like to
play it loud once in a while, hut if it's
at an SPL of over 100 I'm very careful
not to listen to it for more than five minutes out of the hour.

'About 15 years ago I did make a
major change in terns of the way that
I listen, in that I previously used three
parameters; large studio monitors. nearfields and small- scale. Now i've eliminated the large studio monitors and I go
just with the near -fields and small-scale.
I love my Westlakes, not only for their
accuracy, but also their imaging which
is to die for. You can tell probably every
15° of position in the panorama, and
that's pretty amazing. At the same time
they have low impedance in the midrange, so they're powered by four amps
out of Norway which are fantastic. I also
love Auratones; I have a lot of them and
the older ones are the ones that sound
really good.'
As for microphones, Swedien does not

experiment too much during a session
these days, being able to pretty much
discern what will work best with a specific voice as soon as he hears the artist
speak. 'As the saying goes, 'The first million hours in the studio are the hardest,
and after that it gets easier,' he quips.
Nevertheless, lie does still like to move
the mies around himself. and in his home
studio in Connecticut, where he has been
based since 1994, Swedien continually
experiments with new equipment.
'I'm lucky in that -because of my visibility within the industry-people constantly send me new equipment to try,
often before anyone else, so I'm able to
remain on the cutting edge,' he says.
'You should see the gear that I now
have -Quincy says moving me around
is like moving the 5th Army. i have two
7ft racks of effects and some very esoteric equipment. and wherever I go
I bring my own monitors and my own
wire; monster cable, which looks a hit
like garden hose. On top of that I have
I- cases with microphones.'
Sonie of which go all the way hack.
Listen to old Nat 'King' Cole performances and, while the orchestrations
may adhere to the kind of sonic standards that you would expect from 1950s
recordings, marvel at how the velvetsmooth vocals often jump out. Several
of these were captured by Swedien with
a Neumann l'i,.
'Nat was great,' he says. 'I'd place >

MANLEY LABORATORIES INC
13880 MAGNOLIA AVE
CHINO, CA. 91710 USA
http: //www.manleylabs.com
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Here is the comment
of someone who did:
just used my Brauner VM 1 on a week of
solo vocal sessions. Did the whole album
with it. It sounds unbelievably clear and
warm! I absolutely love it! The VM is my
new favorite" vocal mike."
"I

1

Engineer for Michael Jackson and Quincy Jones

Dirk Brauner
Rährengerätemanufaktur
Entwicklung,

Design

van de Wallst-aße
=on:

02856/9270

Restauration
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1

Röhrengerdten
46499 Brunen

Fax:

02856/9271

www.dirk- brauner.com

Discover the sound you've always been looking for. VM1, more than just a legend.
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The PreSonus M80 Eight Channel Microphone/Preamplifier with Mix Bus.

Featuring High Quality Jensen0 Transformers.
Buffers. Twin Servo

FET, Class A

Discrete

Gain Stages (No Capacitors). Mix Bus assign For

Multiple Mic/Instrument Stereo Imaging. Unique IDSS Control for
Adjusting Harmonic Distortion. Servo Balanced Send & Return Jacks
on Each Channel for External Balanced Processing. Auxilliary Bus Inputs.

Greatly improve the quality of any console, analog or digital.

by adding eight very high end mic preamplifiers.
Amazing front end for two, four or eight channel analog to digital

converters such as the Digidesign 8880 or Soundscape SS810-10.
Add warmth to any microphone using the proprietary FET IDSS adjust.
High headroom summing bus allows true stereo imaging

utilizing more than two microphones.
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< the microphone in the studio, hit the button on the tape
machine and he would do the rest. It was so easy. I still have
the 47 that I used on him, and in fact I also used it on Michael.'
Still, while the 47's enduring qualities are beyond dispute.
Swedien recently took a strong liking to another brand that
he was introduced to while lecturing in Germany.
I was in Munich, and I net a guy over there named Dirk
Braüner,' he says. 'lie has come up with a hand -made series
of condenser tube pies, and I have never heard anything better. He gave me one and I brought it hack and used it. and
it's just phenomenal. It sounds like the best U4v that you've
ever heard in your life.'
In his home studio Swedien has a Harrison 32 Series console that is similar to the one that he used on Thriller. its
absolutely beautiful.' he says. 'l bought it from Roy Clark in
Nashville, and its like the day it came out of the box. Still,
being that it only has 32 inputs, I'm looking for a second one
in the sane kind of condition so that I can put the two of

them together.
'On the other hand. I also love the SSL 9000 which: although
I don't like to make predictions, is probably the last big analogue desk. They just went all out with regard to the quality
and durability. and its fabulous. In fact, there's no other modern analogue desk that compares.'
MEANWHILE, pointing to his work with the likes of
the aforementioned Mr Jackson, as well as with Messrs
Jones. Ellington, Basic et a!, Swedien nu Klestly
describes his role in the studio as that of the fortunate student'. As for the teachers. it is Quincy who stands at the head
of the class.
'Music has only two categories: good and bad,' says Swedien. 'Working with a great artist and great material brings
more responsibility to a project, and i think the most important thing that I've learned from Quincy is never to take that,
lightly. We've worked together for over 40 years, and I promise
you there is no one like Quincy in terns of the quality, and
the musicality, and the good taste, that he brings to every project. In the beginning I was 21 and he was 23. and one of the
first recordings that we did was Dinah Washington's 'What a
Difference a Day Makes'. which was not a bad start.
'There again, both Quincy and i bring all of our experience
to every session. and so another thing I've learned from him
is that the kaleidoscopic approach is really where its at. \\'hen
you play one of my mixes, for instance, you can hear it in a
certain way, but then you can play it again and listen for
something else. I mean, they're still trying to figure out some
of the techniques that I used on Thriller, and I've got stuff
buried in there that people will be studying for years.'
Indeed, having conducted a master class in music engineering at the University of California, Los Angeles (UCLA),
and conducted lectures and recording seminars for numerous universities, colleges and industry organisations both in
America and overseas. Swedien is more than happy to disclose his work methods.
'i don't believe in secrets.' he asserts, and I'm criticised by
both Quincy and Michael for that. Michael especially. He'll say,
"Bruce, you can't go telling people all this stuff'. but I don't
believe in that, the reason being that I have yet to find anybody who really understands what I'm talking about. As a result.
I am more concerned about finding people who will understand my approach to what I do than I any about anyone stealing ideas. That's never been an issue. So, microphone technique, multitrack recording technique, I go through all of then.'
In that case, what techniques did Swedien use on 71:ri1/er
and what kind of sounds are buried in there? After all. he did
just say that he doesn't believe in secrets, and as for Michael.
well, he'll get over it...
'There's the title track, for instance.' conies the immediate
reply. 'On the intro there's a little rhythm track that commences
the music, and i purposely limited the bandwidth on it so that
as you listen to it your ear adjusts to that spectral response.
Then, all of a sudden, the real bass and kick drum come in >
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< and the effect is really startling. So far I've told people about
this but nobody has verbalised to me how it actually happens.'
Maybe, but hasn't he heard anyone else imitate the effect?
'Oh yeah. I love that.'
So there's a little titbit about the title track, but what about
one of the other hit songs on Thriller?
'Well, when we recorded 'Billy Jean', for instance, Quincy
told me, "Okay, this piece of music has to have the most unique
sonic personality of anything that we have ever recorded ".
Now, that's a hell of a way to go into a recording, so I thought
and thought about it, and when it came time to do the rhythm
track -consisting of drums, bass and so on -at Westlake Audio
on Beverly Boulevard lin LAI I did everything I could imagine
to really make it sound unique, even to the point of calling
my old pal George Massenburg and borrowing a super -highquality small recording console from him.
'That was the first time that I began using a specially -built,
8ft square, plywood drum platform, courtesy of the carpenters at Westlake, which is a great studio by the way. I also had
a special bass drum cover made, and I took the front head off
the drum kit, put cinder blocks in there to hold it still, put the
cover on and slipped the microphone through. Then I made
a special little isolation flap that went between the snare mike
and the hi -hat mike in order to give much better imaging.
Consequently, I think that track really is unique, see if you can
think of any other piece of music where you can hear the first
three drum beats and know what the song is. That's what I call
sonic personality.
'Separately these elements are all small things, but as Quincy
told me early on when we began working together, everything is important. Every little detail. Anything you can do to
enhance the image is important, and I admired that approach
so much early on that it's kind of become a part of my everyday life, and it drives people crazy.'
This amounts to spending a lot of time in the preparation, hut not when the musicians are around. For, once a
session is underway, Swedien is intent on retaining the
spontaneity.
'Something else that Quincy brought home to me is to learn
to. listen to my instincts and believe in them,' he says. 'Also,
from Duke Ellington I learned a lot about listening for the
primitive elements in music, and being sure that none of them
are overlooked. Primitive is important, and I would hate to be
the first person in the world to make a perfect record. I don't
think that would be very interesting.
'It's all about feeling responsibility to the music that we're
working on, because anything that we do in a studio is, for all
practical purposes, carved in stone. I mean, it will be there
forever if its important enough for people to examine, and
like a good photographer I always like people to look at my
hest pictures.'
CONTRARY TO the popular proverb, Swedien asserts
that the older he gets, the more he knows, and he also
states that, in his experience, the bigger, more successful
artists are also nicer to work with.
'Michael is a doll in the studio,' he says. 'You could not possibly ask for anyone better to work with. At the same time, Fm
an only child and I would love to have Quincy for a brother.
The same goes for Burt Bacharach. Oh man, the list just goes
on and on.'
Although there are a few choice names that didn't make it
on there...
'Sometimes I think that I would have loved to work with
Sinatra, but Quincy's worked with him and so did my pal Phil
Ramone, and as a result I think that it's better if I just rememher his music. I recall a time when Quincy and Phil were
working with him while I was in LA producing a hand named
Missing Persons, and they called me and said, "Bruce, just be
glad you're not here ".
'Other than that I usually hear from Phil Ramone on my
birthday. You see, we have an old joke. We used to call each
other at Christmas and say, "Up is louder..." and hang up.'
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War on warez
IHAVE BEEN spending quite a hit of

piracy is piracy, period.
A little bit more poking and prodding
time recently travelling between
what feel like parallel worlds. And
my way around the net revealed that it
was not just the mega business titles
it seems
have a confession to make.
which were being pirated, almost every
I will try to explain.
other kind of specialist software was
if somebody offered nie an album's
worth of 'far too cheap' multitrack
there for the illegal taking. Without
exception. all of the software that many
tape -'it fell off the back of a lorry guy'
-to record an album, I would not want of us use as our primary tools in audio
production were also being cracked,
to know about it. The album project
would he too close to my heart and far
hacked and illegally distributed.
talked about this subject with many
too expensive to even think about the
software- developer friends at the AES
risks let alone the karma. Yet when it
in Amsterdam earlier this year. it was
comes to software. until recently. my
immediately clear that any attack by
computer seemed to have amassed
pirates on intellectual
truckloads of applications,
property and copysome inherited
from The perceived
rights strikes at the
employers. others bor- value of software is
heart of free enterrowed from friends, but
prise. Many software
most of which never quite no longer the price
developers are 2-man
got around to buying: and
or 3 -man companies
that made me a pirate and of a diskette, but its
with highly innovative
guilty of sonic pretty seri- intellectual worth is
ous crimes in most counproducts. some of
which have taken
tries. The funny thing is. still in doubt.
that many people I know Dave Powell dives
years to bring to market. There is not a Bill
in the industry could probably say the same thing at deep into the pool of Gates among them:
one time or another.
although if the criteria
for riches was based
Some nine ago was in bootleg 'warez' and
upon quality of prodmy office in Nashville its consequences
uct they should all be
thinking about Bill Gates'
richer than they are. The reality is, that
new offering of Microsoft Office 98 for
like most of us, they are running their
Macintosh. I'd read the reviews and it
looked pretty good- corrected many of businesses on tight budgets with development and marketing costs factored
the tiresome hugs of earlier versions and
into a final selling price. Piracy throws
for the first time was not artificially hobbled to run slower than the ' 'indows
all of their business equations and modversions (maybe something to do with els into a cocked hat.
There's a paradox here. in that we
him being an Apple shareholder?).
make our living in the music business
There was only one small problem
either directly or indirectly from royalthe bespectacled one wanted over $400
ties earned on sales of recordings. We
for his new software and I was a little
short of cash that week. Sol looked on
fight hard to defend those royalties and
the internet. shopping around to see if
yet to date, as an industry, we've done
almost nothing to defend the copyrights
there was any special deal available.
of the tools that help us to earn those
Soon enough i cane across a pirate site
royalties in the first place. So in the best
offering a complete image of that CD
tradition of poacher turned gamekeeper
for free download at a scary fast T -1
speed. I confess, the temptation was sigi've been getting involved in putting
nificant; well. can you think of anybody
together an organisation which will be
in this world besides the Sultan of
up and running by the time you read
this article. it's specifically targeting
Brunei who needs $4(X) less than Bill
these issues in our industry.
Gates? But of course. the simplest of
The most reliable figures for software
analyses will reveal that morally, ethipiracy (from a study ccxluctecf h\' the
cally and legally. the bottom line is that
I

I

1

I

-

,,r'
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IN THE US, if caught with pirated software, the infringing company may be
liable under both civil and criminal law.'Authors can seek civil damages in
the amount of their actual value, or statutory damages of $100,000 per
work infringed. Criminal penalties for copyright infringement include fines
of up to $250,000 and jail terms up to five years, or both. Last December,
President Clinton signed a law called the 'No Electronic Theft' (NET) Act
that allows for criminal prosecution of copyright infringement, even where
there is no profit motive, closing a loophole in US copyright law. FAST
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International Planning and Research
Corporation, funded by the BSA and
SPA) show global software piracy figures of 43% and in excess of $l Ihn in
1996 (for all business-related software
excluding operating systems and client server applications). That is almost one
in two of every software application in
use. Okay, so you say the figures are
distorted by China and Hong Kong or
South America. Actually, the truth
makes surprising reading with 27 %% of
all software in the US being illegal to
the incredible value of $2.3bn. 34 %% in
the t'K to value ofS.33m, 44 %yin France
or $411m, 53% in Netherlands or $221 ni,
55 %i in Italy for $340m and 41% in Japan
for a whopping great $1.2bn. The sheer
size of these numbers is as staggering
as is the breadth of the problem. It
would be simply t(x) naive to think that
we in the pro-audio industry are alone
in being immune to piracy.
(RACY REMOVES the incentive for
developers to invest in new and

innovative products, decreases
the margins developers have to support
existing software and slows down the
introduction of new features and
upgrades. At its most insidious, piracy
can force software developers out of
the audio business if the risk- return ratio
becomes unacceptable, or developers
will need to spend more money on software copy protection and thus software
may increase in price. Piracy is not going
to g() away of its own accord. As more
and more products are becoming software based, running on generic plat firms, the steps we take now as an
industry to reduce piracy will determine
the quality and range of products we will
be able to enjoy in the future, it's that
simple. in short. what can we as an
industry do?
We can begin by recognising that software is copyrighted intellectual property and has a value; that we should not
use software that has been deliberately
pirated or is illegally copied; that we
should not use multiple (backup) keys
when you are licensed for one copy;
that we should not use studios that use
illegal software; that we should not purchase. (lo\ynlc) :ul. trade. or even tn' >

points out that,'breaking the law could have serious consequences for you
and the organisation you work for, threatening both your own and your
employer's reputation and future prosperity'.
In the UK, legal penalties include unlimited fines and up to two years in
prison. Personally, you could lose your reputation, promotion prospects or
even your job.There are no mitigating circumstances and no organisation
would condone or defend either illegal copying or the use of unauthorised
software.Also, most countries have now subscribed to a UN agreement
designed to harmonise international copyright Iaw.This agreement should
be ratified later this year and come into local law shortly thereafter.
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< pirated copies of software. If you purchase software installed by someone
else, ensure the vendor provides all the
original materials and proof that the
product is licensed and itemised in the
receipt. Equally, we should purchase
genuine software from reputable dealers or manufacturers and install it in
accordance with the license agreement.
Additional tips for the purchase of software can he found on the BSA -SPAFAST and other web sites. The license
agreement that comes with each piece
of software explains what you are entitled to do with it
will not include
making copies of unlicensed software
for colleagues. It will help to know what
software is in your company as the company is liable for the actions of its
employees and can be sued for copyright infringement even when the management is unaware that unauthorised
software is in use or being downloaded.
And if the logic of supporting our
industry is not sufficient, the potential

-it

penalties for using pirated software
(even unknowingly) make for sobering reading. FAST explains simply. 'The
IUKI Copyright, Designs and Patents
Act 1988 states: The owner of the copyright has the exclusive right to copy the
work. That means it is illegal to copy
software without the copyright owner's
la software developer or publisher's'
permission'.
Using pirate copies of software is a

civil

offence.
This
means you could be

by the copyright holder. Buying

sued

and swapping pirated
copies is aiding and
abetting the criminal
offences of distribution
and sale, for which you
can be prosecuted and
thereby obtain a criminal record. According t()
BSA, it's illegal to dis-

ing, inducing or materially contributing to
infringement of any of
the exclusive rights by
another per to is liable

ilderationAgainstSoftwareTheft
http://www.fast.org.uk/
European Leisure Software
Publishers Association

for contributor infringement.'
For those tvho need

http:/ /www.elspa.com/
Business Software Alliance
http: / /www.bsa.org/

1

Software Publishers Association
http: / /www.spa.org/piracy/

further convincing (convicting?), there are also
technical risks. For

your own sake, don't
use pirated copies.
tribute'warez', which is
They are usually the
a slang term for pirated
work of clever, but
software. Downloading
often mischievous pro775.597.677.
or purchasing pirated Fax: +44 181 420 7130.
grammers, who, once
software is illegal.
they solve the protec'Legal software conies with required
tion problem, might try to stir up more
trouble by inserting viruses. Also poorly
[serial] numbers or keys to install the
software. Providing them for others to
worked hacks can potentially damage
use with pirated software contributes
your system.
to copyright infringement and is illegal.'
To cut to the chase, Jeff Bloom of
The BSA also states that you should not
Synchro Arts fame, Julian Searle, an
use 'cracks', which are programs that
enormously talented network prowill modify the copy protection in an
grammer and reformed hacker, and
application, enabling you to use the proyours truly have put together Copyright
gram after a trial period has ended, or
Control Services to educate professional
Internet Anti-Piracy Campaign
Jiw w.spa.org/piracy /iapc

access features of the program restricted
to fully licensed users. It is illegal to

make these modifications.
Lastly, SPA has indicated that the

additional concept of Contributory
Infringement can be quite wide ranging: 'Anyone who knows or should
have known that he or she is assist-

software users, and target blatant pirates
for action. If you'd like more information we'd love to hear from you.
its our industry and computers and
software will play an ever- increasing
role in it. It is up to us to decide now
what sort of future tools we want to be
able to enjoy.
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peon:
best of
both
worlds.
Tempering style with
flexibility is an enduring
challenge facing both
artist and producer. Phil Ward
corners producer C -aig Leon and grills
him on news of artist Deborah Harry
WORKING on both skies of

Blondie while working as an AMR scout

the Atlantic, Craig Leon
revels in producing records
from almost any genre of music. With
credits ranging from punk to country
and blues, from industrial to folk and
jazz. and from mainstream pop to esoteric classical. the only common denominator throughout his producing and
arranging career is individuality. His
roots lie in the R&B days of Criteria Studios in Florida, working with Alex Sad kin. In the early 1970s they built a small
demo facility. while Sadkin was a mastering engineer at Criteria. One such
demo was for Richard Gottehrer and
Seymour Stein. who ran Sire, the seminal New York label. These sessions
-with the Climax Blues Band-led to
sessions in New York for the Label, and
by the osmosis of the industry Leon
closed up in Florida and became Got tehrer's full-time assistant.
In those days. especially in America,
"AMC' and "production" were the same
thing,' Leon recalls. 'You came to it from
a musical background. whereas in the
UK you worked your way up through
the studios.'
As a case in point. Leon discovered

at Sire, having snapped up local lumi-
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naries Talking Heads and The Ramones.
As an AMR man. he was in the thick of
New York's punk explosion. As a producer. he supervised the recording of
every significant band of the era during
the nuking of Live At CBGB's for
Atlantic in 1976.
' Blondie lived across the street from
CBGB's. and became the 'soundcheck
hand'' Leon recounts. routining their
set every week while we prepared for
that evening's recording. Richie Got tehrer and I had formed our own inde-

pendent production company. and the
soundcheck tapes prompted us to
project
make a single with Blondie
which turned into a year during which
I arranged and rehearsed every song
they had.'

-a

By the time the hand was signed

Chrysalis- around

-to

tracks were
ready. Although Gottehrer is credited as
producer of the first two albums. it was
this material -honed by Leon -that
constituted Bloudie and l'/a tic Cellos.
while much of what was left over
-including 'Heart of Glass', known to
Leon as 'Disco Song' -was inherited by
-+0

PrtrulleI Lines producer ,\like Chapman.
At a time of art- school idealism, with
multitrack analogue recording established as the sensible way of making
records. Leon's production was characterised by an innovatory approach.
in which he took unstructured ideas and
pieced them together into songs. The
method of tape splicing. which enabled
him to dovetail grooves into pop structures. presaged today's sampling techniques directly.
'Most bands in the I'S were just trying to get their live performances represented on record,' he says. 'Blondie
were different. They brought a layering.
sampling approach: we'd do a riff, and
work that into a verse: then we'd do
another riff, and work that into a chorus. These would be chopped together
into a whole track. and then Debbie
would take that away and come up with
the vocal.'
Most of these sessions took place during downtime at Plasa Sound, where
icon was making the first Ramones
albuni. 'There was a big rehearsal hall
for the NBC Symphony Orchestra on
top of the Itadio City Music Hall. and
we'd do stuft there at night. Another >
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< blag was Bell Sound -now Sear
Sound-which was the old home of The
Shangri -La's, The Four Seasons and all
those early sixties recordings.'
It wasn't all punk, though. Country
artist Rodney Crowell, Tex Mex pioneers
Sir Douglas Quintet, and folky feminists
The Roches were among credible
clients, and there was even an album
co- produced with Bob Marley and Lee
Perry featuring The Wailers.
By the early eighties, however, the
American music scene was losing its
flavour for Leon and he was drawn to
the UK, where he is still based today.
Following his muse for idiosyncratic,
original material ('Those that want more
of an arrangement approach') he wound
up producing several bands on an indie
offshoot label at Virgin called Statik,
including Gun Club, Flesh for Lulu. The
Sound and his own wife Cassell Webb.
From this basis he has become one of
the UK's most eclectic producers, with
acts as varied as The Fall, Jesus Jones,
The Primitives and Mark Owen benefiting from his touch. For good measure.
Canadian noise grinders Front 242 and
nutty Japanese girl trio Shonen Knife
also figure on his CV.
Next month, though, a new Blondie
album is scheduled to appear. picking
up where Leon left off, piecing together
Chris Stein and Debbie Harry's arty
ideas in that Warhol way. This time his
multitrack recorder of choice is the Otari
Radar, which allows him to continue
his art of assemblage with the luxury of
digital cut and paste. Where the Radar

78

0343 Fax.

2

366 6883

Contact Wilson Ch ,1

scores over other l)AWs, according to
Leon, is sonically.
'The Radar doesn't have a sound,
that's why like it. When we were doing
Clem Burke's drums on the new Blondie
album. we tried the Studer A827. the
Sonya I8 and the Radar. i needed to
get in to a digital medium because of
the amount of editing I do during the
work in progress. and the best sound
out of those three -and the closest to
the real analogue sound. without that
change to the top end of the cymbals,
or that loss of depth that you normally
get with digitally recorded drums -was
Radar. You would be hard pressed to
play the analogue tape next to the Radar
and hear a difference.'
Recall and last -minute editing equally
suit Leon's 'work -in- progress' approach.
But there are no hard and fast technical rules in Leon's domain, in which an
old Neve console or a Capricorn can
provide the solution.
'Right now I like to take everything
front Radar into a Capricorn digitally,
just to check balances. but the mix may
not end up that way: it takes 25 seconds to recall something on Capricorn.
And needless to say we may be in Electric Lady working on an 551., so there'll
be a different mix from that.
'No gear is universally right: at the
sane time, the range of gear available
for different sounds is ttntalstic. I love
an old MCI sound, for certain analogue
sounds, and I love old Neves. but if
they're not available i can make do with
something else. To me. the feel of the >
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Contact Donn Ho
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Contact Alejandro Palencia
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Tel 46 8
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Contact Jarmo Masko
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Tel 01
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Contact Roland Bricchi
TAIWAN: DMT TAIWAN
Tel 02 516

4318 Fax 02 515 9881

Contact Honton Sze
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Contact Samin Mutluer

USA: HHB COMMUNICATIONS USA
Tel.

3103191111
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Contact David Beesley

HHB Communications Limited
73 -75 Scrubs Lane

London NW10 60U

UK

E -Mail: sales@hhh.co.uk
Visit HHB on line at http. www.hhb.co.uk
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SCSI interface
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Wolf's 'Smokestack Lightning'-one of
my favourite records. I was listening to

MCIs. The Ramones record was done
on a now extinct API console, with 550A
EQs, mixed manually, 16 -track to a
2 -inch 3M 79-one of the worst

Deborah Harry with Craig Leon

< actual mu.n

is a lot more important.
come from playing music; I learned
engineering by the seat of my pants
along the way- mainly because people
wouldn't make records as loud as I
wanted. I watched Tom I)owd at Criteria, and figured I'd have a go at that and
just make it a little louder.'
Leon chooses a studio by the quality
of the live area and the atmosphere for
the band. 'Studios are right to emphasise their unique creative vibes over
what gear they have. If you've got the
right music and the right feel, it doesn't
matter if its recorded on one console
or another, or one tape -disk format or
another. I've clone records entirely on
I

machines ever made -and mixed down
to another 3M, with a bunch of odd
compressors and stuff. And you get
other records mixed on SSLs which
sound great, too.
'Monitors are the most personal thing;
you have to get those exactly right for
you. Same with amps; if you go with a
Haller amp or a Dynaudio amp, they'll
sound radically different. But in terms
of EQs and desks, well... Nowadays you
can chop and change so much. Ill don't
like the desk EQ in a place, I'll bring in
my own stuff, so I would never say I'll
only go to a studio which hat. say, a
Studer Mk.III 12 -in, 4 -out console. As
long as your favourite records sound
right to you in that room, that's basically it. As long as the band is comfortable to be there, too, of course.'
Reacting against the decadence of
albums by Steely Dan, The Eagles or
Emerson Lake & Palmer, Leon drew
upon the rootsy heritage of Florida R&B
and his early radio influences when
tackling mid -1970s New York punk.
'All the pioneering producers of country, blues and folk were the guys that I
thought were really cool. There was
Alan Lomax and the recordings of
Muddy Waters in The Library of Congress; the Chess brothers and Nowlin'

these on the radio when they first came
out. Hank Williams, Chuck Berry... The
appeal of these records was that they
were very direct. Phil Spector blew me
away; here was a guy who could make
.1 little \\' tgnerian opera condensed into
three minutes on a hit of plastic, using
studio technology.'
Other influences were the record
company executives who were the precursors to today's independent producers. 'Richie Gottehrer was one of
those old -time songwriters from the
fifties; he wrote 'My Boyfriend's Back',
and so on -again a primitive, rootsy
style of recording.
'Once I moved to New York, the fifties
jazz producers really hit me. I wanted
to make records as direct as Sketches c
Spain [by Miles Davis], whatever the
genre. As little interference with the
music as possible. Even people like Tom
Dowd had made very slick records, not
raw at all. Because I did punk first, my
first records were raw-because the
music was raw. But I'm equally proud
of some of the country records I've
made, which had the same philosophy.
Things like Rodney Crowell, Guy Clark.
Sir Douglas Quintet. Take the Roches
record I did with Robert Fripp-acoustic

f

guitar and vocal, that's it. Oh, Tony Levin
plays triangle on one track...
'We would switch the audio >
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tape
STUDIO MASTER

When we changed to SM 911, 7 or 8 years ago,
we got that sound back. It has a really good
musical edge.
When

BASF SM 900 maxima

came out we started to use that on the 24 track
it gives me that sound I want."

maxima

-

Producer of the Brit Awards "Album of the Year" 1997
"Everything Must Go" by the Manic Street Preachers and Winner
of the Music Week "Producer of the Year" 1997, Mike Hedges
has produced hits of artists such as Texas, Everything But The Girl,
Siouxsie and The Banshees, The Cure, The Beautiful South,
Geneva and McAlmont and Butler.

EMTEC Magnetics

For more information contact
+44 01295-227838 or visit EMTEC Magnetics'

/

web site at http: /www.emtec- magnetics.com

SM 900 maxima is a high -output analogue tape
des gned specifically for multi -track recording
and mastering. with extra wide dynamic range.
low noise and low print through.

BASF

< perspective between verse and cho-

but in general it's pretty dry. There's
just a whole lot of things going on at
once, and what you hear is the ambience of the room. I've always been fond
of placing room mics in odd places to
enhance that; you walk around the
room with one ear covered so you're
listening like a microphone- sometimes
I'll move a couple of grand pianos near
the dnun kit, and put a mic into each
one. I did that with The Ramones-you
get a very dry sound, in fact. hut a big
sound as well.
'Experimentation with what you had
was the thing. Technology was very
expensive in those days, and most of
my records were on shoestring budgets.
We had the Cooper Time Cube, which
is all over the Ramones album, hut that
was about it. Level and tape compression were the keys: what it did to bass
and drums w:is amazing. You have to

rus, again getting back to that art technique of cut -ups. We even toyed with
the phrase "audio vérité'. You have to
use little tricks and enhancements, but
they shouldn't he noticeable. You
shouldn't be able to pin -point any spe-

cific effect that you've done.'
Without pin -pointing, it must be said
that the punk ethic was undoubtedly to
avoid reverb. 'It was seen as very slick,'
Leon admits, 'and we were distancing
ourselves from all those smooth productions of the seventies. And all the
old country, jazz and blues records that
I really liked were very natural-sounding, where you would only use reverb
for a specific effect.
'It's a big mistake, for example, to
think that Phil Spector's wall -of -sound
records were washed in echo. Sometimes there are overall effects on voices,

o
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LEON ARRIVED in England to find
that the producer was expected
to have a lot more on his palette.
Just at that time, high -end sampling systems from Fairlight and Synclavier were
becoming established in British recording, and he quickly found himself taking stock of the changes.
'My main concern was to avoid
sounding like those very obvious
"Fairlighty- sounding" records, with a
certain frequency and a certain sheen
which made it sound like the technology was in charge, rather than the other
way round. I was using Fairlight at that
time, but in the opposite way to, say,
The Art of Noise. In retrospect it was
more in the spirit of Jesus Jones or The
Fall, using the equipment but trying to
make it sound like it was part of the
hand. I'm not saying it's wrong to make
statements with that technology: I think
Propaganda's album was one of the
defining albums of the decade. But it
was contra to my own philosophy
unless of course I was working with
someone like Front 2 42 or Cobalt 60.'
Indeed. Leon collaborated on albums
and 12 -inch mixes in the pioneering
days when industrial music was banging on the doors of house-puzzling for
Ramones fans. but reflecting Leon's
paramount sensitivity to the needs of the
artist. 'No, I'm not a luddite; I'm just saying that to me technology has to serve
the purpose of the record. If it's important for the project, I love using it. A lot
of eighties records were mundane soul
records made entirely with technology,
which didn't like, but if you take those
sounds and mutate them, so that they
sound totally different to anything else,
you have a meaningful record.
'Working with Blondie and Suicide,
we were very interested in the hypnotic
effect of loops. Kraftwerk were a great
influence on all the punk bands. We
were even more partial to Can, which
sounded like Kraftwerk but played live.
Muddy, lo-fi recordings with that real
techno vibe of the modern world.
'The biggest influence on The
Ramones' album, sonictll was 'Silver
total technoMachine' by I tawkwind
noise record, recorded live with a wall
of synth. One of my greatest joys was
working down at Rockfield in the eighties, and borrowing a synth from Hawkwind in the next studio. They said, 'don't
of
the
presets'
touch
any
-so we had to find out what was so
important about these presets. And
every single one of them was that
wooshy noise from 'Silver Machine'
-slight variations of the same sweep.
1

Microphones.

AUSTRALIA

remember that there were only a few
primitive compressors and limiters in
those days. Tape compression was a specific effect, it wasn't just the punk ethic
dictating loudness. You got a big, round
bass drum sound from it. Even jazz producers would use it for the same effect.'
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thought. yeah-this is my kind of band.'
All recording is sampling, according to
Leon-it's just that the mechanical means
to do it have become more efficient.
'Recording is a manipulative process
in the first place. When they put a mic
in front of Robert Johnson sitting in a
hotel room playing guitar, the result was
not just Robert Johnson. It was Robert
Johnson caught inside a medium.
Something was changed. You can try
to duplicate as much of the input as possible, but you're making a transfer.
You're just trying to package the spirit
of what's being expressed in the most
suitable way for the final product,
whether you start with a bottleneck guitar or a Fairlight.
'People in recording get hung up on
analogue or digital. one kind of revert)
or another. Anything which improves the
picture is okay. But you can't do it to the
point where you owcrwhclttt the sound.
It has to come through on its own.
'One thing that makes the modern era
so much better than when those guys
were making those old records is that
the sound of the nineties can be the
sound of anything. You have this whole
storehouse of information to draw on.
The way that Glance music samples
antique sounds and incorporates them
into modern recordings has been really
positive. The world is not so structured
any more.'
It is arguable that the role of the producer is to find a structure in this confusion -but if the producer, like Leon,
is a good A&R guy too, things should
fall into place naturally.
'Every time you go into the studio you
should hope to bring out the most individual characteristics of what you're
doing. Producers don't stake the music:
you're working to bring out the vision
of the artist on a mass communications
medium. Sometimes artists are attracted
to you because of some old record you
made. And while l'm very glad to have
worked with The Ram( nes or The Fall,
I have to say to them. well, I really like
your music and I want to make your
record. not theirs again.'
I

INITIAL meetings with bands
Leon won't talk about studios
or records, least of all his own
records. 'You're going to spend a lot of
time with someone, and you've got to
establish some common ground. But
I'm only interested in then. and what's
happening now. With this new Blondie
project I was very keen to document
what they're cluing now. and have none
of that, 'gee. wasn't it great in the old
days'. We did that already, and it documented these ideas perfectly well. The
new record should not refer back to that
period at all.
'Sometimes the guy in the loudest
band in the world will tell you that his
ON

favourite album is a Nick (hake, or
something like that. Its very important

to focus in on personal details like that.
You can take it as given that you like
the band's music once you've heard the
tape or seen them live and you've
agreed to work with them -and later
on you can get to the specifics of each
individual sound, but in between,
you've got to establish a general understanding of what they're trying to say.'
A new project with Ray Cooper, Elton
John's percussit mist, is already under way. it's going to be live drum loops
with various ethnic drums, with Ray
directing, then using these loops as a
basis for tracks with invited musicians.
Maybe a string quartet on one, a vocal
on another. Eric Clapton doing straight
country blues on another... Then we'll
make a 'Ray Cooper Project' band and
do some live shows.
'It goes back to an album I made in
1980 using a prototype Linn chum. on

1998

synthesisers.'
For trivia buffs, this was called Nom ntos, released by Chrysalis in 1981. But
to find out where Leon's tireless search
for originality may lead hint next, you'd
better just keep an open mind.
'I'm not averse to having different
engineers at different stages, because
different people are good at different
things-even for different songs on the
same record. It's an ongoing process,
and there are always people that you'd
like to work with if you get the chance.'
And just to prove his eclecticism, Leon
answers the obvious last question with
a less than obvious choice...
' I'd really like The Prodigy to do some
remixes of this new Blondie stuff.'
\C'uuldn't we all?
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which I made up a load of North
African rhythm loops and fused these
with simple, ancient Greek music on
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first large format digital mixing system

with extended 40 bit floating point OSP and 24 bit
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kHz

capability. Designed for music, post, broadcast and film the
console is available with up to 256 channels. Input sections

include mapped or dedicated control surfaces with motorized
faders b exclusive motorized rotary encoders ¡whisper pats "'j.
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optical, digital audio transmission
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Using fiber optical cable multiple

modular frames can be linked over
a

distance of up to 4,5 km. Analog,

AES/fBU,

intercom,

RS -422

and
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Introducing the first digital multitrack production studio in 24 bit
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Lavender Castle

The new Gerry Anderson television series is a space adventure with a difference, as
Simon Croft discovers when he talks to Daren Cox, sound editor at UK facility Hullabaloo
The 21st century already has a few

pioneers working full -time in
outer space. These bold adventurers devote their lives to pushing hack
the boundaries of what is possible. One
such man is Daren Cox: sound editor.
Cox is currently working diligently on
Lavender Castle, a 26-part television
series from Gerry Anderson. Mr Anderson is no stranger to space himself, after
all, it was Anderson who inspired generations of children to run round the
school playground yelling, 'You take
Thunderbird 3', 'FAß, Virgil', or just plain
'W(x)000ssslth!'
Lavender Castle may not he a Thun-

derbird. StingraI', Fireball XL 5, UFO,
Space 1999or Captain Scarlet remake,
and its plot occupies more fanciful territory. as Cox explains: 'It's about these
space travellers who are looking for
Lavender Castle, which is the centre of
the universe, and the place where goodness radiates,' he enthuses. 'They are
the goodies. hut they come across paddies along the way. The main one is
called Dr Agon, who flies around in this
big, menacing looking ship. He tries to
stop them by blowing them up and
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there are various other haddies along
the way.'
tio, even by Anderson's standards.
Lavender Castle is no 'ordinary' space
adventure. Visually, the spacecraft make
even the implausibly dimensioned
retro- rockets on
Thunderbird 2
which used to help the lumbering craft
descend -look like an orthodox link in
aerospace history.
Cox and his Hullabaloo partner.
Simon Hall, wanted to give each spacecraft a unique sound and to move away
from the 'tub boat at half speed' sound,
which has become the de facto spaceship effect. It soon becomes clear why
a rethink w as in order.
'We've all seen space ships flying
around lin films) and they all look and
sound similar,' Cox explains. 'One of the
ships in lavender Castle actually looks
like a thatched cottage. so creating a
sound for that was quite a challenge.
'Obviously, you needed the sound
of a rocket underneath it all but then
also the creaks of all the wood. says
Cox. 'There is also a kitchen which you
can see sometimes, so we've got pots
bubbling away in there and a fire

-the

crackling away. There

is an old) Rolls Royce tickoverengine in there as well.
so that it sounds quite old), but there

power there.'
Armed with samplers. keyboard
instruments and other sources. Hullabaloo went about making just the right
effects for each spacecraft and each
planet visited. It turned out to he quite
a job in itself.
For that one spaceship. there's probably about 16 tracks, just to make up
the one noise. It's quite a complex job,'
Cox reveals. Many of the other craft
were no less involved.
'There's one pirate ship in space. so
you have the noise of the sails but also
the noise of a spaceship.' says Cox.
At the time of writing. Cox is editing
is

Episode 2.1 of 26 hut. as the episodes
have not been worked on in exact
sequence. he actually has another five
to work on.
The chance to pitch I'm the sound
posting on Lavender Castle came
through Cosgrove Halt Films. which
won the contract fin- the model animation (see sidle -bar). previous Cosgrove
Hall animation contracts have >

85

< included Danker Mouse, Count
Urrckirla and Wind in the Willows.
Hullabaloo carne recommended but
Cox notes, 'If Gerry Anderson didn't like
us or thought we weren't up to the job,
he Vould have the clout to go some-

where else. But we seemed to hit it off
straight away when he came here to
have a look and he liked what we were
saying about the project, some of the
ideas we had.'
Ask Cox about the difference
between working with animation and
'real' footage, he initially jokes: 'I suppose the actors are less temperamental-although some of the animators
might disagree when puppets fall over
in mid shot. I've worked on dramas and
documentaries but I actually think that
animations can he a lot more challenging. You are starting from
absolutely nothing, so you are creating
every single sound.
In a drama, you would have the
atmos of where it was recorded on location. With animation, if the character
wears a cloak, you have to create
sounds for that. You have to make that
cloak move and come alive. That is true
of every effect: if they move something,
put a cup down, you have to do it. All
you've got is two tracks of dialogue.
'We use over 70 odd tracks for a
I 0-minute programme. With computers, it is quicker than it used to he. A programme of this length used to take

about five weeks tor tour dialogue editors to work on. I can now do it on my
own in five days.'
One thing animation does have in
common with feature films is the difficulty in getting to a locked off cut and
the Flexibility of new technology has
been used to keep some fluidity in the
process for longer than would have
been the case.
'Sometimes, we work to an off-line
picture, but then there are still scenes
missing where they want reshoots,' says
Cox. 'Whereas the models are shot in
the studio, the space ships are computer generated, so there are time lim-

its and sometimes we may Inc \\.uung
for the computer shots, or reshoots of
the model.
'So we can he working on shows
where all the scenes are not there or
you know there are scenes which are
going to change, so you don't do anything for that part. It can get a hit hig-

gledy- piggledy hut normally, a good
70% of the scenes are there for us to
work on. Then we go over it again when
the new scenes are there. then go
through it with the director just to make
sure it's all okay for them.'
Although postproduction started
around 18 months ago, the majority >
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The Euphonix brings

a

unique level

of flexibility to the Strongroom

taking the studio to a great new
creative plain. The versatility
matched with the sound quality of
console is its great strength."
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Buckler, Strongroom
Erasure, The Prodigy, Courtney Pine & Beverly

Knight.

There's nothing we cannot do with

our Euphonix from full orchestral
recording to 5.1 Surround mixing.
Euphonix's capabilities are truly
staggering."
Steve Parr & Sharon Rose. Hear No Evil.
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Quite simply the best decision we
ever made."
Tony Taverner, Sensible Studios.
East 17, Gabrielle.
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of the dialogue recording was donc
two and a half years ago, before the
second Hullabaloo studio was built. As
with most animation, the dialogue was
cut to the storyhoard before the ani<

mation was created. Cox explains:
The dialogue is cut to the length of
the body of the programme. The body
is nine and a half minutes and the titles
make it up to the full 10 minutes.
'So you cut the body with all the gaps
for action, scene changes and everything else. Then it goes to a process
called barcharting, which means that
someone counts every frame and every
syllable so that if "La -ven -der Cas -tie"
lasts three seconds, at 2-1 frames a sec-

and that's 75 frames. Someone has to
go through every frame so that the Animator knows how long to move the
mouth and to move the body for action.'
With every other sound added in post,
it's small wonder than Cox does not
attempt every aspect of it single handed.
Mixing is handled by Simon Hall and
again, maximum advantage is taken of
computerisation.
'On the Avid AudioVision, you man
make up sequences of the sane scene
over and over again,' says Cox, 'so we
lay up one sequence just of dialogue,
which Simon will premix. Then we do
a spaceship premix. with them all
whizzing around. Then there is an

111111P,PPMR7FRTPFITRIIIIr
Part of the Cosgrove Hall media complex in Manchester, England, Hullabaloo was set up two and a half years ago. Founders
Daren Cox and Simon Hall formerly worked at John Wood

Sound in Manchester.

Hullabaloo has grown since 1996 to employ three more people. In addition to the Dolby Surround dubbing studio, it now
has a stereo studio, set up for multi -mic and Foley work. It also
has a number of edit suites and a machine area, which includes
the computers and video systems, so that working areas have
the minimum of heat and noise generating equipment.
John Wood Sound was an early adopter of the Avid AudioVision system, so it is no surprise to discover that they are central to Hullabaloo's editing and dubbing set -ups.
'The main studio has the Avid AudioVision 16 track and an
Akai DD1500, so we have 32 tracks which we can play off and

atmos premix, followed by an effects
premix. We put all that together with
the music that's specially written and
go for the final mix.' Just the premixes
take about a day to complete; although
there is occasionally some scope for
reusing sequences.
'There are things I've done and kept
which we can use again, such as an
atmos they keep going hack to,' he says.
'If it's premixed on the computer, I can
bring it in again to save Simon's time.
'This is proper film mixing ," Cox concludes, 'It is a complicated little process.
It's not quick and it's not easy. It takes
another whole day to do the final mix
for a 10- minute programme.'

record onto at any one time,' explains Cox. 'We can also put
into that Hi-8s and DAT and desk we also have the Amek DMS.'
In fact Hullabaloo became something of a test bed for Amek,
which is based in nearby Salford. Although it was Amek's
first digital console, the technology developed was soon
adapted to some of Hullabaloo's more arcane postproduction techniques.
The second studio has a recording booth which will house
about five people and the paraphernalia necessary for Foley
recording. Although Hullabaloo obviously benefits from its connection with animation experts Cosgrove Hall Films-and other
media companies in the complex, such as nonlinear film editors Flix Facilities
also works for UK broadcasters the BBC
and Granada, as well as independent advertising agencies and
clients in the corporate sector. Nonetheless, Cox estimates that
about 50% -60% of Hullabaloo's work is sound for animation.
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the cnly digital console with

c:ntrol surf-ice designed specifically

for multi -charnel film mixing and video
post production.

SSL's Real

Time Resource

Processing means that all the controls
on every charnel are always available,

whether the console
with

a

has 24 channels

single operator or 96 channels

and three film mixing positions.

Avant combines the look and feel of

a

tracitional analogue console with all the
digital benefit; of dynamic automation
plus global

or selective snapshot instant

reset. With 32 main mix buses, 24 pre -

du5 buses and

a

64 x 8 digital

monitor

matrix, Avant becomes the logical choice
for multi -channel surround sound mixing.

"It's the overall flexibility and
expansion capabilities of Avant
that convinced us."
"Mrs Brows

Alan Snelling. Anvil Post Production, UK.
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THAT NETWORKING is a hot
issue is, in part, driven by the
interest of computer systems
companies such as Hewlett Packard,
Silicon Graphics, Tektronix, Oracle,
Apple Computer and Microsoft. These
companies are extending their existing
data processing and transaction models to support video, audio and associated 'metadata'. And they are not
alone-the push from the suppliers is
endorsed by radio and TV chief engineers worldwide and the traditionally
conservative filin people have been
equally quick to see the possibilities.
If a satisfactory architecture for the
transport of massive amounts of digital
video data can be established, it follows
that the same technology will be adopted
in many applications for audio networking. 'Ii) do otherwise w uld he perverse. Accordingly, it is worth taking a
look at some of the manufacturing solutions. Although it is becoming an increasingly difficult category to define, the
companies here may all be considered
manufacturers of 'hardware' DAWs.
Akai was one of the first digital audio
manufacturers to use existing Ethernet
network technology to allow the various items in their product range to he
interconnected. No audio is transferred
over the network. It is designed to he
a sophisticated means of remote controlling many of the functions of multiple machines. As an example, this
allows multiple 1)i)8 duhhers and
1)1)1500 DAWs to he controlled from a
single DL1500 remote. A DL1500 in a
dubbing theatre can 'dial up' any DDHsD1)1500s in a facility, put them on line
and control all functions. Audio is delivered to the theatre by conventional tie
lines. Project interchange is efficiently
dealt with via 'sneakernet' and this
includes direct access to audio disks
from Avid systems among others. By
keeping it simple Akai have delivered
a solution that is stable and uscahle. It
employs today's technology %vith very
little management overhead. Akai feels
the use of high -bandwidth networks is
still in its early stages.
Many of the larger studios have
already investigated the installation of
networks to distribute video to various
locations within the facility. Given the
high costs involved in installing and
maintaining such a system, and the high
degree of management it requires, a k gical step from this may be for the studio's audio departments to use any
spare bandwidth on the 'video' network
for audio distribution. This gives audio
manufacturers a problem in that the
amount of available bandwidth on the
network for audio may vary depending
on the level of video traffic.
Network technology itself is rapidly
changing both in terns of physical specifications, cabling and the maximum
bandwidths achievable. Given these
changes. it is understandable that none
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the second part of
a comprehensive look at
the state of audio networking,
Rob James investigates various
manufacturers' proprietary systems,
technical approaches and working philosophies
In

i

Net gains
of the major studios have yet committed to the installation of large -scale networks. Those that have tried have been
beset with problems (for example, BBC
News 24).
Akai has been following the developments in network technology but feels
it is too early to commit to a particular
medium as many of the current solutions will not he able to achieve the full
expectations of users at a sensible cost.
Akai's digital audio products have been

developed with an open-architecture.
As such, it is possible to quickly add
support for any network technology
that becomes established as a standard,
whether this is Fibre Channel, Gigabit
Ethernet or some other variation.
Akai has a robust, practical and economical system that is field proven and
they intend to ensure future developments, to extend the functionality, meet
the same criteria.
AMS Neve's AudioFile first appeared >
91

< in 198-í. The company has remained
at the forefront of technical innovation,
and is still imitated more frequently than
one might suppose. Today's third -generation network capable version of
AudioFile is based on the latest 2-e -hit
hardware platform.
I)ue to success in major hroadcast
facilities with multiple rooms working
on various aspects of projects. AMS
Neve understands that elegant technology is not enough. l'sers require
complete 'process' solutions. In company speak this is referred to using the
umbrella tern of \\orktlow'
The WorkFlow 'audio resource management system' consists of three
layers, any or all of these may he specified. The Audio layer handles Distribution of digital audio signals from multiple sources to multiple consoles editors. The Control layer is a control
bus that provides shared access to
machine resources (ATRs, \ "IRs), plus
the control of remote l-0 units. The Project Management layer deals with Networking of AudioFile editors to enable
sharing of projects and sources, plus offline centralised archiving. Much use is
made of industry- standard technology
such as MAD!. ESBus and OMFI.
StarNet is a network designed to
enable multiple AudioFiles to share
access to any project or sound source
on the system. Any AudioFile control
surface can be connected to any hard

disk array. When connected to StarNet,
the direct connection between the
AudioFile processor and its local disks
is replaced by connection to any storage device on the network. Users can
attach to any disk on the system just as
if it were a local disk independent of
traffic elsewhere on the network. The
actual disks may be physically installed
with each AudioFile or centrally in a
'disk farm'. Disks are often housed in a
removable chassis to enable 'sneakernet' project exchange with other facilities. Different projects can be stored on
different drives. This simplifies tracking a project through postproduction
as all the elements are in one location
rather than distributed across several
disks in a central server. Since each
AudioFile pet tows( )r and each disk hank
s optical connection.
has its own 400
the perl rmance is consistent, even with
all users playing audio at the same time.
The directory of all disks may be viewed
by any user with the correct authority,
whether attached to the disks or not.
Shared disks, such as effects libraries,
can be browsed by any user and recordings auditioned in real time. The
selected items may then be copied to
the project drive at high speed. If multiple rooms are working on the same
project they may all wish to record and
playback using a single drive containing all the project elements. Each user
is given access to a number of tracks of

the disk which ensures that all users
can playback their allocation of tracks
at all times. independent of other users.
PROJECTS from OMF and Light -

works edit systems can be played
back and edited directly without
file translation. The Media Toolbox provides network -wide off-line backup and
restore of either disk images or individual projects. This enables the 'housekeeping' aspects of the system to be carried out independently. off-line. The
Media Toolbox also enables off -line
conversion of OMF and \\A \' files to
AudioFile tormat.
ANN Neve believes existing IT network
technologies are unable to provide the
required functionality, so StarNet uses a
hybrid of proprietary and generic technology. 'l'he drives are grouped together
logically to f( inn a large server for the
network. without requiring a stand -alone
server. 'l'he central network router provides a high bandwidth path for directly
connecting disks to AudioFiles. Other
network function' are administered by
network controllers wit ich are interconnected via the central router. The StarNet system is scalable, and may be
expanded by the addition of multiple
routers and network controllers.
As well as performing network management functions, the network controllers provide an interface to the outside world. The controller is based >
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There are many companies in the market place offering multi -channel audio PCI
cards, but for most, this is where it ends. Most companies can at best just 'put chips
on boards', but from Soundscape Digital Technology there is an unbeatab
combination of software and hardware... mbctreme.

Jl

mbctreme PCI

card has a completely different concept, as not only does it
provide 16 channels of 24 bit digital I/O via two industry standard 8 channel TDIF
(Tascam Digital Interface) ports, but it also has 24 bit custom digital mixing and real time DSP effects plug -ins from some of the worlds' leading audio companies.
mbctreme performs like you expect, without the annoying in/out delays that
make native mixing and effects impossible to use in real time.
The
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You can connect two Soundscape SS8I0 -3 8- Channel TDIF to Analogue interfaces to
a full 16 channels of 20 bit analogue input and output, or you can
connect the TDIF directly to a digital console or Tascam DA-88.
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With standard Multimedia drivers for Windows 95 and Windows NT, plus VST
compatible ASID drivers, mbctreme can be used with most PC based MIDI/Audio
sequencers or PC based recording/editing software.
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two of these, or combine one ADAT and one Analogue interface. Optional SPDIF
completes the range of Digital Connections available.
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For ADAT users, there is the SS8I0 -2 TDIF to ADAT converter, and you can connect
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< on a Windows NT platform. The

PCI

bus enables connection to other network technologies-ISDN, ATM. This
gateway also provides a route to integration of video and other networking
developments in the future.
DAR Digital Audio Research has been

actively concerned with networking fc)r
a considerable time and currently offers
the D -net system with the option of an
AXIS audioserver for more complex systems. D -net is an integral part of DAR's
'open media' concept. To the user, all
the workstations on the network appear
as an extension to the individual DAW.
Projects and Segments are auditioned
in real time across the network in exactly
the same way as if they were on a local
drive. If remotely sited audio segments
are placed in a local project the audio
is copied in the background to local
storage without user intervention. This
allows editing to continue while the
housekeeping takes place. There is a
system of access writes to restrict remote
users ability to erase or edit non local
projects. To facilitate all this each
recording is allocated a unique serial
number so there should never be a
problem with finding identical file
names even when a project or segment
is moved across the world to another
machine. Material transfer is intelligent.
If a project is edited on a remote
machine and copied back only the
changes to the EDL and any new pieces

of audio are actually copied. This would
usually represent only a tiny fraction of

box as network device.
A lot of work has gone into getting
the management aspects right. The system is easily able to take advantage of
the rapid developments and falling costs
of IT networking technology to improve
throughput.

the entire project.
The current hardware underlying
D -net is a network hub using 100 -Mbit
Fast
Ethernet.
The
technology
employed is really irrelevant to the user
and can, in any case, he upgraded as

FAIRLIGHT, one of the early players in the DAW market, has

better things become affordable. The
point is what this networking offers the
user in functionality. In this case audio
transfers across the net are typically 10
tines faster than 'real' time.
The AXIS server uses a hierarchical
filing system to manage projects and
sound libraries. Furthermore the server
may be used as a central archiving station, backing up material from remote
DAWs to Exabyte or whatever. A standard Windows PC can be used to organise all this. There is no need to tie up a
workstation. It is also possible to integrate ISDN links into the network.
The DAR approach is a perfect
real -world compromise between providing a reliable solution and main taining reasonable cost. By intelligent
use of local storage the required bandwidth is minimised. CD Advance. DARs
term for the use of a CD drive as online storage, which also allows CD
tracks to be scrubbed as if they were
conventional segments can also he
accessed across the network. The desirability of this will increase still further
when and if DAR develop a CD juke-

recently introduced MediaLink
which, together with Audiobase, a data hase to manage libraries, is its first networking effort. 'Their goal is real -time
full -bandwidth networking with no
local drives together with multiple
simultaneous access to the same data.
Currently, the hardware supports
86 tracks of concurrent real -time audio
which equates to two or three MFX3s
plus other machines working 'store and

forward-with

local storage.
There are five states a Project can possess: Media Read, Project Read, Marked
for Backup, Append Write and Modify
Write. A second operator can save his
version on your project using an Extension in Fairlight parlance. To assemble
tracks for, say a final mix, dialogue,
effects and music blocks edited as separate Extensions can he merged into a
single new project.
Fairlight's server uses a dual Pentium
based PC with Windows NT as the operating system running proprietary networking software. Topology is cur- >
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Unleash your creative power

Xtrack

Versatile multitrack digital audio
editing software

Xtrack ®'s intuitive,

full-featured digital
audio multitrack
editing software, plus
one or more Digigram
sound cards provides
everything you need
to take your audio
production to a new
level. Radio editing,
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Work smarter with
Xtrack, a Digigram
Powered application
running under
Windows both on
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laptop.
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External Effects Plug -ins
Mixing of up to 16 virtual tracks in real -time on two

Digigrurn'
Parc de Pré Milliet
38330 Montbonnot - France
Tel. +33/ (0)4 76 52 47 47
Fax +33/ (0)4 76 52 18 44
E -mail: info @digigram.com
www.digigram.com

inputs /outputs
From 2 to 32 physical inputs /outputs
Simultaneous record and playback on the same track
Direct access to a range of effects via a drop down menu
Instant exportable files for broadcast
Comprehensive sound library management
(local or remote)
Specific functions for dubbing
User configurable screen, toolbar and shortcuts keys
Assignable on- screen faders for level monitoring
SMPTE time -code and RS422 Sync capabilities
Unlimited Undo
See us

at IBC booth 9100

< rently 100 haseT Ethernet using Category 5 cable, but with greater hand width. A RAID disk array is required to
provide the real -time bandwidth.
Fairlight expect users to operate with a
mix of real time and store- and -forward.
Real time is used for applications such
as auditioning library material, at the
one end of the scale and final dubbing
at the other. While bandwidth remains
at a premium, store-and-forward is used
for other purposes where real time is
not an essential requirement. The use
of an NT server enables Fairlight to provide direct connectivity with Avid Media
Composers or AudioVisions and with
the SGI servers used by some facilities
for OMF file storage. Together with
Fairlight's ability to use OMF audio only
files this considerably extends the
appeal of networking.
The company is predicting a big

Ktava

increase in bandwidth capacity, that is
the number of simultaneous real -time
tracks in the near future. However,
European top man Nick Cooke, believes
video and audio networks will remain
separate for the 'foreseeable future'.
Meanwhile Fairlight is offering a practical solution.

SOLID STATE LOGIC, another
long -term player in the DAW market, has championed the cause of
networking since it pioneered networking for audio production and post production with SoundNet in 1989. This
system provides multi -user digital audio
networking by means of a central mass
storage unit comprising up to 16 SCSI
devices -either hard disk or magneto optical drives-with tape backup. In
1989, a 300Mb hard disk ( approximately
track -hour of digital audio) was the
1

i crophoVles.

Large capsule condenser MK 319

Multi capsule condenser MK 012

Large capsule condenser MK 219

For further information on the complete range of microphones

and accessories contact A &

F

McKay Ltd. on 01483 208 511

zenith, but 1Gb disks quickly replaced
300Mb, and growth has been exponential ever since. It was not long before
a SoundNet system could offer up to
96 hours of hard disk storage, with
8 tracks per disk.
Any user with an SSL ScreenSound
(and laterScenaria and Omnimix) workstation can select any disk via the SCSI
switcher and have sole unrestricted
access to that disk for as long as
required, and by slaving together several ScreenSound workstations up to
56 simultaneous channels can he provided. Once the user finishes work on
that disk, control can be relinquished,
thus allowing another user to carry out
further work on the material without
physically moving the recording
medium. This direct connection of the
user to the disk is the key to the system, providing full time access to eight
simultaneous tracks.
SSL believes the expectation of professional audio users is that a network
must operate in real time, and that a
source should be available to any number of users simultaneously. As discussed in the first article this has little
direct relevance in a classic packet switched IT network. The real -time
requirement is why SSL developed its
proprietary HiWay system which carries
up to 95 digital audio signals for up to
100m via a single coax connection, or
up to 2km via their FreeWay optical fibre
option. Combined with SSL's Huh
Router. the HiWay -FreeWay system can
provide real -time networking with
access to a potential 2280 sources and
destinations, and multiple Huh Routers
may he interconnected to share sources
between groups of consoles and input output sources and destinations.
Until the vision of seamless interconnection between different proprietary
systems becomes a reality. Solid State
Logic regards transferable media as the
most satisfactory technology for the interchange of large amounts of multitrack
digital audio between compatible systems. John Andrews reckons. 'A reel of
tape is still the safest bet at the moment'.
What all of this amply demonstrates
is there are wide variations in approach.
The common themes are the use of
generic IT technology where appropriate to reduce R&D costs and the current lack of any obvious single answer.
One question which arises is 'Do I wait
For a video networking standard to
emerge or get involved with audio networking now ?'.
I do not believe it matters except to
major broadcasters and their symbiotes.
For everyone else. the essential point
remains: ask very searching questions
about the management and security of
any system under consideration. The
functionality will rapidly improve with
developments in IT technology, but an
efficient technical solution is no guarantee of a gexxl operational outcome
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Panasonic

Recorders
use

DAT

Now in

THE PANASONIC SV3800
AND HHB DAT TAPE

AN UNBEATABLE MIX
Look in the rack of any major studio and chances are you'll find

Independently proven to be the highest performing DAT tape or the

a

Panasonic SV3800. Legendary sound quality. solid engineering and
price tag of just £935

+

market*

a

*.

leading recorcing facilities the world over simply won't

trust their valuable masters to anything less.

VAT* have made it one of the most popular

professional DAT recorders of all time.

The Panasonic SV3800 Professional DAT Recorder and HHB DAT Tape.

Press 'Eject' and chances are you'll find an HHB DAT Tape.

An unbeatable mix from leading pro audio dealers.
Suggested selling price excluding VAT

Studio Sound DAT On Trial'
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+do
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Panasonic DAT Recorders and HHB Advanced Media Products distributed by:
HHB Communications Ltd
Tel: 0181 962 5000

-

73 -75 Scrubs Lane. London NW1O 60U. UK

Fax: 0181

962 5050

E

-Mail: sales4hhb.co.uk

HHB On -line: http: / /www.hhb.co.uk
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ND AES BOOTH 384

THE
WAVEIN
SOUND.
This is the RMS 2020 radio microphone system.
It's an advanced, 32 channel synthesised diversity

system with ground -breakingly clear sound and superb

reliability. Audio Media called it "quite remarkable ".*
Test it and you

will

too.
* Audio Media, January 1998

Visit

us at.
IBC Booth 9.342
+AES Booth 384
For information, please
e -mail us

call 01494 511711 or fax 01494 539600,

at info @AudioLtd.Com or visit us on the web at www.AudioLtd.Com
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Plagued by a drugs scam. Le
Tour de France went from
sports to news coverage

Kevin Hilton reports
'T IS THE WORLD'S GREATEST cycle
race, a French institution that is
recognised in other countries as one
of the highest physical challenges a person can face. It is also the most watched

of all sporting events, attracting over
10 million spectators along the way. The
Tour de France, le Tour, la Grande
Boucle -everybody knows it. But this
year it became the Tour de Farce in a
31/ -week period that threatened to
undermine 95 years of history. Prima
donna participants and then a protracted
drugs scandal were all captured by the
attendant TV cameras, as the high point
in the cycling calendar stopped being
purely a sports broadcast and became
an international news event.
First held in 1903, the race -for professional, individual riders; although
sponsored teams of 12 take part, with
a 'star' supported by others- covers
approximately 4,800km, 3,000 miles of
road, including the gruelling mountain stages. The majority of the competition takes place in France, but occasionally stages are held in other
European countries. This year everything started in the Irish Republic.
which, despite the supremacy of
French, American and Spanish contestants recently, has made its mark on
le Tour through Stephen Roche (the
1987 winner) and Sean Kelly, who took
the green jersey -awarded to the rider
with the most consistent points record
during the race -in 1982, 1983, 1985
and 1989.
When the Tour has ventured outside
of France, it has generally been on the
sane land mass. This tradition was broken a few years ago when, soon after
the opening of the Channel Tunnel.
some stages were held in the south -east
of England. The trip to Ireland was an
involved logistical exercise. France
Television Sport, the host broadcaster
of the event and a collaboration
between public service TV channels
France 2 and France 3, chartered a ferry
for all the vehicles involved and four
aeroplanes to get the various personnel back to the race's home after the
Irish stages were completed.
Le Tour is an institution in France and
hundreds upon hundreds of people line
the course of the various stages, just to
catch a glimpse of a brightly coloured,
Lycra clad man on a bicycle zip past
them. Much the same happened in Ireland. The race started in Dublin; the
Grand Depart, as the opening stage is
known, began in the Irish capital with
the Prologue, the opening time trial that
started at College Green and then ran
for 5.6km around the inner city streets.
Residents were trapped in their >
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< homes. public transport was disrupted

and such vibrant thoroughfares as
O'Connell Street were closed to traffic.
This was the weekend that The Three
Tenors played in Paris under the Eiffel
Tower. A sign of the frustration among
some Dublin residents came in a
strangely predictive email sent to me
by a friend: 'I hope you had a good time
hanging around with Jose, Luciano and
Placido. Soccer operetta under the Eiffel 'n Aver definitely beats a load of drug
addicts belting around the streets of
Dublin on expensive bicycles'.
Stage One also started in the Irish capital. birthplace of Stephen Roche. and
nu wed out into Country Wicklow,
which, despite its romantic image as the
Garden of Ireland, prop ieled sonie of
the most testing stretches for the riders.
The race moved onto Enniscorthy for
the start of Stage Two. moving around
Wexford: Kilkenny was next, with
between 20,000 and 50.000 people
expected to view proceedings in this
county. Ireland's other cycling hero,
Sean Kelly. was honoured by the race
passing tlirough his home town of Car rick- on -Suir in County
although the sheen was lost as Roche
chose this as the place to lambaste the
organisers and announce that he was
leaving Ireland for France. which he
sees as a better place to bring up his
funily. l'he final Irish leg was held on
13th July in Cork City.
Back on home soil. le Tour resumed
at Roscoff for what many probably considered the real meat of the event, with
long runs through the French countryside and the testing mountain stages. It
was estimated that 950 million people
would watch the Tour de France in
some shape or form. Certainly France
Television was providing international
pool feeds for 60 'I'V stations in 165
countries. working in collaboration with
outside broadcast facilities company
SFP to provide the scanners and location equipment. For sonie of the stages
backup came from the regional service
of France 3.

The Tour is about speed and excitement and to capture this France TV
employs four motorcycles carrying
cameras and a further two bikes with
sound recordists. The cycles winding
their way along remote roads is a powerful sporting image and this is captured by a Wescan unit mounted in a
helicopter; two more helicopters and
an aeroplane act as signal relays. During the mountain stages these are supplemented by a second Wescamhelicopter and an aeroplane with additional
video equipment.
Signals from the mobile units were
received by two trucks, one positioned
along the route. the other at the finish
line of the stage being covered. Also at
the finish was a digital production truck,
equipped with five cameras. a super
slow -motion camera. and three slo-mo
video units, among other gear.
France Television assembled its main
feed in SFP's digital scanner, offering
four lightweight cameras and a further
portable unit, with a crew of four camera operators. plus a remote control
camera. Other equipment included a
4- channel Profile hard -disk playerrecorder, often used for replays and slomo, and six Betacam video tape
machines. Full editing facilities were
provided on site. with a multifunction
truck for postproduction and archiving
of the hundreds of tapes used during
the course of the three week production. Two vehicles were also used for
electronic newsgathering purposes. one
to carry video tapes around. the other

seas broadcasters ( more romantically
known as TV etra, {t;eres in French) and
an edit van.
The French passion for le Tour may
not be matched in all European countries, but there is always intense interest from TV ete,ç,cres if any of their
country's riders are in with a chance.
After his win last year, an Ullrich of German', and his Deutsche Telecom team.
was the focus of attention for his country's broadcasters. Saarland broadcaster
ARD, which was additionally sponsoring lillrich's team, contracted an independent facilities company-which. for
reasons that have not been made clear,
cannot he named -to provide specific
coverage, opting for the digital route to
maintain quality through the number
of different tape passes that occur on a
production of this nature.
Pool pictures and sound were
received from France Television and
loaded onto a Sony Betacam SX DNWA100 hybrid recorder, equipped with
an additional six hours storage time.
The anonymous scanner company provided two mobiles. between them
offering 11VE -910 and BVE -1000 editing systems. five DigiBeta DVW-A 500
machines. the DNW -A 100, three DigiBeta machines.
Ullrich did not fully repay this attention, coming in second to Marco Pantani, the first Italian in 33 years to win
the Tour. Generally considered the hest
rider never to have won a major tournament, the distinctively shaven headed Pantani should have been the
only true story of this year's Tour de
France. Regrettably it became about a
tawdry drugs scandal as French police
heavy handedly raided the bases of
leading teams. causing the other riders
to stop racing and sit in the road in
protest. It is unfi)rtun:tte that the abiding TV image of this year's Grande
Boucle will not he Pantani and his team
mates with their triumphantly blond
dyed hair (or goatee beard in the winner's case) but a mass of sullen cyclists
riding very slowly through France.

to ferry the journalists covering the story
from place to place.
WITH ALL host broadcaster
productions, the signal produced centrally is then made
available to the rights holders, who are
provided with facilities to cult( muse the
As

coverage for their own purposes. 'These
were supplied under the auspices (If the
EBIi Eurovision service and included a
truck with 16 commentator positions,
ENG equipment for use h\ the m,r-
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'COMPRESSION' is a feedback gain control in the sidechain. It amplifies a bandpass

filtered mixed signal from the left and right inputs and drives This into a precision
full wave rectifier and integrator. The resultant voltage is time controlled by a
complex non-linear attack and release circuit and provides the voltage drive to a
servo LED driver which punches current into a pair of LED/light resistor gain cells.
The cells are activated and reduce the gain in the audio path according to yet
another non -linear characteristic. The resulting compression is the awesome
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All of our products perform
brilliantly in any language.
The world's next
reel-to -reel recorder.

Short/cut Editor
Fast and easy enough tier on -air use, Short /cut
the perfect replacement for generations of
reel -to-reel tape recorders. It delivers hard -disk
storage, plus fast cut and paste waveform editing.
Add an optional Zip drive for low -cost copies.
Whether you're on -air, in production, or on the
road, Short /cut performs great edits in any language.
is

The voice of master control
around the globe.
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Instant Replay 2.0
NEW

SCSI port supports external disk
drives for expanded storage capacity. Choose
linear or Dolby` AC -2 recording format.

Instant Replay puts a thousand audio clips right
at your fingertips. Sound effects, music, station
ID's - up to 24 hours of your greatest material.
And with 50 Hot -Keys, you can make your shows
as spontaneous as you'd like. Instant Replay is
fast, easy to use and a world of fun. That's why
you'll hear it on number one talk shows and live
broadcasts all around the world.

DigiCart / II Plus
DigiCart/II Plus stores 50 hours of audio on hard disk,
and includes a built -in Zip-drive. It offers your choice
of linear or Dolby 'AC-2 recording, with precise editing
and powerful playlisting capabilities. All the reliability
that has made DigiCart the standard for analog cart
replacement around the world, and a great price too.

Instant sound effects.
Instant music. A world of fun.
Instant Replay
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We speak your language.
Call a 360 Systems distributor for a demonstration of any of our
products. For our International Distributor List please visit our website.

Corporate Office
Website: www..4.0systems.com / e -mail: info@{e,'systems.com

Europe
e -mail:

© 1997 -360 Systems

pjlee @uorldonline.nl

PROFESSIONAL DIGITAL AUDIO

VISIT US AT IBC BOOTH 9.230

Sound Advice for
Beautiful Digital Audio

Complementing the
outstanding range of
broadcast video
products from Leitch:
Digital Glue now
offers AES/EBU
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Distribution

Digital Glue

Routing

Proctor Lion Products

LEITCHENGINEERING
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digital audio
distribution, audio
synchronisation,
audio multiplexing
and a full range of
precision converters
Leitch analogue and
digital AES/EBU
digital audio routing
from 2x1 to 128x128
providing low cost
monitoring routers to
fully integrated
control systems
Latest digital server
technology from
ASC. The VR300
now offers AES/EBU
digital audio to
complement up to 24
channels of video,
sharing 96 hours of
Fibre Channel
storage
Leitch audio products,
that's sound advice.
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Brazil +55111)867-0218

Aerial warfare
long time in
broadcasting. particularly in digital radio. In March, S'indio.Suuud
examined the background anal current
status of digital audio broadcasting
(DAB) worlwide, coming to the conclusion that. although the technology
was in place. the format was still a long
way from general acceptance. or even
understanding. by the listeners until
suitable. all( tellable receivers carne onto
the market. In -car digital radios started
to appear at the end of August. with the
promise of hi -li units. Walkman,. and
PC -plug -ins for the end of the year.
Just to prove that broadcasters have
driven things all along, adoption
is increasing around the world, while
countries w it h services arc seeing them
develop and expand.
The big breakthrough of the last six
months has been the eventual appearance of digital radio receivers. Previews
were given in Germany and the UK dur
ing July. with the BBC hosting a reception to introduce five in -car units. The
or of radio, Matthew
Corporation's director
Bannister. commented: The BBC was
founded in 1922 by six radio manufacturers who wanted to develop some
programmies to be heard on their cutting -edge wireless technology. \\e are
here today with five radio manufacturers to celebrate another leap forward
for the medium.'
Bosch- Blaupunkt, Clarion, Grundig.
Kenwood and Pioneer were the manufacturers present: the new units range
in price from Al. t99 to £1099 (11K), with
further developments to dome. Bosch
SIX MONTHS is a

-

has produced

a

prototype miniDAB

portable radio. a PCMCIA receiver and
a PCI plug -in card: a low -cost PC digital radio has also been announced by
l'K company. RadioScape, with demodulation and decoding software running
on Windows 95 and Ni.
With the BBC's pilot service now established. the Corporation announced plans
for other pro),grunming to join Radios 1.
2. 3, .i and 5 Live. BBC Parliament and
BBC 5 Live Sports Plus on its multiplex.
This will be pilot schemes based around
the BBC's extensive rock and pop
archive,

'

a

travel data service and a nation-

wide version of the BBC Asian network,
which is currently confined to the Midlands region of England) on analogue.
The 11K commercial sector is similarly
moving ahead). The Radio Authority.
which licences and regulates independent radio, advertised) the licence for a
single national commercial multiplex
earlier this year, receiving an application from Digital One, a consortium
owned by G\\'R I )igita Radio. NTI. DigI
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ital Radio and Talk Radio UK. Local
intends to be transmitting news, education and entertainment to 4.6bn peomultiplex licences will be advertised
once the mix of programming on the
ple within its three network markets.
In the I'ti. the Federal Communicanational multiplex has been detertions Commission held an auction in
mined: Digital One is proposing a 24April of last year for what it calls satelhour classic rock station, a rolling news
lite digital audio radio services (OARS).
service. a dedicated sports channel, plus
The sale raised S I -3.2nì for two
teenage -style programming, hookslicences, which were :awarded to Sateldrama- comedy and club dance music.
lite CD Radio and American Mobile
A focus for progress so far in DAB was
Radio Corporation. However. the terthe Radio Academy Festival, held in
Birmingham towards the end of July.
restrial situation in North America :5
confused. While Canadian broadcasters
Here the BBC gave the first ever live
have enthusiastically adopted Eureka
transmission of a multimedia radio musk'
t,. with CBC intending to cover 75%
programme, plus airing two other shows
of the population over the next five
made specifically for the new format.
years, the US is moving towards the inEureka 147 is being used by the majorband on channel (IBOC) system.
ity of countries establishing digital radio
Although Eureka 147 performed better
networks. The UK's fellow pioneer.
in laboratory and field tests, the NAB
Sweden, estimated that 75% of the popopposes its adoption. citing lack of new
ulation would be able to receive its
spectrum, a dislike of sharing transmi:national services, with 55% having access
ters in the multiplex and concerns over
to regional services, which also offer
new competition.
private broadcasters. Germany has more
At the BBC brunch in July, there was
than 200 DAB transmitters, while France
solidarity from broadcaster and manuis catching up, with public broadcaster
facturers. but there is still the acknowlTDF running an 8- programme multiplex.
edgement that more, varied receivers
which additionally carries five comneed to come onto the
mercial services. NRJ is
market and at prices that
also running a service, The delicate
will encourage listeners
while the TDF Networks,
to move to digital.
run by Radio France and relationship
other companies, is offer- between operating
Although digital radio
is seen as a way to free
ing multimedia output.
up existing analogue
During the \\orld Cup, radio stations and
spectrum, there is still
transmitters and receivers
the take -up
the question of where to
were available in three
'park' the multiplexes.
major towns, covering domestic receivers
At present, most coun20m people.
tries have chosen the LOther European coun- holds the future
hand for digital radio
tries are at different stages digital radio in its
but there is an on- going;
of development. but all
discussion as to whether
have some digital radio sway. Kevin
the FM spectrum should
itinerary planned. The
paints the global
be used for the purpose
Australian government
once simulcasting is no
has said that services will digital radio picture
longer necessary. In a
start in January 2001,
recent speech, Sir Peter Gibbings, chairRadio Television Hong Kong was due
man of the Radio Authority, encourto launch a test service in August. and
aged European manufacturers to 'seize
All India has a test system in Delhi and
the opportunity that this new technolis looking into satellite distribution.
ogy offers', adding, 'we also hope that
WorldSpace Corporation. founded by
every effort can be made to ensure that
Noah Samara, formerly a senior adviser
more frequency spectrum is made
to the iTt1 on global business and reguavailable, both in the L -hand and Band
latory matters for mobile and portable
Ill. to allow the RA to offer the prospect
communications, is pushing ahead with
of local digital radio in all localities
plans for global digital sound broadacross the
casting, based around three satellites.
As receivers appear in shops. it is up
The first of these. Afrititar, is set for launch
to market forces, led by how broadin October and will cover the majority of
casters and manufacturers promote the
Africa using three beams. AsiaStar and
technology and its benefits, to decide
AmeriStar are clue to launch in the first
whether digital radio will be an instant
half of 1999 and will transmit to India,
hit or not. Ultimately there is no other
China and South -East Asia; Mexico and
choice, but everything needs a good
Central and Latin America respectively.
start in lie.
By the end of next year WorldSpace
1
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Zephyr Is Everywhere
Look around. Everyday, there are more signs that Zephyr

is

broadcasts or linking up with other studios, there's never been

a

mixing and broadcasts,

everywhere. So, if you've ever thought about remote

The ideal solution for remote

better time to act than now. Zephyr has quickly become

ad hoc networks, recording sessions, voiceavers,

distribution of commercials, backup to satellite and

the standard, with many thousands already in use.

microwave links, and many other applications.
Zephyr

is

number one among radio stations and studios. It is the best sounding, lowest cost way to send high -quality audio
Designed by Telos specifically for broadcast audio

over ISDN. Once programmed, anyone can Auto Dial ISDN calls. Not sure what to do next? Press the help button for

applications over ISDN.

simple instructions.
Zephyr

is

full -duplex for two -way transmission. And you don't have to worry about what codec

is

on the other side

Optional

- with

AES /EBU

digital audio input /output module

with sample rate conversion.

Loyer 3, Layer 2, and G.722, Zephyr can adapt to any place you want to send your audio. With Zephyr, the whole

Clean, uncluttered front panel for simple operation.

country-even the world -is your studio. Just look for the signs...

Full metering, call duration timer, headphone jack,

and mic /line inputs.
Built -in input protection limiter. When your talent
screams, your audio doesn't distort.

Zephyr has an integrated ISDN terminal adapter
designed for the non -technical operator. You can
even place

a

standard voice -grade call to

a

Plain

Old Telephone Service (POTS) telephone.

Best 14ay to Hearfrom There

Telos Zep

PRECO

Preco (Broadcast Systems) Ltd..
3 Four Seasons Crescent. Kimpton Road. Sutton. Surrey SM3

Tel (44) (0) t81- 644 -4447 Fax: (44) (0)181- 644-0474
E -mail: sales @ preco co.uk Websde:

http:.twww.preco.co.uk
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EXCELLENCE IN PROFESSIONAL AUDIO
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-Mail: info @telos -systems.com
http: / /www.telos- systems.com

PRECO: Your Telos Systems dealer for the United Kingdom
Telos Systems, the Telos logo, Zephyr, and The Best

Way

To Hear From There are trademarks of TLS

Corp. Other trademarks are the property of their respective holders

AVENUE, CLEVELAND, OHIO 44114 USA TEL:+ 1.216.241.7225 FAX: +1.216.241.4103 E -MAIL: INFO,a2ZEPHYR.COM
TELOS EUROPE JOHANISTR. 6 D 85354 FREISING GERMANY TEL: +49.8161.42467 FAX: +49.8161.42402 E -MAIL: EUROPE(wZEPHYR.COM
WORLD WIDE WEB http: /)www.zephyr.com http:l /www.audioactive.com http: /laudiolounge.corn http: / /www.nogrunge.com
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Risking a new digital console
a

for an exacting

prestigious opera production, finds Tim
THERE IS ANOTHER WAY to consider the music accompanying an
opera: as the precursor to the fi Iro

soundtrack

currently preoccupying
many record -company marketing strategists. Except that opera recordings make
soundtracks look sick in just about every
respect. troni musical merit to shelf-life.
That opera continues to enjoy the status of high art that it has held since its
inception around the close of 16th century is in no doubt. Certainly, it remains
classical music's 'greatest and most
attractive challenge' according to 71

Oxford I)ictiouart' of Music-and an
evening at any of the world's premier
opera venues does much to sustain its
elitist image. What opera's critics consistently fail to realise, however, is that
it shares production values as high not
only as a modern music concert, but as
a Hollywood movie.
The days of theatre 'flats' and languorous scene changes have given way
to ingenious sets given to a level of historical accuracy unknown to early
opera -goers. Lighting effects have
grown in sophistication to challenge
today's rock circus. and opera's sloping stages offer its audience unobstructed views that would he envied by
the first 30 rows of the average stadium
gig. Opera broadcasts, meanwhile, are
regarded around the world as one of
the most exacting tests of audio quality
and expertise, while its recordings are
preparing to show other musical genres- including modern film soundtracks -the way forward with surround capable delivery formats.
A recent season at Britain's prestigious
Glyndebourne Festival Opera managed
to involve not only a new production
of its second ever opera -Mozart's Cosi
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live broadcast and surround recording

Goodyer

of

back stage at Glyndebourne

Jim mite. first performed in May 1934
-but the first broadcast use of a Sound-

the strings. R Ks t m the woodwind and
large-diaphragm \eumanns on the cel-

tracs I)PC -11 digital console.

los. Rose -whose last encounter with

Taking a diversion between Glyndebourne's car park and auditorium for
the subsequent production of Verdi's
Simon Boccauc;;ra reveals a collection
of trucks housing the broadcasters
including the Visions scanner, NHK's
satellite ops centre and the Soundmoves
audio mobile. Inside the latter. audio
director John Middleton, sound supervisor Andy Rose, and Soundmoves
owner and engineer Steve Williams.
have forsaken the evening's sunshine
in the interests of meeting the audio
brief. The barely finished mobile contains only the third DPC -11, and has cut
its teeth on an earlier production of
Mozart's Rodeliucla. The project is so
demanding that Soundtracs Todd \\clIs
had earlier considered it to be he\ and
the capabilities of the desk, but \\'iI tams
confidence won the clay, and Soundmoves is again ready to provide 24 -bit
audio for live television broadcast to
Japan, the recording for Channel 4 TV
to be broadcast two clays later, and a
digital 5.1- channel surround mix for
later DVD release. To further complicate matters, while NHK is working to
a -20d13FS OdRm reference, Channel t
is working to -18cIBFS.
Inside the 800 -seat auditorium
(increased in two stages from its original capacity of 300). John Gunter's set
depicting 14th century Genoa occupies
the vertical space between the London
Philharmonic Orchestra and the super titles for those whose Italian is \\ ant ing. Neumann KM 140 microphones are
arrayed across the front of the stage with
more down each side and oat- stage. In
the orchestra pit there are Schoeps on

this particular opera was recording Kiri
Ti K:tt t a's performance at London's
Royal Festival Hall some 10 years
hack- describes it as all pretty standard, really'. with the exception oft hree
radio mics hidden in a table in the wings.
'Where Boccanegra sits at the end of
Act you can't see the mics,' he elaborates, 'and if you can't see the mics there's
no pick up at all. so we got Glyndebourne to cut a hole in the table and in
their very expensive table cloth and
mounted three radio mics in the table.'
The total of 59 mic feeds arrive at the
console :as 24-bit digital signals and are
treated, subgrouped, and routed to a
pair of Sony 33481IR DASH machines
before reappearing on over 100 monitor faders for the NHK nix. In addition,
16 further tracks of 1)A -88 running at
24 bits take care of the overflow from
the 33 t811Rs and a 'virtual' 48-track
macle up of Tascam DA -88s :uul Sony
PCM800s offers a 16-bit safety recording. John Middleton takes care of the
orchestral mix on the left -hand side of
the desk ('so he can tickle in an oboe
solo if he wants...) and Andy Rose takes
care of the on -stage and oft-stage mics
on the right. Their moves are exhaustively rehearsed as the Hi -8 machines
have been put to goocl use prior to going
on -air.
The key to this is lots of rehearsing
otherwise all you can do is get a general sound.' Rose explains. _john and
I don't gu for a general "put some stereo
mics up, add a bit of orchestra and a bit
of stage ", we go for a tighter, clearer
sound. The only thing is that when it
goes wrong. it goes spectacularly >

-

o

I

1
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< wrong.

It you put up half a dozen
mics for a general sound that's pretty
much your balance. But its pretty wishywashy. So we go for a tighter sound,
but you have to work at rehearsing to
get it right.
To do that, the whole thing is
recorded to the DA -88s and the desk is
arranged so that the faders look at the
tape machines-there may be some
suhmix further up the line feeding one
track, but at the end of the day you can
spin the tape hack and you've effectively got the saine control as if they are
playing live. Although we've only got
two performances to work with, we
spend a couple of days playing the tape

back to picture and rehearsing our
moves. As you can appreciate, if someone moves across the front of the stage.
you've got to adjust the levels very
quickly and there may he a series of
moves that take half an hour to rehearse.
John and I have our own phraseology
and he can call out the cue for a setup
and I'll know exactly what to do.'
'We wanted to do our postproduction
in the same way as video postproduction,' Williams adds. 'That is, rehearse
with an off-line mix using the cheaper
Tascams and then bring in the 3348s to
record and do the postproduction at
24 hits using the settings in automation
in the desk and SADiE. You then end
up with a 24 -hit mixed and edited master having used the 3348s for a considerably shorter time at lesser cost.'
THE OPERATION is so polished
that it is easy to overlook its pio-

neering nature. For the earlier
Rodeliuda, a 16 -fader demonstration
DPC -Il with the sanie processing power
and number of channels sat in the trailer
next to the live desk. It would have
meant that the orchestral mix would
have remained static and we would
have a limited amount of mixing on the
stage mies,' Williams comments, but it
might have saved the day. Had it not,
an unused Calrec console in one of the
TV scanners was paralleled of the analogue outputs from one of the 3348HRs.
106

'l'oday the Calrec policy prevails, but the
second digital console has gone -the
stability of the DPC -ll having pleasantly

surprised all concerned.
'We considered all the big players,'
says Williams of the choice of the desk.
'We had a long hard look at the Sony
Oxford and it wasn't suitable for our line
of work; we also took a look at the SSL.
AMS Neve and Studer D950 desks. :ill
of which were either grossly
over -engineered and gr( >ss1\
over our budget, and in some
cases the technology wasn't
the latest as it is with the DPC iI. I have to say that Sound -

to handle those.'
The stereo mix is then relayed back
onto DigiBeta as a wide dynamic and
compressed using a tc electronic M5000.
'Although NVC have no contract to do
the production in 5.1 for DVD, they are
prepared to spend money on things like
the HR machines,' Rose adds in obvious
appreciation. 'The extra cost to do 5.1
as we're doing it this time is not a lot
where going hack and doing it all again
would obviously be a lot of money.'
On the details of the mix, he opens:
'It seems to me that the rules are that
there are no rules. i have four mics at
the hack of the hall to drive the rear
speakers and we add a bit of orchestral
reverb to taste. Most of the reverb goes
to the front, but a hit of that and the
sanie with the voice went to the back.
'In this opera there is quite a hit of
off-stage stuff-trumpet, choir, percus-

sion, various things -and depending
on what is appropriate. we make them
start at, say. rear right and what you'll
hear is them effectively walking down
to the front right and then they appear
on stage.'
'With a lot of off-stage activity, you can
maintain stereo compatibility and simul-

tracs have got it right; you can
have the best sound and the

best technology under the
bonnet, but it's also about
how you use it. From an engineering point of view. we can
make it do what we want
very quickly and easily, and
from an operator's point of
view, within about two hours somebody who's never seen the console can
do basic input selection, routeing, panning, EQ and mixing with no problems

taneously make something move from
the rear right to the front left with the
DPC -II,' Williams adds. 'And those moves
are very easy to accomplish and it's all
at all.'
recorded and edited against time code.'
Posting Simon Boc'cauegra involves
'The centre speaker took a little bit of
taking the mobile back to Soundmoves' getting used to,' Rose continues 'And
Surrey base and moving the console and
we won't use the sixth channel at all.
monitoring into a more spacious room. At one point we fancied using it for
'The postproduction requirements are
some of the off -stage stuff or telling peothat the mix produced on the day is used
ple on the sleeve that the sixth speaker
should he hung off the ceilas a guide for the NVC Arts
video people and John
ing or something, but it's a
Soundm oves,
bit crazy to do that really.
Middleton to make a de
The Oaks, Cross Lan
sion as to which is the I).,
If we had a cannon then I
Surrey
think
I'd have taken the
performance or which Smallfield,
RH6 9SA, UK.
bottom end of that to the
parts are the best from the Tel: +4441 342 8441
we've
two
nights
sixth channel -it's film
±444 1342 8
Williams
stuff really. But there are
recorded.'
Ask
eras that have gunshots and things,
explains. They make an editori:u deciso I'm sure it'll come.'
sion about cutting the pictures together
With the broadcasts out of the way
to produce the international video
release. and that comes hack to us as
and a completed 5- channel mix ready
an El)I, and we produce the audio nix.
for marketing, Middleton and Rose can
rest assured of having maintained Glyn That was clone using the desk straight
into a SADiE 24 -96 system to give both
dehourne's reputation for artistic excelthe stereo format and the 5.1 format
lence and Williams can he confident of
-we have both sets of monitors set up his new mobile's viability.
i
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If you thìnk all CD-R media
are the same, think ajain.

(Yes, they're real fiscs. The upper surface of each disc was cleaned for the same length of time with a lint -free cloth
soaked in 91% isop-opyl alcohol -a recommended cleaning technique for CD -R media. Ours, of course, is on the right.)

FRIGHTENING,

ISN'T

IT!

Your CD -R master could
be reduced to a pile of gold
dust, leaving a transparent
disc, as the reflective layer
and dye is rubbed off-and all
this while using an approved

cleaner!
The simple act of wiping off a
fingerprint could result in the

catastrophic failure of some
media, such as the disc on
the left.
And all because, despite the
tens of thousands it cost you in
studio time, you skimped when
it came to the master CD -R.
CD -R

pennies, and
now your master is lost forever.
Is that false economy, or what?
Here at Apogee, we understand the technology of CD -R.
You should too... because not
all CD -R media are the same.
Our discs may sometimes cost
a little more-but in the long
run, isn't your master worth "a
little more "?
Your most valuable recordings deserve the Apogee treatment we care as much about
your masters as you do.
Apogee digital media. Ask for
us by name.
You saved a few

-

,rimr.r.Trilorrirr,
© Gold phthalocyanine dye layer: proven to
be more durable than green cyanine or
blue a¢o dyes *.
© Significantly lower Block Error Rates

o Archie

o

o

o

lice in excess

of 100 years

compared to 25 years for green discs *.
Two reflective layer options:
I GOLD-The longest life of any CD -R
on the market. Ideal for archiving;
I SILVER-Highest output for lowest
error rates. Ideal for mastering
applications.
Unique DataSaver and new mirror -smooth
Datasaver II resin films shield the reflective and dye layers from damage, protecting the disc from handling, solvents, markers and labels (unlike the disc on the left).
Higher reflectivity means higher output:
CD- writer laser power is reduced for
longer operating life of your mastering
system.

T:5

Ó U§E
DIG TAL AUDIO

Underctanding
DIGITAL MEDIA
PRODUCTS
APOGEE ELECTRONICS CORPORATION,

Tel:

3145 Donald Douglas Loop South, Santa Monica, California 90405, USA.

+1310/915.1000 Fax: +1310/391.6262. Find our international dealers on the Web: wwwapogeedigital.com or Email: info@apogeedigital.com.
Apogee

is a

registered trademark of Apogee Electroncs Corporation. Other trademarks are the property of their respective owners. 'Measured in artificial aging tests.

modern Odyssey, the story of Athen's Concert Hall is a voyage
-of acversity and achievement. Caroliñe Moss hitches a ride -

Like

a

THE STORY behind the Megaron
Concert Hall in Athens has all the
elements of an his-oric:tl saga.
The impressive world -c as Venue,
which incorporates an innovative
recording centre. stems from a concept
originated in the 1950s by the cultural
group Friends of Music, which began
raising money for Athens' own concert
hall. Construction began in the 1970s
but suffered severe setbacks when funding ran out. In March
1991, after 15 years of sitting empty. the Megaron
opened with its first

performance following
government and private
fund- raising efforts, and
the huge edifice is now
established as a symbol
of the country's musical
heritage.
Headed by president
Christos D Lambrakis.
the Megaron is a joint
venture between the
Greek government and
the private sector Fric

of Music. It is a \.,-,
complex connected by
labyrinthine corridors: a
beehive of enterprise
108

emplc ying around 250 full -time tnt nibers cf staff. To give some idea of _he

venues turnover. between Octo,er
1997 and June 1998 over 250 ev_nts
were hosted. including musical perkormanees, conventions and seminars.

longest- running musical event will be
stagec for an absolute maximum of
seven nights. with particularly sucu-ssful productions brought back for
another run at the end of the season.

of this was last October's
production of Gluck's opera ()Thetis
und /:in-idicewhich was restaged at the
beginning of June for an extra four
shows. when it was shot for video. The
hall is also used for TV production,
such as a recent LWT programme about
John Taverner which was filmed in the
An example

large hall using Megaron's in-house
orchestra Le Camerata, with extra
footage shot all around the building.
The Megaron boasts two
concert halls -the 1,961 seater Hall of the Friends of
Music and the +56 capacity
Dimitris Mitropoulos Hall
-as well as a dedicated
recording area, a control
room installed with the
third AMS Neve Capricorn
digital console off the production line. machine room
and editing suite.
The Hall of the Friends
of Music has an overall volume of 19.40Oni3 with a
ceiling height above the
stage of 13m, an orchestra
pit that can accommodate
up to 100 people and room
behind on three separate
tiers for a 100 -piece choir.
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Mounted at the hack of the stage
is the Nlais church organ with a
total of 6,080 pipes. The hall's
revert) time is 2.2s when empty,
1.8s when full, and 1.3s when
modified for opera. Acoustics
can he changed by means of
moving roof, stage and balcony
elements, slaking the hall suitable for a wide range of nuisical performances which encompass symphonies. chamber
orchestra. lyrical performances,
jazz and opera. 'l'he smaller
Dimitris Mitropoulos hall has a
volume of 3,34011411 with an over roof height of 7.2-+m and revert)
times of 1.3s when the hall is
empty and 1.1s when full.
It had long been intended that
Megaron should have its own recording facilities. and when the time came
for its design and construction somebody with a comprehensive knowledge
of acoustics. electronics and the studio
world was required to oversee the project. The ideal candidate was Nikos
Espialidis, who had been been working as a freelance recording, PA and
broadcast engineer, having returned
from overseas where he'd studied electronics in London and recording at Full
Sail College and Centre for Media and
Arts in the States. Apart from being
instrumental in planning the studio's
design and construction and selecting
the equipment. he now runs the studio's
daily operations and participates as an
engineer on many of the recording projects. He joined Megaron in 1990, less
than six months before the venue's pro jected opening the following spring.
One of his most pioneering moves was
to consider digital console technology,
choosing the brand new Neve Capricorn as the studio's desk.
Explaining his decision to install the
Capricorn, a 198 -input, 80-output version MADI delay unit, Espialidis says: 'I
had faith in Neve and decided to go with
this new console despite worldwide
scepticism regarding digital technol-

polyurethane diffusers. All the
equipment installation and
wiring was handled by Elliott
Brothers, and was carried out
under main designer Andrew
Riley. The company was also
responsible for the adjacent
machine room equipped with
systems for controlling air conventilation and
ditioning,

ogy.' The desk \\.0 selected after a
lengthy assessment period to determine
whether digital or analogue would he
the was' forward for \legaron. This
involved <t. \eral isits to studios in Gerand the Netherlands to
many, the t
see analogue and digital technology in
use. An important visit was to B:tyerischer Rundfunk. a typicall cl :t.sic :l
setup which had been using a \e e
DSP 2 digital desk fora number of ears
It was this visit that finally persuaded
Espialidis to accept digital technology.
AI.ONGSII)F the Capricorn, Espi-

tlidis chose to install an Otar:
í)7R 900 II and Studer D-820-24
digital multitracks: a Studer A820
24- track analogue multitrack with
Dolby SR, a Sony PCM 9000 24 -bit MO
recorder, Sony PCM 7050 DAT units.::
Sony PCM. 3402 DASH recorder and
Studer A820 _inch, 2 -track analogue
machine with Dolby SR. Monitoring is
via PMC 1113.\15 XIII) speakers with A TC
electronic crossovers and drivers. and
there is a wide selection of outboard
and peripheral equipment. The control
room, which floats on a sprung f:oor, is
a totally symmetrical design in the form
of a pentagon to provide good stereo
imaging. with wall surfaces lined by
r

humidity. maintaining the array
of racks for the Capricorn
together with all recording
devices in optimum conditions.
Apart from being used to
record music played in the
Megaron's two halls, the studio
also has its own recording area
which at 30m2 can accotnniodate small ensembles and solo
musicians to record under controlled
conditions. This was built in a space
originally earmarked for the air conditioning system. 'it took almost two years
to convince the powers that he that we
needed something next to the control
room for overdubs and other recording
projects.' says Espialidis.
The recording area was designed by
Munich acoustic design consultancy
Müller to provide controlled acoustics
in the small area by means of RPG diffusers covering four of the room's corners and foam polyurethane diffusers
on the ceiling. 'They were used to
designing large rooms, so it was a learning curve for them, and they managed
to get it right.' says Espialidis. The
acoustic behaviour of the room can be
adjusted by means of rotating reflectors.
solid vertical panels which can convert
the recording room from a dead area
with a revert) time of 0.22s to a mom
with up to 0.+s revert) time, and which
virtually behaves as a larger space. This
is vital for the wide range of recordings
undertaken by Megaron, allowing anything from the sound of a classical concert being played in a hall to suitable
acoustics for Greek folk music which is
traditionally played outdoors.
'We're always busy with lots of very >

'We've tried to change the traditional
way of recording. whereby the studio
is in use 24 hours a day,' he says. The
we do in the recording studio-we have recording studio is a technical facility
to set it up completely differently each
and we need to stick to certain rules to
time. Every day the building
run it.' The two daily sesreinvents itself.'
sions are split roughly
egaron
To adapt to this flexible
between 60% outside pros Sofias Ave 115
schedule the studio runs
jects and 40% in -house
along very tight lines, with 1 Athens Greece
work.
two sessions a day spanning el: 00301 7282209
A further dimension is
00301 7290174
from 10am to 4pm and from
added to the hall's capacities
4pm to 10anm. Espialidis
by its hard disk editing/masworks with a team of six -recording tering suite. Installed with a Sonic Soluengineers Babis Blazoudakis and tions editing system, all productions can
Andreas Mantopoulos; mastering engibe transferred here from the studio for
neer Christos Chadjistamou; assistant final editing. Another major application
engineer Yiorgos Mathioudakis; assis- is Sonic Solutions' NoNoise software
tant Nikos Tsoukas and sales and marwhich is kept busy cleaning up archive
keting manager Rania Georgiou -and
recordings. During my visit, engineer
feels it would be detrimental to allow
Christos Chadjistamou was removing
cluck
clicks, scratches and background noises
the staff to work around
< diverse projects.' says Espialidis.
There just isn't a typical event we stage
here, and the sane goes for the work
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from a recording by classical composer
Yannis Christou which had been made
from old 78rpm records from a 1951
recording at London's Royal Albert Hall.
The master tapes had long since disappeared, and this was the only way of
preparing the material for release.
Another ambitious project was the
retrieval of material from old recordings
made by Greek soprano Jeanette Pilou.
'We had a whole lifetime of her recordings made around the world using all

imaginable formats and methods,'
explains Espialidis. This included a cassette recording made from the rear of a
concert hall in the 1960s. All the recordings were cleaned up. edited and mastered on Sonic Solutions, resulting in a
comprehensive archive of the artist's
recording career. 'From this experiment
we can say that everything can he
retrieved to an acceptable level.' says
Espialidis.
One of the hall's increasingly important roles has been to provide a growing number of Greek artists with the
means to record their work at a comparable level with international standards. Its an opportunity for people
involved in music in Greece to promote
their recording dreams.' muses Espialidis. 'Some of the scores we resurrect
have been gathering dust for years, waiting to see light of day.'
AN EXAMPLE of someone

whose
work has managed to penetrate
the international classical market is composer Thanos Mikroutsikos.
Three of his large -scale orchestral compositions now have a worldwide
release on UK label EMI Classics, and
are available in 167 countries.
'We've been recording artists in this
way for five years now.' says Espialidis.
'I think we've come a long way in this
tine, and have gone some way to promoting classical Greek music internationally.'
This international renown should be
further enhanced by the construction
of a second concert hail behind the
existing one. This will provide two more
halls dedicated to theatrical productions, with another control room and
recording area which this time will be
incorporated into the building's overall
design. The project has just gone out to
tender, and is expected to be complete
by 2001. 'It will run along the same lines
as the existing hall. and will increase
our versatility,' says Espialidis.
This can only be a good thing for
the Greek classical music market and
for visiting artists from all over the
world. Like many good things in life,
the Megaron Athens Concert Hall was
a long time in the making. However,
the end results have been worth it,
providing Greece with its own world class concert venue which is on track
to expand and evolve into the next
millennium.
September 1998
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The rival merits of
competing computer
platforms have proved
contentious to the point
of straining friendships
and stalling business plans.

Martin Polon

draws
the battle lines between
the PC and the Mac
ri jot -GI I MANY in pro -audio
are savvy about computers in
general. and computers in audio
in particular; they are an almost insignificant part of the story. There are many
for whom a 'hard drive' is an well paved
AL

stretch of road leading from avenue to
garage (:t 'soft drive' being made of
gravel ). SiiSimilarly. i 'lb
disk' issomething treated by a stale doctor with the
new wonder drug \ iagra and 'RAM' is
a kind of sheep with large curved horns
And to the same crowd. a 'processor' is
something you use to make go(>se liver
and brandy paste.
More seriously. for many in audio. the
complex and constantly changing w( >rld
of computers is so off- putting that they
simply ignore the new technology. People who change the subject. run to the
bathroom. answer non- existent pager
calls or ignore pertinent conversations
are today's equivalent of those who
could not read IS or 20 years ago and
had to hide it.
F()r our collective benefit. the personal
computer (or PC) was horn as an IBM
project to popularise and enable computing from the h(nile, begun during the
latter half of the I9 -t fs. The software for
the project was eventually contracted
out to a sit):ill firm who produced the
PC's digital operating system (or DOS).
That firm w;I.N Microsoft: the processor
chips caste front a comp:my called Intel
and the rest is. as they say. history. Apple
Computer on the other hand, was started
by Steve lobs and Steve Wozniak in a
garage and the Macintosh (or Mac) later
appeared on the scene in 1984 as the
'peoples c( nnputer.'
The two systems continued to grow
in different directions, with IBM ultimately creating an open system for
which anyone could stake hardware.
while software for Apple's Macintosh
has remained a more closed system for
which hardware was and is limited to
Apple and those companies licensed
by Apple.
Perhaps the first step in making the
two platforms have common elements
was the effort of John Sculley. who was
brought in to head Apple in the mid1980s. who shared Apple's appearance.
GUI and mouse technology with Microsoft as part of a deal between the two
companies. The two platforms have >
>
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The similarities
i HESE ARE elements that the

The differences

two major com-

puting platforms (Apple standard and IBM PC
standard) share more or less in common.
GUI -Graphical User Interface- -has become the
very reason that computing has become successfi
for the masses.You no longer have to enter lines
of code to communicate with a computer. Instead.
you use a mouse on a screen filled with icons and
other similar symbols that represents software
applications. files and other elements of computing
as graphical symbols.There is much evidence that
this technology was the outcome of research
conducted at Xerox Park in Silicon Valley. California
during the early 1980s. Both systems use similar
colour GUI and mouse technology, with slightly
different modes of mouse use and file access.
Hard Drives -Although initially hard drive technology (recording semi- permanently on several
levels of magnetically coated moving metal platte
hermetically sealed with calliper-style heads) was
used differently by the two platforms. drive design
itself has always remained the same and the driv.:
themselves function analogously for each platfor
Today. the drive connection technology (to the
computers internal processor), has flip -flopped so
that IBM PC standard IDE connections are used by
Apple for Macintosh computers (including the new
iMac) and Macintosh standard SCSI connections
are used by larger PCs to access hard drives of
i

r

unusually significant capacityTodaÿs drives range
in size from about 2Gb (2000Mb) to 20Gb or so
(without resorting to RAID drives) on available
systems for both platforms
far cry from early

-a

drives that held 40Mb to I00Mb in the early I99G>
RAID -Redundant -Rapid Array of Independent
Inexpensive Drives.A much used scheme of combining smaller dnves to provide relatively inexpensive high -capacity/highly -protected storage.
RAID uses SCSI connections and is available for
>
both platforms.
-

HE TWO systems have significant differences in
how they are designed and how they operate.
Operating Systems-- -Windows uses an overlay
on an underlying non -graphic system called DOS.
with the exception of Windows NT Win ;ows
93 -98 presents a graphical interface for users and
e now the platform of choice for several successful
audio recording software.Windows NT is the
xofessional version of Microsoft Windows and
n many ways emulates UNIX and other ophistizated languages. Some audio recording software
a ready written forWindows 95 -98 are teirg optimised for porting to NT and some are aiready NT
mady.The Mac OS is a constantly revised operating
system that has hosted audio recording software
s.nce System 7 days nearly 0 years ago. Today, with
tie release of System 8.5. which is optimised to
run on G3 machines, the Mac operating system
provides more processingpower for audo but is
hardware platform limited (slots).
i

I

Hardware -- Windows machines at the top end
of the cost curve come with a large nunzier of
slots for upgrades, support of audio recording, etc.
Macintosh computers have. to some extent, surrendered the computer audio marketplace to Windows machines with the G3 line of computers that
have only 3 PCI slots to start with and two of those
are already occupied with SCSI and video cards.
DOS - - -- Microsoft's Digital Operating System is
the underlying layer of Windows 95 -98 and the
default location users reach after an esf+ec ally
nasty crash. One reason that Windows NT is so
popular for power users is that it does not use the
near 20- year-old DOS.

Pentium -- Optimised to run Windows

operating

systems but will also run alternative operating systems such as the Be and UNIX.The current Intel
chip of choice to power PC computers with its
400MHz clock speed. Expected from Intel are

>

450MHz and 500MHz versions of this chip.

I

I

3

best suited to your needs is an
intensely personal one. So, no matter
how useful and informative this article
has been, it must come down to a careful comparison of your own preferences
as compared with the opportunities
offered by the machines in the Windows
world versus those in the Macintosh universe. The PC today offers far more
value in purchasing a system. There is
a competitive choice among top quality sound recording-editing software for
the PC. PC hardware and software is
leading in the evolution of several categories such as voice recognition.
On the other hand, Macintosh computers are easier to use, easier to reconfigure after a crash, 'wrote the book' on
audio recording and editing and are preferred by studio audio users two to one
at this point in time. New G3 Macs can
supply the six PCI slots needed for most

< continued to evolve; Microsoft mov-

is

ing from DOS through v3.0 to v3.1 and
then into Windows, Windows 95 and
now to Windows 98. On the other track,
the Macintosh became System 7, then
7.5 and 7.6, now System 8 and 8.1 with
System 8.5 due out any day now.
THOSE using the two platforms

have argued the superiority of
one over another for at least 15
years. From the standpoint of the
recording studio user, Macintosh computing had the market pretty much too
itself until the middle of the 1990s. Now,
with a competitive marketplace for
sophisticated recording software on the
PC platform, the two systems have
become evenly matched with the PC
presently pulling slightly ahead, according to some observers.
The final decision on which platform
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The similarities
<

Floppy Drives -Mechanically, like hard dri

-

operation reading and writing with a magnetic head on a coated portable disk
housed in a plastic cover, for either computing plat form.The disks themselves are written (recorded)
and read (played back) using the different format
for each platform, to the approximately one and a
half megabytes of storage available.There are software available to exchange the contents of disks
from the competing platforms/formats.
one time, the monitors used by
Monitors
each platform were not usable by the other platforms computer.Today, however, the use of adapto s
allows Macs to use PC monitors, if desired.There is
usually a price advantage to such a combination.
Internet Browsers -Both the Netscape 4
Communicator and the Microsoft Internet
Explorer 4 are completely compatible on both
platforms-although written in the different and
appropriate code for each platform.They-look.'feel'
and run more or less the same on both the IBM
PC and Macintosh platform.
RAM-At the onset of personal computing, the
Random Access Memory which stores application
software and data in use, was different for each
platform but Mac machines have been engineered
to use more PC compatible (and less expensive)
RAM today.
SCSI -Small Computer System Interface, a connection scheme for external (and sometimes internal) hard drives, scanners. CD -ROM recorders,
other kinds of external storage media and other
peripherals limited to seven devices -all pioneered
by the Macintosh system. SCSI comes in several
Flavours including fast and wide. It can transfer data
at a rate as high as 40Mb per second but in it's
basic form is limited to 5Mb per second. it is also
used via plug -in boards for PC systems needing
larger and faster storage options.
IDE-The basic connection system for drives
used on PCs. IDE stands for Independent Drive
Extension. Macintosh computers are now using
IDE configured hard drives instead of SCSI.
PCI- Personal Computer InterconnectThe new
standard for plug -in boards for both PCs and Macs.
Although boards using the PCI technology are
supposed to be interchangeable for both systems,
in practice the board has to be manufactured for
either PC or Mac at this time. Macintosh computers have switched over to PCI from the earlier
Mac -only NuBus card slots for plug -ins.
ves. virtually identical in

-At

USB- Universal

Systems Bus.A new scheme for
peripheral connectivity (keyboard, mice. hard drives, etc.). USB operates in a low speed mode of
5Mb per second and a high speed mode of I 2Mb
per second. It does not have the cable length, termination and peripheral 'hot- switching' limitations
present in SCSI.AII Macintosh computers from this
point on will be equipped with several USB ports,
beginning with the Mac. New PCs are being
equipped with USB ports as well.

LevelTwo Caches-Memory chips, usually valued at 256Kb, 5 2Kb or Mb that serves to store
I

I

recurring instructions to the processor. Often identified as 'pipeline burst' cache for PCs and as 'backside' cache for Macs. By storing these much used
instructions and supplying them to the processor
chip as needed, overall system speed is enhanced
especially if this L2 cache is mounted near or next
to the processor as the two modes mentioned
above do. Both computing platforms use Level Two
Cache in a similar way.
Modems -Electronic multi -component interfaces
between the computer and the telephone system.
Modems are probably the most 'asexual' component in the entire computer system, determining
their allegiance to Windows or Macs by connectors and lines of software instructing the modem
how to connect.

-
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< Intel -- -The company that

has supplied what
some analysts estimate as 85% of all chips used in
PCs in the last O years. Intel wit provide new
state -of-the-art Merced chips in the year 2000
MI yield speeds approaching 000MHz (I Ghz).
AMD- National-Cyrix - --Alternative PC
processor chip suppliers whose products are
being received favourably by such manufacturers
as Compaq, IBM and Packard Bell -NEC (among
others).AMD's K6 and the National Semiconductor Cynx Media GX are considered by many to big
at least the equal of Intel's current Pentium chips.11
Power PC--- Apple's choice to replace the
Motorola 68000 family of processors that it had
pioneered with the Macintosh, Consider the proc
chip as the engine that powers the computer.
The bigger the processor (engine), the faster the
computer.The very successful switch to the Po
PC was made in the mid- 90s.At least as measu
with benchmarks or measuring points for computer performance, the Power PC processor chip
family has outperformed comparable Pentium
chips optimised for Windows since its inception.
G3, G4-Apple's current and anticipated repla
vent chip for the latest in the family of Power PC
processors.The G4s could reach the one Gigahertz mark- - -- similar to the forthcoming 'Merced'
processor chip family from Intel.
IBM--One of Apple's partners in producing
Power PC chips. IBM is a major captive and merchant chip foundry.Translation: IBM actually produces some of its own chips for its computers.That
something no other US domestic computer
maker can boast IBM also sells chips to other computer makers, such as Apple. Although Apple was.;"
Influential in laying down the original specifications
for the Power PC chip family and supplied staff for
the AIM (Apple. IBM, Motorola) Power PC design
facility in Texas, today the two merchant semiconductor partners (IBM and Motorola) are going it
alone. IBM has built a sustainable business with
Power PC by using it for embedded process con -trol and for it's mid -line minicomputer family. IBM
does not subscribe to the Motorola developed set
of multimedia instructions called Altivech but is
eesponsible for basic improvements in the Power
DC design including the use of copper substrates.
Sound cards--PC computers have until this point
used plug -in sound cards for audio. Macs come with
built-in sound functionality including analogue-todigital and digital -to- analogue chips.There is a
move afoot to put sound functionality on the PC
motherboard, which also houses the processor
MM chips. However. the flexibility to choose y
own sound board ---wrth whatever level of MIDI
and whichever quality of analogue -to- digital conversion one wishes--is very attractive to users.
Copper Chips- --A technology developed by IBM
and others to replace the long used surface or substrate that processor and other chips are 'built' on
from Silicon to CopperThis would improve speed
and all around processor functionality since Cop- ife
per is a far superior conductor. It is expected that
Power PC chips will 'go' Copper much sooner than
Pentiums for the PC.
Cost--There is no real comparison for the PC
versus the Mac platform. Macintosh computers are
at least twice as expensive as comparable PCs.
especially when you add the factors for monitor
and computer speaker systems, which are usually
included with new PCs as is a 'bundled' software
suite (usually absent on new Macs).
Modularity -- -PCs are totally modular Everything
plugs in to the PC's chassis and failure- replacement
generally means upgrading to the latest technology
available for that machine. Macs are not as modular,
and failure/replacement is dependent on Apple
and -or Apple approved third -party vendors who It
refurbish major boards (such as motherboards).
I

I
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audio recording- editing systems via
extender boxes-albeit at a pricey tariff. Many Mac watchers expect a built in six PCI slot G3 or G4 in the future to
accommodate Apple's multimedia.
audio and video customers.
Ultimately, it is for you to find a user
with exactly the platform and configuration you want. Check out his installation either in person or over the Web
or by phone and ask about his or her
experiences and you will have your
answer. How do you find such an installation. Go to your local AES meeting and
ask around. Go to the Internet and ask
on one of the professional audio chat
groups. Put an advertisement in the
want ads in an audio magazine. One
way or another you will connect if you
persevere and then as we say, you shall
have your answer.
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Leading the move into digital radio stations is a move girded
about with promise yet fraught with danger. Tim Goodyer
visits some of those brave enough to accept the challenge
IN RADIO, many commentators
would have us believe that everything is about to change. As digital
broadcasting takes effect, the whole
structure of the industry will he redefined and the pressures on radio stations to reinvent their technical systems
and practices will he irresistible. But
those of us who know just a little hit
more can tell you that it's not true...
That broadcasting is about to undergo
a revolution is indisputable, but what
the less attentive observers have missed
is that in a handful of stations-the smart
ones-many of the changes necessary
to welcome the revolution have already
been made. Take Europe 1 in Paris: the
recent commissioning of its flagship
Coluche studio (named after a famous
French comedian and broadcaster who
began his career at the station and died
tragically in a car crash) marks another
chapter in its ongoing modernisation.
But make no mistake, Europe 1 is no
state- funded indulgence or nationalistic tour de force, it is a private operation thoroughly dependent upon its
commercial success for survival.
In fact, Europe 1 -along with sister
stations Europe 2 and RFS-is one of
three radio stations under the ownership of the Matra group whose other
interests include communications,
116

space, and military technology. Within
the radio group it operates entirely independently, however, running as a fully
manned station all day, every day, and
complementing the predominantly
music output of Europe 2 and RFS with

its mix of news and current affairs programming. Established in 1955 on LW
and moving to FM in 1985, Europe 1
now reaches all the major French cities
and beyond to Algiers in the south and
across the water to London to the
north -where it enjoys the kudos of
being recommended listening for students of the French language.
The three stations share a common
address and 12 studios in central Paris;
although Europe 1's production head,
Olivier Bauchard, is at pains to stress
the independent nature of their day -today running and operation. Europe is
share of the technical resources extends
to four main studios and two production studios; its technical staff numbers
around 20 with a similar number
involved in operations and a further 100
journalists in the newsroom. There is
also an engineering staff that helped
keep the costs of the present work down
to the extent that the only external contractor involved was a wiring company.
The basement of the radio complex
also houses the television studios of Disney Channel France where you can witness the kind of organised chaos that
plagues the average family's Saturday
morning. What is readily apparent from
a tour of the facility is the absence of the
familiar continuity studio-its traditional duties of switching and summing
having been assumed by a powerful
custom analogue switching matrix.
Bauchard identifies the functions of the
matrix as being difficult to achieve with
a digital matrix and that it will be necessary to 'put some intelligence between
the console and the matrix' before it is
possible to take this area of the station's
operation into the digital domain.
The re-opening of the Coluche studio
marks its complete redesign to be a
showcase-the glass walls along one

sick of both control and live rooms
allowing unhindered viewing of its operation without interfering with its working. The refurbishment also sees the
installation of an Amek DMS console
running alongside a Numisys system for
news material, D-cart for advertisements, a 360 Systems Instant Replay for
jingles, three Studer D730 CD machines,
a Studer D780 DAT machine, and two
StuderA80 analogue open -reel machines
for the remainder of the audio playout.
The surface of the console carries no less
than six screen displays accommodating two each for Numisys and D -cart systems as well as one each for the desk's
audio metering, and a phone cueing system. All the screens are flat and output
little heat and EM radiation-all of which
are welcome attributes in a broadcast
control room setting.
The news programming has been prepared in -house by the station's extensive newsgathering and editorial facilities using an Ares system feeding the
Numisys for some time. Similarly D -cart
enabled Europe 1 to be the first commercial station to use digital playout
when it was installed some seven years
ago. The key decision to the refurbishment. therefore, was the choice of console to replace the 16-year -old custom
Digitec desk. The specific decision to
go with a digital console had been taken
by a new management team last year,
bringing the choice down to models
from Amek, Calrec, Seem Audio and SSL
with the time frame between choice and
installation being critical -the selection
process having begun as recently as
September last year.
Subsequently, Bauchard describes
the Studer 950 as having been judged
'very interesting', but too old, and the
941 as being prohibitively expensive.
The high level of flexibility that helped
win the day for the DMS causes Amek's
French distributor, Edge's Jean -Luc
Gerards, to describe it as 'needing specifying before it exists', a description
Bauchard translates as 'future proofing',
either way, the DMS is able to meet the
specific demands of a broadcast installation. The physical size of the console
was, as is often the case, another critical factor, the studio having to accommodate an engineer flanked by a producer and assistant engineer for certain
broadcasts, yet be operable by a lone
engineer for others. Here the small size
of the console monitors and the power
afforded by the DMS's macros have
helped make it possible to bring all the
operational aspects of the control room
into a physically small area.
The installed desk boasts 52 inputs,
40 outputs and in excess of 256 macros
written by Amek to address the station's
specific requirements. The studios' only
complaint about the basic format of the
DMS concerned the limitations of the
metering, as it ordinarily requires the
channel Pl'Ms to he displayed on a
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monitor as one of the desk's operations
pages. Since the operations staff felt it
important to constantly check the signal levels, an additional, dedicated,
metering screen was provided. The Flex ihility offered by the DMS software
'toolkit' is also to he the key to solving
the problems of replacing the old analogue switching matrix with its less
capable digital counterpart. It also offers
the security of being able to adapt the
desk for future applications without the
need to know too accurately what they
might he. In this way a digital console
can begin to address its shorter lifespan
as compared to an analogue

Coluche, therefore, was made doubly
important by the intention to refurbish
Studio 7 in similar fashion later in the
sane year, completing this£0.5m phase
of the modernisation project
figure
Bauchard estimates to be half that of
using a 'traditional', non -digital solution.
Europe 1's third main studio-called
Merlin-presents something of a different challenge, as it will accommodate a
small orchestra and a 30- strong audience. Although Studio 7 is not yet ready
to accommodate it, the second DMS has
been delivered to Europe and is currently being used for testing and also to
train staff of both Coluche
design. Certainly Bauchard is
and Studio 7 in its operation
aware of these considera(following up on the 12 -day
Europe I,
tions and believes that after
course presented by Amek).
28 rue Fran çois er,
So while no decision has yet
10 to 15 years in service the
75008 Pari s, France.
Digitec desks gave a good
been made regarding MerTel: +33 47 231225.
return on the investment.
lin's next desk, it may well
47
Fax: +33
231207.
be that Studio 7's DMS will
And that at around the same
asking price in 1998 as the
play a part in securing an
order for a third similar console.
Digitecs were when new, the Amek
desks potentially represent both a
Of course, it is true that the world of
broadcasting is set to change dramaticheaper and more powerful option.
Control room monitoring in the concally in the coming years. It's simply
trol room is by Genelec by way of that those smart enough and brave
Rogers, JBL and Urei, and is regarded
enough to address the future now stand
by Bauchard as still being not ideal'.
to benefit from those changes and be
The acoustic of the programme room
best placed to move with the developcould also he described as not ideal due
ments that will surely follow. That
to the considerable amount of glass
Europe 1 has adopted such a decisive
along the viewing wall -that it only
stance so early in the days of digital
becomes noticeably reverberant in very
radio is testament to its confidence not
only in the available technology to take
close proximity to the wall itself is, howit into such an uncharted area but also
ever, a tribute to the expertise at work.
'It's the first time in 10 years I've seen
to its own ability to make it work. Best
an acoustician,' comments Bauchard.
of all is the fact that this confidence is
being displayed against the backEurope l's DMS is not the first digital
console to find its way into a French
ground of commercial imperatives that
will punish it severely if it is mistaken.
radio station-the first went to Radio
The confidence of the staff is infectious,
Classic and was followed by Radio
France's SSL Axiom. Intriguingly, it's
however, and a day spent watching
only the first to become operational at
then work and listening to them talk
by a few months as it was
Europe
gives some insight into how they have
secured the support of their managedelivered as one of an almost identical
pair of DMSs.
ment. Other radio stations may he well
The selection of the console for
advised to take note.
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30 years, LA's Village Recorder paralleled the careers of many of the classic artists
who used it, riding the rollercoaster of rock. Dan Daley pays a visit to the once and
future palace of sound and finds a comeback tale worthy of Hollywood
In its

INS'IANTLY

recognisable

mural adorns the entire side of
the Village Recorder's four- storey
studio building in a converted Masonic
Temple on Butler Avenue in west LA.
Painted in 1971 by artist Terry Shuenhoffen, it is the apocalyptic vision of Los
Angeles after the Big One, with the
jagged edge of a freeway leading off
into earthquake- shattered empty space.
The mural, with paint now faded and
barely visible, graced several album
covers and bookplates over the last
three decades. It also serves as a metaphor for what has happened to any
number of classic recording studios that
failed to make the transition from the
astronomical rock 'n' roll budgets in the
sixties, seventies and eighties to the
leaner, meaner streets of the content driven nineties.
Not so for The Village Recorder,
which this year celebrates its 30th year
in continuous operation. The studio,
opened in 1968, has a
client list of classic artists
and records that could
cover yet another side of

from its high point,' saysJelÏ Greenberg,
the studio's CEO for the last four years
and the prime mover of the facility's

tremendous turn -around during that
time. Greenberg was recruited in 1994
by his friend and founder -owner
Geordie Hormel's daughter, Julie, who
was for all intents and purposes raised
in the facility, at one point being
regarded as a 'step -daughter' by Mick
Fleetwood. Hormel and Greenberg
waged a determined battle to reclaim
the the moribund studio from the damage of several previous management
regimes. Hormel was also up against
the studio's acquired collection of pharmaceutically inclined music business
hangers-on, the accumulated detritus of
the excess -laden 1970s and 1980s, when
Village was at its peak, who often simply walked into the building's
labyrinthine concatenation of offices,
studios, hallways and secret Masonic
passages and did unsanctioned husi-

the building, a who's
who array that spans the
modern rock era itself,
including the Eagles,
Eurythmics, Phil Collins,
Bob Dylan, The Allman
Brothers Band, Joni
Mitchell, Sly & The Family Stone, Supertramp,
New Edition, the Rolling
Stones, Tom Petty, Heart,

-a

Rudi Brewer.
But Geordie

Hormel
soon subordinated his
own use of The Village
Recorder -named after
the neighbourhood -to
that of a growing coterie
of young artists that grav-

Fleetwood Mac, ad in-

finittnn (well almost),

through contemporary
stars including Smashing Pumpkins, Cracker,
Sneaker Pimps, Tori
Amos, Fugees and Cowboy Junkies.
Studio A with its
However, The Village
Recorder struggled during the early
1990s, labouring not only under the
tightened studio market of the times but
also from its own legacy as part of that
immoderate and unbridled era. In addition to everything else Los Angeles had
to throw at it, from earthquakes to riots
to immature rockers, The Village passed
through its own near -fatal transition to
adulthood, surviving several treacherous generations of the music business,
some of which had to he literally shown
the door.
'You can say The Village had fallen

Which is precisely what Hormel did,
and quite successfully. Within a few
years of his arrival, he had embarked
on what would become a hugely successful career scoring music for television series such as The Adventures of
Ozzie('-- Harriet, Lassie, Rin Tin Ti,,, The
I )unnchabies, Huckleberry Houndand
The Fugitive. In 1968, he decided to
create what we would now call a project studio in his home
recording
facility for his own use that would give
him greater creative capabilities while
allowing him more control over costs.
A few generations of successful meat
packing had infused him with a higher
degree of business acumen than most
musicians. However, the bankers at the
time had less foresight and instead
advised him to open a commercial studio-but keep in mind that consoles
and tape machines at the time were not
bought off- the -shelf at the local music
store. He agreed and bought the former Masonic Temple. But
he applied the Hormel
business touch to that
transaction, as well -the
building was bought for
$125,000 with no money
down, though Hormel
subsequently pumped in
over $6m in improvements, starting with the
design of Studio A by

vintage Neve 8048

ness of all sorts from within its walls.
Getting rid of that kind of history
allowed Greenberg and Hormel to refocus on what Hormel pere had started
three decades earlier. Geordie Hormel
came to Los Angeles from Minnesota in
the 1950s, the renegade scion of the
Hormel meat family fortune.
'The family didn't like the fact that he
wanted to pursue a career in music
instead of in meat packing,' recalls
Greenberg. 'So he basically had to come
out here and start an entirely new career
for himself from scratch.'

yillage

itated to the studio, including Becker and Fagen of
Steely Dan, who went on
to make classics such as

Pretzel Logic, Can 't Buy a
Thrill and Aja in that studio. Today, it is
equipped with a vintage Neve 8048 (all
of Village's four present rooms are
Neve- equipped) and a pair of Studer
A800s (one of which still has a plaque
affixed that indicates the machine was
built by Willi Studer expressly for Phil
Ramone) and has made records for Dr
Dre, Snoop Doggy Dog, Counting
Crows and the Eagles, who mixed
1996's Hell Freezes Over in Studio A. In
his own words, Hormel explains his philosophy by stating, 'When someone
rents the studio, it's theirs, not mine.
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They own it lock, stock and barrel. Making the artist comfortable in a good positive atmosphere has a lot to do with our
success over the years.'
Brewer built the three succeeding studios over the next decade, and they
reflected their era: none took advantage
of the 20ft ceilings of the original
Masonic Temple, and all still have an
aesthetic that features wood panelling
and trim. While Van Haaf s work has
brought them up to contemporary standards today, the Brewer designs were
perfect for the time and the studio continued adding studios to accommodate
the new business as both rock 'n' roll
and The Village grew in tandem.
These artists tended to hunker down
and stay long -term in the studios, such
as Sly Stone who spent well over a year
making There's a Riot Goin' On in Studio A. The rooms seemed to take on
the character of the artists using them
after a while as Hormel. ever willing to
make his facility as protean as his clientele, listened to their music with as much
a musician's ear as a businessman's eye.
Studio As tight recording room was perfect for the close -in miking of the Steely
Dan Records. ( It was during those years
that Jeff 'Skunk' Baxter, who played so
many of the solos on those records,
eventually decided to move in and set
up his own studio in the building.
A suite of rooms on the third floor is
snaked with wires and its walls lined
with guitars. Baxter's private digs are
mirrored by those of guitarist-auteur
Robbie Roberts(n. whose rooms have
allegedly been seen by fewer than a
dozen people over the years -no one
really knows quite how many-he's
been in the building. A quick peek
authorised by a call by Greenberg to
the sometimes reclusive Robertson
reveals a relaxed parlour -like anteroom
whose walls are lined with his guitars
dating back to The Band. and an equally
informal studio room where much of
his stunning. hypnotic Blue Train album
was conceived and fleshed out on a vintage Neve 8021 desk, a Roland sidecar
mixer and an array of gear and instruments as eclectic as their owner. The
two artists are joined by six -time
Grammy winning engineer Al Schmitt,
who was brought in as consultant for
the renovation period and who also
continues to maintain an office there.)
Studio D has a 72-input VR Legend console fitted with one of the first 8 -bus VSP
surround matrixes. which has been
used on films including Shautsliank
Redemption, Good Will Htntting and
TheX- Files, but its large recording space
still resonates with the beats of Fleetwood Mac's seminal Tusk (for whom
Hormel again modified a studio's design
for the artist) and the Rolling Stones'
classic 'Angie' from Goat's Head Soup.
One large iso booth also serves as a massive echo chamber, adjustable by how
far the door is left open, and whose

-
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zebra wood -lined piano room Stevie
Nicks favoured for her vocals and which
later gave Bruce Hornsby & The Range's
The Way It is a unique sparkle.
In Studio B, built in 1971, where the
recording of Smashing Pumpkins' Mellon Collie & The Inli)i'ite Sadness was
one of the factors in

helping revive Village's fortunes in

others. I don't think you could give a
studio a greater compliment.'
Acids Greenberg, 'The business had
changed and we needed to re- establish
The Village as one of the premier
studios in LA i looked at the physical
of
presentation
the building and
decided it needed

transformation,
from how the outside of the building
son's 1921 Steinway
looked to how
grand sits like an
clients felt when
honoured elder in
they first walked
the small recording
through the door.
room, on the oppoI'le lobby had been
site side of the concool in the sixties,
trol room from the
but with the mix of
lounge, whose ceilclients we were
ing is studded with Studio B with its NeveV R -72
looking for in the nineties we needed
fibre -optic stars. Second floor Studio F's
something different. We went through
lounge, built in 1986, is reputedly where
the complex and literally ripped up the
Eric Clapton penned 'Tears In Heaven'
on an acoustic guitar for the soundtrack
carpets, cleaning and renovating, then
listened to every amp, speaker, wiring
to the film Rush. Since so much of the
original aesthetic remains in place. there
combination and component available
to get the most accurate monitoring.'
is an otherworldliness to the facility, a
sense reinforced by the reputed presGeordie Hormel was always a fan of
technology; The Village was one of the
ence of a bass- playing ghost whom a
first studios ever equipped for 24 -track
few long -time clients have reported.
The renovation of The Village was
recording. was the first studio in Los
undertaken in 1994. Greenberg brought
Angeles to offer 24 -track Dolby capability, and was one of the first facilities
in studio designer Vincent Van Haaf,
whose mandate was to modernise the
to commit to digital recording with the
purchase. in 1984, of three Sony 3324
control rooms but retain their acoustical je ne sais sais (Juui. 'Sono of the
digital nutltitracks. (He was also instrua

1996. Oscar Peter-

rox)ms are not very deep, about 13 feet
or so,' says Van Haaf of the original

designs; although
Studio D's control
room has a depth of
30 feet. 'It would
have been difficult
to have enlarged
most of then. For
instance. Studio .\
control room share.,
an exterior wall with
the post office next
door.' Van Haaf
placed a Hehmholz
resonator on the
rear wall, tuned to
170Hz, to add a
sense of depth to
the room. His most
radical change in all
the control rooms
was to shift low -fre-

quency absorption
from cavities in the

floor

by
made
Brewer to new ones Front and rear view of
in the ceilings, thus maximising the fl(x)r
space of the control rooms.
'The facility has a certain attitude that
affects the artists and producers who
work there.' observes Van Haaf. You
can hear it in the records. think its an
overriding tension created by music and
the environment of the Masonic temple. I've always noticed that records
coining out of there had a feel like no
b

mental in establishing Fairlight sampling
engines to the US during the period.)
Greenberg is committed to continuing
are
that;
plans
already in the drawing stages to turn
second -floor
the
games lounge into a
dedicated 5.1 surround mixing room
designed by Van
Haaf. slated to open
in October featuring
Capricorn console
with wings loaded
with 1081 EQ modGreenberg
ules.
intimates that the
development of this
room is taking place
with more than simply the purchase of
a Neve digital console; it has the
potential
to
Studio D
become, he says. a
showcase room for 5.1 audio mixing
technologies, including Neves. If so, it
would fall in line with a current trench
in the industry that sees surround audio
systems manufacturers teaming with
engineers, producers and facilities to
showcase their wares. such as the pending arrangement in Nashville between
surround scheme DTS on one hand and
mastering engineer Denny Purcell >
II9

< and engineer Chuck Ainlay on the

cess in film and commercial audio for
other to build such a facility jointly.
video, including sound elements for
This room has a lot of potential for
films including Phenomenon, Con Air,
new technologies,' says Greenberg.
Shau chankRedemption, TheMan in the
And the way it's envisioned, it wouldIron Mask, Dead Poets Society, Fried
n't look like most studios. We're keepGreen Tomatoes, The Prince ofTides and
ing the windows in place, for one thing,
The People vs Larry Flynt, and comto change the feel of the room
mercial spots for Reebok,
from a studio into something
AT&T and jack in the Box.
he Village, 1616 Butler
more versatile.'
'This has been an amazvenue,We st Los
Across the hall is the Teming recording space over
geles, C A 90025, US.
ple's original movie theatre
the years,' says Greenberg,
el: +l 310 478 8227.
a huge, but unfinished room
clapping his hands to illusx: +131 0 479 1142.
with a 20ft ceiling-which mail:
trate as he walks through
has been used over the
the room.
ILLAGER EC @aol.co
decades as a recording
The key to making it
workable is how to isolate it, which is
annex, including for the Eurythmics
drum tracks. This room is in the research
something we're researching right now
stages of a complex redesign plan that
with [Van Haafl. We'd have to create a
would make it a large film -scoring stage
room within a room, extending new
that would be used for music sessions,
support columns into the bedrock
as well. (Village has had significant sucbeneath the building. AWhat makes it a
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Bulla (after five years' tenure, he is one

of only two staffers to have been there
longer than Greenberg), whose petite
form underscores her earlier career as
a professional jockey. have worked on
the facility's marketing plan.
'We needed to recreate the culture of
The Village the way it was when
Geordie first started it,' says Bulla. 'If
you were to be here fora few days you'd
see that it truly exists again and it continues to be the basis for how well the
studio had clone for all those years and
how well it's doing again.'
But there are some twists to the studio marketing strategy implemented by
Greenberg, whose ability to think in

Hollywood terms again comes to the

0,0'039 a,S

N

bit more tricky is that we have to be able
to isolate the room from the other studios downstairs even during the construction phase.'
While the technology is being
updated and the aesthetics polished up,
Greenberg and studio manager Robin

dIGITAL POT

Need to do a smooth manual
fade on your workstation? Or
maybe you need to ride gain
on a digital source. Perhaps you
need to pan or swap channels
in an AES /EBU pair. The
Graham -Patten DFADE -2 may
be just what you're looking for.
It's a two channel remotely
controllable digital fader and
channel swapper. Housed in a
compact, rugged aluminum
enclosure, it's ideal for studio
or field use.

is part of the
SoundPals'" family, an expanding
set of tools for the digital audio
trade. To learn more, call us
today or visit our web site.

The DFADE -2

GRAHAM -PATTEN
¡lu' sound choice.

www.gpsys.com
800. 22.6662

+1.530.273.8412

fore. Under his direction, the studio is
a sponsor of new talent festivals South
by Southwest (SXSW) and North by
Northwest (NXNW ), both of which have
grown into sizable industry attractions.
As a result, the Village Recorder name
gets significant exposure to a large
cross -section of an increasingly fragmented industry. Greenberg has also
made the facility a daily sponsor of LA's
National Public Radio affiliate station,
one known for taking musical chances
and promoting new and underpromoted talent on a national basis.
(Greenberg's relationship with the station was evidenced on a cruise down
Santa Monica Boulevard when Greenberg waxes enthusiastically about a cut
off the new Rufus Wainright record,
which gets him so excited he pulls out
the cell phone, hits a speed dial button
with the station's control room number
pre -programmed in, and finds out the
producer's name within two minutes.)
'It's all about interactivity,' explains
Greenberg. 'The same thinking goes
into getting the iSDN lines and making
connections with other facilities, like
Howard Schwartz Recording in New
York and doing projects together. LA is
now the centre of service for the communications industry in the middle of
the Age of Communications. It's all part
of The Village mind-set: make it comfortable and easy for people to create.'
All this is combined with a restaffing
program that infuses new hires with a
service -oriented mindset and a rededication to Hormel's notion that music and
the client come first. (Greenberg prefers
graduates of professional audio educational programs because he wants to
focus on training them in the studio culture, not its theory, he says.) 'It took 30
years to build the culture of Village
Recorders,' observes Greenberg. 'It took
us three years of liard work to restore
it. I'm ready for the ne\i in years:
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Inter BEE '98
34th International Broadcast Equipment Exhibition
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-13, 1998, at the Nippon Convention Center (Makuhari Messe)
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products the DSA -1
hand -held AES/EBU
analyzer, the Dscope
FFT analyzer and
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D/A converters.
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about microphones?
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parameters and data
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We Never Close

FX

-Barcelona-

-London-

RENTALS

TEL 0181 746 2121
FAX 0181 746 4100

Fx Rentals Ltd, Europe's largest pro -audio rental company is

expanding it's 24 hour service at it's
London office and requires an additional person to take bookings and prepare equipment on Friday.
Saturday and Sunday night's working a shift of 7pm to 8am. Salary by negotiation,
immediate start.

Please phone Neil White on 0181 746 2121 for more information

DIV71-

OLD NEVE

any condition...
we will purchase

worldwide

-

<

PRO AU

UNITED KINGDOM BASED CO

IIHE 'VINTAGE' NEVE SPECIALI

Telephone: 01932 872672 Fax: 01932 874364 Telephone International: 44 1932 872672
Fax: International: 44 1932 874364 www.aesproaudio.com
r
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AMS /Neve Audio Systems
Logic 1 w /audiophile spectra 24
Logic 2 w /audiophile spectra 24
Logic 3 w /audiophile spectra 24
All systems are "S Frame"
24 channel
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GE 73 M2
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501W
TAC

TAPE ECHO

SPACE ECHO

ROLAND SYSTEM
FENCER RHODES
DM1112
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YAMAHA REVS 8ra,
BPX9011a12__...
ELECTROSPACE STRALE GAIL
ASHLEY SC30 DUAL GATE
D BX 181 EARLY MONO COMP tim LARGE
SPAWNER
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HOMER

167 He,-,tage Poea .cr
Fax +44 10i 181.809 1515 r.w proa

for prices

USED EQUIPMENT

NW OUX 1570..

Issue 8 or toe Rape- &
Wayman cata'og.,e s
out now. 208 pages
of Pro -Audio for
Production &
Presentation
Free w thin UK
Export pace f10

FOR SALE

AARONSOUND

8

TA S
BANTAMS

TRACK RE

Overnight delivery same day collection
WE ALSO SELL YOUR EQUIPMENT ON BFOKERAGE!
FAX TEL: 0161-442 8616 Mobile. 0831 -10685
E -mail: saronsoundí.ilbtlnternel. corn
WEB Mtn www. blinternel con, -aaronsvund

Contact: Andy Lewis
Cutters, Inc.
001 (312) 644 -2500

C-141-1.1-1-13-111-C-11
Tel
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Rode Classic

Audio Technic. 4050
Mcm Gees 1.191928
Nenanmt

'

S

uptown

Neve 51tö
S51. 41149

Brown Fri

SSI-*51111
SSI. P Series
SKI, 901051

Naumann TLM170

ch.

MPS.

aF

cil

the full worts

Arran

ATR1

Amen AIR

102

2T4-

Amen MM

167

1200

UI.I MTR9IN1
Olal M1129111
3M M'9
San

4111505

3348 Doch

3

to choose from

Leown PCM70 v3

2

to moose from

Leocon 200

TC Electonic M5000
TL Atldld EQ2
Tube Tech EQ1A
Ure LA2-A
Ure LA3
Urar LM
Una 1178 Bade Face
Yamaha Rev?
Yamaha SPX90 mil

nß

Ina Dad':

Leocon PCM80

Orian 6228
Pultes EOPIA

e nß moat, sea

Sam PCM3402

70 00

Lena" 480L V3. ARC

ramme, teeth
24T 2- seder 1000br4
24T 2- SOC

:4T 2'

£14500
£13500
£11500

bass mlc
Ule s standard
Dyes

Dtplel

tie/ odes, Low tin

NEW GEAR SPECIALS

£4,995
£895
C850
C1

Ennnn
Chace

Call

E895
or

3

C1.750
£850
£1,900
£2,500
£650

paces from

weep

-Classes- 2ch me

b.a fui monop
Be puck

-2

only

7Taday rased back face
lo choose bon

Edl

S

[1195

Clous resat

[325

"Nick Ryan

is

DBX 1600

cluse compressa
MAI dyrencs

00500

D5201
ISA215

£495
£750
CI.SOO

9p.es

E1.800
£495

Rolm
compressor
tasty sard0Cle

C495

Dubai oKwwtar

£850
£450
£375
£225
£250
£350
E175

2cn camp.
4

ch

0.ess.

E495
Yin

mow gee

Compressa
2

choc -pep

2

demo comp

2' mk.pre end e9
Weston 105 dust
Revere
30 band Grnc BO
16 band Groper EO

£t600
£ 1.495

foal!
£750
£850
£895
£495

WE CAN SELL EQUIPMENT ON A COMMISSION OASIS THIS
IS AVERY EFFECTIVE ANO FAST WAY TO GET PROPER
RETURNS FOR YOUR UNWANTED EQUIPMENT

C295

W W W. B I G-BOY S-A U D O-TOYS. C O. U K

WE CAN NOW TAKE THE FOLLOWING CREDIT CARDS EITHER
OVER THE PHONE OR THE WEB

I

EI

E

BUY ON LINE

C
Au rada% eral

L

IC L001140 VAT

E1OE

the first person I call when I want quality

used equipment"
Terry Britten, Producer

->t

-

Song Writer

25 YEARS I)F EXPERIENCE CE_)MIOINEU WITH FIRST
CLASS KNOWLEDGEAND PERSONAL ATTFNT-IIN
NICK RYAN IS THE FIRST PERSI )N YE 311 SHI A.ILD CALI.

Oil

l

11

01923 442441

EXPORT ANYWHERE IN THE WORLD
WE ARE ALWAYS LOOKING FOR QUALITY USED GEAR.
PART EXCHANGE WELCOME. IF YOU ARE LOOKING
FOR THAT ELUSIVE SR OF KR. LET US KNOW. WE WILL
FIND R FOR YOU.

WE ARE MAIN STOCKING DEALERS
FOR ALL NEW PRODUCTS
FOR THE BEST PRICES AROUND CALL
OR BUY DIRECT FROM THE WEB SITE

:

spring next,
AMS delay
1: presets

Red 3
Hehos Modules
Joemeek SC2
Klack Teknks 061780
Khali Tenks ON380
Mark Teknks 004332

.10D

revere
BO

Fax

AKG BX20Euemde
AMS DMX 15Á0s
AMS RMX 18.
AMS RMX 18,
Aphex Dominator
API 525
API 5508
Apogee AD1000
BSS DPR402
BSS DPR504
D8X 161

Dreamer
Dreamer
Focusnte
Fpduy4e

OUTBOARD

n1s111 cased

2477- utb moots

E1.100
£1 750
£095
E190
E190
C850 00
£785 00

425

Servdsst4r 421

3r. -New Hods

:Amen M M 1201

E895

Beautiful valve me
Used once in
two evadable

AKG D-12
AKG D-112
AKG C -1000

two armer. E.coop
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VsP M,c
pn.M.

CKI capsule
CKt cepwle
good candbm
Iransparmtlarge da

ANC 0451E13
Neumain U87

TAPE MACHINES
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AKG 0451E
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r.deno ammo 10
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36 ch. dca.mr. plums
E. U ramp trou ver
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:SI' Srorpbn
Samara, .lada
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SMR24
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01923 442121

:

44 1892 861099
44 1892 863485

TEL

+

FA X

+

WEB

http://www.soundsinc.co,uk

OTHER SATISFIED CUSTOMERS
STING. TREVI IR HORN, kI )GER TAYI) )R, CHRIS REA, PHIL COLLINS. I )LEAN
COLOUR SCENE. THE- CI)CTEAU TWINS. PETER GABRIEL. ALAN PARSONS.
JEAN MICHEL JARIE. VANGELIS, CHRIS DIFFORD, SARM STUDIOS.
METRO)I'E)LIS. FISHER LANE FARM. EDEN STUDIOS. JACOBS STUDIOS.
PARKGATES. STRONGROOM. REAL WORLD. BRIT ROW. SONY MUSIC.
WARNER CHAPPELL. GREAT LINFORD MANOR. MCA, KONK STUDIOS.
STUDIE) MULINETTI. HIT & RUN. MAYFAIR STUDIOS. BEARTRACK

11O

STOP!!
\ "l' ßU1' ANY NEW AUDIO EQUIPMENT
WITHOUT TALKING TO US

Macintosh and Outboard Specialists

OFFER THE HEST PRICES AND
TAKE YOUR UNWANTED EQUIPMENT
IN PART EXCHANGE!!

LTF

-

London's leading Mac guru.
Avalon

-

Focusrite

TC Electronic

-

Massenberg

Lexicon

-

Summit

TLA - Eventide
-

Alan Smart

-

AKG Solid tube in stock

Mackie Main Dealer

-

-

are agents

for all the following: -

Audio Ltd, Audio Developments, beyer, Audio -Technica,
Trantec, Soundcraft, HHB, Micron, Fostex, Shure,
Neumann, Sennheiser, Schoeps, AKG, Rycote, Sony, IDX,
PAG, Garwood, Porta- Brace, Hawk -Woods, KT Systems,
VDB plus many, many more!!
Call, fax or e-mail for a quotation. We will beat any
written quote and take part exchange if required!

Equipment Wanted We will purchase your unwanted
gear outright.
Equipment For Sale Good selection of used gear always
for sale.

Contact: Will Blackham

Call Nick Melville- Rogers
0181 440 3440

jbs records

WE CAN

New G3 in stock.
Call Gavin Beckwith

product &
services

Tel: 01895 813698

@ LTF

Ltd

MUSIC and SPEECH
REAL -TIME HIGHER -SPEED Quality Cassette
Duplication and Blanks from 1 -1000.

Computer printed labels.
reel, Sony Betamax or R -DAT
Solo,
recording. Fast Security Delivery service.
FILTERBOND LTD, jbs records division
'

/'

19 SADLERS WAY, HERTFORD, SG14 2DZ

01992 -500101

'STOCK LABELS FOR COMPACT DISK
VHS VIDEO & AUDIO CASSETTE
On A4 sheets for computer printing by laser printer.
As continuous roll with holes for dot -matrix printers.

Supplied blank white with next day delivery from stock.
48 hour delivery on a wide range of coloured labels.
Custom printed labels supplied to client specification.
Telephone for overnight delivery of FREE samples.

Fax: 01895 813701

Email: Itf@ffd.co.uk
Website: ffd.co.uk/Itf/Itf -list

Unit 15. Church Road Business Centre
Sittingbourne, Kent ME10 3RS England
Ltd

$ 1017951428425 Fax
World Wide WM

nllp twos

1017951 422365
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C995
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C30k

'6/2 table lop version

C3.500

MIS Neve

nc2- 52 frame. M24 Spectra MADI Tan.
all for detads
Ma ssiv',I,-c
[call
SSL 100 input G. woo Ullimation
Ctall
SSL 6056EG - 56 channels. G computer. 48 mono
stereo VU RHP LH prod TR
î95t
SSL 40566'G- 48 mono 4 stereo all G centre section TR.
VU metering Excellent
C%k
SSL 4048E/G - TR. Plasmas RH pi] 1981
SSL 4032E7G 1981. TR Plasmas. 242eg
£40k
SoundlroK 3200.56 channels all wdh 4b eq. gates etc
32 buss. 321 metering One helava console for the money
Cost new is C65 000'r' 3 4m big welly. RH patch £12.500
Sounderof TS 12 - 28 trame 24 lifted. in hoe
02,500
Harrison Series 10 28 channels amazing"
L15Af0
Amek Hendrix 40 trame 22 tined 4 stereo Supertrue
Auto 3 extra pt b BARGAIN"
£11.500
Amek Mozart RN 56 channel tully loaded cost new [95k
8

TMRft"OLD

:ofthe
e
eooVeVY5S
w

fSe

'

£306

Amek BIG - 40 tm 28 mono. 4 stereo Supertrun Ad .
Recall Clean
C9 995
Amek Angela 48 channels in hoe VCAs later q'..
model external pt superb
C15k
Amek Angela 24 channels in One VCA's
C6.500
Amek 9C2 . broadcast console. 8 mono 8 stereo 24

t
ODA

/

00IA
ODA

ratchbay
M 232. 56 frame. 56 fined Uptnvm 7000
r, 144 extra he Ones
r, 3 24 channels good 'n cheap
c,

9

1

[9.000

Worldwide

[1.250
[775
[595

DAT - NEW

Tascam DA 30 Mk n DAT machine
Studer C 37. 4' classic tube as seen)
C1 .250
Studer A812 1/4'CTC. no meters
C995
[750
Studer A 810 CTC. no meters rack mount
Studer B 67 . t 4' with console
£495
0295
Studer TLS 4000 synchroniser
Rem G36 tube 1 4' 21 Checked by Tim de Paramani
near MINT condition lovely
[500
1

l

'0.I'

Reem

'

0395

e

E19 99

rta-

ENT 75

hr.,,:

-.1444 .i:o-i

AKG SA18

I

t t 76LN.
Black 8 Silver available
Ureri A4 single unit. classic
0765
Mt after tube mic amp six 237
Focusrile `A 131 - IU dynamics package

Neve

')

h

Neve'.

''

J

renal
Genelec'
Genelec'.u.5

loads

£750

Apogee

tS

Jn,o'. Iugr ,,eukrn

Yew wood finish

.

look great in

bedroom' Bargain

0765

at only
SSM system
controller
Apogee AE-1 pan
Yamaha NS 10M . love them or hate vgc
DynAudio M3 ' Chord SPA 1032 stands etc MINT
and still under guarantee
4

£995
1395

e

DynAudia A2.500 wtptch amplifier
Tammy SGM 1000 - 15' Super Golds
PBM6 5 - cute little monitors
Ta

L175

[595

-

C120

22024T
:301s et: Complete
,,,nd 5vVni
30o
n'VA generator etc etc
for bull details

BARGAIN

Dre.el

Audi,
Fax

Ltd Tel .441011225 447222
.441011225 447333

-mad toyboysvzaudro-loyshop co uk

G%
1395

selection of what is currently in strick or
available many items are sold before we have a chance la
Out them on the 1100 It you are looking for anything
specific can or ta, to be put on the database S.mdar
equipment always wanted part exchange welcome
This is lust a

We are also dealers for a wide range of new equipment
TC Electronic AMS-Neve ..SL. API
Studer- Revox, Amek. ANG Tube-tech Manley
Soundcrall Smart Research FLA Genelec Eventide
Tascam DA 88. Panasonic DAT etc

including Focusnte

f

All prices are in Sterling and unless ton export exclude
the dreaded VAT at the prevailing rate

Ralndlrt 24 channel

C1.159
Avalon
tube mic amp eq. compressor A total peach
L1.395
Avalon
SP. Improved headroom al low frequency
-' knobs NEW
01.5%
Cranesong tTC8 Comp brinier
£1,195
MIX
^instusetul
C250
RCA'
arge lovely lube limiter
0.500
..d channel 4-band eg.
MR
1395
t0 5band 2channel eft
Meyer
0995
[Ramer DS 221 - dual compressor limiter
[225
Dravemer DS 201 dial gat. 2 coming
£225

or Sa re

£1

0595

0595
12.249
limiter

t

.,

E

01,396

t

1600

Complete 2- studio complex

C495

0100

£500

1F

NO VAT

£350

02.995

ATE SCM 200 ASL

0'2,217
uric amp conversion racked. psu

"-

Marlin 0-15 acoustic

C225
035 ea

.vdh amps

C495

., bulhant

Drawmert'

Gibson J.501968 acoustic NO VAT

£595
0175

-

Gibson Les Paul Junior 50i single cutaway refreshed
:hid arse bridge NO VAT
£550

C450

.

£295
£450

0595

series dual channel compressor

-'ry 1272

metal stand adapter

01.300

I

MONITORING

500

C450

NEW mm amp 4 band eg

'

Neve

4sweet sourli

-

000

01,595
£1,495e1

Deer

500

B

500

0150

Stereo compressor

384

i

SIC 4038 classic zig -8 ribbon
Neumann KM 86 multi part 2 in stock
Neumann FA891. Anti cispensmn for U89

C2

OUTBOARD
G

'.

-

C5

Krt
OSl

Schepps

AC701 tube nuts .' leb
AKG 451 CK1 always popular
AKG 451.CK8 shortie si hokty

C4

0495
C195

222 . Sound Enhancer 20 bit AD: DA
nor de'ptter demhbNCkler

1

Telelunken

condition NO VAT

Gibson Les Paul Junior 1958 double cut P-90 100
7,10 condition NO VAT
01.200

03.000

£795

Lexicon 4801 with LARC. 2yrs old latest ver
Lesione 300 excellent condition
Lexicon 1200 Time comp- harm stunning'
Roland DEP S - Underrated versatile malt to
Yamaha SPX 90 -classic'
Yamaha REV-7 another classic
Ursa Major SST 282 Space Station
Tetnik DN780 to revere 4 re stock

etereo version of classic 160

C3.995

..A

FX EQUIPMENT

Philiips

C1

t.

8 5 10

Gibson SG Special. 1963 original 8/10 condition cherry
P90 s NO VAT
0000

MICROPHONES
AKG £

from [400

6

DBX

Studer 082: 48 tk digital 1994. 2400 his rem lac tiul
m'b. AES EBU interface max RAM noise shaping
owner Excellent
£55.000
Studer A 820 241 remdoc. Dolby SR t 800h
C22.500
Studer A80 Mkt - 240 narrow audio remote
C4.495
Studer Dyax is 2 complete system multi control solar e
Optical drive etc BARGAIN
13,995
Bead MTR 90 Mkt . remote 8 locate. 2 0005 well
maintained
C9.995
Mari MTR 90Mk2. rem O loc . overbridge with
24 channel Dolby SR rack
[155
AMS Aodiohle M16 - call for lull details
Cpll
Timeline Lynx one Lynx module left
£750
Timeline Lynx - one Film module left
[750

jun

64,ml41lc ln. o'4en.d-

4

[25 000

?4T rnetenm

1

100

F

Panasonic SV 3800

auO

t

II

0call

0195 ea

03.500
Ampex Al

Lift

'9yfrl.is

£450
0495

Urei 52.

Nero 5116. 32 channel all mono. 8aue dueet :'
electronics Necam 96
[call
Nees 8108 48 frame 44 channels name Necam 96
L

FAX +44 (0) 1225 447333

Aphex C ,'tipellor 300 - 2 ch compressor
Blank Teknik ON 332 dual 16b graphic
BSS Varicirr.e r remote

TC1t28 ?Able Id it
Leerars F

2T MACHINES

4 is 48 thorie ter.! pt.
Neve 3 46 tla
movmq faders plasmas

ecialists

20

.

N

ulpment

Test in'

EQUIPMENT LIST

USED

IaUDI4

co&taufmgsa

A N

rives

surround sound matrix
L C R LS. RS. SW outputs v useful
£495
Yamaha MSSI . midi synchroniser
095
Audio Design Pro Box 14 limecode reader t generator
w CD Irmecode translation
1395
C750
Sony PVM 27300M . 27' broadcast monitor
Sony PVM 21300M - 21' broadcast monitor
£550
Window sampler . 16 bit
C95
EMT 948 - broadcast turntable
£495
095 ea
Amek Recall RL-1 modules. NEW 20 in stock
Teldronie Tek Meter model THM565 portable scope
mulómeter 6 months old
C295
Theta DS Pro DA converter
C495
GPO 316 MOM lack.lields various
£call
Drake DA switching units e 8 Sir Francis
C295
6 way

All items sublectloavadabNry

E

60E

VISA. Mastercard. Access. Eurocard and AMEXaccepted

IA small surcharge appbes to most credit card

traniactionçl

Audio Toyshop Ltd
Tel: +44(0)1225 447222,
Fax: +44(0)1225 447333,
E

-mail: toyboys@audio- toyshop.co.uk

VINTAGE GUITARS
Fender Princeton 1962. brown Toler Oxford 12

sound NO VAT
Gibson PS Paul Junior 1957.

100.

Amannd
0495
original. sunburst

505 -507 LIVERPOOL ROAD,
LONDON N7 8NS
Tel: 44 (0) 171 609 5479
Fax: 44 (0) 171 609 5483

Mark Thompson
Helen Rider
Steve Lane
Clive Richards

THE MILLENIUM BUG
AN ANNOUNCEMENT
Following detailed research and in -depth discussions with various manufacturers, it has become clear
that at the turn of the century, all modern digital equipment will spontaneously combust, causing aircraft
to plummet from the skies, plagues of locusts and herds of marauding drummers to pillage the countryside.
Here at Funky Junk, we ensure that all our used equipment is thoroughly checked and serviced by Boffin Island,
is exorcised by Ghost -Busters and that all lurking Millenium Bugs are dealt with by Rentokill.

Equipment purchased from us will therefore continue to function happily well into the next century.
To

find out more, call, fax or E -mail now for our latest three page list of millenium bug -proof used equipment
and stunning deals on new equipment and DON'T FORGET; the new copy of
FUNK JUNK BAZAAR hits the streets on October 1st, so make sure you get your copy.

IJJ]
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QUALITY USED EQUIPMENT!!

WORLDWIDE

1,J,'alJ-t3.J.

490600
01462 490700

CALL NOW FOR THE LATEST LIST OF USED GEAR ON

OR FAX US YOUR ORDER ON

OR VISIT OUR WEB SITE AT

.f.l

i;él4/4

DELIVERY
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ÿd vd

t1aucJJio.co.uk/

d.lttm

products

&

services
Lockwood Audio
1

THE

Authonsed

irirrVl

Specatsts

SPARES AND REPAIRS
SPEAKER BARGAINS GALORE
Professional movers of studio equipment within the UK and Europe

Fax: 0181

Fax:

(01 181 -

+44 (01 181

-

207 4472
207 5283

(mobile: 0385 2907541

Call Graham Cook on 0181 450 9127
134 Cricklewood lane, London NW2 2DP

Phone: a44

Experienced, reliable, fully insured and always on time

2081979

Storage facilities also available
Satisfied with your latest recording?
your sound

We can dramatically enhance

ow IN

Lt ÌÌ 7/ T

ciFRIALF

IL

I_Ellk'

in our digital mastering studios
Albums by lEtlenne, Aetbsmith and
Marc Bolan have benefitted from our
Save money on your CD productions wt.
our new unbeata :e prices

72/74 Eversholt Street

sr

ondon WW1 18Y
contact Alan Meech, Service Manager

triions

0171 388 5392

the digital

0111 388 1953

Stop Press Limited Offer Phone Now!.
Your music promoted free to IIK
AecR departments on the Net

service

website www.musiclob.co.uk
email service ©musiclab.co.uk

rentre

ALBSIS FOSteX
erg:
TASCAM

ala

TASCAM

=

_

SONY

DÁ-88

Officially Authorized Central London service agents for
NATIONWIDE COLLECTION AND DELIVERY AVAILABLE

PLEASE

Tel.

GU FOR

INFORMATION
AND FREE RYER

ADAT, DA88 and most

FAST TURNAROUND

professional

DAT

recorders

One-Off CDs

AIR CONDITIONING &
VENTILATION TO SOUND
STUDIOS IS OUR SPECIALITY
. Jr design and
W'C
4
installation for many well known clients.
Whether it be for displacement free cooling,
V.A.V., V.R.V., split, unitary or centralised
call Mike Hardy of

Ambthair Services Ltd nr
Fax 01403 211269

01403 250306 or

1442 399 949
ASPEN
l J

CDRom

MAINTENANCE CONTRACTS AVAILABLE

U

I I

PRIME COS

Cassettes Vinyl
Artwork Graphic Design Web Design
Tel. 0171 700 3060 Fax. 0171 700 8844

Expert Repair and Sere icing for DA88 & ADAT
('all Aspen Media Sergi ice for details:

IEC)IA LIMI

7005544

CD Audio

DA88 & ADAT
Specialist Service Centre

-.

0171 7003060

Fax. 0171

GENERAL SERVKE

222 Maylands Avenue, Hemel Hempstead, Herts HP2 7TD

5.1 MONITORING

Pro Tools
Sonic Solutions

Adgil Surround Sound
Monitor System

Editing & Mastering

Web: http: / /www.pncl.co.uk/- mhardy /as.html
Email: mhardy@pncl.co.uk
ME

u

483 35

N1:\\1.:1.1.-(1l
I3ti you ux 456..499.

I ).r\'I"s or
IYI'RS. \\'e oller the.r :md Irruch
much nines un tree ne\t d:ry deliver\

(' iI/ /irr rt rrtt,i /r,,zrie

Contact Chris _`
Tel: 0171

In

M

Carousel
Tapes
1\
1.I

:

IIS1111

_ i

I

6'/h-1

1

I:I

t

5.1 or 7.1 horn Your Stereo Console

200+ Inputs By Up

ID
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A New Control Room?
Whatever the Kale of your project. almost
control room can benefit from the design principles
of the Early Sound Scattering room.
Instead of relying on creating a reflection free zone. m
this new configuration of room the unwanted reflections
are masked by many randomized low level reflections
from the Iron of the room. allow me consistently accurate
response and imaging throughout the roam regardless ul
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Whether it is nature or nurture, certain family lines seem more suited
to running recording studios than others, writes Dan Daley
IF ITS difficult to see individual trees \Olen
in the middle of the forest. its equally hard
to see individual studios from the centre of
such a dense environment as Nashville. And
any introspection is hampered by the fact that
this is no peaceful glen here. but rather a
swirling vortex where the wind can and does
rip trees out by the roots and. like the tornado
that passed through downtown Nashville in
late spring this year. leave those on the ground
wondering what the heck happened.
The biggest problem with Nashville recording studios is that there are simply too many
of them in too small a place. Being the huh
of an entire genre of music is a double -edged
sword: there is a massive supply of music
projects generated within Nashville: even with
the pared -down rosters of artists of the mid1990s, the eight major labels and subsidiaries
and independents located here churn out
close to 3(X) country records a year, plus one offs such as the tribute records that have
remained so popular ever since the country does -The Eagles recording in l993. despite
the fact that most fare dismally in the market.
And that's just country: Nashville's very good
altrock scene is one of its best-kept secrets.
understandable when it must exist in country's large shadow.
All this work would make one think that
Nashville is studio heaven. Well, it was, once.

-

But the delicately balanced ecosystem of studios and records was upset
probably forever
by the wild and ultimately unsustainable success country music experienced
in the early 1990s. In response, the number
of studios increased dramatically. as did the
level of their capabilities. An entire new generation of facilities was launched in late 1993
when Masterfonics opened The Tracking
Rcx'm. it large 20Hz Tom 1lidley room with
Nashville's first SSL 90001 and the first major
new facility to hit town in well over a decade.
That debut was followed in short order
by a coterie of other upscale rooms, including three brought in by a joint venture
between Ocean Way owner Allen Sides and
House of Blues Studios maven Gary Belz.
The city is up to five 9000j desks and now
has a growing population of new Neves and
Euphonix hoards. But for every palace that
opened, there were a half-dozen other less
dazzling, but quite credible new studios hot
on their tails.
Then the bubble burst. As country music's
sales began to decline in 1994, so did label
rosters and thus followed studio bookings. In
short, the studio building and upgrade momentum hit its stride just as the very phenomenon
which sparked it was running out of steam.
Four years later, both the music and the studios find themselves on mixed trajectories.

-

Europe: Digital duelling
The evolution of television promises a bloody struggle between
providers of digital services with the usual costly penalties for
the consumer writes Barry Fox
UROPE IS DREAMING of a digital
Christmas. France and Germany already

have digital satellite transmissions and
Rupert Murdoch's BSkyB goes digital into the
UK on October 1st. The BBC and ONdigital,
previously called British Digital Broadcasting,
will start the first full -blown digital terrestrial
services in the world soon after.
In theory, the mass of new channels should
create more work for sound and vision studios. In reality there will be a bitter standards
battle that will sap the rivals' resources. The
British government has now admitted that it
has failed to ensure that first -generation satellite and terrestrial boxes would be 'interoperable' (convertible). The pay services'
money will go on sport and movies. Only
the BBC, with a guaranteed income from the
compulsory licence fees, and, perhaps, the
existing analogue terrestrial channels, will
have money to spend on original programming. The depressing model is Channel 5,
Britain's fifth analogue service, which already
has a very cheap look.
I
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The war of words has already begun. Issue

1

of Sky's Digital broadsheet newsletter blames
ONdigital for incompatabilty between terrestrial and satellite receivers. ONdigital sees
Sky as trying to kill it at birth. Digital service
will come from Astra's new satellites at 28°
East. All existing Sky dishes point at 192 East

and very few have LNBs which can handle
the high-frequency digital band. So all existing dishes will need modifying or replacing.
Sky has now offered free installation. The Sky
set- top-box receiver contains a modem that
must be connected to a phone line, to control billing and impulse pay per view. European Union legislators have insisted that Sky
pay- the-box subsidy (of at least £200, UK) as
soon as the viewer connects the set to a phone
line. Viewers are not obliged to sign up to
pay a subscription.
Sky's chief executive Mark Booth (who
once ran Robert Maxwell's satellite division)
admits that aerial installation will cost Sky £80
per home. This means that Sky will be buying subscribers at a price of around £300 each.

For starters. the number of studios continued to increase throughout those years,
despite plenty of evidence that the fields of
Middle Tennessee were not as fertile as they
once were. A friend who is an executive at
the Music Row branch of a large regional bank
continues to be astounded at how many loan
applications he continues to get for studio
ventures here. Applications which come from
everywhere including Nashville itself, where
many studio people prove they are as capable of self- delusion as the would -he country
music recording artists who still flood
Nashville on a daily basis. Many new facilities are project studios: many of those are
owned by major producers in Nashville,
which has pulled thousands of hours and millions of dollars a year out of existing for -hire
facilities. Some, such as Loud Recording,
owned by producer James Stroud. former
head of Giant Records. now head of the
DreamWorks label and who has always negotiated the right to produce records outside of
those deals. is probably responsible for
upwards of two dozen records a year, as a
producer, co- producer or executive producer. That's a substantial number of majorlabel projects that are no longer feeding a studio community that continues to grow.

-

THE MATH is inescapable. Yet when stu-

dios do go down and they are beginning to do so with increasing regularity
their sites are often o ccupied by another
studio venture before the first one is cold.
Despite appearances. these are not technologically advanced lemmings. Close inspection of many of the new arrivals shows that
they are using in -house production, music

-

When pushed on the cost to Sky of converting 3.6m existing satellite dish homes and
winning the several million new subscribers
Sky hopes for, Booth said something meaningless about 'if people aren't subscribers it
won't cost us anything' and called for the next
question. 'We have one chance to make a
first impression,' he says. 'Digital terrestrial
is analogue TV masquerading as digital.'
Sky will be able to offer Near Video on
Demand, with one movie running on several channels, at staggered start times.
ONdigital does not have the channel capacity to do this. But ONdigital's more limited
and simple choice may appeal to some viewers. Sky promises comprehensive interactive services, such as teleshopping. But it is
not yet clear how many people want this
from a living room TV.
The big advantage of digital terrestrial TV
is that existing UHF aerials will often be adequate for its reception. Even setup rabbitears may deliver perfect pictures, without
snow or ghosting. But where an aerial is misaligned or blocked by an obstacle, and currently delivering very snowy or ghosted pictures, a digital box may give no pictures are
all. If the new digital transmissions are at
widely differing frequencies from existing
analogue services, viewers may need a new
wide-band aerial.
In Europe analogue terrestrial TV has
nationwide cover. But it won't be the same
with digital. Initial cover will be less than 70%.
This is why the BBC will simulcast from satel-
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publishing and new media such as DVD as
at least a partial basis for a business foundation. That's radically different for Nashville, where the separation of such categories
as creative and technical had generally been
observed in years past.
What does the future hold for this studio
community? One thing is certain: that the
fortunes of the studio business in Nashville
will no longer he so closely and inexorably
linked with those of country music.
Between more aggressive marketing to
non -country clients and more reliance upon
in -house revenue as their financial basis,
the current generation of Nashville studios
has learned not to trust their eggs in a single basket.
A good thing. too. because what's just as
inevitable. I think. is that the tendency
towards in -house revenue streams is going
to open up Nashville's horizons well beyond
country music. Just as independent record
labels have collectively superseded all but
the largest one or two major distributors, the
fragmentation of the music market is going
to ultimately leave less market share for the
big genres of music.
It's interesting to sit back and watch the
very fabric of the studio environment in a
city change. This is Darwinism at work. and
an organism is responding to external stimuli. It's a painful change. too, for many who
have been a here a long time and who have
made the commitments that built Nashville
to the status of Third Coast. But come 2000,
things are going to look even more differently than they do now. And who knows,
Music Row might just stretch all the way to
Memphis by then.

lite for free viewing. Copyright clearance
deals prevent the terrestrial broadcasters
from transmitting across Europe. So their
satellite transmissions will be scrambled and
a smart card needed.
The public has been promised better
sound and pictures from DTV. The pictures
should indeed be better, for those who get
them, but as previously reported, the digital sound for DTV in Europe is MPEG stereo
with matrix surround, not Dolby AC-3 multichannel. The technical specification is very
similar to Nicam as used for analogue TV in
many PAL countries. Nevertheless, Booth
recently volunteered the promise that digital satellite will have `CD quality sound'.
MPEG stereo at 192 or 256kbits /second is
not as good as PCM CD at 1.4Mbits /s. If Sky
uses this phrase in its adverts there will surely
be complaints to the Advertising Standards

Authority.
Even before they launch, Sky and ONdigital are in a price battle over subscription
fees -both promise basic packages of below
£10. Their survival depends first on winning
subscribers, and then on persuading them
to sign up for more expensive subscription
packages. At the same time the BBC and
other terrestrial broadcasters will be offering free programmes, in wide -screen.
With so many variables in the equation,
it is impossible to predict which pay service
will win, or whether both will lose. Only one
thing is clear. There will be no rich pickings
for programme makers.
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One of the qualities of leadership is to make decisions, right or
wrong -but it is better if they are right, writes Kevin Hilton
T'S ALWAYS dispiriting when one is forced

to find fault with something or somebody
that you once admired, promoted or
believed in. In many respects, it's probably
just as well that we are forced into this kind
of re- examination where technology is concerned because hype can be a distraction.
Long ago and far away, I contributed to a
home cinema magazine. Its twin preoccupations were surround sound and wide screen; everybody who worked on the title
believed in the way and the readers followed
our evangelicalism and were similarly convinced by our vision of a multichannel, true
aspect ratio future. Most of them, anyway.
There were the few who did not care whether
film directors had decided to shoot their masterpieces in CinemaScope, VistaVision or
Panavision; all they wanted was ordinary,
vanilla TV pictures, the ones they had been
used to ever since their parents had first
propped them up in front of the set when
they were children.
What they knew, probably subconsciously, was that the programmes shown
on TV were made for the particular dimensions of the screen that
were dictated by the shape
of the original cathode ray
tubes, which letter-boxed
material was not. Cinephiles, like the people who
wrote on the magazine and
the readers who shared our
opinions, were more into
the aesthetics, inspired by
such masterpieces of wide screen cinema as Lawrence
of Arabia and 2001
Space Odyssey. With a big
enough telly and appropriate letter-boxing, we could recreate the Roxy
in our living rooms and see everything that
David Lean and Stanley Kubrick intended
us to see.
Wide-screen fans knew that the coming
of digital TV would make it the standard
aspect ratio, so all other types of programming that we saw on the little Cydoptic monster in the corner of the room would have
to be broader as well. Some production companies became pioneers, shooting new dramas on Super 16 stock that would give the
16:9 wide-screen picture, which could be
shown in the compromise 14:9 frame size
to appease the bulk of viewers. Acclaimed
programmes like Crackerand Prime Suspect
in the UK looked good in this style but,
watching them again, one can see that the
constraints of shoot and protect-where the
image is concentrated on the portion that
will form the central 4:3 picture -meant that
directors could not be as adventurous as their
feature film counterparts.
Broadcasters deem 14:9 to be a successful compromise, avoiding the complaints
where viewers are convinced that there is

-A

something wrong with their set because all
they are seeing is a narrow picture across the
middle of their screens. The thin black hands
of this interim format are becoming a familiar sight on many TV stations; more movies
are being screened in something close to
their original ratios. But there is now doubt
within the industry as to why it is being done.
At a recent Moving Image Society seminar designed to update producers and technicians on the progress of the technology,
there was obvious dissent. One delegate
made the point that with the transition from
black and white to colour, the viewer got
something for th eir money. `But with wide screen, the picture is misframed for both 14:9
and 4:3. Who are we doing this for? Us or
the viewers ?' Producers are also concerned
that wide-screen increases costs, particularly
as manufacturers and hire companies are not
unnaturally charging more for wide -screen
equipment, at a time when commissioning
TV stations are expecting the same, if not
better, quality and content for the same, if
not less, money.
The coming of digital TV, and therefore of
wide-screen, is written in
law. The broadcasters are
following the lead given to
them by government,
which is no doubt considering how it can spend the
money it makes from selling the freed -up analogue
frequencies to mobile
phone companies. As
much as people think that
this is a conspiracy
designed to allow manufacturers to sell new TV
sets, it is going to happen
anyway and everybody is being pulled along
in some form.
Some producers feel that wide -screen is
changing how TV is made, moving away
from the screen shape and style that has
suited it for so long. There are others who
believe that it poses new challenges. Both
views are correct and things will only
become clear once the compromise situation caused by simulcasting analogue and
digital is over, although it will probably go
on for some time.
There are issues here because, despite
the number of wide -screen movies and the
majority of new programmes being made in
the format, there is still a vast library of material made for the old rectangular picture. This
is not only vintage programming but also
news footage and the huge number of
movies that were not shot for the wider
frame. All of this will have to go through
some kind of aspect ratio conversion. Good
news for manufacturers of such equipment
but it means that some form of compromise
will always exist.
Once again, TV parallels real life.
I
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Space: the final

frontier

With multichannel considerations forcing their way into almost every discussion and development
of audio technology, Francis Rumsey questions our preconceptions of stereo
30 OR 40 YEARS of dealing
with 2- channel stereo recording
nd reproduction, it is possible that

AiFTER

we have become relatively entrenched in
our views about what 'stereo' is intended
to deliver. This short article is designed to
get recording engineers thinking again
about the spatial aspects of reproduced
sound, especially as we grow in under standingleads from conventional 2 -channel to multichannel stereo. It is suggested
here that some concepts of what may be
called 'spatiality' mean different things to
recording engineers than they mean to the
average listener or concert-goer, and that
the industry may have dug itself into a
position concerning what is 'correct' in
sound reproduction. Of course, nothing
is likely to spark more argument than statements about 'correctness', hut it is possible there may be common features relating
aspects of spatiality to listener preference,
as has been found in the field of concerthall acoustics.
In my limited experience, one encounters two rather polarised groups in the
industry, with regard to the aim of sound
reproduction. There is what we may
loosely term the 'acoustic holography' or
'soundfield reconstruction' school of
thought. usually populated by the more
scientifically- minded of the community,
who might claim that our aim should be
to get as close as possible to a reconstruction of some natural acoustic experience. On the other hand there is the
group which might claim that reproduced
sound is a totally different experience to
natural listening, and should not be concerned with any attempt to recreate 'reality'-it being an entertainment medium
to he manipulated at will. Somewhere
between these extremes lies a useful compromise that will enable us to deliver some
of the desirable spatial cues apparent in
natural listening using reproduced sound.
This is not meant to he an exhaustive
review of the development of stereo (what
a task), but it is noted that most of the historical research work relating to loudspeaker stereo reproduction concerns
itself almost exclusively with the idea of
recreating some of the directional cues
needed for sound localisation. It seems
natural that this should be the case, since
an ability to deliver directionally accurate
sound images is normally considered to
be one of the main reasons for using stereo
as opposed to mono.
Various models of spatial hearing have
been used as the basis for the design of
stereo systems, some based on mainly
interaural time differences, some on
amplitude, some principally on low -frequency mechanisms, some on spectral
130

cues, some on various forms of precedence cues. The most successful with
regard to directional localisation of individual sound sources have tended to be
those that satisfy more than one localisa-

tion mechanism, thereby leading to less
potential confusion of the hearing mechanism. But the concentration on source
localisation, or 'imaging accuracy'. has
tended to obscure equally important
aspects of spatial reproduction, such as
perspective, envelopment, and those
many attributes that relate to reflected or
ambient sound. Even the late Michael Gerzon, who attempted a 'General Metatheory of Auditory Localisation' in 1992 as a
basis for designing future stereo sound
systems, had to admit that the theory did
not yet take into account ambient sound.'
Real spaces, unless they are anechoic.
give rise to involved patterns of ambient
or reflected sound, and our clay -to -cay
subjective experience of spatiality is as
much governed by these features as it is

We should not kid
ourselves that suddenly
we are going to be free
of the various spatial
compromises inherent
in 2- channel stereo
by our awareness of the directionality of
direct sound sources. When we attempt
the simulation of acoustic spatiality in
reproduced sound we presumably wish
to deliver some of the acoustic cues that
influence subjective impressions of
'space', recognising the vital fact that
unless we adopt a system involving a very
large number of channels (millions have
been suggested) we are unlikely to be in
a position to undertake truly accurate 3dimensional soundfield reconstruction
that allows for the listener to adopt a wide
range of different positions within the
soundfield. This limitation rules out the
accurate directional imaging of all reflections in a diffuse soundfield, requiring us
to find other ways of delivering impressions of space or ambience to listeners.
The idea that reproduced sound might
somehow be able to render the acoustics
of natural environments accurately has fascinated audio specialists for years, but it
is contended that for most practical purposes relating to consumer audio this is a
Holy Grail not worth pursuing. The best
we can expect to achieve is a limited compromise solution to the problem of deliv-

ering spatial sound to the living room (or
kitchen. or wherever), and it is both in
recognising the compromises we are
adopting and then optimising compromise solutions to maximise listener satisfaction that our responsibilities lie.
(At this point I should perhaps say that
I specifically exclude implementations of
binaural and transaural 3-D audio from
this discussion, since I believe they are not
suitable for general purpose, multi -listener
consumer sound reproduction, where listeners cannot be expected to adhere to a
very limited range of physical positions
or wear particular headphones. Such
approaches are capable of good results
particularly when using individualised
transfer functions, when the listener's
position with relation to the transducers
is known, and this has been used successfully in virtual reality, computer applications and simulators.)
As we make the gradual move from
2- channel stereo to some form of multichannel surround there will be more flexibility available from a spatial point of
view, hut we should not kid ourselves
that suddenly we are going to be free of
the various spatial compromises inherent
in 2- channel stereo. It is nonetheless possible that the priorities may change, and
aspects of spatiality considered vital in
2- channel situations may be lower down
the pecking order in multichannel environments. We have to discover what
aspects of spatiality in different nodes of
reproduced sound relate most closely to
listener preference, and then design the
recording and reproduction approaches
to deliver appropriate signals.

0
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OF THE TERMS used most

widely in discussions about spatial reproduction is 'imaging'. It is
well known that 2- channel stereo reproduction is capable of delivering phantom
images of individual sources in positions
between the loudspeakers. The precise
location of these phantom images
depends on a variety of factors, including
where you are sitting, the arrangement of
the loudspeakers, how the images were
sourced, the room you are in, and so on.
Although I am quite willing to be shouted
down on this matter. I would contend that
many sound engineers and hi -fi buffs
regard precise imaging as a positive factor in sound reproduction. The more precisely defined the phantom image the
better, they might say.
A second point to consider is that any
ambient -reflected -reverberant sound present in a recording is reproduced from
the sanie loudspeakers as the direct sound
sources. Consequently the majorit\
the

t
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ambient sound, that in natural environments would have been widely spatially
distributed, is constrained to a relatively
limited reproduction angle with two-channel stereo. Now this does not necessarily
mean that one cannot perceive an
enveloping spatial impression from such
a system, since, as David Griesinger points
out in his recent AES paper 'Spatial Impression and Envelopment in Small Rooms':,
a variety of mechanisms can still result in
degrees of spaciousness, including interaural fluctuations resulting from the direct
sound at mid frequencies, the decorrelalion of recorded reverberation, and interactions with low -frequency modes in the
listening room. Nonetheless, it is acknowledged that the spatial impression from
only two loudspeakers is quite limited. A
more satisfactory spatial result can be
obtained if the reverberant component of
the signal is reproduced through laterally
decorrelated multiple loudspeakers.
It is interesting to ask the question about
whether pinpoint imaging is in fact appropriate. since there is some evidence from
research in concert hall acoustics that
almost directly contradicts this assumption. Ando 's Listener Preference Index for
concert hall acoustics was a means of relating a weighted sum of four acoustical parameters to listener preference for different
hall simulations.` One of the parameters
he varied. IACC (Interaural Cross Correlation). is known to relate closely to that
subjective attribute of spatiality termed
ASW (Apparent Sauce Width) by Morimoto and others, particularly when considering early IACC (up to around 501115).
ASW relates to the space that a source
image appears to occupy. or the apparent
'size' of a source, and is found to be largely
independent of another spatial attribute,
LEV ( Listener EnVelopment ). It was apparent from these subjective experiments that
larger values of ASW were considered
preferable to smaller ones, possibly suggesting that pinpoint imaging in a concert-hall context is less desirable than
sources which appear to occupy a larger
space. Informal conversations and personal experience in any case suggest that
'imaging accuracy' in concert halls is not
particularly good in many seats. and does
not feature very much in discussions about
the subjective goodness or badness of different halls. (See Leo Beranek's recent fas-

cinating hook: concert and Opera Halls:
¡loti' They Sound).
THIS APPARENT contradiction has
led me to surmise that perhaps we
have got used to expecting overprecise imaging in 2- channel stereo precisely because the spatial compromises are
so great. Is it possible, perhaps, that in
order to separate direct sources subjectively from ambient information in such a
situation we find we need them to have
an almost unnatural degree of directional
definition? If this is true it leads to the proposal that when we are able to distribute
the ambient information more appropriately around the listener, using multiple
channels, the need for such precise front
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imaging may decrease. Recording techniques that produce phantom images with
a larger ASW may then be considered more
appropriate.
It is not suggested that the concert-hallderived parameter of ASW is necessarily
the same attribute as the sense of air' or
'space' around sources quoted by listeners as features of high-quality reproduction systems, but it is certainly an
interesting attribute that relates to the pre ferred size of sound images. In some
recent experiments reported at the 103rd
AES, Morimoto' was able to show a clear
application of the ASW and LEV attributes
in the subjective appraisal of reproduced
sound. (As an aside one may note that
most of the concert hall simulations used
in previous experiments were also conducted using forms of reproduced signals.
either on headphones or loudspeakers ).
He found that one could alter ASW without necessarily needing the rear loudspeakers in a multichannel arrangement,
but that greater LEV (the listener's sense
of envelopment by the ambient sound )
required the presence of the rear loudspeakers. I le also found that ASW did not
alter even if the front -back ratio (idle surround setup was changed. provided that
the DICC (related to the early IACC mentioned earlier) was kept constant.
Informal discussions with people that
have experimented with staking 5 -channel music balances raise the question of
what to do with the centre channel. The
view is often expressed that panning a centre signal, such as a vocal solo, to just the
centre loudspeaker creates an unnatural,
spatially constricted effect. Spreading it
over a slightly wider angle, using the left
and right channels, leads to a more pleasing effect. This is perhaps anecdotal evidence of the value of a broader source
image in multichannel reproduction. It
also raises questions about differences
between phantom and real centre images
in multichannel reproduction.
One often hears audio enthusiasts talking about certain convertors or systems
giving rise to a greater sense of 'depth'
or 'air' or 'space' around the sources.
These are all spatial ternis. with meanings that are more or less understood by
the people who use them, and they imply
that there are subjective aspects of sound
reproduction that are not characterised
well by currently available measurements
relating to frequency responses or distortions. In the ongoing debate about
the merits of high resolution audio
systems with greater bandwidth and
dynamic range, the subjective effects that
are noted by people when discussing differences are often these subtle spatial
ones, rather than timbral, noise or dis-

tortion issues.

IT

IS INTERESTING to note the experiments of Bernd Theiss and Malcolm

Hawksford, reported recently.' Subjective experiments were conducted to
determine whether there was any noticeable difference in localisation accuracy
between 96kHz and -i8kHz sampled audio

signals. using relatively standard psychoacoustic techniques to detect minimum audible angle discrimination. ( In fact
96kHz was used all the time. but the effect
of bandwidth restriction to 2-ikilz was
tested using computer -generated noise
signals.) They were unable to show any
statistically significant differences in discrimination. In a subsequent experiment
using randomised stimuli, listeners attributed characteristics to the stimulus they
identified as having the higher sampling
rate such as: 'more ftx'us, more body. more
air. better ambience retrieval. and the
sound stage was more to the front', or
'enlarged hotly... zinc! the greater spaciousness of the 96kIlz reproduction'.
Although there were only a few subjects,
the three they tested identified the high
resolution reproduction accurately on
between roughly 61'5.. and 99'4 of occasions. This experiment includes a number
of potential biases, though, and the conclusions need more careful investigation,
since aspects other than bandwidth alone
may have affected the result.
MEDUSA, and forthcoming conferences, and other issues are ongoing work
that forms part of research into sound
recording and reproduction at the Institute of Sound Recording, University of Surrey. Much of this work is conducted under
the auspices of EUREKA project 1653,
known as MEDUSA. a website for which
www.surrey.
he
found at
may
:tc.uk /Music. The author is indebted to his
colleagues in MEDUSA for valuable discussions concerning the spatial attributes
of reproduced sound. Two forthcoming
Audio Engineering Society international
conferences have a major emphasis in this
area: the 15th International Conference on
Audio, Acoustics and Small Spaces, at
Snekkersten in Denmark, 31st Oct -2nd
Nov 1998; the 16th International Conference on Spatial Audio Reproduction. zit
Rovaniemi in Finland, 10th -12th April
1999. Information on registration. programme, and so on, can be found on :he
AES website: tvww.aes.urg (15th lntertational) or wwv.acoustics. hut.fi acsiO
(16th International ).
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Mixing for surround
The rising profile of 5.1-channel surround systems is causing
increasing concern over their use in music mixing. Dolby's
Tony Spath offers some insights and suggestions
FOR THE FIRST TIME. 1)VI) offers
us a practical means to deliver discrete high -quality multichannel
audio to the consumer. The concept of
5.1- channel audio originated in the film
and cinema world s(i it k inevitable that
some of the ternis used will he carried
over. These guidelines are an attempt to
give some basic starting points for mixing music in 5.1, by explaining the relevance of these ternis and pointing up
some of the areas where there are alternative courses of action where the outcomes may not be immediately apparent.
Unlike virtually any other recording
and playback format for consumers.
film sound is mixed in the same environment as it is reproduced. All aspects
have been standardised and calibrated

to maintain uniformity between what
the mixers create on the dubbing stage
and what is heard in the cinema. For
purposes of this discussion, this includes the recording levels on the film
soundtrack itself and the O\erall loudness during playback.
When it became important to improve
the sound in cinemas years ago, the
level and calibration standards had to
he maintained to ensure uniformity and
interchangeability. Even though it
became possible to produce a higher
quality of sound in the cinema due to
the continuous evolution of power
amplifier and loudspeaker technologies. strong bass was still not easy to
deliver or reproduce. The hest soundtracks of the day (70mm magnetic) were
already recorded to their maximum
capability, so it was not possible to significantly increase the amount of bass
they carried without causing overload.
Additionally. the main screen speakers
used in cinemas do not reproduce much
below 40Hz even today, so if the main
soundtracks carried more bass to the
amplifiers, the speaker systems would
not necessarily reproduce it. To supplement the bass capabilities of the
screen speakers, subwoofers were
installed. To get the bass signals a separate channel was added in the soundtrack. This is know as the LFE (Low
Frequency Effects) channel and handles
bass created especially for subwoofer
'boom' effects and may also be used to
carry bass derived from the other channels in order to help enrich the overall
soundtrack presentation.
Consumer delivery formats like CD
differ in some significant ways from a
cinema system. CDs do not have a cal-
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iterated loudness when played - the consumer decides where to set the volume
control. Nor do CDs have a calibrated
recording level
a music producer
wants to add more bass to a recording,
the overall levels are simply adjusted
accordingly to ensure the bass can fit
without causing overload. The CD and
LI) digital audio formats have proven
very capable of delivering substantial
bass when desired for a particular programme, whether it be music or a movie
soundtrack.
Each main channel in the Dolby Digital system is likewise able to carry substantial bass content. So why is there an
LFF, channel in a consumer audio delivery format? Quite simply, it allows
movie soundtracks to be transcribed
directly and without alteration to the
hone video format. Does this mean the
LEE channel should not be used for
music recordings? No. But it does suggest that the LFF. channel may not be
the only. or even the best way to provide loud, deep bass in a music recording. This point will become clear as you
begin mixing multichannel music in a
studio with a properly configured and
calibrated monitor system.

-if

THERE ARE some aspects of mul-

tichannel studio monitor setup
that are well understood and
accepted, but others that are still under
discussion and debate as to the best
approach. Herewith are some basic suggestions.
Instead of one pair of stereo speakers. there are now three speakers across
the front. They should be identical in
the sane way the LR pair in conventional stereo must be matched to promote good imaging. If they cannot all
he the sanie model, the centre speaker
could be a smaller speaker from the
same product line.
The speakers ideally should all be at
the saune height and distance from the
listener. If the centre speaker is not the
saine distance as the LR pair, time delay
may be used to obtain coincident
arrivals. The front speakers must exhibit
the same acoustic polarity through the
entire monitor -amplifier chain.
Ideally, the surround speakers will
sound the sanie as the front speakers.
This may be most easily achieved by
using the sanie speakers all around. If
this is not possible. the surround speakers may be smaller than the front speakers but should maintain the sanie

charac ter-they could be smaller speakers made by the same manufat Curer.
The surround speakers should again
achieve coincident arrival with the front
speakers either as a result of equal path
lengths or through alignment with time
delays. The surround speakers must be
in phase with each other and with the
front speakers.
Assuming some or all of the speakers used do not adequately cover the
deepest bass found in recordings, it is
important to include one or more sub woofers and proper bass management
in the monitor system. The bass from
each and every channel that is not reproduced in the main speaker for that
channel must be redirected to the sub-

Using the centre
speaker alone creates
a stable centre image for

every listener no matter
where they sit.To prevent
the centre image from
sounding too focused or
narrow, its reverb can be
spread to the LR channels
woofer( s ). There are now various products that handle bass management
(crossover filters. bass mixing, and combining with the LFE channel in the
proper mixing ratio) that can be used
to achieve a proper monitor setup in the
studio. It is important to have the LFE
channel reproduced in the proper relation to the other channels.
The ITi1-R has a specification for listening room layout intended for critical
proevaluation of multichannel
grammes. These recommendations also
appear to be a good starting point for
mixing room setup. and have been informally adopted as such. Aside from time
alignment, a specific geometry is
described. With the centre speaker
directly in front, the LR speakers are each
positioned 30 away from centre, forming a 60" angle. This angle may be
reduced somewhat (say, 45 to 50') and
give equally successful results. The surround speakers are each positioned 110
off centre. This puts the surround speakers to the sides and somewhat behind
the listener, which is not only what often
happens in typical homes, but has
proved to he a good way to achieve
overall front -back soundfield integration
and envelopment. If the surrounds are
too far to the rear, the listener finds himself lost somewhere between two separate soundfields, rather than wrapped
inside one cohesive soundfield.
All 5 main speakers are calibrated in
the same way. Once each speaker is in
position and equalised ( if necessary), >
133
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< the balance among the channels is adjusted such that equal
signal levels in each channel at the output of the console
results in equal loudness at the listening position. There are
no dictates regarding the SPL on a system must deliver, but
the power amplifiers and speakers should be chosen to allow
all of them to play as loudly and as cleanly as is required by
the mixers. The subwoofer system and its power amplifier
must be capable of the same result.
Use of a surround setup presents music mixers with opportunities and problems. Here are some insights and suggestions concerning lxxh.
In a stereo programme there has previously been only one
way to obtain a centrally placed sound image - to mix the
signal equally to the LR channels. In a multichannel system,
there are three ways to achieve this. The first is to create a
phantom centre just as with stereo, the second is to use the
centre channel alone, and the third to use all three front
channels equally or in some varied proportion
Reasonably enough, each approach offers advantages and
drawbacks. The phantom centre is well understood, as it has
been used since stereo began. Its main disadvantage is that
the centre image is dependent on the listener being seated
equidistant from the LR speakers. This is not always the case
in domestic setups and is never possible in an automotive
environment. One other disadvantage is that the timbre is
not the same as from a direct speaker source due to cross cancellation effects.
Using the centre speaker alone creates a stable centre image
for every listener no matter where they sit. To prevent the
centre image from sounding too focused or narrow, its revert)
can be spread to the LR channels, for instance. Using all
three front speakers in combination can allow the range of
spatial depth and width to he controlled. A phantom centre
can be reinforced by some additional signal in the centre
channel, or a centre channel signal can be enhanced with
some additional signal spread into the LR pair. As More channels are used to carry the same signal, the more likely side effects caused by these signals interacting with each other,
or the phantom image conflicting with the true centre image,
become. In systems using dissimilar speakers or in cases
where the listeners are seated off the central axis, the sound
arrivals from all three speakers may not blend well. Differences in arrival time can lead to a comb-filtering effect, shifts
in tone colour, or a smearing of the image, for example. It is
advisable to consider this when placing identical signals in
all three front channels. To counteract this, the additional
signals may first be processed somewhat to change their spatial character, timbre, or prominence relative to the main
centre signal.
Whereas centre signals were always part of mixing for
stereo, the surrounds are a completely new dimension to consider. There is lots of room for experimentation, so no -one
knows where multichannel music will ultimately lead. One
thing we can say is that it does not take too much to enhance
the sense of depth over what conventional stereo could
achieve. The subtle ambience and room reflections of a concert hall delivered from the surround speakers can change
the listener's perspective from that of peering through a window to actually sitting in the concert hall.
Popular music often benefits from a more creative use of
the surrounds, such as with background singers or instruments, but as with any new tool or effect, it can be overdone
and become tiresome if used to excess. Maybe the principle
that has served so well for the film industry can also work
for music mixing: don't use the surrounds to distract the listener's attention away from the story.
What's the difference between the LFE channel and the
subwoofer signal? The LFE channel is a separate. limited frequency range signal created by the mixing engineer and
delivered alongside the main channels in the mix. A brick wall filter at 120Hz in the Dolby Digital encoder limits its
use to handling the bottom two audible octaves. Dolby generally recommends limiting the signal to 80Hz in the conSeptember 1998 Studio Sound

A question of balance
Keeping a clear vision of your dream installation can be hard once the retail
arena is entered. Philip Newell, gives advice on withstanding the assault
RFADERS man wonder why

I

occa-

,tonally make some rather blunt
attacks on studio equipment manufacturers. Do I get some sense of satisfaction
by pointing out the mistakes of others; or is
it some Freudian way of compensating for
my own errors? I hope that neither is the
case. Almost anyone who knows me well
will surely testify that I am neither cynical.
sarcastic. nor nit -picking by nature, and that
I rarely speak badly even about those who
may have unjustly maligned me. I hope that
I have too much of an inbuilt sense of honour to allow myself to fall into such ways.
One thing that does rile me though. is seeing others suffer. I am a vegetarian. solely by
virtue of the fact that I cannot countenance
the thought of animals going through any
suffering just so that I can enjoy the taste of
eating them. I am in no Nvay a religious person. but perhaps some of my character is
because I was brought up by caring parents.
I care about rats and worms, but especially.
I care about my friends. Around the \\'orld,
on average, I design and (usually) supervise
the building of about six or eight studios
every year. I am, by no stretch of the intagination.:a businessman. so clients. in almost
all cases. become my god friends. and their
frustrations become my frustrations.
The face of the recording industry is
changing rapidly. and the speed of expansion is ensuring that the number of people
with in -depth knowledge of studio design
are becoming ever more thinly spread
throughout the industry. I'm a very
lucky person to have been able to
spend over 30 years working in

nel. Now. I would say that around 70% of the
studios I build are for owners of little technical education. and who ofien (if they do have
staff at all, and who don't entirely rely on freelancers of dubious abilities). are asking nie to
build a dream. They have child -like faith in
the abilities and the integrity of manufacturers
and dealers. vet time after time. I see them
being led like lambs to the slaughter.
\h writing of books, technical papers. and
countless articles tends to he driven out of
either sheer enthusiasm. or in order to sign host the areas of quicksands. to try to pre -

vent people from inadvertently falling into
them. Unfortunately. in so nuny instances,
the unwary are led directly into those quicksands by the hype of the half-truths of many
glossy achertisements, and the unscrupulous
profit seeking of many equipment dealers.
\\'hen clients commission me to design a
studio. then they engage my services as an
adviser on how to achieve a complete
recording system. Dealers, on the other hand.
are often desperately trying to influence them
in other directions. There are reputable dealers out there. but unfortunately. on a worldwide scale. they tend to be in a minority. The
majority. it would seen. do not care one jot
about my problems of building the integrated
system which l believe to be in the best inter-

an industry which i find fas-

cinating. and with some
really special people. One
aspect of the expansion
that I find rather sad,
though. is the was that
the
manufacturing
has changed from
cottage industries.
run by small groups
of dedicated people.
into what is largely
a mass production
industry which is
more or less solely
governed by financial
motives. in itself, this
not necessarily a bad
thing. but it becomes a
bad thing when customers are seen to be an
irritation. rather than the valued clients on whom the

cal judgen.nts, and it
on these insecurities

is

is

industry is ultimately dependent.
Twenty years ago, I built studios
ahnwst exclusively for clients with
good knowledge of the industry. and who
usually had a staff of well educated person-
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of my clients. Head -on conflicts between
designer and dealers seem to he on the
increase. Beware of the dealer who six
months ago told you that the products of
manufacturer A, who they then represented
were the best. but now that they have either
lost the dealership, or changed their allegiance to the more profitable range of manufacturer B: say that manufacturer As
products were really not very good. Beware
also the dealers who always want to sell the
next most expensive unit to the one which
the designer has specified. The designer will
most likely be thinking about the best overall end result. the dealers will more likely be
thinking only of the profits.
Its a tough world out there. Manufacturers put pressure on dealers to sell a minimum amount of product each scar or risk
losing their dealerships. Remember that fact
if you find yourself confronted by dealers
who try to sell you not shat you were asking for. but what they want to sell you. This
is especially true if they seem to be treating
your initial requests with disinterest, or trying to make you feel ignorant. Rarely take
the advice of dealers over that of designers.
Designers are probably considering a balanced system. It seems to he intuitively
obvious to Ferrari owners that if a Porsche
agent tries to sell them a new -style Porsche
gearbox. it is unlikely that it will fit comfortably into a Ferrari. for which it was not
designed. Unfortunately, however. it does
not seem so obvious to mans studio
owners that much equipment may
not be suitable for an environment for which it was not
designed. in the recording
world), the question of balance extends to each
differently
designed
recording system. Balance is not exclusively an issue of
musical instrument
relationships.
Any absurdities
happen ..lue to the
insecurity of many
audio owners and
operators
about
their beliefs in their
own ears and musiests

SPEAKER

SOURCE
.V'Nt

STENEO

VOLTAGE

TONE

I

{'IN:

VOLUME

that many parasitic
operators thrive. The
only real solution to the
insecurity problem is experience and education. and
hopefully. via the pages of Stu dio Sound. more of this can he
shared out, which will hopefully lead
a healthier recording industry; and that
si )lnething else that I care alx)ut greatly.
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and a very slim cable
can be routed to the
control box resulting
in an installation
which is all but invisible.
Conventional condenser microphones
are out because they
need a polarising
power supply. The

360 systems
A &F McKay

Akai.

moving coil microphone is robust. but

Fig.2: Companding

Fig.3: Fading due to reflections

lower capacity than primary
cells so many radio naics use alkaline dry
naiuna have

batteries. In live performances a battery
running clown can be a disaster so the
engineer may fit a fresh battery whenever possible irrespective of the estimated state of the previous battery.

Newer rechargeable technologies
such as lithium may be useful for radio
mies because in addition to much
greater capacity than nickel cadmium or
nickel metal hydride they are extremely
light for their capacity. Rechargeables
do require rigid discipline in battery
management so the state of every battery is always known. In a short -terni
rental scenario, charging time may not
be available and dry batteries will be
the best bet.
There are two physical approaches to
radio microphone design. In the first,
everything is packed into a single handheld unit. This may resemble a conventional hand -held microphone except that
the cable coming out of the end doesn't
go anywhere because its the antenna.
This is an advantage where production
constraints require the microphone to
be passed from one user to the next. although getting microphone, battery and
electronics inside an enclosure that is
robust enough is quite a challenge.
In the second approach the microphone itself is on a short lead and everything else is in a small box that can be
pocketed or clipped to the wearer's belt.
This technique means that almost any
self-powered microphone can be turned
into a radio microphone. Another advantage is that if the wiring to a miniature lapel microphone is routed inside
the wearer's clothing a very discreet
installation results. Miniature microphones can he affixed to the forehead
above the hair line with sticking plaster
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the magnet makes it
heavy. The electret
principle answered
the radio mic designer's prayer because it has many of the quality attributes
of the condenser mic, but needs no polarising supply, is very small. and weighs
next to nothing. A simple FET amplifier
drawing very low current is enough to
interface the capsule to the audio circuitry.
Radio microphones have been built
to work on a number of wavebands,
including VHF and UHF. VHF units require a fairly long antenna which is usually a trailing wire. In UHF a short
flexible rod is sufficient. The precise frequencies and licensing requirements
vary from country to country and present a huge administrative problem for
international artists. Clearly where several microphones are to be used in the
sane venue each mast work on a different radio frequency.
There is very little control of the radio
frequency environment and radio microphones are forced to use low power
to allow reasonable battery life. The
transmitter has to be omnidirectional because the wearer cannot he expected to
aim a directional antenna at the receiver.
Consequently multipath reception and
shading are major problems and it is very
difficult to avoid dead spots where there
is so little signal that the reception is
noisy. Fig.3 shows how multipath
reception causes fading. A reflected signal from sonie metallic object arrives
later than the direct signal. and at some
time the delay will be half a cycle at the
radio frequency in use. This means the
receiver sees a pair of antiphase signals
which suffer cancellation.
One solution is to use diversity reception in which two or more receiving
antennae are used. When the signal
picked up by one antenna fades the
chances are that the other antenna is still
receiving a strong signal. In low -cost
equipment, the two antennae may be at
opposite ends of the receiver box. Better performance will be obtained if the
two antennae are several metres apart.
Suitable stands can be used to elevate
the antennae. in general the antennae
should be at least a metre and preferably two metres from any other object
as this helps to reduce the intensity of
reflections and reduces fading.
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sole to ensure best uniformity no matter how the program is delivered.
The subwoofer signal is created in the
decoder product based on the use of
bass management crossover filters as
needed for the particular speaker complement in use. A subwoofer is present,
the bass (including the LFF. channel if
present ) will he redirected to the speakers best able to handle it, usually the
main stereo pair.
In most music productions, there is
unlikely to be a technical need to use
the LFE channel. Since the overall programme level may he adjusted to allow
for any proportion of bass to he per fectly rendered, the LFE channel might
only be an advantage for something like
the famous cannon shots in the 1812
overture. In such a case, the overall programme level might have to be reduced
several dB just so the last few minutes
can stake the desired impact without
overload. By using the LFF. channel, the
orchestra can be recorded at a more normal level. with some of the loudest,
deepest bass of the cannons carried in
the LFE channel. Of course, the main
channels must still carry the cannon
shots so that they will he heard from
the appropriate locations.
There is another benefit to using the
LFE channel when carrying explosive
bass signals, in that smaller stereo systems may not be able to handle such
high levels of deep bass without sig-

nificant stress. Since the LFE signal is
discarded in the Dolby Digital downmix process, these hass signals will not
present any difficulty. The remaining
portions of the cannon shots mixed into
the main channels will convey the
essential aspects of the performance for
the downmix listener.
While it may be of no particular consequence for cannon shots, the fact that
the LFE channel is separate from the others means that its ability to blend seamlessly with the higher frequencies from
the other channels can he affected by
filters used to generate the LFE signal,
for example. The best way to ensure a
cohesive audio signal across the entire
audible spectrum is to keep the entire
signal together in the main channel or
channels.
Even with the popularity of 5.1 -channel systems, there will always be a need
to address stereo reproduction. There
are three basic ways to do this: prepare
a new stereo mix from the original multitrack elements, prepare a studio
adjusted downmix from the multichannel mix, or let the decoder derive a
stereo downmix.
The first option is no different from
today's conventional stereo mixing sessions. The second option takes advantage of all the work that has gone into
the mixing of the 5.1-channel version,
and allows the mixing engineer to
quickly derive a stereo version while

MASTER'S TOOLS

' :_:!
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sible.

One other aspect of previewing how
the production will sound to the consumer has to do with checking the mix
on a 'budget' surround system, in the
same way that small speakers have traditionally been used in stereo mixing to
check TV and small stereo playback compatibility. Having a 'home style' surround
system on hand may prove useful in evaluating how well the mix translates to
more modest playback systems.

Further information
For more information see the Dolby
Digital Encoding Manual available from
Dolby Laboratories or from the Dolby
web site at www.dolby.com. Details
include Room Layout, Speaker
Placement, Channel Calibration,
Subwoofer Calibration, and Setting
Centre & Surround Delays.

Move into the
Money making zone

or
F

retaining flexibility in the exact proportions of each channel represented
in the final stereo mix. The third option
is to stake no separate stereo mix at all.
In this case, the decoder will derive
a stereo downmix based on preset formulas in the decoder. Consumer
decoders can apply a degree of dynamic
range reduction during the downmix
process if necessary to prevent overload. The downmix òptions are all able
to be previewed in the production studio, and a range of adjustments are pos-
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EQ1: Digital Parametric Equalizer (96kHz optional)

Highly ergonomical with 22 touch sensitive knobs seven bands. each
switchable to peaking, hi /low shelve. hi /low cut, each spanning a 16Hz to
20kHz frequency range frequency response display fully MIDI
controllable 128 snapshots extremely low noise filter architecture 40 bit
floating point processing 24 bit AES /EBU Input/Output with switchable
dithering peak meter excellent price /performance ratio
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DS1: Digital De -Esser / Compressor / Limiter

Highly ergonomical with 12 touch sensitive knobs
lowpass/bandpass /highpass switchable linear phase crossover filter with
crossover frequencies between 300Hz and 20kHz fully MIDI controllable
128 snapshots 40 bit floating point processing 24 bit AES /EBU
Input/Output with switchable dithering compressor input/output metering
gain reduction metering static transfer function display variable soft
knee programme dependent release oversampling sidechain and gain
multiplier auto gain makeup feature monitor feature for "compressed
band only" listening excellent price /performance ratio
"The best De -Esser / Compressor"
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Radio microphones
Modern production values often preclude the use of a microphone requiring
a cable link to a preamplifier. John Watkinson looks at the radio microphone
IN MOST RECORDING applications, the microphone is stand mounted
and the presence of a microphone cable is no great problem. The same is true for the
outdoor recordist who will he
carrying microphone and
recorder. However, in many
applications the microphone
cable is an unwanted constraint and microphones are
used in conjunction with
radio transmission. An example of use might he a single camera ENG team
consisting of camcorder operator and reporter. The reporter has a radio mic and the
receiver is mounted on the
camcorder so that reporter
and cameraman don't need to
he connected by a cable as
this is fraught with difficulties in public spaces.
In many modern musicals
the artists are too mobile to
trail cables. Artists don roller
skates and swing on trapezes,
yet the audience demands
clear amplification. The musical could not exist in its
modern forni without the
radio mic.
It is not easy to obtain high
quality with radio microphones-not least because of
the potential for noise and interference in the radio link. In
general radio microphones
should never be used without good reason simply hecause a cabled microphone is
always going to sound better. In order to minimise
noise, techniques such as
pre -emphasis and companding are used in the audio frequency domain and FM
(frequency modulation) is
used in the radio frequency
domain.
Fig. la shows that in frequency modulation. the frequency of the carrier is driven
up and down by the audio
waveform. The receiver contains a device called a discriminator that produces an
output proportional to frequency to recover the audio
waveform. The advantage of
FM is that interference is additive, and so it may change
136

the amplitude of a signal. I>ut
it cannot change the frequency. As a result, FM gives
better signal -to -noise ratio
than AM: although is does re-

quire more

RF

bandwidth

than AM because the side hand structure is wider. This
requires wireless microphones to use VIII: hands or
above.
It is a characteristic of FM
systems that the noise in the
channel is proportional to frequency. Stated differently, the
signal -to -noise ratio is triangular and so the upper side hand contributes more noise
than the lower sideband.
Fig.Ih shows the reasoning
behind the problem. An ideal
demodulator removes amplitude disturbances by clipping
the received signal. This eliminates amplitude modulation,
but it doesn't remove all
forms of noise. The discriminator works by analysing the
position of zero- crossings in
the FM signal with respect to
the time axis.
in the RF domain the transmitted signal has finite bandwidth so the transitions in the
signal cannot be vertical. instead they are sloping. Fig. lb
shows that noise added to a
sloping signal can change the
position of a zero crossing,
and cause the estimated frequency to he in error, resulting in noise in the demodulated baseband signal.
Fig.lc shows that as frequency rises, the period of a
signal becomes smaller. As a
result, a given disturbance on
the time axis assumes a
greater proportion of the signal period at high frequencies
than it does at low frequencies. As a result, the noise is

proportional to frequency.
Stated in audio industry
ternis, the SNR deteriorates at
6cIB per octave.
Pre- emphasis takes advantage of the fact that most
audio-programme material
has lower signal levels at the
extremes of the audible
range. High frequencies can
be boosted prior to transmission and given a corre-

sponding reduction at the receiver which will reduce hiss.
This is particularly useful
against the triangular noise
spectrum of FM radio. in
some cases audio signals
have exceptional levels at frequency extremes. In these
cases pre- emphasis is not
beneficial as it could result in
overloading. This is unlikely
t( trice in radio Tries used for
)

level is reduced. it is no
longer constant and noise
pumping may he audible
with heavy companding.
The pre- emphasis, compression and modulation parameters of the microphone
have to have matching demodulation,
de- emphasis
and expansion at the receiver
so the overall response is correct. In practice this means
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another

that the microphone and receiver will he supplied as a
matched pair.

useful technique to cut down
noise. Fig.2 shows the details.
The transmitter is preceded
by a recursive compressor
-that is, one which takes
gain control decisions based
on its output. This approach
means that the encoder and
the decoder see the sanie signal so that the decoder can
reverse the compression.
Companding of this kind cannot he used to excess because: although the noise

Designing a radio microphone is challenging because
there are limits on size and
weight yet complex processing at AF and RF is necessary.
Surface -mount technology
was a godsend because it allowed more complex processing at the microphone
without an increase in size.
Power is limited because it
has to be supplied from a battery'. Traditional rechargeable
batteries such as nickel -cad-

vocals, but should be borne
in mind in other applications.

Companding

is
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creative digital console ever
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was wary of putting

a.

speaker in my

war...

until I used the
Aphex Dominator"

was glad to
get rid of stage wedges, I
was apprehensive about
switching to in -ear monitor ir.g -I was wary of putting a
i _hough I

n-iniatLre speaker in my ear.
After we added the Aphex

Dominator I felt much better
about the system. It has been
flawless in brick -wall limiting the stage mix and sounds
really dean?'
The Dominator is the only
brickwall limiter that will
give yoi the absolute peak
protection you need while
maintaining the fidelity you
demand. Don't gamble with
your ea-s- they're your most
precious instruments.
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IMPROVING THE WAY THE WORLD SOUNDS"
11068 Randall Street, Sun Valley, CA 91352 U.S.A.
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